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Cottolene is clean, delicate, whole

some, appetizing and economical.

It is so good that it is taking the

| place of all other shortenings. Be

sure and get the genuine

Gülenei
with trade-mark—steer's head in

cotton-plant wreath—on every

pail. Made only by

| THE N. K. FAIRBANK

- COMPANY.,

Chicago, St. Louis, New

York, Boston, Philadel

phia, San Francisco.

ELISABETH ROBINSON Scovil, Associate Editor of The

Ladies' Home Journal, and a Hospital Superintendent

of experience, in her book “The Care of Children” rec

ommends the use of Ivory Soap for bathing infants and

says: “There is no particular virtue in Castile Soap

which has long been consecrated to this purpose.”
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“Disfigured for Life”
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Is the despairing cry of thousands afflicted with unsightly skin

diseases. Do you realize what this disfiguration means to

sensitive souls P. It means isolation, seclusion. It is a bar to

Social and business success. Do you wonder that despair

seizes upon these sufferers when doctors fail, standard

remedies fail, and nostrums prove worse than useless?

Skin diseases are most obstinate to cure or even

relieve. It is an easy matter to claim to cure
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them, but quite another thing to do so. ;
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% cuticuRA REMEDIES
/ y Have earned the right to be called Skin

Specifics, because for years they have met

with most remarkable success. There are cases

that they cannot cure, but they are few indeed.

It is no long-drawn-out expensive experiment. 25 cents

invested in a cake of CUTICURA SOAP will prove

more convincing than a page of advertisement. In

short CUTICURA WORKS WONDERS, and its cures

are simply marvelous.Nº
|º 3.
|*|\º |\

Sold throughout the world. Price, cuticura, 5oc.; Soap, 25c.; Resolvent, $1.o.o. Potter Drug and Chemical Corporation, Sole

Proprietors, Boston. “ All About the Skin, Scalp, and Hair” mailed free.
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| THE WOMAN WHO MOST INFLUENCED ME f

l–MY GRANDMOTHER: By Eugene Field

# FTER our mother’s

death we two little

boys were sent East.

It was at that time

that our father wrote

to Grandma Field

that he did not care

to have his sons

imbued with the

Ne “superstitions of

i. England.” To this our grandma

** answer in these words: “Roswell,

° not know what you mean by ‘super

Mr. FIELD

[From his latest photograph, by Stein, of Milwaukee]

sº but of one thing you can rest as

up inº grandchildren shall be brought
Lord.” e nurture and admonition of the

these Dear grandma has been asleep

whenº many years; I was still a boy

the la saw her saintly, beloved face for

er st time. But I have not forgotten

ver, º were famous friends, and so

eº times, in these years that have

n i. i;. I was a boy amid the New
inº hills, I have, with closed eyes and

ear . of solemn, sweet revery, seen

gº andma's lovely face and heard her

Ovin Voice and felt the caress of her

º, touch. All that I remember of

Of her * is so pleasant that I love to speak

ert and of the days when I was one of

T Wo little boys.
he C. old homestead was to the south of

fr..". ; it was a long, two-story white

green flºe with narrow, windows and a

curiou º door, upon which there was a
º ittle brass knocker, and a brass

FieldRate bearing the name, ‘Gen. Martin

archaic wº bove this front door, was an

of a window or transom in the shape

arounº Three acres of ground were

a sid the house—a large front yard and

nu. yard and an orchard; there were

grani. outbuildings, a museum (for my

Woo ". ºr was an amateur naturalist), a

riag. ed, a barn, an ice-house and a car

n§.". . In the carriage-house was a

whº. i.e. and I used to wonder
and sº. there ever was a horse big enough

a lon ºg enough to haul it. There was

gate É,º walk leading from the front

of this the front door, and on each side
whic * there was a flower-bed, in

tº the proper season, prim daffodils

divided th n the picket fence which

a. Sun-di º front and side yards there was

dial st *!, and just to the north of this

994 a sassafras tree–you see I re
I 2

call these details, although twenty-five

years have elapsed since I last visited the

old homestead in Vermont. How true

and how good it is that the scenes of child

hood never fade from our memories.

There were hills all around the little vil

lage, and there were trout brooks that

crept furtively through woods and thickets;

and, my, but how steep those hills were,

and how sweet the wild strawberries, and

how cool and pungent the checkerberries

were that nestled away up there in that

gravelly, sterile soil! On the east side of

the mountain flowed the

West River, a black and

turbulent stream, in ill

repute with all solicitous

mothers, for Reuben

Fisher's boy Lute was

drowned therein in the

summer of 1823, and

Lute's grave in the bury

ing-ground on the hill

near the Stedman farm

was studiously and

solemnly pointed out to

every little boy who

evinced a disposition to

hook off and go swim

ming. By common con

sent the only proper

place for little boys to

go swimming was in the

brook just this side of

Burdette's melodeon fac.

tory on the Dummerston

road. The village was

called Fayetteville then ;

now it is Newfane.

Grandma was a pillar

in the Congregational

Church. At the decline

and disintegration of the

Universalist society, she

rejoiced as cordially as if

a temple of Baal or an

idol of Ashtaroth had

been overturned. Yes,

grandma was Puritanical

—not to the extent of

persecution, but a Puritan

in the severity of her

faith and in the exacting

nicety of her interpreta

tion of her duties to God

and mankind. Grand .

ma’s Sunday began at six

o'clock Saturday even

ing; by that hour her

house was swept and

garnished, and her lamps trimmed, and

every preparation made for a quiet, rev

erential observance of the Seventh Day.

There was no cooking there on Sunday.

At noon Mrs. Deacon Ranney and other

old ladies used to come from church with

grandma to eat luncheon and discuss the

sermon and

suggest deeds

grandma's gentle nature with any such in

cendiary suggestions.

I recall those Sunday luncheons, for I

was always hungry then, and they were so

very good. They consisted of hard-boiled

eggs, bread and butter, cookies, crackers,

doughnuts, cheese, gingerbread and a cer

tain kind of cake called loaf-cake, which

in the West I have met with under the cor

rupted and plebeian name of dough-cake.

These viands were always cold. For her

self and her austere visitors, grandma

would heat water in the fireplace and make

tea, but even this was always done with a

certain fear and trembling, for, as I have as

good as told you, grandma believed that

naught should be done upon the Seventh

Day save in the service of God. Grandma

really had a passion for church-going ; I

could not understand it at all. There was

no heat in the meeting-house in winter time

in those days—in fact, grandma always

denounced stoves and furnaces as abomi

nations of Satan's invention. I fancy she

actually enjoyed the divers discomforts en

tailed upon church-goers in those days.

The meeting-house was cold and draughty,

and the seats, with their straight backs,

were, oh, so hard. Grandma's pew was

near the pulpit. I remember now how

ashamed I used to be to carry her foot

stove all the way up that long aisle for her

—I was such a foolish little boy then—and

now, ah me, how ready and glad and

proud I should be to do that service for

dear old grandma

When grandma went to meeting she car

ried a lovely, big black velvet bag; it had

a bouquet wrought in beads of subdued

color upon it, and it hung by two sombre

silk puckering-ribbons over grandma's arm.

In the bag grandma carried a supply of

crackers and peppermint lozenges, and

upon these she would nibble in meeting

whenever she felt that feeling of goneness

in the pit of her stomach, which I was told

old ladies sometimes suffer with. It was

proper enough, I was assured, for old

ladies to nibble at crackers and peppermint

lozenges in meeting, but that such a pro

ceeding would be very wicked for a little

boy. This seemed hard to understand

then, but it is clear enough to me now.

There was one thing, however, which I

have never been able to study out.

Grandma used to make a practice of get

ting up out of bed at night and eating hard

boiled eggs whenever she felt hungry. It

was impossible to make her believe that

“a biled hard egg could hurt anybody.”

And it never did harm grandma; I guess

that eggs in these degenerate days are no

longer what they were in the good old

times.

Already have I said that grandma con

sidered stoves an abomination. Maybe

you would have thought so, too, if you

could have eaten of the many nice things

grandma used to cook in those great

open chimneyplaces in the old homestead.

Doughnuts and cookies nowadays give me

dyspepsia terribly, but grandma's dough

nuts and cookies never hurt anybody! And

fried potatoes—well, I am sure that there

never was anybody else, and there never

will be anybody else, capable of frying pota

toes half so deliciously as grandma. When

father lay dying of a dreadful malady he

of piety for

the ensuing

week. I re

member Mrs.

Deacon Ran

ney and her

frigid com

panions very

distinctly ;

they never

smiled and

they wore

austere bom

bazines that

rustled and

squeaked dol

orously. Mrs.

Deacon Ran

ney seldom

noticed me

further than to

regard me

with a look -

that seemed

to stigmatize

me as an in

cipient vessel

of wrath that

was to be dis

approved of, and I never liked Mrs. Dea

con Ranney after I heard her reminding

grandma one day that Solomºn, had truly

said, “Spare the rod and spoil the child.”

I still think ill of Mrs. Deacon Ranney

for having sought to corrupt dear old

THE HOMESTEAD AMID THE NEW ENGLAND HillS

said one day to his brother, an old man

who had come many miles to soothe father's

last hours: “Charles, I wish mother were

living and here to cook for me. It may be

an idle fancy, but I believe I could eat and

relish some of her fried pork and potatoes.”

And do you know that's just how I have

felt many and many a time, when illness,

or, maybe, the heat of summer made me

indifferent to viands carefully prepared to

tempt my appetite? At such times I’ve

thought to myself that if I only had some

of grandma's cooking, how gladly and

heartily I would eat! And then has come

the second, sweetly-sad thought that

maybe, after all, it was grandma herself—

the cheer, the restfulness, the healing, the

solace of that sympathetic, saintly presence

—that I pined for.

The few books that grandma had were

kept in the old secretary in the front room

“GRANDMA FIELD ''

under the spare chamber. Grandma was

a life member of the American Tract So

ciety, so her library was constantly increas

ing, and there was no other woman in the

State of Vermont who had so wide and so

exact an acquaintance with the spiritual

condition and needs of the heathen as

grandma had. There was not in all grand

ma’s collection, as you can imagine, a

book that could not with the utmost pro

priety be read on Sunday. The nearest

approach to light literature were “The

Blind Man's Offering ” and a “Life of

Mary Lyon.” But my favorite reading

when I visited grandma was “The Well

Spring ” and the New England primer.

The rude cuts in the primer had then, and

still have, a certain weird fascination which

I can neither explain nor resist. My de

votion to this kind of literature inspired

grandma with the fond delusion that maybe

some time I would become a minister, so

she set about cultivating the theological

germ she fancied was in me. She paid

me ninepence for every sermon or report of

a sermon I wrote for her, and one of these

sermons has survived the ruthlessness of

years, and here it is now beside me—the

sermon I wrote (when I was nine years

old) in pencil in an old account book be

longing to my

grandfather.

I cannot for

bear giving

you just one

extract from

this sermon,

in order that

you may un

derstand what

a gloomy,

stilted, con

vention a 1

thing it is,

and in order,

furthermore,

that you may

see how good

a thing it is

that I aban

doned ser

monizing so

many years

ago:

“I remark

secondly that
consc 1 en Ce

makes the

way of trans

gressors hard,

for every act

of pleasure, every act of guilt his con

science smites him. The last of his stay

on earth will appear horrible to the be

holder. Sometimes, however, he will be

stayed in his guilt. A death in a family

of some favorite object, or be attacked by
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some disease himself is brought to the

portal of the grave. Then for a little time

perhaps he is stayed in his wickedness,

but before long he returns to his worldly

lust. Oh, it is indeed hard for sinners to

go down into perdition over all the obsta

cles which God has placed in their path.

But many, I am afraid, do go down into

perdition, for wide is the gate and broad is

the way that leadeth to destruction, and

many there be that go in thereat.”

Grandma herself was an able theologian,

and her familiarity with the Scriptures was

simply amazing. I think that Proverbs

must have been her favorite book in the

Bible, for she was always quoting there

from, and, moreover, she constantly held

Solomon up to me as one whose example

I should emulate. One day I wanted to

hear more about this wisest man, for I dis

covered all at once that in her talk about

Solomon, grandma seemed to take pains

to avoid all reference to the conclusion of

his career. But I never got any satisfac

tion on this point from grandma, and but

for future investigation, conducted without

grandma's advice or consent, I might still

be fancying that Solomon was cut off in

the flower of his wisdom and godliness.

One bitter winter's night my younger

brother had an attack of croup. While

somebody was going for Dr. Warren—how

well I remember his splendid shirt frills and

blue coat with brass buttons—grandma

came up-stairs and administered spiritual

consolation to the sick child. She told him

that in the midst of life we are in death, and

she asked him if he were prepared to

render up an account before the King of

Kings. Poor little child, he was frightened

nearly to death, of course; they banished

grandma from the room, but not without

much difficulty, for grandma didn't propose

to sit tamely by and see a human soul in

danger of the unquenchable fire.

She was a prudent and thrifty soul, was

grandma. Extravagance and wastefulness

she regarded as cardinal sins.

I wish I had space to tell you about the

wonderful garret in that old homestead at

Fayetteville, for, oh, the curious and

splendid things I used to discover there

when I went rummaging about therein on

rainy days I wish I had some of those

quaint old things now. I should particu

larly like that large, white muslin banner,

on which I used to read the mysterious

legend : , “Vote for Old Hickory.” In

deed, I have many souvenirs of the old

homestead and of dear grandma, but not

enough. I have grandma's cunning little

pewter teapot, and her beautiful gold watch

that grandpa gave her when they were

married, and her pewter porringer, and a

set of her shovels and tongs, and one of

her custard cups, and her copy of the

American Tract Society's edition of the

Psalms, and several pieces of linen she

spun, and two of her brass candlesticks.

I treasure and love these things and they

are beautiful in my eyes, because they

were grandma's.

Now, I have told you of grandma simply

as I knew her. I could tell you many

things which others have told me of her—

of the hardships and the valor of her early

life, of her very many deeds of charity and

piety, of her great personal beauty—for

she was the belle of Hadley once—and of

the really noble public service she per

formed as the first lady in that community

where she lived for nearly ninety years;

but I have chosen to speak of her as she

was known to the little motherless boy

who found in her arms a sure and sweet

refuge.

I think grandma feared death—others

have told me so; I can't imagine why she

should have, for her life was pure and

high and full of good works. But she

prayed God that when death came to her

it should not be through lingering illness,

but while she slept, so that her awaken

ing in the Land of Promise might be from

the sleep of that life wherein she had

served God by the light that was within

her. And so it came to pass, even as she

had asked ; for one fair morning when

they went and called, grandma did not

answer. A voice, sweeter and more be

loved than ours, had summoned her pa

tient, valorous, tender soul to its reward.

Among those hills—those sturdy hills of

old Vermont that were witnesses to her

good works—dear grandma sleeps the

sleep that awaiteth all humanity. Those

who were nearest and dearest to her in

life, they, too, sleep that same sleep around

her there. In the winding valley below,

the little village stretches itself quietly and

loving along. The steeple of the old

meeting-house reaches high into the air as

if to see the hilltop yonder, whither so

many have gone forever. Just as of old,

the wild strawberries and the wintergreens

cluster where little eyes and little hands

may find them out, and the daffodils be

side a gravel walk incline their heads as if

to hear what the gentle wind of spring

time has to tell of a lovely spot where the

shepherd keepeth his vigil over his be

loved.

And very, very far from those sweet,

peaceful scenes, a child—for he is still a

child that hath the grace of grandma's

love in his heart—a child is thinking and

speaking now of that dear, dead, saintly

one, and he blesses her memory.

“HEIGH HO ! FOR A HUSBAND"

By Mrs. Burton Harrison

[The first of Mrs. Harrison's new JOURNAL series of articles on “The Well-Bred Girl in Society”]

Še-s-Nº. EATRICE, Shakespeare's

S. -o-o-o. 3% immortal charmer,

* **ś & lived in the artiessage,

& when it was possible for

© a lady to express herself

& in terms like these (and

who that has ever

<> *escoe dº ººº.
- Terry's lips will forget

& 3-6 & © 3.3.q) the bewitching utter

ance?): “Good-lack, for alliance Thus

goes every one to the world but I, and I

am sunburned ; I may sit in the corner and

cry, ‘Heigh ho! for a husband.’”

When Don Pedro, as in gallantry bound,

at once offered himself to the merry

maiden, he received an answer embodying

what might be taken as a text for modern

preachment to intending brides.

“Will you have me, lady ?” says the

Count.

“No, my lord,” answers Beatrice in one

of her “speeches like poniards,” “unless

I might have another for working days;

your grace is too costly to wear every day.”

dº

}
zºi(

AGAINST these figureheads of society,

“too costly to wear every day,” a

sensible girl ought not to need warning.

But somehow or other all sensible girls

are not as discriminating as Beatrice.

Every day we see fine, well-poised women

allying themselves with utterly inferior

men, who can boast only the veneer of

manner, of good looks, of dress according

to the highest mode, of a certain patter in

conversation upon current themes, that

passes for agreeability | Why this variety of

hero should have any vogue whatever with

clever girls it is hard to understand. But,

beginning in the dancing-class—that is an

epitome of a larger social world—he struts

and crows his hour away among the ad

miring maidens who are flattered when he

comes to select them as partners in the

dance, or strolls beside them in the prom

enade.

Such a boy is father to the man seen a

few years later, expanding his achieve

ments with his opportunities. It is no

doubt audacity—always audacity—which is

at the bottom of his success. That shrink

ing fellow, standing in the doorway looking

on, is tenfold his superior, mentally and

morally perhaps ; but because he does

stand in the doorway, and fails to push in

to carry off the prize, the swaggerer secures

what is far too good for his deserts.

HIS is the stranger because what every

girl in her heart likes best is a manly

man, and there is something infinitely little

in the habitual stroller of society, who goes

from house to house retailing gossip, who

is an authority about other peoples’ affairs,

a law-giver in matters of petty form, who

leads a cotillion as gravely and rebuk

ingly of interference as if it were an army

going in to battle ! How can a young

woman delude herself into supposing this

character, whose habit of mind is trifling,

whose intellect is so shallow, his temper so

restless, can ever be transformed into the

husband who is to guide and sustain her,

and breathe strength into her life? And

unless a husband can do these things he is

worth no more than a cotillion favor a year

after date. In our country men are, as a

rule, so busy working for daily bread they

are forced out of any such artificial attitude

as I have suggested as soon as they come

to years of discretion. The idlers are

generally the infrequent heirs of money

hardly earned by the generation that pre

ceded them, who are too selfish to want to

marry until they have exhausted other

things. This is a blessing for which we

should insert a clause of thanksgiving in

our prayers. It is the do-nothings of Eng

lish high society who are responsible for

poor imitations in America. In both cases,

fortunately far more so in England than

with us, their way through life is tracked

with outrages upon propriety in deed and

in word, incredible among quieter folk,

into whose paths the offenders rarely come.

An “alliance ’’ with an example of this

class is truly, as Beatrice said, “too costly

to wear every day.” A girl should look

twice before she lets herself dream that

such as he might ever be made available

for the “working days” of life. Facility

in conversation, taste and dress, that inde

finable appanage called “style,” are a long

way from satisfying the yearning of a true

woman's heart for the companionship that

is to last through so many “every days”

Apart from the offense against modesty

and good taste involved in the practice, it

is a question whether any deliberate effort

entered into by a woman to secure a hus

band has ever been known to succeed. It

is degrading to our sex that wits of all

ages have recorded such attempts.

Editor's NotE-The success of Mrs. Harrison's

previous articles on “The Well-Bred Girl in So

ciety,” ºl. in the Journal during 1892, has

led to these supplementary papers, of which there

will be three.

ONE'S ears burn in reading Thackeray's

contemptuous description of how old

Lady Kew dragged poor, dear Ethel New

come into her chase through Europe after

that noble prey, Lord Farintosh, who was

finally “brought to bay’’ in Paris It is

commonly said to-day that English girls

talk hunt, stable, kennel, smoke-room,

follow in the shoot carrying birds and car

tridges—all to make themselves more at

tractive to their men. From this has de

veloped the race of tomboy girls we are

familiar with. And now they are wanting

to abolish chaperons, to have latchkeys, to

go out alone in the evenings, to see plays

at choice, to be more and more like the

men, who don’t want to be bothered with

conventionalities. And yet these men in

whose footsteps they fain would tread are

not ever attracted by the sincere flattery of

imitation to turn and seek their imitators

for their brides. As the pursuer follows

the game flies. A “jolly ” girl, a “free

and easy '' girl, a “good, old '' girl, may

obtain from the other sex a certain amount

of fellowship, but she is pretty sure to be

left matrimonially in the lurch, in favor of

her home-keeping, shrinking sister. It is

in the nature of man to prefer that which

he seeks for to that which seeks him. A

prize easily procurable does not stimulate

him to effort. It is so monotonous to sit

and expect something quite sure to come !

In the category of a man’s lightly-prized

success may be generally reckoned the

acquisition of a girl’s personal gifts and

tokens. If she be wise, and unless her

course be reasonably clear, she will add

nothing to the holocaust of little souvenirs

amassed on his way through life by a

popular young man. With the best inten

tion of fidelity he is so likely, a very little

while after, to confuse her gift with that of

one of her predecessors. Gloves, ribbons,

locks of hair, most of all photographs, are

safer in possession of the owner than

around the hodgepodge of pipes, books and

brushes of a man's interior surroundings

THE girls who attract the best men are

almost always a source of surprise to

their feminine friends, who are often lost

in wonder as to why so many more patent

charms should have been passed over in

such selections. It is the little mouse of a

woman, the shrinking, shy creature left in

the background by her bolder sisters, we

constantly see brought to the front by the

man who has won her love. And men

prefer to any such coquettish invitation as

that extended by Mrs. Bond of the nursery

rhyme to her ducks when decoying them

to come and be killed, the uncertainty

hanging around a being to whom they

have to sue.

Every man's ideal of a wife—I mean the

normal, honest citizen of our Republic, who

looks forward to making of himself and his

line, stones to support its bulwalk—is a girl

who may be pretty, who might be brilliant,

but who must be good. He also recognizes

instinctively that her grace should not be

too costly to wear every day. That she

shall be cheerful of temper, inclined to

take short views of human infirmity, and

sound of health, he is apt gravely to con

sider, within himself, as essential. If all

those who, before marrying, omitted to

think about these things had done so, it is

possible we should hear less to-day of the

incompatibility of man and woman ; and

the “woman’s question ” would be the

man's question more universally

HE age of marriage should be determined

by the understanding of both princi

pals as to the nature of their bond. It

must always seem to an older person who

has had experience in observation of

careers “made or marred '' by marriage

that the mistake is apt to be in impetuous

judgment, rather than immaturity or the

reverse. One has seen quite as many

failures resulting from the mating of gray

hair with middle age as from the nuptials

of eighteen with two-and-twenty. As a

general thing, indeed, young hearts, seem
to grow more together, to accept the in

evitables of life more frankly, to be more

lenient with offending for love's sake than

do their elders. Old lovers who have spent

their lives together in their journey through

life have a fund of tenderness in recollec

tion of their common youth that is a foun

tain sealed at which they alone can refresh

themselves. Then in youth hard knocks

are borne so easily together ; laughter is

so apt to come after tears; hopes shared

are sustaining even in disappointment

These thoughts make an early marriage

sacred from the common gibes about

“rushing blindfold into a pit,” “tying a

millstone around one's neck,” “marrying

in haste to repent at leisure,”etc.

But materialism is the governing power

of our age and society. Where certain

indispensables are now lacking to a home

discontent and heartburning are as often

seen lurking near.

If a young couple be sure enough of their

own ability to shape their lives accord

ing to their actual means in venturing into

matrimony they are blessed indeed. This

is so rarely the case that a young man now

holds back to let thirty find him in pos

session of sufficient income to pay his

household bills before he dares assume

the intimidating privilege of a wife.

There can be no reason against a girl

marrying young if circumstances insure to

her a reasonable protection against the

disheartening apparition of poverty shiver

ing behind the lamps and silver bonbon

dishes of her wedding presents.

In our large cities one is called upon

to attend wedding after wedding, where

even in the brief glamour of excitement

surrounding the pageant that glides up the

aisle and back, there seems to be an almost

awful suggestion of the future of the pair.

The antecedents of the man met in a

ballroom a few months before, unknown

to the girl or disregarded by her parents;

the evident consciousness of the bride as

to theatrical effect; the unthinking delight

of the bridesmaids in themselves; the

callous indifference of the congregation to

the vital issues of the scene make one sick

at heart. No wonder the divorce follows

so soon in the annals of so-called fashion

able life

There was never a time when the bond

of matrimony was entered into more

lightly, unadvisedly than now. There has

never been a time when the marriage tie is

treated more scoffingly in speech. And it

is in the hands of the parents of our land

to see, by precept and example, that this

wrong is righted.

When a young man, therefore, is able

and fit to take a wife, when a girl is ready

to understandingly assume her duty toward

her husband, that should, it seems to me,

be the right time to marry, and not before

--

THE NEWSPAPER AT BREAKFAST

BY EDWARD W. BOK

NE hears a great deal of complaint from

the women in homes nowadays of

the habit into which men are more and

more falling of reading their newspapers at

the breakfast-table. It cannot be gainsaid

that the women are eminently justified in

their objection to this practice. Putting

aside even the main point, the disrespect

which such a habit shows to the wife and

those at the breakfast-table, it practically

robs one of the two meals which the aver

age man eats in his home, of all sociability

and possibility of domestic talk. Naturally,

the average wife likes to talk with her hus

band in the comparatively little time which

he spends in his home, and especially is

this true of breakfast-time, when she often

desires to consult him about plans for the

day. But how is she to do this when from

the moment he is seated he takes up his

paper and hides himself behind it? The

back of a newspaper is not a pleasant thing

for a wife to contemplate across the break

fast-table. Let her interrupt him in his

reading, and, like a dog interrupted in the

gnawing of a bone, he growls and is irri

tated. It seems to me that it is in just

such little courtesies of life as this that

the average man is very often lamentably

lax. Surely in this matter of newspaper

reading at the table the men are justifiably

criticised. It is little to ask of them that

in this matter, at least, they show that sense

of respect to their wives which is their due.

The reading of the paper can be just as

well confined to a quarter or half hour

either before or after breakfast, or for the

cars, or the office, or where not, but, at all

events, let us banish its reading from the

table.

The wives who are complaining of this

habit of men—and, as I have said, I think

they are perfectly justifiable in their com

plaint—should remember, however, on the

other hand, that it is no less a mark of dis

respect to husband and others at the table

for them to open and read their letters at

breakfast. This is a custom which has

grown with women equally with the news

paper reading with men. Letters, as a

rule, have a strictly personal interest to

their recipients, and even where they are

of general interest their reading should be

dispensed with until after breakfast. In

homes of the best breeding and deport

ment, letters and papers are never seen at

table. It is not their place, and a woman

absorbed in the reading of a letter at break

fast is not a whit more interesting a spec

tacle than a man buried from view behind

a newspaper. Where urgency demands

the opening of a letter at breakfast, and

where no time has been previously found,

conditions are different. But even then

the least that we can do, I think, is to rec

ognize the presence of others at table, and

either ask permission or apologize for the

necessity. But under all other circum

stances correspondence should be kept

from the table by women, just as the news

paper should be kept away by the men.

Servants or members of the family should

not be permitted to carry letters to the

table either just before a meal or during its

progress. It is a nice bit of good manners

for children to learn to avoid these things,

and it is the father and mother who, by

example, should teach it.
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“Together we went out of the woods”

AS ONE WOMAN TO ANOTHER

By Frank R. Stockton

[With Illustrations by Frank O. Small]

PART II

JHE position in which I

ſº found myself while I

was quietly surveying

Mr. Rosley's walled

garden, with the inten

tion of getting into it if

I could do so, was not

altogether satisfactory.

I felt as if I were en

a sly and underhand business.§§ged in

ºn: methods are allowable in war

º t °ye, but I was not engaged in either

to “sº pursuits, besides I was endeavoring
Speak to a young lady as a woman would

.. tº her. Would a woman have

“ºbed into a tree to talk with her?

wiłł'. I could not burden my mind
hi such casuistries. I had come to do a

thing and I must do it.

! guietly climbed into a tree and very

ºiously projected my head above the

Wall. I looked into a garden with flower

eds, paths bordered"with high rows of

j masses of shrubbery here and there

** a heavily-shaded arbor, but I saw no

* being. Some of the branches of

i.º in which I was standing rested on

the OP of the wall so that I looked through

i. without danger of being seen. I

W ed and I looked and I looked, but there

*.hothing I cared to see and my heart

§. heavier and heavier. At one time I

º: going boldly to the front door

at 1 asking for Miss Rosley. I might thus,

a. º find out if such a person existed,

nd if this were so I might even manage in

. Pºsence of witnesses to talk to her
i º: the music she had ordered and thus

º know who I was.

hiº and with such startling effect

ap *Thost slipped out of the tree, there

º before me an apparition. . It was

She * a young lady dressed in white, and

hela'. but ºf the summer-house. . She
eyes º: in her hand, and with sparkling

tº §. open she stepped rapidly
the wall, she Sºng a little distance from

"Is that Mr. Thomas
... ? If so, what

is the rest of your name?” -

Was fººl scarcely answer, so surprised

I do not

Clara’s are

- he girl was beautiful.

ºve I ever saw such eyes.

º,said I.
She* of delight spread over her face.

expr. not, tall, but her movements and

... had a charm in them which
ºśd entirely novel to me.

not i. am so glad,” she said. “I had

until I h east idea there was anybody here

andsº to look up from my book

noticed ose branches moving. Then I

Come K. hat. How good of you to

Then dº 9 you think you can reach this?”

she toº her book on the ground

it up to ºm her pocket a letter and held
ºne, with'i That 1S a full account of

ave ºw. the things which I wish to

if any one º give it to you now because

to talk to should come before I have time

without ...” will not have to go away

"owing everything.”

I leaned over the wall, stretched down

my arm and took the letter.

“Then I may talk to you?” I said.

“Oh, yes,” she answered, “there are a

good many things I want to ask you. If I

had something to stand on it would be

better,” and she looked about her.

“Oh, you need not trouble yourself to

stand on anything,” said I, visions

of toppling boxes or barrels com

ing into my mind. “May I not

get over the wall and speak with

you on the ground 2’’

“That would be better,” she

said, “but I am so afraid that if

any one should come you could

not get back again.”

Iglanced along the inner side

of the wall; not far away there

was a low pear tree and from a

crotch of this I saw I could easily

reach the coping.

“I can get back again easily

enough,” said I, and in a moment

I was standing by her side.

“Let us step into the arbor,”

she said ; “it is possible that we

may be seen here from the

house.”

I followed her

toward the arbor.

“Now let us sit down here,”

said she, “and not speak very

loud. I am dreadfully anxious

to ask you some things, and be

sides I can tell you what is in

that letter a great deal better than

I have written it. But first of all

I want to ask you some questions.

Have you a sister?”

-- Yes. --

“What is her name?”

“Margaret.”

“Oh, and is your mother liv

ing, and what was her name be

fore she was married?”

“Margaret also-Margaret

Carson.”

She clasped her little hands in

her lap, and turned herself slowly

toward me.

“Then you are not the per

son,” said she.

“What person?” I asked in

consternation.

“When my father was living,”

she said, “he had a partner who

was his great friend, and although

I am not positively and certainly

sure that his name was the same

as yours, I know it was Grant

and I think it was Thomas W.

He is dead, but I know he had

a son whose name was Thomas,

and I thought there was no reason

why he should not be living at

the address you sent me. But I

know his sister and his mother,

and her maiden name was Stan

field, and neither of them is

named Margaret. Ever since I

have been in trouble I have so

longed to know where the Grants

lived, and when I took your ad

dress from the pigeon's wing I

quick steps

could have screamed with de

light. But, after all, you are not

the person.”

Did this mean that I was to

get up and retire over the garden

wall? I could not act on such a

supposition.

“I do not know any Grants

who married Stanfields,” said I,

speaking very earnestly, “but I

assure you, Miss Rosley, that that

does not make the least differ

ence in the world. You want

help and I am here. Tell me

what it is that I can do for you,

and it shall be done just the same

as if I were the son of your fa

ther's friend. I judged from the

letter that I found in the balloon

that you were in great trouble.

Now, I am a lawyer, tell me

everything and it may be I can

help you as well as any one else.

Your appeal for help came float

ing to me out of the sky and it

made a great impression upon

me. I felt that such a call as that

must not be disregarded. I came

to you just as soon as it was pos

sible, and now I do not want you

to send me away without allow

ing me to do what I can for you.”

“How glad I am you are a

lawyer,” she said, the light again

shining in her eyes. “A lawyer

ought to know exactly what to

do, and it was wonderfully kind

of you to take so much trouble

for an absolute stranger, and now

I will begin at the beginning and

tell you everything as quickly as

I can.”

The story she told did not sur

prise me. In fact, I had guessed

the drift of it. She was an orphan and had

reason to believe that her uncle, who was

her guardian, and who of late years had

become very eccentric, had spent a great

part or perhaps all of her fortune in his ex

pensive experiments, and since she had left

school and come of age he had been very

suspicious and watchful of her, refusing her

permission to travel or visit her friends,

and lately had actually instituted a system

of espionage of all her correspondence.

There was no doubt that he was afraid she

would write something or say something

which would cause an investigation of her

affairs before he had finished a great scien

tific work on which he was engaged, and

from which, as he informed her almost

every day, he expected to derive great

profit as well as reputation.

Miss Rosley's affection for her uncle,

whose mind must be quite unsettled, had

prevented her from appealing to the neigh

bors, by whom the old gentleman was

evidently much disliked, and who had

already talked about the strictness with

which he treated his niece, although they

did not know the extent of his vigilance.

Such an appeal, my companion said, would

probably have resulted in his being sent

to a lunatic asylum or a prison, and she

had, therefore, confined herself to efforts

to open a correspondence with the outside

world. And if she could not in this way

bring her case to the knowledge of friends,

she might, at least, obtain the assistance of

an unprejudiced and dispassionate lawyer,

who, without making her uncle the sub

ject of public scandal, would quietly obtain

for her an allowance sufficient for her sup

port, and let her uncle keep the rest.

Thus, under legal protection, she would

get out into the world and seek her friends,

leaving her uncle to go on with his experi

ments and expenses without fear of dis

turbance from her. If he could be sure

that he were in no danger of an investiga

tion of his guardianship he would be quite

willing, she believed, to let her go wher

ever she chose.

I did not interrupt her story. It was

told with great directness and clearness,

owing, no doubt, to her having previously

written it.

“Now,” said she, when she had finished,

“you are a lawyer; will you take my case,

will you advise me?”

“Most gladly will I do that,” I said.

“I will take counsel of the heads of the

law firm with which I am connected. I

will manage the matter in the quietest and

most private way, mentioning no names

until it is necessary. You may suppose

that I have not had experience enough to

conduct an affair which demands such

delicacy, prudence and knowledge, but I

assure you that the firm of Roundman, Bost

wick & Unger stands in the highest rank

of the profession. I will remember all

that you have told me, and I will carefully

study the paper you have given me. I

will find the family of your father's part

ner. I will put you into communication

with them, for I can manage a correspond

ence for you. In fact, I will attend to

anything you wish.”

“That is very good of you,” she said.

“I believe that lawyers are as kind as

doctors. When I succeeded in getting

“Is that Mr. Thomas ? If so, what is the rest of your name?”
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my letter into the balloon I really had

great hopes that something would come of

it, but I did not believe that I would so

soon have the chance of speaking to a

lawyer and putting my affairs into his

hands. I think it is wonderful.”

“I consider it one of the lucky chances

of my life,” said I, “that I happened to be

the one who discovered that balloon.”

“It was a happy thing for me,” she

said, “ for you came so quickly. Now

there is something I have just thought of.

Wouldn't it be well, before you do any

thing else, to find out where the Grants

live—I mean my Grants; then, if when my

uncle first hears from you or your firm, he

should become excited and angry, so that

I should be afraid of him—and there have

been times when I have been a little afraid

of him—I might quietly escape from this

place and go to the Grants?”

This proposition alarmed me. “My

dear young lady,” I replied, “if you sus

pect any such danger as that we must all

be very careful. In no event must you try

to get away from here without assistance.

Any attempt of the kind would be ex

tremely hazardous, for your uncle will be

extraordinarily watchful, and in his state

of mind there is no knowing what might

happen, and in any case you must not

travel by yourself. Don't think of doing

anything of the sort without my knowing it.

It may be well for me to stay near you

after negotiations have been opened with

your uncle. I can take lodgings in the

village and we can arrange signals, so that

if you think you ought to leave this house

I shall be ready to take you wherever you

want to gº. If your Grants are too far

away I will take you to my Grants. My

mother and sister will be glad to receive

you.”

“How good you are,” she said, and she

held out her hand. I took it and did not

immediately release it. I think she sup

posed that this was because I wished to

take leave of her. -

“Good-by,” she said, as she gently

withdrew it, “good-by ; I shall think of

other things to say to you, but, of course,

I ought not to keep you any longer, and

somebody might come out before you

could get over the wall.”

I did not want to go; I was not at that

moment afraid of any one. I was sure I

had not thought of all the things I ought

to say. Happily one of these things now

came to me.

“I will tell you what you ought to do,”

I said. “You should write a letter to your

Grants; then I can give it to them if I see

them, or send it to them even if they are

in California or abroad. Now is your

chance to communicate with your friends.”

“But I cannot write a letter before you

go,” said she.

“Oh, I will leave you and come back

again this afternoon. Then you can give

me the letter.”

“I shall not say anything more about

four kindness,” said she, “because there

is so much of it. About three o'clock will

be a good time, and do not show yourself

unless you see me.”

She raised a little watch that was dan

gling at her belt, and looked at it.

“Dear me!” she exclaimed,

after one o'clock.

it was so late.”

She rose, and as I perceived that she

wanted to see me safely off before she

went to the house, I assured her that I

would be back at three, and jumping into

the pear tree easily cleared the wall.

I went back to the inn for my luncheon.

“Did you see all the people I told you

the names of 2'' said my host.

“No,” said I, “but I shall stay here for

the rest of the day.”

“You didn't get out to old Rosley's, I

suppose,” he continued, “but it wouldn't

be much use unless you've got books

about balloons or stars.”

“I may get out there this afternoon,”

said I, thinking it well to divert suspicion

if my course should be noticed.

At about a quarter before three I was in

the cedar tree looking over the garden

wall. It was a long time before I saw her

coming, and then in a moment I was in the

garden. She hurried toward me.

“It wasn't necessary to get over the

wall,” she said. “I am so afraid you will

be seen. I thought you would reach down

and take the letter. But now that you are

here please come into the arbor. You

cannot be seen from the house there.

Here is a letter to Mrs. Grant; perhaps

you would like to look over it? I shall

have to ask you to hurry, for my uncle is

in a very bad way to-day. He was angry

because I was two minutes late to lunch,

and he may send for me or come for me

at any minute. He was greatly disturbed

when he found his pigeon without anything

on its wing, and has since been expecting

a letter from the finder, and as none has

come he is very cross and out of humor

with all the world.”

I had no time to waste in reading her

letter. I glanced over it and told her that

no doubt she had stated everything cor

rectly, and that I would see that it reached

Mrs. Grant if she were alive. Then I stood

and looked down on that beautiful young

face, not happy as it had been in the morn

ing, but troubled and anxious. I could

“it is

I had not the least idea

this half-crazy and selfish old man. It

was not safe, it was not right, that she

should be here. Earnestly and quickly I

told her what I thought.

She looked up at me with tears in her

eyes and seemed about to speak when

suddenly she started.

“Hark!” said she, “I think my uncle

is calling me. Yes, he is.”

At this instant there came a loud call or

º shout from the house. She turned

pale.

“It is not like him to do that. I must

run,” she said, “ or he will be here. Let

me go and then hurry away as fast as you

can.”

I had seized her by the arm to detain

her an instant. “I shall not go,” I said

quickly, “I shall stay behind the garden

wall until I know you are not in danger.

When you have a chance come out and let

me know ; I shall be there.”

She raised her eyes to mine without a

word and then she fled.

I sat on the ground at the back of the

wall, listening. The place was so secluded

that if no one had come into the cornfield,

and there was no agricultural reason why

any one should do so at this time of year,

I might have camped there for a week. I

was afraid to stand in a tree, for fear I

might move the branches, but from where

I was I thought I could hear the lightest

footstep or the faintest call. After a time

I took out my watch and looked at it.

It was nearly four o'clock. Almost im

mediately after that a little gravel stone

came over the wall and fell down near me.

Instantly I was in the tree looking over the

wall. She stood almost beneath me.

“Hush ' " she whispered. “Do not get

over the wall nor speak. I heard the click

of your watch and knew you must be there.

Get down again and wait, please.”

I obeyed her implicitly. I did not even

hesitate long enough to see what she did.

I do not know how long I waited, but

suddenly I was startled by footsteps on the

outside of the wall, and looking around I

saw Miss Rosley approaching me. Her

#. was pale as she put her finger on her

11DS.

Pº, will go through the corn,” she whis

pered, “to the end of the field. Meet me

there.” And without another word she

disappeared between two rows of tall,

waving green blades.

For a moment I stood, not knowing what

to do. It was plain she did not wish me

to follow her, and as I did not know the

extent or conformation of the cornfield, I

thought it best to go out to the lane and so

keep on a parallel course with her. The

cornfield was a large one, and when I came

to the end of it I found a piece of wooded

land with a little stream running under the

trees. I got over a rough stone wall and

pushed my way through the underbrush

and ferns to the spot which I supposed

was as far from the lane as the point where

Miss Rosley entered the field.

I had not misjudged the distance. Soon

I saw a speck of white and then her two

hands pushing aside the bending leaves.

I pulled down the bars of a low rail fence

in front of me and hurried to meet her.

Her face was flushed.

“Are you not tired?” I whispered.

“Oh, you can speak out now,” she said.

“I am tired, though, for it was so rough.”

I assisted her to a low rock near the

stream, and there we sat down. She took

off her hat and fanned herself.

“As soon as I get my breath,” she said,

“I will tell you about everything.”

I was content to wait as long as she

pleased, but she soon began :

“I found my uncle in a perfect fury,”

she said. “He has noticed that the pigeon

he put in the balloon is in the habit of

coming to my balcony. He suspects me

of taking the paper from its wing. And

more than that, he thinks that in some way

I have obtained possession of the letter

from the person who found the balloon,

and that I intend to make some use of it.

I tried to quiet him in every way that I

could, but it was of no use. Presently he

shook his great, long finger at me and

said: ‘I have made up my mind to wait
for the letter until this afternoon’s mail

comes in and no longer. You can go to

the post-office and get me that letter. I

want you to go and nobody else. You are

the best person to go after it.' I knew

very well what he meant by that. He

thought that I had the letter and that this

would give me a chance to produce it. It

seems strange that he should let me go to

the post-office alone, but his mind must

have been greatly upset, and besides I

don’t believe he thought there was any

need of my going. As soon as I could I

went into the garden to see if you were

still there, and then I put on my hat and

went out. If he saw me he might think I

was going to the post-office, although the

mail does not come in until six o'clock.

And now,” her eyes filling with tears as

she spoke, “I cannot go back. I would

not dare to go back to the house without

the letter. I think he is entirely crazy. I

have not a thing with me,” she went on to

say, “except my gloves and my hat. I

can go to stay with some of the village

people, but they are so near my uncle's

house.”

I took one of her hands in both of mine.

“My dear young lady,” I said, “you go

to none of them. They would drive you

crazy with their questions. They could

not help you in the least. I will take you

to a place of safety.”

“How 2°' said she.

I could not instantly formulate my in

tentions, for the situation had been very

suddenly thrust upon me. It was a strange

one, and required consideration. She

waited a few moments for me to speak,

withdrawing her hand the while.

“I will tell you,” she said, “what I

thought when I came out here. I thought

that I would go back to my school at

Stamford, which I left more than a year

ago. It is vacation now, but one of the

ladies always stays there, and it is the only

place I have to go to. I would be afraid

to take a train at the village, because

some one might see me and interfere with

me, but there is a station about two miles

below where I would not be likely to meet

any one who knows me. My great difficulty

is that I have not any money. I do not

mind not having any clothes or things, for

Miss Humphreys can give me what I really

need, but I must buy my ticket, and I

thought, perhaps, you would lend me the

money.”

“Oh, that is all right,” said I, “you

need not trouble yourself about money, but

Stamford is a long way from here, and you

are not prepared for travel,” and as I spoke

I looked at her thin white dress. “You

can do much better than that. Let me take

you to my own home. It is not so far, and

my mother and sister will be glad to wel

come and take care of you. There you

can wait until you hear from your Mrs.

Grant, or you can write to your teacher, or

do what you please.”

“You are very generous and good,” she

said, “but I could not do that. Your

mother does not know me, and, in fact,

you do not know me. What would she

think were you to take me to her? No, I

must go to some one who knows me, to

my school. You may wonder that I have

never written to my teachers, but there

were reasons why I could not. For a long

time they have been very severe upon my

uncle. I know he owes them money, and

he has treated them very rudely. If I had

written to them one of them would have

come here, and there would have been

great trouble. And until this day I never

thought of running away and going to

them, but now I must do it. I can walk to

Stillwell, and a train leaves there about ten

minutes before six, so there is plenty of

time. As you are so kind as to let me

have the money for my fare I am sure I

could easily get to Stamford.”

I saw that her scheme was better than

mine. Her words had called up in my

mind a picture of my mother and sister

when I presented myself before them and

requested them to open their arms to a

strange young woman, very beautiful, but

without baggage, which was a truer picture

than the one my generosity had at first

evoked.

“Since you wish it,” I said, “you shall

go to Stamford. But you shall not go

alone, for I shall go with you. You will

have to leave this train at the ferry ; you

must cross New York and take another

train, and it will be dark before you get to

the end of your journey. No, do not say

a word against it, you are under my wing,

and I shall keep you there until I give you

to your friends, so that is settled. You

say I do not know you, but I am. deter

mined you shall know me, and know that

I am not the kind of a man to let you go

off alone to Stamford at this time of day.”

She looked up at me with a smile.

“Are all lawyers as kind-hearted and

thoughtful as you are P’’ she said.

“It depends on the lawyer,” I answered,

and then in a moment added, “and also

upon the client. And now, shall we walk

on to Stillwell ?”

She rose without a word, and together

we went out of the woods into the green

and shaded lane.

That walk to Stillwell was a charming

one. The afternoon sky, the summer air

and the gentle confidences of my companion

harmonized like the colors of a tapestry.

But as we approached Stillwell there was

a change in the mood of Miss Rosley. To

the sense of peaceful relief, arising from

the feeling that she was safe and being

cared for, there succeeded a very natural

sadness when she thought that she was

thus leaving her only home and her only

relative, and one who formerly had been

so kind to her. As she spoke of this tears

began to roll down her cheeks. I said

everything I could to comfort and cheer

her, and among other things I suggested

that she write to her uncle and let him

know where she was going. He would

not disturb her there. She readily agreed

to this, and as there was plenty of time she

sat down on a stone by the roadside, and

with my pencil and on a page from my

notebook she wrote to him, and when we

reached the station I procured an envelope

and we mailed it there.

I had a great deal to do to console that

young creature and to keep her from cry

ing during the long, and varied journey,

but I succeeded fairly well. When we

reached New York I found we had an hour

and a half to wait. We dined at a restau

rant, and leaving her there to finish her

dessert I went out and bought her a jacket,

as the air was growing very cool. When I

brought this to her her eyes sparkled with

delight and surprise.

“I believe you are a good fairy,” she

said. “I was shivering when I came in

here, and was just wondering how I could

go out into the night air with nothing but

this thin dress. And how in the world did

you know this would fit me?”

“Do you think my eyes so poor,” I

asked, “that by this time they are not able

to measure you?”

“I did not know,” she said, as we went

out, “that lawyers had such good eyes.”

It was after nine o'clock when we

reached the school of the Misses Hum

phreys, and the elder sister, who, at the

time, had the house nearly to herself, was

just about to go to her chamber when we

arrived. I shall never forget the surprise of

that rather more than middle-aged lady

when she beheld her former pupil and

myself. She took Miss Rosley to her arms,

and when the natural agitation of that

young lady had subsided I was introduced,

and a very brief but direct explanation of

her appearance was given.

“I thought you would have to leave

him,” said Miss Humphreys. “I knew

you could not live there, but I never ex

pected you to run away in this fashion.

And so this gentleman is your lawyer?”

And as she spoke she scanned me very

thoroughly through her spectacles.

I soon took my leave, promising to call

in the morning for instructions from my

client, and went to a hotel, and not until I

reached it did I remember that I, as well

as Miss Rosley, was unencumbered with

baggage.

The next morning I presented myself at

Miss Humphreys' school. I first had an

interview with the old lady.

“Miss Rosley has told me her story,” she

said, “balloon and everything, and I must

say the affair is entirely different from the

circumstances by which we are ordinarily

surrounded. She has, also, explained

to me that, although you are apparently

too young a man to have had much law

experience, you are connected with the

prominent legal firm of which I have heard.

I hope, sir, that you will submit this busi

ness, with all its details, to their most care

ful consideration.”

“Of course, I shall do that,” I said. “I

would not think of acting in such a matter

without the concurrence of the firm.”

She smiled.

“I hope you may have their concurrence

in every way,” she said. “Miss Rosley

has told me how extraordinarily kind and

thoughtful you have been, and if you had

known her all your lifetime, instead of part

of a day, your conduct toward her could

not have been more tender or sympathetic.

I inferred, indeed—”

But she did not finish the sentence, for

at this moment Miss Rosley entered the

room. She wore a morning-gown a little

too large for her, but she was quite as

lovely as if it had fitted her. She greeted

me warmly.

“I have come,” I said, “to take my

legal instructions.”

We sat down on a sofa, and Miss Hum

phreys took a chair at the other end of the

long room. She seemed to think that

when a client was giving instructions to a

lawyer the presence of a witness was nec

essary.

My instructions were very simple. If

possible I was to get an allowance for her,

which would support her, but in no event

was I to do anything which would bring a

scandal upon her uncle or cause his prop

erty to be sold. She had written again to

him, telling him that he need fear nothing

from her in this respect.

“A much too affectionate letter, I should

say,” interpolated Miss Humphreys from

the other end of the room.

When our business talk had been con

cluded Miss Rosley said to me in a rather

lower voice than that in which she had

been speaking :

“I can never thank you enough for all

you have done for me, but I shall—”

“Oh, do not speak of that,” said I; “wait

until I have done more. You do not know

how glad I am to be able to serve you.”

There was an evident restlessness at the

other end of the room, owing, perhaps, to

an inability to catch words spoken in a low

tone and at a considerable distance, and

which seemed to be a hint to speak louder

or to bring the conversation to a close.

Under the circumstances I thought the

latter would be the best course.

“I must go now,” I said, “but as soon

as anything definite is done in regard to

this business I will inform you.”

“Oh, yes,” said she, “I shall be so glad

to have you write and tell me everything.”

“Of course, I can write,” I said, “but

it would be better for me to come to you

wherever you may be and report or con

sult. Which would you prefer?” I asked,

daring to speak in quite a low tone. “Shall

I write or come 2''

She looked up at me as we stood to

gether, and said:

“Come.’’

(Continuation on page 28 of this issue)
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By Frank

ACH person who makes a

drawing does it in his

own particular way, just

as every individual has a

handwriting of his own.

No fixed rule can be laid

down. My method is

this : To begin with the

text, which, for the purpose of this paper,

Suppose we have read as follows:

“The following morning she hurried

down town to complete her purchases.”

Now I analyze this sentence a bit: “Down

town in all probability means that the scene

is in a city; the time, according to the text,

is before noon, but the word “hurried"

immediately makes me think that the per

Son referred to started at an early hour,

Say between eight and nine o'clock, es

Pºcially if there were many errands to do,

ristmas shopping being always an un

dertaking.

The season being near Christmas natu

rally suggests a snowy street, so I begin to

run over in my mind the different streets I

am familiar with, and recall how they look

under a winter aspect, with the people,

Carriages and wagons moving to and fro.

Q me the freshly-fallen snow is most at

tractive, for, in an hour or two in the city,

it loses its freshness. In a fashionable

Street at an early hour one finds men on

their way to business, some on foot, some

riving ; here and there an occasional

market wagon, and, with snow on the

8:ound, men and boys are sure to be

abroad soliciting the opportunity of clean
ing sidewalks for a consideration. Then,

Perhaps, there is the never-failing postman.

Having gotten this far with the general

Possibilities of the subject I make a small,

{ough pencil sketch to try the effect of

ºnes and general placing as well as the

Poses of my figures. Sometimes a dozen

* more of these little drawings are made

Store a satisfactory one is hit upon. In

°ne sketch the figures may not compose

THE FINISHED PICTURE

HOW MAKE A DRAWING

O. Small

well, in another the background will be in

harmonious, and so I work on until a pleas

ing combination is reached, which more

often than not is abandoned later for a

newer and better idea.

The pose of the figures is another dif

ficulty. To indicate a rapid walk, for

instance, means careful observance of

people under that condition; one must

catch the position of head, shoulders, hands

and feet, the sweep of flying drapery;

moreover, to make a figure walking in

snow is a very nice distinction, as the free

dom of movement is somewhat retarded

thereby.

My method here is to go out on the

street and watch people, making either

mental notes or doing a quick sketch

simply for the “go'; or sometimes I

have my model walk rapidly up and down

the studio again and again until I have the

“swing ” of the walk well in mind.

SKETCH FOR BACKGROUND

Then I commence to make a drawing

from the model in the pose he or she takes.

A good model readily catches the idea,

and it not infrequently happens at this

stage that I abandon my preconceived

notion of the pose and adopt another sug

gested by different effects of light or by

the actual costume selected, or again by a

pose of the model that seems to be more

in keeping with either the situation or the

individual. As an example, in my first

sketch of the picture here under treatment

both hands were placed in the muff; later

this was changed to what appears in the

finished picture.

This sketch from the model I make

sometimes as a study, but frequently I

paint directly into my picture, especially if

the study for the background is already

made. If this is out-of-doors I always

make a pencil or wash drawing; if the

scene happens to be indoors I arrange as

far as possible to have the actual setting in

my studio. In this way one gets the true

proportion and relation of one object to
another.

The selec

tion of cos

tumes, espe

cially if the

scene is of

to-day, is a

great prob

lem. More

than once

have I be

wailed my

fate in not

having that

purely femi

nine gift of

seizing at a

glance every

detail of cos

tume, from

the way the

bows are put

on the hat

to the latest

‘‘ or g a n -

pipe” plaits,

or the right

size and

“spread” of

the sleeves.

One must

literally be

“up to date,”

and dress his

figures so

that, as far

as possible,

the costumes

may be in

keeping with

the character

of the indi

vidual repre

sented. Still

One can ac

complish not

a little by careful observance of people in

and out of doors, making mental notes and

sketches when possible. Sometimes one

has to rely on the briefest of shorthand

notes; a trained memory is often of the

greatest service. In the theatre, horse-car

or street, in fact at all times and in all

places, does one get material, such as

types, characteristics, clothes, poses, group

ing of figures, effects of light; in the shop

windows one sees furniture and the thou

sand and one things that go to make up

our surroundings. It can be honestly said

nothing is too trivial to overlook.

Speaking of memorizing at a glance re

calls an incident which occurred some time

ago while I was walking with a brother

artist. I noticed that he turned and looked

intently at a gentleman we met on the

street. Nearly two years later that very

face and man appeared in one of my

friend's drawings, and, strange to say, he

was quite unconscious of the fact that he

had seen this person in the flesh, and a

capital portrait he had made, too !

The costume may be made a great index

of character, but for purposes of illustra

tion it is best that it be worn a few times,

so that it becomes individual, moulding

itself to the figure underneath. Big sleeves

and voluminous skirts do not outline a

figure as did Greek drapery, but still

each garment partakes somewhat of the

wearer. As the folds indicate the figure

so do the mental characteristics peep

through in the selection and general make

up of a costume, whether it is inexpensive

or costly.

So the dressing of the dramatis per

soma is quite important, as it may add

or detract from the character. Now, if I

had a policeman to draw it would never

do to put him in a dress-coat, but in his

uniform, and I should make sure of the

cut and make-up of the dress even down

to the number of buttons, not that a trifling

error in the number of buttons would

matter much ; in a military uniform, how

ever, it most decidedly would.

SKETCH FROM MODELS

Portraying the character of each person

in a story is the most difficult task of all.

Society women are of one type, domes

tically-inclined people of another; the prº

fessional and business man has each his

distinguishing characteristic, and so on;

and of each type one must make a living

person and an individual. To realize this

one must analyze each, put one's self in his

or her place, just as an actor assumes, for

the time being, the character he imper

sonates.

Now, in the shopping incident in which

Miss Constance, a well-to-do young lady of

quite the average amount of good looks

and intelligence, nicely dressed as well,

figures, what would her emotions be under

the circumstances? From the text we see

she is in a hurry. This would probably

cause a little excitement. Aside from her

excitement she is more than likely to be

perplexed, for her money may not hold

out, or the exact article desired cannot be

found, or she may he mentally reviewing

with some anxiety her list of purchases to

make sure that nothing has been forgotten.

Coupling this with her surroundings and

we have her hurrying along the street

either smiling or deep in thought, expect

ant or perplexed, holding up her dress in

one hand to keep it from getting soiled,

and what is more natural than to bury

one's face in fur when the air is keen and

biting 2 This last should certainly suggest

winter, and if it does, then it is in char

acter.

What sort of a girl would she be? That

each one must decide very largely for him

self, being governed, of course, by the

text. Miss Constance would not be of the

ultra-fashionable set, neither of the lower

middle class, so she comes somewhere be-,

tween—the sort of girl who takes a de

cided interest in her brothers and sisters, is

no doubt well educated, of course can

play the piano and dance; quite as likely

as not is an adept at lawn tennis or row

ing, and I am sure can hold her own in

conversation—in fact, an average Ameri

can girl at her best.

The man posed with his back toward us

is the man-about-town, well dressed, good

manners, able generally to look after him

self, a pleasant fellow to meet and proba

bly a club man.

The other figure we all know so well

that there is but little to be said, except

that he is generally unsuccessful, the social

nadir of the other two.

Color is something not generally under

stood to exist in a black and white draw

ing. It does exist, however, and also forms

one of the chief charms therein. Gen

erally speaking, it consists in getting each

person or object under the same conditions

of light, with just the right amount of illu

mination on each, in relation to all others,

technically speaking “values.” Hence, if

a picture is in “value” it will form a most

pleasing and truthful whole; with this

should be a fine feeling for color, which is

something indescribable, but without it no

black and white drawing can be truly suc

cessful.

In the establishment of a scale of

“values” the usual way is to start with

the highest light and strongest dark, then

the intermediate tones take their places

readily; but the real difficulty is to hit

just the right starting point, so that the

scale selected may be in the truest har

mony with the subject. Experience alone

teaches this.

In my drawing here the snow is the

highest light, but not up to clear white,

except in a few spots. The fur is the

strongest dark, but not quite down to pure

black. Between these two comes a large

mass of gray accented here and there with

lighter and darker tones.

The materials one uses are largely a

matter of individual preference. For gen

eral water-color work the cold pressed

smooth paper gives, I think, the best re

sult; the most ideal paper is the abraded

board, as the surface will stand almost any

amount of manipulation without rough

ing up.

For my own use I have the paper

mounted on pulp board of convenientsizes,

and this does away with the troublesome

curling of the paper when wet.

My brushes consist of assorted sizes of

Lyon's hair bristle and sables; the former

I use for larger washes, the sables for more

minute parts.

In colors there are quite a number to

select from : flake, zinc, permanent Chinese

white and Cremnitz white. This last, put

up in bottles or tubes, I use. White and also

black, in collapsible tubes or glass, have

the advantage of not drying up, and this is

of importance. Among the blacks are

lamp, bone, ivory and charcoal gray. This

last is used by many artists in preference

to all others. Ivory black is my favorite,

however. A small sponge of the finest

quality is very useful in taking out washes

should a drawing require alteration, being

careful not to injure the paper, however.

E.
-

-

SKETCH FROM MODEL
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(HRISTMAS IN THE YEAR 2000
BY EDVARD PELLANTY

AUTHOR of "Looklin C BACKvvARD"E.T.C
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DURING the pres

ent bi-millen

nial year 2000, now

so near its end, we

have been doing an

immense amount of

looking before and

after, especially,

perhaps, after. The

sentiment of the old

hymn writer has

been brought home to us in a vivid man

ner that,

“On a narrow neck of land

'Twixt two unbounded seas we stand.”

Between the glamour of departed days

and the rose tints of to-morrow, the affairs

of to-day, illuminated by the hard white

light of the present, have seemed singu

larly commonplace and uninteresting.

Meanwhile to parents and educators in

general this bi-millennial year has been a

Godsend by its effect in generating an

historic enthusiasm most needful to help

young minds, or old ones for that matter,

to bridge in imagination the tremendous

gap between the nineteenth century, which

closed the gloomy procession of the dark

ages, and the twentieth, with which the

modern world may be said to have begun.

In the America of our great-grandparents

there were among many minor feasts and

fasts two great days, the Fourth of July

and Christmas Day. Perhaps in no sim

pler way can we obtain at a glance a more

vivid conception of the contrast between

the state of human development a century

ago and now, than by considering the

changes that have come over the popular

way of regarding these two anniversaries.

T has been a conceit of some of our ro

mancists, and one upon which divers

pleasing fictions have been based, that the

suggestions and impressions of the present

bi-millennial year have not only influenced

deeply our own intellectual and moral at

mosphere, but that they have had a like ef.

fect in the spiritual world to the extent of

disturbing those gravitations by which at

other times the souls of the disembodied

and unembodied keep their places, and that

in consequence many spirits of other gener

ations have during this year been walking

unobserved among us and noting our ways,

even as it is reported the dead walked

during the crucifixion of Christ.

If by virtue of this ingenious theory we

suppose the spirit of one of , our great

grandparents, representing the last quarter

of the nineteenth century, to have been

thus going up and down among us during

the past year, perhaps nothing has more

... the dear old soul than finding his

beloved Fourth of July forgotten.

This year, indeed, the day has been

made much of, but the reason of the re

vival must probably have hurt his feelings

even more than the fact of the previous

neglect.

How must his ghostly gorge have risen,

if he were at all a typical American of the

old time, on learning that the revival of the

Fourth of July this year has been solely for

educational purposes, as affording a suita

ble occasion for impressing our young idea

with a sense of the contrast between the

rudimentary conceptions of liberty and

equality which our forefathers. made such

a fuss about and the same ideas as realized

in modern society.

That contrast is indeed so complete that

Fº even the lately-galvanized Fourth

as helped us very little to get the ancestral

point of view. What on earth our fathers

meant by being so zealous for the mutual

independence and equality of the nations

as collective bodies, while remaining so

entirely indifferent to preserving a mutual

equality and independence among the citi

zens of the respective nations, is more, we

fear, than the average modern American

will ever understand. To us it would seem

of quite invisible importance that America

was independent of England if Americans

were not independent of Americans.

Meanwhile it ought a little to have miti

gated the wrath of our visitor to learn that

the Fourth had not been discriminated

against, but in passing out of observance

had but shared the fate of an interminable

list of anniversary celebrations of inter

national conflicts and victories, all of which

have lost their former zest since the ideal

of a universal human brotherhood has

dominated the hearts of men.

This last piece of news would naturally

suggest to our respected great-grandparent

that if, indeed, peace on earth had finally

been realized, Christmas might well have

taken on a new significance, seeing that it

would now have become the celebration

not merely of a mystical hope but of a solid

fruition. Here, indeed, he would be at the

beginning of the greatest lesson our age

could teach him.

UT nowhere does the gap between the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries so

widen as at Christmas Day, and if we

would seek to bridge it we must again

call the wings of fancy to our aid.

Let us imagine, if we can, an American

of to-day caught up by some miracle of

translation, the reverse of the one we sup

posed in the case of the returning grand

father, and set down on Christmas Day

among our forefathers a hundred years

ago, on some Christmas, say, in the last

quarter of the nineteenth century. Let us

suppose him to be fully informed on mat

ters of history concerning the barbarities

of the social-economic arrangements of

that day, but to be ignorant of the Christ

mas customs of our ancestors or whether

they had any. In this case it is very safe

to say that the surprise of our resuscitated

grandfather on finding that the Fourth of

July is forgotten, would be a mild sensa

tion compared with the astonishment of

our contemporary on discovering that in

America a hundred years ago Christmas

was remembered.

And this astonishment would certainly

be a most rational feeling. To any one

previously ignorant of the real facts, no

suggestion would seem more absurd on

the face of it than that a society illustrating

in all its forms and methods a systematic

disregard of the Golden Rule, would per

mit any notice, much less any open celebra

tion, of Christ's birthday.

One would have taken for granted—be

ing, as I say, uninformed beforehand of the

fact, so much stranger in this instance than

any fiction—that as December twenty-fifth

drew near the police would be doubled,

and detectives in citizens' clothes stationed

on every corner to arrest any who should

so much as whisper that tremendous name

of Jesus. For what treason so black could

there be to the social state of that day,

what sedition so dangerous as any act in

honor of the mighty leveler who laid the

axe at the root of all forms of inequality

by declaring that no one should think any

thing good enough for another which he

did not think good enough for himself,

and who struck at the heart of the lust

of mastery when He said that our strength

measured our duties to others, not our

claims on them, and that there was no

field for greatness but in serving 2

T would plainly be the only reasonable

supposition that if there were any who

loved this revolutionary doctrine, so ir

reconcilable with the existing order, they

must live in hiding.

How, then, shall we imagine the stupe

faction of our contemporary, who, thus

expectant, should awaken on Christmas

morning to hear the day ushered in by a

chorus of jubilant bells and popular rejoic

ings? How shall we measure his mount

ing amazement on going forth to find the

disciples of the Golden Rule celebrating

the praises of its author, not in caves or

forest depths, but in lordly temples in the

high places of the city, and what, above

all, shall he say when he observes that the

rich and the rulers not only permit, but

encourage, the toiling masses who serve

them to render homage to the memory of

Him who came expressly to preach deliver

ance to the captive, to set at liberty them

that are bruised, and to break every yoke

save that of love?

Doubtless our contemporary, confronted

with such overwhelming evidence of the

popularity of Jesus Christ, would presently

begin to fancy that the history books of

the twentieth century must have been mis

taken about the un-Christian character of

nineteenth century civilization.

But no. With those who dwell on the

ocean shore it is so that whenever speech

is broken by a pause the deep undertone

of the surf, before forgotten, swells upon

the ear and fills the silence with its perpet

ual moan. So in that day of which I write,

one had but to pause a moment and listen

to catch the deep voice of a perpetual

lamentation, the cry of the blood of Abel

against his brother, which, ceasing not

from the beginning, has only in these last

days been hushed in blessed silence. And

if our contemporary, for this reason, did

not recognize the dolorous sound, yet he

would need but to look about him to see

that this generation which so loudly cried,

“Lord, Lord!” had yet no more mind to

do the things Christ said than the genera

tion. He addressed. The names had been

changed and superficial modifications of

institutions and habits had taken place,

but the essential immorality which Christ

condemned, the inhumanity of man to man,

yet remained intrenched as firmly as ever.

On every hand the contrast of pomp and

poverty, the full and the hungry, the

clothed and the naked—the picture that

broke Christ's heart—remained.

corner.”

WHERE shall we find the explanation of

this paradox, well called the greatest

in history, of the adoration of Christ, as

not merely leader, but God, by communi

ties which tolerated a social organization

that made earth a hell and openly outraged

every word of His gospel? How shall we

understand a race of otherwise rational

men who seemed to deify only to defy?

Can you imagine a Christianity with the

Golden Rule left out? You ask what

would be left? Never mind that. If you

can imagine a conception of Christianity

which shall leave out the Golden Rule you

will have the explanation of the paradox.

“Peace on earth’’ was the aim of Christ's

work in this world. The whole gist of

His doctrine and the burden of His teach

ing consisted in counsels to men how to

put an end to strife with their fellow-men

and live together with them in mutual

helpfulness. All this teaching, which was

the whole content of His gospel, was

grouped about and crystallized in the

Golden Rule, whereon our modern world

is founded as on an everlasting foundation.

To believe in Christ and not to believe in

the Golden Rule as the only plan for so

cial organization, seems to us a moral

and rational impossibility—an unthinkable

proposition. Just this, however, our an

cestors undertook to do, and it is fair to

admit that they were very frank about it;

they made no pretenses.

WHILE professing the most reverential

sentiments toward Christ and aver

ring the acceptance of His doctrine other

wise, they distinctly rejected and repudi

ated his law of peace as a desirable or possi

ble social plan, and, on the contrary, explic

itly based their entire system of social

organization upon the law of strife and

contention. Only by peace could human

nature perfectitself, taught Christ, but these

others said, only by strife. And by this

law of strife, they meant not the friendly

competition for honorable distinctions that

we know, but a struggle for existence itself,

an Ishmaelitish lifelong wrangle between

each and all, not only for everything that

made life dignified or desirable but for

bare life itself.

For the credit of the human heart and

reason there were some in every gen

eration in those nineteen centuries of so

called Christianity who declared against

the law of strife as the devil's law, as

wicked as it was senseless, and who were

not weary with appealing to Christ's law of

peace and mutual helpfulness as the only

same rule by which men could live together.

But while it would not quite do, so long as

Christianity was universally accepted, to

denounce Christ Himself for uttering the

Golden Rule, these who echoed His teach

ings, though in terms that did but para

phrase His words, were hounded down as

disturbers of the peace, and as such im

prisoned, killed and persecuted, and ridi
culed as fools and visionaries.

It was the approved doctrine taught by

the leaders of politics and ethics, and ac

cepted by the masses, that if a community

should ever abandon the law of strife for

the rule of peace, and agree to provide for

the needs of the members by working to

gether in the common interest, instead of

contending with one another in separate

interests, they would all presently starve to

death. This would happen not because

they could not produce enough to eat by

coöperation but because they would lose

their appetites if their bread were no longer

smeared with the blood and tears of those

from whom it was taken away, or, in a word,

that no one would care to live unless it

were at the expense and loss of others.

O it was that from the gospel of Christ,

vinegar from honey, there was devised

a gospel which Dives not only could hear

with complacency, but afford to contribute

liberally to have preached to Lazarus that

he ºt be more content to lie at the gate.

Thus out of the burning words of Him who

came to make all things new, and who

taught His people to pray for God's king

dom to come on earth as it is in Heaven,

there was evolved a doctrine which was

considered more effectual than police and

soldiers to repress popular aspirations for

freer and more equal social institutions.

But what, it may well again be asked,

could remain of Christ's doctrine after the

Golden Rule had been eliminated 2

It appears that the body of Christian

doctrine as held by our great-grandparents

consisted chiefly of what few things Christ

said as to the next world, together with a

great mass of inferences and speculations

based on these utterances. So rooted in

the philosophy and practice of the Golden

Rule were all these intimations of the

world to come, as Christ suggested them,

that it is difficult to see how any one who

rejected the rule could fancy they had any

concern in them.

As we compare from our present point

of view the former ages, and especially the

nineteenth century with to-day, never

came truer the saying of the great social

architect that “the stone which the build

ers rejected is become the head of the

For to this rule of Christ, which

our fathers were too wise for, we gladly

confess our debt as the open secret of the

stability of our world-wide house.

OUR whole order is but an application of

that rule so simple that a child could

not fail to deduce the result from the terms.

What is the rule? Simply that if men

would live well together every one should

see that every other fares as well as he.

Individual efforts are inadequate to secure

this end. If the Golden Rule is to be

realized in society the only method is a

collective guarantee from all to each of

what each owed individually to every other,

namely, as good treatment as he himself

had, which means, as applied practically,

the guarantee by all to all of equality in

everything that touches material and moral

conditions. So our state and all the

modern states and the world state are

founded, and ingrates, indeed, should we

be if we did not celebrate Christmas as

founder's day in honor of Him who gave

us in a phrase the master-key of the polit

ical, the humane and the economic prob

lems.

In a society such as that of the nineteenth

century, based upon inequalities and ex

isting for the benefit of the few at the cost

of the many, it was, of course, out of the

question to celebrate Christmas in the way

we do, as the world’s great emancipation

day and feast of all the liberties. One such

celebration by its effect in opening men's

eyes to the practical meaning and perfect

reasonableness of Christ's social ethics

would have led to the instantaneous over

throw of the whole order of things, and the

breaking into fragments of every human

yoke. It was necessary, therefore, if the

day was to be recognized at all, to give

some other and safer direction to the senti

ment of the occasion. These reflections

may help us to understand the character

of a family festival so largely imparted to

Christmas in the olden time.

Nor was this probably the only explana

tion of the fact. The family fireside was

in that bitter age the only spot on earth in

which the law of strife was not dominant,

though even there its malign influence was

sadly felt. It remained, however, the circle

in which more nearly than anywhere else

the Golden Rule was recognized.

UT the devotion of the day to the pur

poses of the family reunion and a

feast of kinship, though so pathetically

excused was not the less a singularly com

plete perversion of the meaning of the

occasion. Jesus Christ did not come to

teach any new or special doctrine as to the

family relation, nor yet to lay fresh em

phasis on the old one. There was no need

that He should. Nature taught men to

love their children. Christ came to preach

not the love of kindred, but of humanity.

He came not to teach men to love the chil

dren of their own bodies, but the children

of God's spirit, their brothers by virtue of

the breath of the one Father in their nos

trils, their fellow-men. So far was Christ

from seeking to lay an added emphasis on

the duty of family devotion that again and

again by example and by precept He warns

us not to permit the ties of the lesser family

to interfere with our duty and devotion

to the greater family of mankind. That

gentle reminder of the boy to the doting

mother as to the superior importance of the

great father's business even to a mother's

claims, gave the note of all His subsequent

teachings on this matter. Always Christ

was seeking to call men out of the narrow

paradise of selfish loves and interests, and

make them realize the larger ties and

greater duties that were theirs as sons, not

of men, but of man, as brothers, not of this

man or that man, but of all men. What

perversion of the meaning of Christmas

could then be more curiously complete,

however pleasing in itself, than the con

secration of this day of all days in the

year to a family feast with curtains drawn

against the world without?

There hangs upon my study wall a pic

ture—a copy of an old print of the nine

teenth century—representing just such a

family feast on Christmas Day, save that

the curtains not being closely drawn permit

to be seen two beggar children, with gaunt

and pallid faces marked with tears, stand

ing without, covered with the falling snow

as they peer in with longing, hungry, eyes

at the festival. It is a picture that tells the

whole story and typifies the age.
-k -k -k -k -k -k -k

But the evening is wearing on toward

midnight. The moment must be at hand

when the first sunbeam shall flash on

Bethlehem, and give the signal for the

world-round trumpet chorus which is to

usher in the two thousandth Christmas

dawn. Two thousand years the herald

angels have waited for the answer to their

song. Now, at last, we can echo, back

their benison of “Peace on earth,” with

“Peace indeed.”

There is something that appeals to the

sense of fitness in this idea of making the

celebration of the day simultaneous in

every land; in the thought that, with the

first note of the trumpets, whether it be

midnight, dawn or evening, it will be that

moment Christmas morning everywhere.

Other feast days we may wait for as they

slowly dawn around the earth, ending here

ere at the antipodes they begin, but this

day, sacred to the tie of universal human

brotherhood, should have no moment that

all mankind does not share in common.
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A MINISTER OF THE WORLD

By Caroline Atwater Mason

[With Illustration by W. T. Smedley]

IV

TTEPHEN, did you say that

Mr. Wells was a deacon of

your church 2 ''

It was Mrs. Castle who

spoke,leaning back in a cush

ioned armchair in a tiny and

much-upholstered reception

room. It was one of a small

- suite of furnished rooms

which ...they had taken in an apartment

house in New York. It was now nearly

midnight. Mrs. Castle wore a new black

silk gown which she had had made in Pem

broke before leaving Thornton two weeks

ago, and it sat primly on her narrow, stiff

ened form. She wore black kid gloves

over her work-hardened hands, through

Which the enlarged joints would show

themselves, and she carried stiffly in

one hand a starched handkerchief

Precisely folded. Her face was pale

and wore a disturbed and anxious ex

Pression. They had just returned in

ºr Loring's carriage from a recep

tion given in Stephen's honor at that

Šentleman's house. There had been

an official reception to the new pastor

at the chapel of the Church of All

Gºod Spirits the week before. The

affair of this evening had been purely

Social, although it was within its pur

Pose to enable the members of the

Church, or rather those belonging to
the right set, to become better ac

quainted with Stephen Castle.

In reply to his mother's question,

Stephen, who had thrown" himself

upon a divan and was looking intently

at the pink and green frescoes on the

Cºiling over his head, remarked, in a

slightly defensive tone:

Certainly, mother. Why do you

ask the question in such a way?”

It don't seem possible,” Mrs.

Castle returned, with something be:

Ween, a groan and a sigh. “I guess

Qhristians in New York aren't much

ike Christians out in the country, or

churches, or deacons.”

"In some outward points I suppose

they are different,” said Stephen

kindly; “but at heart I have no doubt

they are alike everywhere.”
Well, I don't know, Stephen. It

oºks very queer to me, and I guess

! sha’n’t ever feel at home very much

* Your new church. This Mr. Wells,

and you say he's a deacon, stood right

‘side my chair there, a spell before

they dished their ice cream, and he

Was talking to a young man about a

whist party—that's what he called it

Tthat was going to be at his house—

mean Mr. Wells' house—and he was

*šing that young man, Stephen, to

Sºme there and play cards ! And

*S, a deacon in your church It

º be a different kind of a church

º any I ever was acquainted with,

where the deacons themselves play

ºrds and entice young men into such

sinful pleasures, as if they wouldn't

$9 fast enough themselves. I don't

ºw, I never felt so in my life. It

jºined as if it kind of struck to my

lºmach,” and Mrs. Castle, who had

. * With sudden energy as she

th §d, dropped her head again on

e back of the chair.

As Stephen said nothing she soon

*šan again:
th This wasn't the only thing, nor

W. Worst thing. How did you feel

§." you saw those women—the way

i. Were dressed? Did you think a
Suc 1Ster of the Gospel, belonged in

her i. place?” and a flush came in

aded cheeks and an indignant

spark in her eyes.

ºn't get so stirred up, mother,”

. said soothingly. “You must re

yet.” ºr that we are not used to city ways

toº and I thank the Lord I am not used

Dra }. if those are city ways, and I

!. ti never shall be I was all mixed up

...s...". she continued, after a little

had a'i and I suppose some of the folks

it's juº at my ignorance, but I guess

abo* as well not to know too much

OO ..". things. One of those pretty

that ...; girls that wore so much of

got al $ºuzy stuff, come up to me and

he i.lººtiºn and talked a little.

much i. “d pleasant enough but she hadn't

hopin ° say, and I hadn't, and I was just

DOSe ; you would come around and pro

yo 9 go home, when she said, ‘Have

YQu º Miss Rehan yet?’ and I said,

th. ãº t think she's been introduced,

j, she may have been ; it's hard re

Saw ... SQ many names.” At that I

shes . 99.2d kind of puzzled, and then

w aid, ‘Oh, I don't mean anybody here,

pº Pºking of Miss Ada Rehan, Mr.

º,leading lady. You must bºrº,

s” and see her in "As You ... ſº

Stephen could not restrain a smile at

this, knowing that his mother had always

regarded a theatre as situated directly over

the mouth of the infernal regions.

“What did you say?” he asked.

“Say? What should a Christian say?

I said, ‘No, my dear, I shall never be seen

inside of a theatre while I have my senses,

and I want to ask you if you think it is a

place for an immortal soul on its way to

eternity to be found? How would you

like to be called to die in such a place?”

When I put it straight to her conscience I

could see it went home; she colored up

and said she was sorry she had made such a

mistake. Then I told her I was sorry too,

but the gates of mercy was wide open even

for those that had wandered far. It was

just then that you came up and I left her.”

ignorance on the part of his mother, and

would have yielded to the irritation which

such a feeling would incite. But the young

man was too profoundly affected himself

to give way to petty or superficial consid

erations. He had made like discoveries

which amazed and shocked him no less

than they had his mother, and in his own

heart he was simply appalled at the situa

tion before him. These two people had

lived all their lives in remote, inland vil

lages of Northern New England. The

most rigid Puritanic scruples had been

handed down through successive genera

tions. It had been a ministerial family,

characterized hitherto by respectable but

not marked ability, and by the most

unflinching devotion to a sense of duty.

Mrs. Castle was a somewhat narrow

woman, but she was the product of gener

ations ready to die at the stake or in battle

for the sake of principle, and the same

stuff was in her. In her son was a strain

of the imaginative, idealizing tempera

ment—more of flexibility, less of severity.

Furthermore, he was bound to be hopeful

by all the exigencies of the position.

“Well, mother,” he said, rising and

º

-

“Across the room Stephanie Loring was the centre of a group”

There was a little silence in the room.

Stephen was looking at his mother with a

pang in his heart, as he saw the keen suf

fering she was enduring for his sake. She

had been very silent since they reached

New York, although there had been a

homeless, piteous look upon her face as

she moved about the small, over-furnished

rooms of their new domicile—a home they

could hardly call it—vaguely seeking for

something to do. The rooms were kept

in order for them ; she did not even have

the privilege of making her own bed, and

she was too timid to ask for it, and they

took their meals in the general dining-room

of the house. But all the bitter homesick

ness in her heart Mrs. Castle would have

kept resolutely to herself. Stephen had felt

it his duty to respond to the call to this new

church, and she would follow, cost what

it might. But now her conscience had been

alarmed ; an awful fear had overtaken her

that the Church of All Good Spirits was

not the Church of God, and she could keep

silence no longer.

Stephen Castle was not a small man.

Some men in his position would have been

mortified by the display of the rustic

opening the door into her room, “we must

remember that we have not all the truth

ourselves, and we may find much that is

good underneath these appearances which

trouble us so to-night. Don't lie awake.

Don't worry. God will help us, perhaps,

to make these people over in some way.

Perhaps that is what He brought me here
--

“If they don't make you over into one

of their own kind instead, Stephen, that is

what I am most afraid of,” and Mrs. Castle

looked with piercing keenness into her

son's face.

“Hardly,” he said, with a faint attempt

at a smile. “I have too much of your

blood in my veins for that. Good-night!”

Mr. Loring, the father of Stephanie, was

in many ways the most influential member

of the Church of All Good Spirits. He

was a man of much wealth and some

culture, of great personal popularity, with

a decided interest in the affairs of the

church, but in this and in all things he was

first and last and always a business man.

A Wall Street broker, he was keen, al

though not unscrupulous, a master at ma

noeuvres, whether in church or in business

concerns. It was thus a matter of no great

difficulty for Stephanie to bring about the

call to Stephen Castle, which was, as must

have been inferred, the immediate result

of her efforts. All through the months at

Newport she had talked to her father of

the wonderfully, brilliant young preacher

whom she had discovered away off among

the New England hills. She had dwelt

upon his physical power and beauty, upon

his personal charm and magnetism, and

upon his intellectual promise, until her

father, who was chairman of the pulpit

committee of his church, finally consented

to present the name of Stephen Castle at

the first committee meeting held in Octo

ber. He did this with easy, laughing

apology for calling the attention of the

gentlemen to “a country boy,” for he sup

posed him to be really nothing more, but

he had heard—how, he omitted to say—

that he was a fellow of extraordinary

talent, and, of course, other things being

equal, nothing would take like a young

enthusiastic man in the pulpit. He would

probably be a little green and countrified

at first, but that could be depended upon

to wear off, etc., etc. As he and Stephanie

had expected, Mr. Loring, with an

other member of the committee, was

deputed to go to Thornton quietly

and hear the young man preach. We

know the results of this errand.

The negotiations with Stephen him

self had impressed the young clergy

man as more purely businesslike than

he would have wished ; but he felt

himself at a certain disadvantage with

these polished, elegant men, and dis

trusted his own impressions.

“Your preaching is what we want,”

Mr. Loring had said. “Pastoral work

is not expected in our church, except

in extreme cases—illness and death.

You will, of course, meet our people

frequently at dinners and receptions

and all that. We shall try to make it

pleasant for you socially. But what

our church wants is good preaching,

brains, in short, Mr. Castle, and that

is what we have secured. We are

entirely satisfied on that point. Your

salary will be five thousand, not as

large as it ought to be, but perhaps a

little advance on what you are having

now, and I think you can live on it, in

a quiet way, of course—a little apart

ment, you know, or something of that

sort. We will try to help you out.

My daughter is great on all that kind

of thing.”

This conversation occurred in New

York, after the Sunday which Stephen

had spent there in the late autumn.

He had returned to Thornton and the

little parsonage, and as he stepped

upon the yellow painted floor of the

narrow piazza, passing the now leafless

rose-bushes, he thought with a kind

of shame that it was this house and

eight hundred dollars a year which

he was exchanging for a salary of five

thousand. The shame was lest it

would seem to every one who knew

it that it was this difference which had

dazzled and drawn him away from

Thornton, and in his heart of hearts

Stephen Castle knew it was not this.

But it was not until weeks afterward

that he could bring himself to men

tion the subject of his salary, even to

his mother.

In the plans for their new residence,

and all their domestic arrangements

Stephanie Loring's help had been of

the utmost importance to them. She

had shown herself most sincerely in

terested in caring for Mrs. Castle's

comfort. It was to her that Stephen

went for light and knowledge on all

doubtful points which came up in his

new life, and this was precisely what

she had expected.

A few days after the reception at

Mr. Loring's, Stephen called at the

house, the conventional brown stone

front in the correct section of Fifth

Avenue, and found Stephanie alone

in the library. There was delicate

flattery in the gladness with which

she greeted him, and he felt an exquisite

pleasure in watching her grace and loveli

ness as she sat near him, and in meeting

the radiance of her smile as they exchanged

a few gay repartees, an accomplishment

which Stephen was learning readily. But he

was not in a gay mood at heart, and soon

he said with a sudden, impatient gesture:

“Do you know, Miss Loring, what an

awful blunder it was, bringing me here?”

“No, I have not discovered the blunder

yet,” she rejoined, promptly, skillfully hid

ing her dismay at his words, for she knew

that he spoke seriously.

“May I talk with you plainly 2” he

asked. “I am awfully tired—not bodily,

but in the head and heart of me, and I

want to say things as I really feel them,

not as I am expected to say them.”

“I wish you would speak perfectly

plainly. I want you to with me always,”

Stephanie said, in a voice which was half

caressing in its gentleness.

“Thank you. Well, in the first place,

if you will let me say it, All Good Spirits

is a fashionable church, an ultra-fashionable

church. I have found this out by a little

questioning here and there where I was
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not known; and I find they call it the

* Boudoir Church,” and the “All Swells'

Church,” and all that kind of thing. This

is the simple fact. The church is intended

for the wealthy and aristocratic class, and

for them alone. That is not the kind of

church I ever ought to serve. I am coun

try born and bred. More than that, many

things which are matters of course in New

York fashionable society are simply mon

strous to me. The extravagance in flowers

and on the table at these dinners and re

ceptions seems to me actually wicked—you

see I am speaking plainly; the way the

ladies dress, the way they all amuse them

selves I am perplexed, confused, at a

loss utterly. I have always supposed that

all these things were what belonged to

‘the world' in the Scriptural sense, and

that the abstaining from them was essen

tial to the Christian life. But the members

of my church practice these things contin

ually, without scruple or restraint. What

does it mean? Are they all wrong, or am

I all wrong? How can two walk together

unless they are agreed?” and Stephen

looked into Stephanie's face with unsmil

ing eyes. His own face was stern and

white.

She had flushed when he had begun his

talk, but her face was clear now and com

posed.

“It would hardly be graceful to remind

you,” she said, smiling, “who it was that

said, ‘why was not this ointment sold for

three hundred pence and given to the

poor?’”

“Yes,” he returned quickly, “but it was

upon the feet of Christ that the ointment

was poured, and all this lavish waste is for

personal, even sensuous pleasure, so far as

I can see.” -

“That is where I think you are wrong.

Can you not understand that there may be

unselfishness in the expenditure of several

hundred dollars in the beauty of flowers

by a woman who calls her friends together

for the sake of giving them happiness?

The underlying, perhaps I ought to say the

ideal motive in all our entertaining is to

º life for one another, to give it joy

and charm. Now, I claim that this is a

right motive. How much ought to be

spent in this way is for each person to

judge himself. Perhaps the woman who

spent two hundred dollars for her dinner

the other night had sent two thousand for

the work in the lower part of the city.”

“I see the line you are taking—I am

glad you have as good a one. I suppose

we all give some place to beauty and en

joyment in our lives.”

“To be sure we do. Those people at

the wedding where I met you, in Thorn

ton, had washed up their pickle jars and

filled them with roses and peonies, and I

respected the effort they had made, for

beauty and festivity. It is a need of nature

in all of us, and I can see nothing worse in

my sending an order for flowers to my

florist where I am trying to make a number

of people forget for a little that life is a

‘horrid grind.” It helps the florist, it gives

pleasure, it cultivates the sense of beauty.”

“But how about the amusements 2

They sit still heavier on my soul.”

“There, Mr. Castle, you will have to

allow me to say the question is simply one

of education. You have been brought up

to think it was right to play with dominoes

and croquet balls and wrong to play with

cards and billiard balls. Right to listen to

tame or lame elocution, wrong to witness

the magnificent interpretations of men like

Booth and Jefferson. Most people in this

part of the world think that all these recre

ations are alike as far as moral quality is

concerned, and the question which they

shall use is merely one of taste and prefer

ence.”

“But there are certainly degrading asso

ciations with card playing and the theatre
which make them unsuitable for use to

thoughtful Christian people.”

“So everything about us is capable of

abuse, but is it not better to learn self-re

straint and the proper proportioning of

these things to the earnest work of our

lives, than to frown indiscriminately upon

bad and good alike? Is it not really a

higher use of one's moral perceptions?”

and she looked into his face with the witch

ery of her wonderfully brilliant smile.

“I do not know. I confess you bewilder

me... I shall have to go home and quietly

analyze what you have said, and see of

what it is made. I have a lingering fear

that sophistry and self-indulgence are not

altogether absent from the position you

defend, and yet you have made me see

things from your point of view.”

He had risen now to go, and she stood

facing him before the fireplace.

“And you will not say again that you

have made a blunder in coming to us?”

she asked, looking wistfully at him, and

holding out both her hands. -

He took them in his and looked down

into her face, his own much moved.

“It could not be a blunder to come

where you led me,” he said. “Perhaps—

I do not know—I could not choose but

follow,” and with that he was gone.

Stephanie, standing alone, as the house

door shut, clasped her hands together and

her eyes flashed with a sudden light, unlike

the pleading softness which had just now

been in them.

“He, too, is a man!” she whispered to

herself with something like exultation,

“even he, at last, is human l’’

V

NEARLY three years have passed since

Stephen Castle became pastor of the

Church of All Good Spirits, and on an

evening in early spring we find him in a

select company at the house of one of his

parishioners, Mrs. Petersham. Dinner is

over and the guests are standing in groups

about the great drawing-room, which is

magnificently furnished, and rich with

paintings, bronzes and porcelains of rare

value.

Mrs. Petersham, who is a widow of large

wealth, has a son of the age of Stephen

Castle, and between the two men a friend

ship has sprung up. As a result the young

pastor had been abroad with the Petershams

on a journey of several months in the pre

ceding summer and fall.

To-night Stephen is among her guests,

but his old Thornton friends might hesitate

a moment before they recognized him.

He is in full dress, with a single white rose

in his buttonhole, and above the broad

white expanse of his shirt front his face

rises paler and thinner than they knew it,

and its expression, half dreamy and indif

ferent, would strike them as yet more

strangely altered. The old, boyish frank

ness, the eager happiness, has gone from

the face, and with it the indescribable

spiritual elevation which made it so like

the face of some strong young saint. The

face is at once prouder and sadder than it

used to be, more intellectually refined,

more reserved, less earnest.

He was standing now before a painting

on an easel in a curtained recess, a gentle

man and lady with him. He was leaning

against the wall of the alcove with some

thing of languid grace in his attitude, un

like his old alertness, and with eyelids

drawn narrowly he surveyed the picture

with critical scrutiny.

“Yes, I saw it in Paris,” he replied to

the lady who had just asked him a question,

“but that was five months ago. Mrs.

Petersham has only received it within a

day or two.”

“It was at the Saſon, was it not?”

“Yes. It is a wonderful thing,” Stephen

spoke the last words almost under his

breath.

The painting showed a woman, ex

quisitely beautiful, reclining under green

ilex trees. The landscape was plainly

Grecian. Beside her, prone and submis

sive, lay a tiger. One of her fair white

arms was dropped across his sleek, tawny

shoulders. Her attitude was of indolent

repose, her face dreamily content, only the

eyes were fixed with eager desire upon the

sea, where a storm-tossed boat could be

seen passing near the shore, the sailors

looking shoreward with anxious faces.

Plainly, it was Circe, the enchantress.

Across the room Stephanie Loring was

the centre of a group, where several gentle

men were vying with one another in win

ning her smiles and attention. She was

dressed with unusual elegance, in gleaming

white satin, with a fall of lace around her

beautiful shoulders, and her brilliant beauty

and wit made her the central point of the

company.

It was not long before she slipped away

from the people she was with, and came

quietly into the recess where Stephen

Castle was still regarding the picture. He

was alone now.

“I must see this wonderful new picture,”

she said, not looking at Stephen, but stand

ing so near him that the lace of her dress

touched his arm. “Mrs. Petersham always

finds the loveliest things,” she added in her

clear, cool tone de société.

For a moment they stood in silence;

then Stephanie said in a lower voice,

through which some inner feeling vibrated:

“Do you like it? The subject is always

so disagreeable, I think. I wonder that

you should find so much in it, Mr. Castle.”

“It is a great picture to me,” he said,

half carelessly; “it is what it suggests, not

what it shows, which gives it power.”

“Oh, I see,” she responded lightly, “it

might make good sermon material. Nat

urally How stupid I was I shall expect

a famoussermon to young men before long

with Mrs. Petersham's pretty Circe—she

certainly is extremely pretty—for a text.

I can see how you could use it charmingly.”

“Oh, thank you,” said Stephen with

mock gratitude.

“But really, Mr. Castle, you do use a

classic motiflike that wonderfully. I heard

so many speak of the sermon where you

wove in the Iphegenia story. It made a

very great impression.”

Just then Lloyd Petersham joined them,

announcing that the carriages were ready

now and it was time to leave for the opera.

Patti was singing in opera. Mrs. Peter

sham's guests were to occupy her box that

evening at the Academy. As Stephen and

Stephanie turned to join the others Lloyd

Petersham said:

“Oh, by-the-way, Castle, I stopped at

your rooms on my way up to-night, think

ing you might not have left, and they gave

me this letter for you. It was all the

afternoon mail brought you, I believe,”

and he handed Stephen a letter. It was

in a yellow envelope and the address was

written in a stiff, uncertain hand. The

postmark was Thornton. Murmuring his

thanks, Stephen slipped the letter into his

pocket and followed his friend to the dress

ing-room. He and Stephanie rode in the

carriage with Mrs. Petersham to the Acad

emy, and when they entered the box, which

was full of flowers and fragrance, Stephen

quietly took a chair behind Stephanie, in

the background of the gay company, where

he could be still if he chose.

They were late ; one act was already

over and the violins were sighing in yearn

ing tones over the overture to the second.

The curtain rose; the prima-donna sang

her bravest; the audience went wild; and

then the curtain fell, and the lights flared

up again.

It was at this time that Stephen, for some

reason, remembered the letterin his pocket,

and turning to be unobserved, he broke

the seal and looked at the signature. He

found this to be “Electa Wescott,” and

immediately he reversed the sheet and

read the letter through. It was as follows:

MR. CAstle,

Dear and Reverend Sir: I have the sad news to

give you that Aunt Eliza is no more. She had not

been sick in bed, but failing slowly, and on Sunday

evening, just after the second service, she breathed

her last without a struggle. I may truly say that

she died in peace. You was one of the last she

named: . When the church bell rang she heard it and

she said, “I should have liked to see Stephen Castle

once more.” You know she felt free to call you so,

and you will excuse me that I repeat her words. We

asked her if you should be sent for to the funeral, and

she shook her head and said, “Too far, don’t trouble

him,” but she wanted her love given, and she always

ieved a good deal that your poor mother died and

eft you. That was more than a year ago, and Aunt

Eliza has failed faster ever since. Aunt Eliza was

buried yesterday, and it would have done us good

to have heard you speak a few words, but we must

not repine. We shall be glad if you can come and

make us a visit some time.

Please excuse these lines, etc., etc.

The lights, the music, the flowers, the

beautiful women all seemed to whirl away

from Stephen Castle as he read this letter,

and he was in a low-roofed farmhouse in

Thornton, bending over his old friend,

meeting the love-light in her eye, before it

was quenched forever, catching one last

glimpse of her spirit before it fled. It

seemed to him that he would have given

all that made his life just then to have

looked once more into the sweet old face.

He had never known, except from his

mother, a love so tender, so exalted as

Aunt Eliza's, nor one which so uplifted his

own nature. She was one of those rare per

sons who mysteriously touch every soul

they meet to its utmost of purity and aspira

tion. No one whom he had seen in all this

glittering world in which he moved now,

was in this way to be compared with her.

“I loved her—she needed me,” the

young man cried in his heart, holding the

letter crushed in his hand, and a moment

after he rose, and making his way to Mrs.

Petersham, excused himself and left the

place.

Mr. Loring was in the parquet with a

friend, and he watched Stephen as he ap

peared for a moment in the most conspicu

ous part of the box, in his evening dress,

bending with courtly deference to speak to

his hostess.

“I tell you,” Mr. Loring remarked to his

friend, “I never saw anything equal the

transformation in that fellow—Castle, I

mean. When he came here he was good

looking enough—he couldn’t help being

striking, put him anywhere—and talented

you know, a scholar—but that was all.

He had been in the country all his life,

knew nothing of society, art, music, the

ways of the world on any side. He was

full of a lot of Puritanic notions, and I

thought for a while he would kick out of

the traces the best we could do. But bless

your heart! inside of a year he settled

down to business in great shape, and I

certainly never saw a man improve so

rapidly in my life. He has traveled, you

know ; is up on art; hears good music, an

opera now and then—nothing beyond cleri

cal propriety, of course-preaches elegant

sermons, and he can hold his own socially

with any clergyman in New York.”

“Yes, I hear the ladies are all breaking

their hearts over him. He is getting to be

the fashion, you might say. Don't they

spoil him with all the flattery 2 He is a

young fellow still.”

“No, they can't spoil him, and they

can’t catch him either, that’s what amuses

me!” said Mr. Loring laughing, and then

the curtain rose, and the conversation

ended.

The following morning Stephen Castle

was sitting at his study-desk, pen in hand,

essaying to write a letter of sympathy to

Electa Wescott in Thornton. Her letter

lay on the table beside him, and with it a

faded, old-fashioned card photograph of

Aunt Eliza, which would have signified

nothing to a stranger, but in seeing which

Stephen could call up vividly the arch

smile, the unconscious grace, the pure

sweet-heartedness which had made the

little old lady so dear to him. He looked

careworn and sad this morning, and the

letter was a hard one to write. Presently,

as his pen groped its slow way on, he was

interrupted by a servant who brought him

the letters just delivered by the postman.

Stephen pushed his writing materials

aside, as glad of an occasion for postpon

ing a difficult task, and proceeded to cut

open the several envelopes with a mother

of-pearl paper-knife. His study was large

and luxuriously appointed. Costly pictures

were upon the walls, many of them gifts

from his wealthy parishioners, but in one

remote corner hung a photograph of Hunt's

“Light of the World,” the one link be

tween this study and the one in the little

parsonage at Thornton.

One letter which Stephen opened aroused

an expression of keener interest than the

rest. It was dated at Winchester, the seat

of the Divinity School where he had him

self, graduated, and it was written by a

student there who was to be ordained pastor

of the church in Thornton in the following

June. He wrote in the respectful tone of

one addressing a man far above him—and

yet with a manly confidence which pleased

Stephen Castle—to ask if the latter would

be present in Thornton at the time of his

ordination, and preach the sermon which

was always looked forward to as the event

of these occasions.

Stephen turned at once to his desk and

wrote a few words of cordial acceptance.

Then, taking up a calendar, he wrote on it

for the fifth, sixth and seventh ofº the

word “Thornton.” This done he sat a

long time with his head dropped upon his

hand, thinking. The last time he had

visited Thornton was on his way home

from the burial of his mother, and this cir

cumstance and the death of Aunt Eliza

brought his mother very tenderly to his

mind. Her life in New York had been a

poor, homely little tragedy, not devoid,

after all, of some great elements. Where

Stephen had gradually yielded to the in

fluence of his environment, she had held

herself rigidly apart, and maintained her

position of Puritanic soberness. The

Church of All Good Spirits had no use

for her, this being so, and she distinctly

understood this. At Thornton she had

had her household cares like other house

wives, but she had been considered always

as on a plane above all the rest, and was

accustomed to being deferred to as a kind

of spiritual leader.

Now all was different. In her inmost

heart she was convinced that her son was

being led away from her, and from “pure

religion and undefiled,” and this conviction

ate into the very sources of her vital

energy. Homesick beyond expression,

homeless rather, she felt herself a useless

appendage to Stephen's life, instead of be

ing its chief support, and with no word of

upbraiding or complaint she pined and

failed day after day, so gradually that

Stephen did not dream of her growing

weakness until the last. Then, with full

consciousness, she lay down to die, calm

and collected, without triumphs or ecstasies,

but with unshaken faith, asking only at

Stephen's hands that she be taken back to

the little New England village where she

was born, and laid to rest beside his father.

Stephen had sent for Emily Merle, who

had always been like his mother's right

hand in her work in Thornton, and the girl

had come and taken her place with the

nurse by the bedside, and had remained

there until all was over. It was a rest,

even now, to recall her sweet, womanly

ways and the quiet sympathy which could

make itself felt without words. Rousing

suddenly from his attitude of dejection he

pulled his letter to Electa Wescott back to

its place before him, and finished it with no

further hesitation. At the close he wrote:

“Yes, I shall make you all a visit before

many months. I have promised Mr.

Waldo to preach his ordination sermon in

June, and I cannot say how glad I am that

I can look forward to seeing the people I

love so well at that time.”

He was addressing the letter when his

friend, Lloyd Petersham, came in. After a

little conversation of no particular interest

Petersham said with a troubled expression:

“Have you seen Mr. Loring this morn

ing?”

“No, I have not been out at all yet.”

“I thought he might possibly have been

in. You have not heard, then, that Miss

Loring is quite ill?”

“No,” cried Stephen much startled,

“how can it be so? She was at her very

best, apparently, last night.”

“I know ; I never saw her lovelier or

more brilliant,” and young Petersham

spoke as if it was pleasant to recall the

image of Stephanie as they had seen it so

few hours before. “She was taken, it

seems, with a severe chill not very long

after you left, and went home. She has

been alarmingly ill through the night.”

Stephen rose and paced the room with

unconcealed distress upon his face.

“I will go around there before lunch,”

he said.

“You cannot expect to see her,” said

Petersham thoughtfully.

“No, certainly not, but I can at least

know more exactly the state of things.”

“What a strange fellow you are, Castle,”

said the other.

“How so, Lloyd?”

“You ought to have the right to be near

her at a time like this. What any other

man would die to win you could have for

the asking, and you do not even care to

speak.”

Stephen changed color perceptibly.

“Don’t, Petersham l’’ he exclaimed.

(Continuation in February Journal)
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For A NEW YEAR’s Eve ENTERTAINMENT

THE YouNg ONE: I beg your pardon, sir, but I believe it is my turn next.

A NEW EVENING's ENTERTAINMENT

By Abbie F. Brown

[With pictures by C. D. Gibson, H. Woolf and C. J. Budd, by courtesy of the publishers of “Life”]

N evening's entertainment, which

combines the advantages of re

quiring no scenery, the simplest

stage arrangement and little

dramatic talent, while admitting

any number of actors, giving

9PPortunities for picturesque stage effects

and the display of pretty gowns, is sure to

° acceptable to those who wish to ar

ange “something new '' for a parlor en

tertainment.

“Speaking tableaux,” as described on

--->|

rºº I tell yer yer are false! False to the mar

9,yer h’artſ I’ve trusted you blindly, fondly,

*il the present moment and ſº floathé and is:
spise yer!

mº: Heaven give me power to restrain
*self or I'll knock the neck ofyer

. Page, were originated by some bright

College girls in Boston, and were very suc

“ssfully given.

in * series, which were about sixteen
r number, requiring about an hour in

*Pesentation, were originally called

tur $nettes from Life,’” most of the pic

ill § represented being taken from the

ºstrations of the New York humorous

Rºper, , “Life.” Upon another occasion

º.girls selected what they considered a

§. Picture from one magazine and then

.*.*. the daily papers for a happy joke
s match. The jokes selected were very

i. pithy, amusing and suitable to the

i ºs of the audience, the chief desire be

"g to create a laugh.

ToMMv.when MY :

to-day

she was s

In arranging for these tableaux care

should be taken that none should last more

than two minutes, two minutes more being

allowed for changing scenes. There should

be from one to four lines of conversation,

the limit consisting of a remark from one

character, followed by the question it pro

vokes, then the witty reply, with perhaps a

final repartee. The shorter the tableau

the funnier will be the effect on the audi

ence when the curtain goes down abruptly

before they have fairly realized the point of

the joke, and there is sure to be a laugh if

the scene and its accompanying gestures

and inflection of the voices are good.

The simplest stage is perfectly adequate

to all requirements, as the curtain being

raised but a few moments on each tableau

it is only necessary to have a few bits of

furniture as accessories. Where the re

sources, so far as stage scenery is con

cerned, are limited, it is better to confine

the tableaux to indoor scenes, so that only

one set of stage accessories will be re

quired. The stage setting must be re

arranged between the tableaux, as it is

very important that the general effect of

the stage picture should be entirely differ

ent each time. There should be two or

three chairs of various sizes arranged

in different positions, an easel, a table,

couch, piano lamp and screen, which last

is a most effective background, and which

may, besides, be pulled before the lamp

quickly when the scene is to be changed to

“daytime,” thus obviating the dangerous

need of moving a lighted lamp ; a fur rug

on the floor, some pretty sofa-cushions

piled here and there, a book or two on the

couch and table, which may be pulled

rapidly behind the wings, if there are any,

or behind the screen, when the scene is

changed. These accessories will suggest

possibilities which must vary with the ma

terial at hand. The fewer things there

are to arrange on the stage the more

Yes, Sats ºan, see in the dark and so can Ethel, 'cause when Mr. Wright walked into the parlor

ittin' all alone in the dark, I heard her say to him, “Why, Arthur, you didn't get shaved

quickly you can get the tableaux ready,

and the whole beauty of this form of enter

tainment depends upon the snap and

quickness with which it is carried out.

The grouping of each tableau must be

carefully planned beforehand. Every one

must know exactly where he or she is to

stand or sit, and must be ready instantly on

the dropping of the curtain on the preced

ing tableau. As soon as one tableau is

over the stage manager must set instantly,

but quietly, to work to rearrange the stage.

It is very important that no one be allowed

on the stage between the tableaux except

the manager, but all must be ready as

soon as the prompter calls. The stage

manager should have a book of the scenes

in their proper order, the jokes written

out, the plan of the stage setting for each,

the names of the characters and their

proper positions on the stage.

The arrangement of the stage must not

be scattered—rather crowded than other

wise—and the characters must be grouped

rather closely together to make a pretty

and effective picture.

The scenes should be alternated with as

much variety as possible in respect to

number of characters, class of joke, time

supposed to be represented and costumes

of the characters. Of course, the evening

scenes, when, under colored lamplight, the

girls wear pretty, light dresses and the men

dress suits, are apt to be most effective.

An amusing passage of words between a

man and a girl is sure to please the audi

ence. A scene of this kind, for instance,

might be followed by one of the “afternoon

call” jokes, between four or five girls in

calling costumes about a tea-table ; this, in

turn, by a scene between a lady and her re

fractory servant maid, and this by a dia

logue between the anxious father trying

And the second answered roguishly,

throwing her head back:

“Iack did **

The characters should wait a moment

after the curtain goes up before beginning

to speak, and the instant the scene is

through the curtain should descend.

To make the form of entertainment

clear, a few varied specimens of “speak

Hº
£ºlº

º
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º T

“My own cousin, an’ she didn't reckernize me.”

“Don’t mind it, Sally, wimmin isn't accountable for

what they does when they gets a Mary de Medicine

collar on for the first time.”

ing tableaux’’ are here given. They are all

taken from “Life" in this instance, but,

as indicated before, the pictures and jokes

can be selected from any one of the current

magazines or periodicals. The specimens

here given have been selected with a view

of presenting three indoor scenes—all of a

society nature. Any of them can be car

ried out with modest stage accessories.

As Mr. C. D. Gibson’s work is so univer

sally popular just now, two of his clever

--
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ELDERLY SUIToR (sarcastically): How does your kindergarten get on, Miss Black?

Miss BLAck (sweetly): Well, it is better than running an old man's home.

to read his newspaper, and his inquisitive

little boy. -

Dialogues prove very amusing. A few

characters on the stage at a time are prefer

able to many, unless the stage is large, as

the eye has not time to take in all the de

tails of a large group, and is confused by

the shortness .# the conversation with so

much to look at. But one or two such

groups far separated in the course of the

entertainment are very pretty as a change.

A little more time should be allowed them.

They must be carefully grouped and re

hearsed, however, that there may be no

confusion nor interference in position and

conversation.

As an illustration of one of the scenes.

that pleased the audience immensely I cite

the following, the characters being two

pretty and daintily-dressed girls in house

dresses. In the background was a couch,

behind it a screen, to the left a table, beside

it an easy-chair, and behind the chair a

lighted piano lamp. The first girl sat in the

easy-chair, her head resting on one elbow,

her other hand playing with her compan

ion's hair. The latter sat on a pile of cush

ions at the first girl's feet, her arms clasped

about her knees, a thoughtful expression

on her face. When the curtain was fairly

up, and she had waited a minute for the

audience to take in the pretty picture, the

second girl said innocently:

“I heard last night that Jack was head

over ears in love with me.”

Half teasingly the other replied:

“But, my dear, you can’t believe all that

you hear.” -

“Oh, I know, of course not,” the second

replied hastily. “But I shouldn't wonder

if there really were something in this?’

[very seriously].

“Why, who told you?” asked the first

girl. bending eagerly forward.

pictures have been chosen. His work lends

itself peculiarly well to this form of enter

tainment, as does the work of A. B.

Wenzell, Frank O. Small, Van Schaick,

W. T. Smedley, or any of the popular il

lustrators. Pictures by these artists may be

taken from THE LADIES' HOME Journal,

for instance, and jokes obtained from other

sources, or written to them by some clever

person, can be affixed.

The three small pictures by Mr. H.

Woolf, whose ragged children and their

I have

brought you to this spot. Look! That baſſ of snow

contains the body of my rival, Homer Gallagher.

The vengeance I have wroke on him fills my heart

with joy, for I feel I am a step nearer my one great

ambition.”

“Genevieve Cassidy, you ask me wh

sayings are so clever, are given where out

door scenes can be arranged and children

brought into the entertainment.

The idea of the “speaking tableaux’’

lends itself particularly well for an agree

able evening's entertainment. Heretofore,

the pictures presented in the periodicals of

the day have been used for silent tableaux;

now, their accompanying jokes can be

utilized in a series of pretty speaking

pictures.
R 1
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º HE study of German is by

no means so simple a

matter as the words

might imply. It may

signify a mere reading

knowledge of the lan

guage or the most

thorough acquaintance

with its literature, and

ability to speak it with absolute fluency

and idiomatic accuracy. Naturally the

methods of study will vary according to

the purpose in view and the age and ac

quirements of the student. There is no

royal road to the study of German or any

language, however glowing are the predic

tions of some teachers and anticipations of

credulous pupils. Success in language

study depends upon the student's ambition,

industry and ability. It is less a question

of teacher or textbook, although these are

not to be despised. But as in everything

in life, success must be earned in language

study by earnest, well-directed and sys

tematic individual effort.

UPPOSE, now, an average American

youth or girl of about seventeen, who

has fair knowledge of English, has read

somewhat in English literature, and can

write an ordinary school essay, wishes to

study German. Let us imagine that the

purpose in view is not conversational

German, but simply to acquire facility in

reading the masterpieces of German litera

ture, and to translate with ease from Ger

man into English. What shall be the

method employed? Of course, an easy

way would be to join some German class

in your town or neighborhood, and let your

teacher direct you. There are hosts of able

and conscientious teachers who can be of

profound service to you, and careful, sys
tematic instruction is invaluable for the

foundation in language study. But I have

in mind the independent student, who,

perhaps, has neither the means nor the

leisure for any long-continued class work.

What shall he or she do?

I WOULD suggest, first of all, a simple

grammar like Otis' “Elements of Ger

man” in its last revised edition. There

are others equally good, but I have found

Otis' admirably adapted to beginners.

Let the student go to work at once on the

introductory chapters, and then, after

thorough mastery of the vocabularies and

few paradigms presented, turn to the selec

tions for translation at the end of the book.

If the word lists have been carefully

memorized the work of translation will be

come less and less laborious. I would lay

special stress on the need of studying new

words and assimilating them. For a read

ing and translating knowledge of German,

which is all that is aimed at by the average

American student, who has neither the

means nor the opportunity to live abroad

and acquire conversational fluency, it is

indispensable that daily progress be made

in the acquisition of new words. Language

study is largely a question of word acquisi

tion. Each new word is an additional

brick in the edifice. The broader we lay

the foundation the more varied our vocab

ulary, the more satisfactory the structure.

Here the student's own ability and industry

must come into play. I would advise him

early to observe the roots of words, and

note how the affix and the prefix will change

their meaning. Let the study of the roots

of words go hand in hand with the study of

the words themselves. For a good guide

at this juncture to the student who has a

taste for word study some chapters in

Behaghel's “Historical Grammar of the

German Language” can be recommended.

Of course, it would be premature to grapple

with the historical and philological por

tions, but the student would find twenty

pages devoted to the origin of German

words and the changes in their meaning of

much interest. These would do more than

merely interest; they would teach precision

and exactness, and inspire a higher regard

for the language itself as the vehicle of a

nation's thought for a thousand years, and

more. Only in this way can an enthusiasm

for study be created—an enthusiasm which

shall glow into a still brighter flame when

the elements of grammar having been

mastered and the difficulties of translating

simpler selections overcome. The student

can now turn to the delightful task of

familiarizing himself with German litera

ture. But here there is need of caution

and wise selection. The field is immense,

but he must hasten slowly. He is a young

apprentice, not a master workman. Pa

tience, industry and systematic reading are

all necessary, but patience most of all. He

has passed the first stage in the journey.

Let him review thoroughly before he goes

further. Forms, words, simple sentences,

short selections, let these be grappled with

again for a few weeks more. Let him test

his translating power by reading some

pages in “Ali Baba,” which is published

in a cheap edition, or Grimm’s “Märchen.”

Then, and then only, let him essay a wider

flight. The second stage in his acquire

ment of the language has begun.

WHEN STUDYING GERMAN AND FRENCH

Some Suggestions from Two University Professors

ERE the difficulty of selection is very

great. Experience has taught me

that the classics proper, the great master

pieces of Goethe, Schiller and Lessing,

should not be read too soon. A good

many of us never read Milton’s “Paradise

Lost” in our maturer years because it

served as a textbook in syntax in our

school days. If the student is directed to

read “Faust,” “William Tell” or “Nathan

the Wise ’’ before he is fairly out of the

woods he will find his enjoyment hampered

by the sense of his own limitations, and

soon vote it dull grinding. Let him hear

the song before the sermon; the ballad

before the tragedy; the bright narrative,

with humor and pathos about it, before he

faces the profound disquisition; the bright

comedy, with human cotemporary interest,

before he ventures to analyze the majestic

productions of the highest genius. Let

Schiller’s “Bells,” in Otis' edition, serve

as introduction to the feast. Its poetic

swing and varied tone, its swift transitions

in sentiment and metre give it rare charm.

It vies with Gray’s “Elegy” in furnishing

quotations which retain their freshness.

In the line of narrative prose, offering

some difficulty, but not greater than the

student requires to attain strength and

accuracy, Riehl's stories afford the best

material, especially in the edition of Wol

stenholme (Pitt Press Series).

IF lighter material is desired the short

stories edited by Bernhardt will serve

the purpose. If the student has special

fondness of poetry a careful reading of

Heine's poems in Professor White's edition

will widen his vocabulary. Let him at

this point depend more and more upon

himself, and less on the dictionary. Let

him read on, marking now and then a

word and phrase which are unfamiliar for

later reference. If this sense of transla

tion, so to speak, is now being trained, he

will soon be able to translate at sight. If

he review systematically, memorizing the

new words, and keeping a list of new

idiomatic phrases in a notebook arranged

alphabetically, he will be surprised at

his progress. A useful little work for

reference at this juncture is Jagemann's

“Elements of German Syntax,” particu

larly if the student begins to write his

translation of German into English, and

then back again into German, compar

ing the result with the printed text. No

exercise is more beneficial—this plan

of double translation cannot be tried too

early. For the student who has a scientific

turn, and has no taste for the story or the

form, Gore’s “Scientific German’’ is the

best book of its kind, containing selections

from cotemporary scientific writers in all

branches, with vocabulary and notes.

Fo: cursory perusal to students of literary

taste, who wish to familiarize them

selves with German literature, a number

of works in English can be suggested.

Conant’s “A Primer of German Literature,”

in Harper's Half Hour Series, is a brief

but readable introduction. Hosmer’s “A

Short History of German Literature” is

written with enthusiasm and ability. A

large number of the essays in Carlyle’s

“Miscellanies” are devoted to German

subjects. Bayard Taylor's studies and

sketches are valuable. Scherer’s “History

of German Literature” will be treasured

by the more mature student. “Germanic

Origins,” by Gummere, throws light on

German mythology and archaeology. At

this time, too, one must begin to form a

German library. Several of our American

publishers issue a variety of texts. Any

reputable importing firm will furnish

cheap and accurate German texts. The

German school editions of Velhagen &

Klasing are models of cheapness, clear

ness and accuracy. The Göschen edition

of textbooks in history, literature, the

sciences, etc., is unsurpassed, but, of

course, the maturer student will profit best

by their use. A little library in itself is

contained in Max Mueller’s “The German

Classics,” to accompany Scherer’s “Litera

ture.” It contains selections from the best

German writers of every period, forming a

kind of half hours with German authors.

The student may now be regarded as

having passed his apprenticeship. The

more thoroughly he has laid the founda

tions the greater will be his enjoyment as

the portals of German literature swing

open, and he can follow his own bent in

any and every direction. If he is the right

kind of worker he should not have occu

pied more than two years for the first and

second stages, but thoroughness must not

be sacrificed to rapidity. It is the German

we mentally digest, not the number of

pages we mechanically read, which is of

permanent profit. Choose the best writers,

and learn from them style, language, ex

pression. In your study of German litera

ture prefer the comparative method, com

paring authors with each other, and the

authors you are most familiar with in your

mother-tongue.

WHEN STUDYING FRENCH

By Prof. Alcée ForTiEr

(Tulane University of Louisiana)

ºRENCH is much easier to

§ read than German, for it is

clear and precise, and the

structure of the sentence is

very simple. The student

of French has a great ad

º vantage over the student of

German, inasmuch as he is able to begin

reading earlier and to read more works in

a given time. While the beginner in Ger

man must devote considerable time to try

ing to unravel a complicated sentence, the

beginner in French has already read a

whole page or more. Both languages,

however, have an admirable literature, and

the chief aim of the student, both of French

and German, should be to acquire an

accurate knowledge of the works of the

great masters, and this can only be done

by careful and extensive reading. Speak

ing a modern language is, of course, desir

able and important, but we should never

neglect the study of literature for the sake

of learning a few words to be used in con

versation. When studying with a good

teacher, and in a place where there is op

portunity to practice speaking, the lan

guage studied should be used as soon as

possible as a means to learn the grammar

and the history of literature. I address,

however, these suggestions to persons who

can have but little help in studying French,

taking it for granted that their chief aim is

to get acquainted with the admirable litera

ture which has shed lustre on France for

the past one thousand years, and has ex

erted such a great influence on the litera

ture of other nations.

THER: have been published lately several

excellent French grammars, the aim

of which is to enable the student to begin

reading from the very beginning of his

course. I refer to Grandgent’s “Short

French Grammar,” Joyne’s “Minimum

French Grammar,” Whitney’s “Brief

French Grammar” and Van Daell’s “In

troduction to the French Language.” If

the student has not much time to devote

to his French it is better that he should be

gin with Whitney’s “Brief French Gram

mar,” and study rapidly the forms as far

as the irregular verbs. Let him learn care

fully by heart the vocabulary given with

each lesson, and translate the exercises

from English into French and from French

into English, not writing the exercises until

he has studied the whole book and begun

reviewing. The reading should be a

modern comedy, such as “La Poudre aux

Yeux,” by Labiche et Martin, “La Cigale

chez les Fourmis,” by Legouvé and La

biche, or the tales contained in Super's

“French Reader,” or Whitney’s “Intro

ductory French Reader.”

S to how the reading should be done,

I should advise reading slowly a few

pages from the first selection, looking care

fully in the dictionary for the meaning of

every word, then taking four or five pages

and reading at sight, trying to find out the

meaning by the context. This is an ex

cellent mental training, as the student must

call to his aid his best reasoning faculties.

Let us always remember that, in acquiring

knowledge, we are striving at improving

both the mind and the heart. It would be

useless, indeed, to read the masterpieces

of French literature if, at the same time,

the faculties of the mind and of the heart

were not being trained. The vocabulary

of the French language not being as large

as that of German, and the structure of the

sentence being simpler, I am in favor of

rapid and copious reading. If the person

studying French be sufficiently mature, and

studying for himself, and not for the

teacher, as is too often the case, I believe

the following to be the quickest way to

learn how to read: After having read one

short work with the help of the dictionary

take a good translation, written in idiomatic

English, and compare it with the French

whenever the meaning of a sentence in the

original is obscure. One should look at

the English only after a serious effort has

been made to translate the French. If one

glances at the English at the slightest

obstacle, and before having striven earn

estly to understand the meaning of the

French sentence, no impression will be

left on the mind, and the French words

and construction will be quickly forgotten.

This system, therefore, is not to be used

with children or with persons not

thoroughly in earnest in their work.

Another system which the writer has used

with success in studying several languages

is as follows: Read first, as indicated, a

short work or two, then take an easy text

and keep on reading without consulting

either a dictionary or a translation. Of

course, a vocabulary may be acquired in

different ways, especially by writing the

foreign language, as I shall now explain.

AFT. having gone over the grammar

and translated orally the exercises

given let the student review the forms

carefully, then write the exercises from

English into French. This will serve to

impress the forms on the mind, as well as

the words in the vocabulary, but will not

teach the French construction. The best

way to learn how to write French correctly

is to translate exercises based on a text

read, as in Macmillan’s “French Composi

tion'', and Grandgent’s “Materials for

French Composition.” The latter is ex

cellent and based on a logical system.

For instance, the student reads Halévy's

delightful “Abbé Constantin,” and takes

the greatest interest in the work. He is,

therefore, pleased to translate exercises, of

which every word is to be found in the

story which he has just read. He builds

his sentence with words which he already

knows and needs no dictionary. The same

words are repeated continually in different

sentences, and the student gets thoroughly

acquainted with the vocabulary of the

story, as he has to consult his text to see

what words were used by the author in the

paragraph taken from the story and ar

ranged for translation in the exercise book.

As to the books read and how they should

be read let me endeavor to explain

briefly : American publishers have lately

been issuing a number of French texts

judiciously selected and well annotated,

and their catalogues are so well arranged

that one knows immediately for what grade

each work is intended. None but nine

teenth century authors should be read for

some time. Daudet's “Contes,” George

Sand’s “Mare au Diable' and “Petite

Fadette,” Erckmann-Chatrian’s “Madame

Thérèse’’ and “Waterloo,” Octave

Feuillet’s “Roman d'un Jeune Homme

Pauvre,” Alfred de Vigny’s “Cachet

Rouge” and “Cing-Mars,” Mériméne's

“Colomba” and “Chronique du Rêgue

de Charles IX,” Souvestre’s “Un Philos

ophe sous les Toits,” and the stories con

tained in O'Connor’s “Choix de Contes

Contemporains” and Fontaine’s “Histo

riettes Modernes” will be sufficient for

the short story and novel. Victor Hugo's

prose is difficult, and his novels should be

read only after the works mentioned above.

For the drama let the student read San

deau’s “Mlle. de la Seiglière,” Musset's

“Un Caprice,” Pailleron’s “Le Monde oil

l'on s'ennuie.” For history Lamartine's

“Jeanne d'Arc’’ and Michelet's “Jeanne

d'Arc,” and extracts from Thiers and

Guizot. The student who has read a few

stories, novels, dramas and historical ex

tracts will be ready to begin the study of

the three great dramatists of the seven

teenth century, Corneille, Racine and

Molière.

ANY one who is prepared to read the

authors of the seventeenth century

should be able to read and appreciate a

history of French literature written in

French. He should endeavor to have a

general idea of the history of literature

from its beginning, and when reading

Corneille, for instance, he should study

particularly the age of Louis XIV. The

study of the history of France should ac

company the study of literary history, and

there is no better book for the purpose

than Duruy’s “Histoire de France.” Let

the student obtain a correct idea of the life

and surroundings of the author whose work

he is reading, and then let him try to un

derstand everything concerning the work

itself. He should read of Corneille, “Le

Cid,” “Horace’ and “Polyeucte”; of

Racine, one of his plays derived from the

Greek, one historical and one religious,

such as “Andromaque” or “Phèdre,”

“Britannicus” and “Athalie”; of Molière,

“Les Précieuses Ridicules,” “Le Bour

geois Gentilhomme,” “Le Misanthrope”

and “Les Femmes Savantes.” When

“Le Cid’’ is read it should be compared

with a translation of Guilhem de Castro's

“Las Mocedades del Cid.” No one should

read “Horace,” “Polyeucte” or “Britan

nicus” without a knowledge of the history

of Rome, and it is impossible to under

stand “Phèdre” without comparing it

with the work of Euripides'. The study

of literature should be pursued with as

much method as that of mathematics.

After a fair knowledge of the seventeenth

century writers a few works of the eight

eenth century should be read, such as

Voltaire’s “Zaire’’ and “Charles XII,”

Marivaux’s “Jeu de l’Amour et du

Hasard,” Le Sage’s “Gil Blas” and

“Turcaret,” Beaumarchais’ “Barbier de

Séville” and Bernardin de St. Pierre's

“Paul et Virginie.” There should then

be an accurate study of the great writers

of the nineteenth century, such as Cha

teaubriand, Mme. de Staël, Lamartine,

Hugo, Musset, Vigny, and the cotem

porary poets, dramatists and historians. It

is not the purpose of this paper to refer to

old French and to middle French, for the

study of the literatures of the middle ages

and of the sixteenth century must be left to

the college and university classes. Modern

literature, however, which comprises the

seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, may be understood by any one

who studies earnestly and gets a little help

from a competent teacher.
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II—WHEN LOVELY WOMAN TAKES TO SMOKE

#.HE Irresponsible Per

§ son was courting

#

nervous prostra

tion,” the Cynic said,

at the next reunion of

the Paradise Club.

“Why, when I came

into the club to-day,”

he continued, “I

found him stretched

ºut upon one of the library divans gazing at

the ceiling, and when I asked him what

° was doing, what do you suppose he
said P’’

"Trying to keep awake?” suggestedtheFºr p 99.

... Nºthinking tº returned the Cynic.
Well, why not?” asked the Irresponsi

le Person. “I don't do it often, and as

far as I know there is no house rule in

this club providing that members shall not
think.”

"I, wasn't thinking of the club's wel
fare,” said the Cynic. “I

Yās only thinking of yours.

are very fond of you,

and we’d feel extremely

Sorry if anything happened

19 you. I don't like to see

Yºu using a mind any more
than I like to see a woman

handling a gun. You never

tº tell what the result will

"It strikes me,” put in the

ºrried. Man at this point,

that the danger of hand.

** a mind is, as you sug

§§§ very like thé danger
of handling a gun. But the

anger lies chiefly in whether

* not the gun or the mind

is loaded. "If our friend's

*ind was charged only with
the usual wa ding, and it

should happen to gº of pré.

ºaturely, it might make a

ººse, but nothing worse

could happen.”

"That's where you make
a.#. error,” said the

OSopher. “If you will
read the tenthº of

Pºrt two in the third volume

* my “Speculations. Upon

Sudden, Deaths. published

111 London in 1878, and now

selling in its tenth dozen, you

will find that i have proved

t§º all question that it is -

i. unloaded gun that does the most kill:
. In this morning's paper there is a sad

i." of two boys playing with an un

off $º revolver which unexpectedly goes

shº,3. as all unloaded revolvers do, and

...” a hole in the face of the eight-day

unload §o with our friend's mind.” If it is

thou º and he tries to think without
ne §hts, he not only wastes time, but un

*śarily strains his pink matter.”

--

Pink 5 'º' - -

Person. queried the Irresponsible

"In your c -

- ... case, yes—or so I believe,”
. the Philosophér. “You haven’t had

hea lºough to have gray matter in your

“Well, it isn't green,” retorted the Ir

jºible Person. “Wherefore there is

Ina "#. quality to such thoughts as I
in { ink, and mark you, I don't believe

*...multiplicity of thoughts anyhow.

yea* think one real solid thought a

.*an, turn out a dozen immature judg
ments a day.”

º !” cried the Married Man.

t Nº. let your mind lie fallow for a year.

you tºº evident from what you say that

*.º this year's thought, and

excellent O. .it appears to me to be an

ble º: yoº,” feturned the Irresponsi:
i.e. I think it's a thought and

it is $ºarters myself, but unfortunately

that not of this year's make. I thought

this ºut in 1889. I was cogitating on my

the *. S contribution to the wisdom of

ra world when you found me in the li

*y. I've got the germ of it in my mind

now, but it's the expressing of it that

bothers me. It’s a great one, and is

worthy of the most careful phraseology.”

“Can't you give it to us in substance?”

asked the Cynic. “Maybe we can help

you in expressing it, and then your mind

can be at rest for the balance of the year.”

“I can,” returned the Irresponsible Per

son, “but I shall not. Some day I may

collect my thoughts in book form, and I

don’t wish to have to acknowledge collab

oration with anybody on the output of my

mind, but I'll tell you what I was thinking

about last night, if you want me to-these

cigars remind me of it.”

The Cynic sighed. “I suppose we can’t

prevent you from telling us your thoughts

of last evening if you really insist upon

doing it. That's the worst part of this

Paradise Club. We assume an obligation

to listen to each other when we join it.”

“I expected to have something to say

this afternoon, too,” said the Married Man,

diet of green grass and clover, and the

sooner she is converted after the manner

you have mentioned, the better it is for

those who drink the milk she produces.”

“Of the truth of that I cannot speak

intelligently,” said the Cynic coolly. “I

never drink milk. I used to when I was

a baby.”

“I’d like to have known you then,”

said the Married Man. “I should think a

cynical baby would be one of the most

amusing things in the world.”

“Oh, as for that,” retorted the Cynic,

“I wasn’t cynical then. I didn't know

enough to be. I was only an irresponsible

erson.”

“Well, some day I hope you will tell

me how you became a cynic,” said the

Irresponsible Person. “That will be an

object lesson to me, and I can avoid the

temptations to which you have succumbed.

Not that I dislike cynicism, my dear fel

low. I love it. It amuses me, but so does

the baby elephant at the circus. I admire

you. I admire the baby elephant, but I

don't wish to be a cynic or an educated

epiderm.”

“Pachyderm—pachyderm,” whispered

the Married Man, who, while he did not

often agree with the Irresponsible Person,

nevertheless disliked to hear him err in

his speech.

“Epiderm is a good word,” said the

Irresponsible Person. “The elephant is

renowned for his cuticle, and if I choose

to call him an epiderm there isn't any law

to prevent me. But to come back from

elephants and cows, and cynics, and other

zoölogical specimens to object lessons for

people who think they think, and regard

themselves as reasonable persons, I repeat

that they are of intense value, and I have

learned this from an object lesson in my

own family. I have a sister and she's

strong-minded.” -

“Got all the mind of your generation,

I suppose?” suggested the Cynic.

“Very likely,” said the Irresponsible

Person. “She’s got enough to supply us

all and have some left for herself. The

only trouble with her is that she doesn’t

realize that woman is a superior being, and

she has all these queer notions that some

sº -
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“That night after dinner I handed her a cigar . . . . . and gave her a light.”

“but my youngest son took a notion about

midnight that he and the rest of the

world had slept about enough, and the

consequence is that to-day my mind is a

vacuum.”

“Let’s hear the twilight thought of the

Irresponsible Person then,” said the Phil

osopher. “I am not anxious to hold forth

myself this afternoon. I have a dinner

engagement to-night and I want to save

my voice.” - -

“Well, it's just this: there's nothing in

the world like object lessons for teaching

people what they ought to know. Theory
is fine for conversation, but for real solid

instruction give me the object lesson,”

said the Irresponsible Person.

“First-rate thought; almost good enough

to retire from the thinking business on,”

said the Cynic. “An especially good

thing to teach in idiot asylums where

people are not amenable to reason. You

can’t teach a cow, for instance, that it is

dangerous for her to walk on a railway

track by merely reasoning with her, by

giving her the theoretical side of the mat

ter: . But let her be run over once by a

freight train, and ‘she'll never go there

any more.” It’s an object lesson to her

and she learns it right away.”

“I wasn’t thinking of its value to idiots,

cows or cynics,” observed the Irrespon

sible Person dryly, “though as far as the

most useful creature of the three, the cow,

is concerned, I think it is a valuable thing

after all. A cow that prefers to pasture

on railroad ties and slag can't give as

good milk as one that sticks strictly to a

women get that whatever man does woman

ought to be able to do. She wants to

vote; she wants to go to the theatre at

night alone if the spirit moves her. She

doesn’t see why if men can smoke women

can’t, and reasonable argument on the

theory of the thing doesn't appeal to her

at all. We had it hot and heavy for sev

eral years until finally I had an inspiration.

I began to admit all that she had to say,

and finally confessed myself entirely won

over. ‘Certainly women ought to smoke,”

I said. “It’ll do ’em good; it’ll occupy

their time and minds.” She demurred a

little at this. The fact that I agreed with

her made her think it just possible that she

was wrong.”

“That,” said the Philosopher, “is a

queer thing about woman. I intend to

have a chapter in my new book which I

shall call ‘The Philosophy of the Perverse,'

in which I shall endeavor to account for

woman's tendency to differ from man.”

“It will make an interesting chapter,”

said the Married Man, “and if you want

any points based upon an actual domestic

experience I can give 'em to you. My

system may be worth imparting to the

world. It's simple enough. Once fight

a woman on the score of her principles

and you have a giant of debate on your

hands, but yield, nay, go so far as to sup

port all her propositions with enthusiasm,

even the most outrageous; run down your

own sex, call men brutes, deceivers and

all that, and you arouse at once the innate

sense of chivalry that lies in all women.

She will, out of sheer sympathy, take the

other side, and by-and-by you’ll find her

demolishing her own original position;

peace will reign, and all will go merrily as

a marriage feast. That's the way I do,

and there isn't a happier home than mine

in this land.”

“That's it,” said the Irresponsible Per

son. “That's the plan I adopted with my

sister. I began to agree with her, and

then she weakened, but I wouldn't let her

weaken on the cigarette question, and

finally I made her smoke one with me off

and on for a couple of months.”

“You made her do it, eh?” said the

Married Man doubtfully.

“Well, I didn't order her to do it, but I

sort of shamed her into doing it, and she

had spirit enough not to take a dare,” said

the Irresponsible Person. “Finally what

I expected to happen did happen. Her

fingertips began to get a little yellow from

the effects of the smoke. They colored

about as quickly as a meerschaum, and

she began to be troubled, but I never said

a word until one night she spoke to me

about it.

“‘Really,” said she, ‘I can’t account

for it at all, but my fingers are getting as

yellow as parchment.” -

“‘That's all right,” said I, ‘it’s the cig

arettes. You have just as much right to

yellow fingers as any dude in creation. I

wouldn't mind a little thing like that.”

“Dudes are horrid things,” she replied.

‘Because a man is willing to stain his

fingers with nicotine is no reason why a

woman should,” she added in a very su

perior way.

“‘Then you mustn't smoke cigarettes,”

I said.

“But your fingers don’t stain,” she

retorted.

“‘No,” said I, but perhaps you haven't

noticed that I have been smoking cigars.

There's some difference. You've been a

different sort of smoker with your cigar

ettes. You've been a dude, not a man.”

“She grew very thoughtful for a moment.

“I’ll smoke cigars,” she said. “I never

liked cigarettes anyhow.”

“I told her I thought she was a very

wise woman, and it made her happy.

Next day, when I went home I took a box

of the strongest invincible

cigars I could find in town.

They were black as the ace

of spades and ought to have

been called the Flora Sam

soniana. I wouldn’t have

dared smoke one myself,

but I never let on. That

night after dinner I handed

her one and took one myself,

but I laid mine down again

and substituted a milder one

for it. Then I gave her a

light, and we began an ani

mated discussion on voting.

She smoked half the cigar

and suddenly remembered

she had a letter to write. I

laughed inwardly, and she

disappeared. She never

came back that evening, and

the next day she sent down

word that she had a bad

headache and didn't care for

any breakfast.”

“You were a brute,” said

the Married Man.

“I was,” said the Irre

sponsible Person. “But that

was six months ago. She

hasn’t smoked since, nor has

she said anything more

about woman’s right to

smoke. I could have argued

with her for fifty years about

º and no conclusion

would have been reached.

As it was, one little object lesson con

vinced her that after all tobacco was a

thing woman would better let alone.”

“And you deduce from all this,” said I,

somewhat indignantly, “that you make a

point? That you proved your case?”

“No,” said the Irresponsible Person.

“I deduce nothing of the sort. I was so

chivalrous myself that I proved her point

against myself, only I never let her know

it.”

“And her point was?”

“That men are deceivers,” said the Ir

responsible Person. “I didn't tell her

that cigarettes can be smoked without

coloring the fingers, neither did I say to

her that if I had smoked one of those

cigars I, too, should have had a letter to

write, and should have wanted no break

fast the next morning because of a head

ache, but I did accomplish one good

result.”

“And that?” said I.

“I kept my sister from smoking. If

there's one thing I hate in the world it’s a

woman who claims that because a man

smokes no one should expect a woman

who wants to do it to refrain from it.”

“Which is prejudice,” said the Cynic.

“Not at all,” said the Irresponsible Per

son. “It is respect for the sex.” -

And all but the Cynic agreed with him,

and the Cynic himself would have done so

too had he not feared that in so doing he

would have weakened his cynicism.

EDITor’s NoTE–In the next issue of the Journal.

Mr. Bangs will report the third meeting of the

Paradise Club.
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tº HE young men among

tº my readers—more

ºf numerous than I had

any idea of must not

overlook the injunc

tion I printed in the

September issue: that

I cannot promise to

answer their questions

in any special number,

nor can I say at what intervals this page

will appear. Whenever time offers. I will

gladly reply, to the best of my ability, to

the “problems” sent me.

THE three questions which follow are sig

nificant of the growing interest among

young men of the practical wisdom of

temperance, and I answer them with pleas

ure.

The first querist asks:

Is not a young man placed at a disadvantage when

he refuses wine at public dinners?

I can only speak on this point from per

sonal experience. I have attended a great

many public dinners, and am still a pretty

constant attendant at such affairs. I have

never touched a drop of wine upon these

occasions, and yet I have never been made

to feel that I was placed at a disadvantage.

Indeed, I am under the impression that

a young man who refuses wine is always

at a distinct advantage. A strong adher

ence to any good principle is always a

recommendation of a young man's charac

ter in the eyes of his elders.

CAN you, as one young fellow to another, honestly

say to me that a total abstinence from liquors is

not a barrier to a social success? -

I can, and with all my heart. Changing

the negative to the affirmative, I can hon:

estly say that a young man's best and

highest social, success is assured just in

proportion as he abstains from wines. An

indulgence in intoxicants of any sort has

never helped a man to any social position

worth the having ; on the contrary, it has

kept many from attaining a position to

which by birth and good breeding and all

other qualifications they were entitled.

No young man will ever find that the prin

ciple of abstinence from liquor is a barrier

to any success, social, commercial or other

wise. On the other hand, it is the one

principle in his life which will, in the long

run, help him more than any other.

WH". is the method in best form of declining
wines at dinner: by turning down one's glasses

or having them removed?

Neither. Simply shield the glass with

the hand as the waiter reaches your place

at the table with each course of wine.

Turning down one's wine glasses or caus

ing them to be removed from the table

always seems to me to be an unnecessary

and rather a disagreeable way of pronounc

ing one's principles.

Yoº very often employ, the term, “a womanly

woman.” What is really your definition of that

term 2

A womanly woman is she who is gentle,

tender and considerate ; a woman with

sufficient strength of character to allow

neither her head, her heart nor her home

to be disturbed by any claims other than

those belonging to her womanhood and

wifehood.

The Bible, in three verses in the last

chapter of Proverbs, defines the womanly

woman well and accurately :

“She openeth her mouth with wisdom;

and in her tongue is the law of kindness.

“She looketh well to the ways of her

household, and eateth not the bread of

idleness.

“Her children rise up and call her

blessed : her husband also and he praiseth

her.’’

WHA. is the truth—tell me frankly: Is there a

fair chance for a young man, with an unknown

name in the literary world, provided he has some

thing to tell the wººd and the ability to tell it? Will

the editors give his work attention ?

Gladly—very gladly, in fact, will the edi

tors give him attention and the very best of

attention, too. But he must have some

thing to say. The reason why, so many

fail in the literary world is simply because

they have no message for the public. De

spite all that has been written to the con

trary, believe me when I say the name has

nothing whatever to do with the acceptance

or rejection of a manuscript. If the merit

is there the manuscript will not be rejected,

and if the merit is not there the name

will not cause its acceptance. This truth

finds constant evidence in editorial offices.

There is more than a fair chance for any

young man—or young woman—in the liter

ary world : there is a splendid chance.

But their work must have the merit of

originality to recommend it.

HAT, in your estimation, are the two greatest
standar i.ovels, and what two recent novels

represent the highest style of fiction?

Of standard novels, “Adam Bede’’ and

“Henry Esmond’’; of recent novels, Hall

Caine's “The Manxman" and Stanley

Weyman’s “A Gentleman of France.”

Is $225 tºo large a percentage of an annual income of

$1200 for an unmarried young man to pay for his
life insurance?

No, not if your other needs and obliga

tions can be met with the remainder of

your income. That is about the propor

tionate percentage of my income which I

lay aside for insurance, and I have never

felt it to be too much. I am glad to find

an unmarried young fellow thinking of

devoting such a portion of his income to

insurance. As a rule, young men, when

unmarried, see no special reason for insur

ing their lives. But they forget that few

methods of saving are better than a good

insurance policy. Take, for example, a

twenty-year endowment policy in some old

and conservative company— one of the

New England or Pennsylvania companies,

for example—and a better or safer invest

ment can scarcely be found by a young

man. Taken out when he is twenty-five,

for instance, the premium is very low.

If he marries, his wife is protected. If he

doesn’t marry, the full amount comes to

him at forty-five. Thus, is it insurance

and assurance. He not only rolls up each

year a neat little nest-egg which comes to

him at a good time of life, but he incul

cates the habit of saving, for, after all, that

is what these endowment policies, as they

are now written, mean quite as much as

they mean insuring a life.

A YOUNG man from New York City writes

ine :

Is there not more chance of success for a young

man in the provinces than in New York City?

Why do you say “provinces”? Amer

ica has no provinces. The New York idea

may be that all other cities in America are

provincial to it, but a local notion does not

make a fact.

Do you consider the chances of the average young

man as good to-day as they were twenty years

ago, of procuring situations at fair and living sal

aries?

Not only as good, but better. The op

posing argument put forth to this senti

ment is, generally, that all trades and pro

fessions are becoming overcrowded. That

would be so if trades and professions did

not multiply. But they do, and what is

more, the chances in them multiply as

civilization extends and population in

creases. To meet every demand there

must be a supply. As our country grows

larger the demand for more men increases.

The trouble is, we have too much medi

ocrity among men, and not enough of even

the good average, to say nothing of the

bright, original and creative kind. There

are plenty of chances for young men, more

than ever there were. The truth is rather

that these chances and these opportunities

ask what the supply, as a rule, cannot

furnish : something above the common,

the ordinary and the average. This is an

uncommon age and it takes uncommon

people to cope with it. But the facilities

at the command of all young men are

just as uncommon as are the times, and it

remains for them whether they will take

advantage of them or not. The real ques

tion is not, are the chances as good, but

are the young men as good as the chances?

SINº many young women have blossomed out

within the last ten years as clerks, stenographers,

type-writers, salesladies, etc., will you tell me what

is to become of the young man 2

Become of him 2 What he allows to

become of himself, I should say. While I

do not believe in this influx of women in

business, and feel convinced that ten years

hence will see less of it rather than more,

at the same time if the girls and women

can displace the young men in business,

then there is but one reason for it: the

girls can do the work better, and they have

a right to the places. If our young men

will cease being content simply to fill the

positions they occupy—anybody can do

that—but do a little more than fill them,

they need have no fear of feminine com

petition or displacement. An employer

changes an employee only for one reason :

improvement, and if a young man’s work

can be improved upon by a girl, why whose

fault is it but the young man’s 2 He should

so do his work that it cannot be improved

upon by man or woman. Employers are

not in the habit of displacing that sort of

an employee. Sex does not enter into the

question ; it is the character of the work

done. That tells, and that alone. It is

the survival of the fittest in business al

ways.

OF course, problems of marriage were

inevitable in their coming into such

a page as this, but I wish young men would

not send them to me. It is neither wise

nor is it really possible for me to give any

practical suggestion at all worth the having

on the question of marriage. Out of the

many questions I have received I will an

swer two. The rest I must pass by.

Is it safe for me to marry on $1000 a year?

I can’t tell ; that’s about the whole truth

of the matter. Nor can any one else tell

you. You and the girl in question must

settle that. But, on general principles, I

think the sooner we look at this question

of marriage from some other than this

strictly mercenary standpoint, the better.

I do not believe in the theory of love in a

cottage, with nothing else. But I do be

lieve in young people starting at the lowest

rung in the ladder and then climbing up.

Nothing else in the world conduces to

knitting the interests of two people so

closely, or insuring such absolute happi

ness in the future as their lives progress.

I cannot advise my young friend what to

do, but I know if I were earning $1000 a

year, and I really loved a girl—felt, in

other words, as if I could not live without

her—and the girl was of the right kind,

that is, sensible in her ideas, frugal in her

tastes, and of a marriageable age, I would

let her settie my doubt for me. Girls have

a very interesting way of settling doubts of

this kind—when they are fond of the fellow

in doubt. The greatest safety in this

world for a man is to place his interests in

the keeping of the woman who loves him.

How long an engagement is really wise?

just as long as an engagement is wise

and necessary, and not a day longer. I

think this whole question of matrimonial

engagements might be changed somewhat

by young people themselves, and to their

own benefit. In many cases the young

become engaged too soon, and then they

are restless because they cannot marry.

Whereas, if the period of acquaintanceship

were made longer, and the engagement

time shorter, things would be much im

proved. Long engagements are never

advisable ; long periods of acquaintance

previous to an engagement are far better.

So far as actually knowing each other is

concerned—well, for that matter, what

woman has ever known a man until after

she is married to him, or what man has

known a woman 2 At the same time, the

closer we can get to a point of mutual

knowledge in such matters the better. If

there were more previous knowledge in

matrimonial cases there would be far less

subsequent trouble.

BETWEN what ages is a young man generally

considered to be at his best mentally, and when

his commercial value is at its highest?

When he is a young man in every sense

of the word ; not before nor after : that is,

between the ages of 30 and 45. Whatever

success in life he hopes for, must be made

during that period. He is capable, then,

of his best work, and of securing the

highest value for his work. Between those

years, in other words, he must “make

himself”—and further than that, he must

not spend all that he earns, but lay aside a

goodly portion of his earnings, too. It is

a cruel but a hard fact that the business

world has very little use for what are termed

old men nowadays, and in these times of

hard competitive strife a man is judged to

be old very early from the hard commercial

point of view. He may not regard himself

as being old, but he is no longer considered

to be “in the race” with the younger men,

who naturally have quicker perceptions

and whose sense of alertness is neces

sarily keener. The most successful man

at 40 is very often the man who is quietly

pushed aside at 60. If young men earning

good incomes between 30 and 4o would

look a little ahead, and consider the inevi

table fact that as they grow older their value

is very apt to lessen in a commercial sense,

they would save themselves much after

humiliation and sorrowful retrospection.

It is hard for a young man at, say, 35, in

the full flush and vigor of manhood to

realize that a time will come when others

as clever as himself and a bit cleverer will

pass him by, but the cold fact exists never

theless, and he is wise who, at his prime,

thinks of a time which is almost sure to

come to every man who lives.

You speak of the “social pleasures and indul

gences which affect a young man's success.”

What are these pleasures 2

Any social pleasure or indulgence which

affects a young man's health affects his

success. Good health is the foundation of

all possible success in life; affect the one

and you affect the other.

How many hours of sleep does a young man of 30,
in an active position, require?

Eight hours at least, and an extra hour

whenever possible. One young fellow of

32, whom I know, and who possesses

splendid health, makes it a rule to go to

bed at Io o'clock two evenings every week;

upon the other five evenings he retires at

II. He rises at 7:30. One rule should be

a positive one with every young man : the

midnight hour should be passed in sleep.

HFº are two young men who evidently

have dramatic aspirations, always diffi

cult people to advise, since, as a rule, they

never seek advice until after their minds

are made up. The first asks:

Is it impossible for a man on the stage to be a man

of honor 2

This is opening up a pretty broad ques

tion, my friend, rather too broad to be

answered off-hand. But briefly let me say

this: It is just as possible for an actor to

be a man of honor as it is for a member of

any other profession, only, I should say,

that it is more difficult. The theatrical

life is a life of greater and freer license than

any other, that a man can enter into ; its

very conditions make it so. Hence comes

the need of stronger powers of resistance—

powers which are given to the few rather

than to the many. I am not a sympathizer

with much of this tirade against the stage.

A great deal of it is as unwarranted as it is

unjust. Two of my best and most valued

friends are actors: one a man as good and

as honorable as there is in the world ; the

other a woman as pure and noble as any

member of your family or mine. Others,

too, I know who are as true men and

women as I wish to know. But the strong

est condemnation of the theatrical pro

fession has come to me from these same

men and women when each has expressed

the hope that their sons and daughters

might never follow their profession. The

simple reason for this is that those on the

stage know that it is an honorable profes

sion only to those of the very strongest

characters and unswerving principles; to

all others—and that includes a good many

of us, you know—it is a profession where

the temptations to a careless life are mul

tiplied by ten to those of any other calling.

The letters of Edwin Booth, just published

in book form by his daughter, give an accu

rate and conscientious glimpse of the life

of the actor. No letters show more than

do these how deceptive is the glitter of the

stage, or how empty of true happiness are

its honors. An itinerant life, such as the

actor's must be, is never good for a young

man. There is no greater help to a young

man when he is carving his way in the

world than a home anchorage and the in

fluence which that implies. This the actor

has not and cannot have, and this fact

alone would lead me to dissuade any

young fellow from going on the stage.

I HAVE an opportunity to become associated with

the stage as a dramatic manager at a salary which

I cannot command in any other profession. The

company is an eminently respectable one; the “star”

a friend of the family. Yet my mother strenuously

objects. Should I give up the idea?

I should, decidedly, for one good and

all-sufficient reason; your mother acts only

in your own best interests. And I’ll tell

you why I am led to think so. It is only

eleven years ago when I stood precisely

where you stand now. That is why I am

attracted so strongly to your question and

why I answer it. I had a dramatic mana

gerial offer, at $3000 for the first year—just

twice as much as I was receiving in the

position which I occupied. The company,

too, was, as it is in your case, eminently

respectable, and the “star ’’ was a per

sonal friend. I was wild to take the posi

tion ; the prospects of travel, etc., were

alluring. But my mother objected, and

although I rebelled for days I gave in to

her wishes, and I wasn't what is contempt

uously called nowadays “a mamma's

boy” either. I knew “lots” eleven years

ago—more than I do to-day—only I didn't

know it so well as my mother did.

She knew the world from having lived in

it; I knew it as I fancied it was. It was

not for years afterward that I could see

the wisdom of her decision ; then I did,

and now I do. You do as I did, and a

few years hence may you feel as I do to

day. A mother's instinct, my dear young

fellow, where it concerns her boy, is a

pretty certain sort of a thing. It is more

certain than the prospects of a dramatic

manager, depend upon that. A present

deprivation is better than a permanent

mistake. Judging from your letter, you

have more in you than the average young

fellow. Just wait; other chances will come

to you. Rome wasn't built in a day.

How can I make a success 2

First by learning and bearing in mind

one or two very important points when

you write to a stranger : inclosing a stamp

when you ask for a reply by mail ; not

spelling his name wrong and giving him

an initial he does not possess; showing the

courtesy of addressing him as “Dear Sir,”

and by either prefixing “Mr.” or affixing

“Esq.” to his name on your envelope.

Find out, too, the correct address of the

man to whom you are writing, so that if

his office is in Philadelphia you may not

address the letter to Boston.

How should I dress at an afternoon tea 7

As you write on the letter-head of a

business house I assume that you are in

business. If you are, then I would say:

keep away from afternoon teas. Your

place is at your desk during the afternoon

hours, and the desire to attend a “tea '.'

should not be made a pretext for asking

excuse at the hards of your employers.
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BY WILLIAM DEAN HOWELLS

*š. AM very glad of that

-- experience of Italian

literature, which I

look back upon as

altogether whole

some and sanative,

after my excesses of

Heine. No doubt it

was all a minor affair

as compared with

equal knowledge of French literature, and

Sº far it was a loss of time. It is idle to

dispute the general positions of criticism,

and there is no useful gainsaying its

judgment that French literature is a major

literature and Italian a minor literature in

this century; but whether this version will

Stand for all time, there may be a reason

able doubt. Criterions may change, and

hereafter people may look at the whole

affair so differently that a literature which

went to the making of a people will not be

accounted a minor literature, but will take

its place with the great literary movements.

do not insist upon this possibility, and I

am far from defending myself for liking
the comedies of Goldoni better than the

Comedies of Molière, upon purely aesthetic

grounds, where there is no question as to

the artistic quality. Perhaps it is because

Came to the Molière's comedies later,

and with my tastes formed for those of

Gºldoni; but again, it is here a matter of
affection; I find Goldoni for me more

Sympathetic, and because he is more sym

Pathetic I cannot do otherwise than find

in more natural, more true. I will allow

that this is vulnerable, and as I say, I do

hot defend it. Molière has a place in

literature infinitely loftier than Göldoni's;

and he has supplied types, characters,

phrases, to the currency of thought, and

Soldoni has supplied none. It is, there

9re, without reason which I can allege

that I enjoy Goldoni more. I am perfectly

willing to be rated low for my préference,

and yet I think that if it had been Goldoni's

luck to have had the great age of a mighty

*onarchy for his scene, instead of the de

Šline of an outworn republic, his place in

literature might have been different.

I HAVE spoken at large in another place of

my favorites among the modern Italian

Poets, and I will not recur to them here.

ut I have always had a great love for

the absolutely unreal, the purely fanciful

ºn all the arts, as well as of the abso

lutely real; I like the one on a far lower

Plane than the other, but it delights me, as

* Pantomime at the theatre does, or a

Sºnic opera, which has its being wholly

§§tside the realm of the probabilities.
hen I once transport myself to this

sphere I have no longer any care for them,
and if I could I would not exact them of an

§§tion which has no concern with them.

'9" this reason I have always vastly en

Jºyed the artificialities of pastoral poetry;

and in Venice I read with a pleasure few

jº poems have given me the Pastor

f ido of Guarini. I came iater but not with

**ter zest to the Aminta of Tasso, with

2" which, perhaps, the Pastor Fido would
not have been, and I reveled in the pretty

*Possibilities of both those charming

. of the liberated imagination. I do

On º: least condemn that sort of thing;

ºi 9°s not live by sweets, unless one is

º to spoil one's teeth and digestion;

self 9"º may now and then indulge one's

tw. . harm, and a sugar plum or

‘’ºtºr dinner may even be of advantage.

§ I object to is the romantic thing

tastic #s to be accepted with all its fan

See ality on the ground of reality; that
º: to me rather hopelessly bad. But

in ave been able to dwell in their charm

a. flººd or no-land with the shepherds
n shepherdesses and nymphs, satyrs and

*s of Tasso and Guarini, and take the

. pleasure in their company, their

...sººn china, loves and sorrows, their

"...raptures, their painless throes, their

º anguish, their tears not the least

ºt, but flowing as sweet as the purling
*ams of their enameled meadows.

wish there were more of that sort of writ
1ng i I should like very much to read it.

h *greater part of my reading in Venice,

Yº I began to find that I could not help

Yºting about the place, was in books re

*ing to its life and history, which I made

.9f rather than found pleasure in. My

ºldies in Italian literature were full of the
. charming interest, and if I had to

. a good many books for conscience

**, there were a good many others I

..d. for their own sake. They were
chiefly Poetry.; and after the first essays in

§ I tasted the classic poets, they were
Chiefly the books of the modern poets.

FOR the present I went no further in Ger

man literature, and I recurred to it in

later years only for deeper and fuller knowl

edge of Heine; my Spanish was forgotten,

as all first loves are when one has reached

the age of twenty-six. My English read

ing was almost wholly in the Tauchnitz

editions, for otherwise English books were

not easily come at then and there. I had

brought Romola with me, and I read that

again and again with that sense of moral

enlargement which the first fiction to con

ceive of the true nature of evil, gave all of

us who were young in that day. Tito

Malemma was not only a lesson, he was

a revelation, and I trembled before him as

in the presence of a warning and a message

from the only veritable perdition. His life,

in which so much that was good was

mixed with so much that was bad, lighted

up the whole domain of egotism with its

glare, and made one feel how near the

best and the worst were to each other, and

how they sometimes touched without ab

solute division in texture and color. The

book was undoubtedly a favorite of mine,

and I did not see then the artistic falter

ings in it which were afterward evident

to me.

There were not Romolas to read all the

time, though, and I had to devolve upon

inferior authors for my fiction the greater

part of the time. Of course, I kept up with

Our Mutual Friend, which Dickens was

then writing, and with Philip, which was

to be the last of Thackeray. I was not yet

sufficiently instructed to appreciate Trol

lope, and I did not read him at all.

I GOT hold of Kingsley, and read Yeast,

and I think some other novels of his,

with great relish, and without sensibility

to his Charles Readeish lapses from his

art into the material of his art. But of all

the minor fiction that I read at this time

none impressed me so much as three

books which had then already had their

vogue, and which I knew somewhat from

reviews. They were Paul Ferroll, Why

Paul Ferroll Killed His Wife, and Day after

Day. The first two were, of course, re

lated to each other, and they were all three

full of unwholesome force. As to their

aesthetic merit I will not say anything, for

I have not looked at either of the books

for thirty years. I fancy, however, that

they were hysterical enough, and their

strength was rather of the tetanic than

the titanic sort. They made your sym

pathies go with the hero, who deliberately

puts his wife to death for the lie she told

to break off his marriage with the woman

he had loved, and who then marries this

tender and gentle girl, and lives in great

happiness with her till her end. Murder

in the first degree is flattered by his fate up

to the point of letting him die peacefully

in Boston after these dealings of his in

England; and altogether his story could

not be commended to people with a mor

bid taste for bloodshed. Naturally enough

these books were written by a perfectly

good woman, the wife of an English clergy

man, whose friends were greatly scandal

ized by them. As a sort of atonement she

wrote Day after Day, the story of a dismal

and joyless orphan, who dies to the sound

of angelic music, faint and far-heard, filling

the whole chamber. A carefuller study of

the phenomenon reveals the fact that the

seraphic strains are produced by the steam

escaping from the hot-water bottles at the

feet of the invalid.

As usual, I am not able fully to account

for my liking of these books, and I am so

far from wishing to justify it that I think I

ought rather to excuse it. But since I was

really greatly fascinated with them, and

read them with an ever-growing fascina

tion, the only honest thing to do is to own

my subjection to them. It would be an

interesting and importantiquestion for criti

cism to study, that question why certain

books at a certain time greatly dominate

our fancy, and others manifestly better

have no influence with us. A curious

proof of the subtlety of these Paul Ferroll

books in the appeal they made to the im

agination is the fact that I came to them

fresh from Romola, and full of horror for

myself in Tito ; yet I sympathized through

out with Paul Ferroll, and was glad when

he got away.

On my return to America, my literary

life immediately took such form that most

of my reading was done for review. I

wrote at first a good many of the lighter

criticisms in The Nation, at New York,

and after I went to Boston to become the

assistant editor of the Atlantic Monthly I

wrote the literary notices in that periodical

for four or five years.

IT was only when I came into full charge

of the magazine that I began to share

these labors with others, and I continued

them in some measure as long as I had

any relation to it. My reading for read

ing's sake, as I had hitherto done it, was

at an end, and I read primarily for the

sake of writing about the book in hand,

and secondarily for the pleasure it might

give me. This was always considerable,

and sometimes so great that I forgot the

critic in it, and read on and on for pleasure.

I was master to review this book or that as

I chose, and generally I reviewed only

books I liked to read, though sometimes I

felt that I ought to do a book, and did it

from a sense of duty; these perfunctory

criticisms I do not think were very useful,

but I tried to make them honest.

Among the first books that came to my

hand was a novel of J. W. De Forest,

which I think the best novel suggested by

the civil war. If this is not saying very

much for Miss Ravenel's Conversation, I

will go farther and say it is one of the

best American novels that I know, and

was of an advanced realism, before real

ism was known by name. I had a passion

for that book, and for all the books of that

author ; and if I have never been able to

make the public care for them as much

as I did it has not been for want of trying.

Kate Beaumont, Honest John Vane, Play

ing the Mischief, are admirable fictions,

sprung from our own life, of strong fibre

and firm growth ; all that Mr. De Forest

has written is of a texture and color dis

tinctly his ; his short stories are as good

as his long ones. I have long thought it

more discreditable to our taste than to his

talent that he has not been recognized as

one of our foremost novelists, for his keen

and accurate touch in character, his wide

scope, and his unerring rendition of what

ever he has attempted to report of Ameri

can life; but I do not know that I shall

ever persuade either critics or readers to

think with me.

At the same time that I made the ac

quaintance of this writer I came to a

knowledge of Mr. Henry James' wonderful

workmanship in the first manuscript of his

that passed through my hands as a sub

editor. I fell in love with it instantly, and

I have never ceased to delight in that ex

quisite artistry. I have read all that he

has written, and I have never read any

thing of his without an ecstatic pleasure in

his unrivaled touch. In literary handling

no one who has written fiction in our lan

guage can approach him, and his work has

shown an ever-deepening insight. I have

my reserves in regard to certain things of

his ; if hard pressed I might even under

take to better him here and there, but

after I had done that I doubt if I should

like him so well. In fact, I prefer to let

him alone, to take him for what he is in

himself, and to be grateful for every new

thing that comes from his pen. I will not

try to say why his works take me so much ;

that is no part of my business in these

papers, and I can understand why other

people are not taken at all with him, for

no reason that they can give, either. At

the same time, I have no patience with

them, and but small regard for their taste.

IN a long sickness, which I had shortly

after I went to live in Cambridge, a

friend brought me several of the stories of

Erckmann-Chatrian, whom people were

then reading much more than they are

now, I believe ; and I had a great joy in

them, which I have renewed since as often

as I have read one of their books. They

have much the same quality of simple and

sincerely moralized realism that I found

afterward in the work of the early Swiss

realist, Jeremias Gotthelf, and very likely

it was this that captivated my judgment.

As for my affections, battered and ex

hausted as they ought to have been in

many literary passions, they never went

out with fresher enjoyment than they did

to the charming story of L'Ami Fritz,

which, when I merely name it, breathes

the spring sun and air about me, and fills

my senses with the beauty and sweetness

of cherry blossoms. It is a lovely book,

one of the loveliest and kindest that ever

was written, and my heart belongs to it

still ; to be sure it belongs to several hun

dreds of other books in equal entirety.

It belongs to all the books of the great

Norwegian Björstjerne Björnson, whose

Arne, and whose Happy Boy, and whose

Fishermaiden I read in this same fortunate

sickness. . I have since read every other

book of his that I could lay hands on :

Sinnóve Solbakken, and Magnhild, and

Captain Manzana, and Dust, and In God's

Ways, and Sigurd, and plays like The

Glove, and The Bankrupt. He has never,

as some authors have, dwindled in my

sense; when I open his page, there I find

him as large, and free and bold as ever.

He is a great talent, a clear conscience, a

beautiful art. He has my love not only

because he is a poet of the most exquisite

verity, but because he is a lover of men,

with a faith in them, such as can move

mountains of ignorance, and dullness, and

greed. He is next to Tolstoy in his will

ingness to give himself for his kind ; if

he would rather give himself in fighting

than in suffering wrong, I do not know

that his self-sacrifice is less in degree.

CONFESS, however, that I do not think

of him as a patriot and a socialist

when I read him ; he is then purely a poet,

whose gift holds me rapt above the world

where I have left my troublesome and

wearisome self for the time. I do not

know of any novels that a young en

deavorer in fiction could more profitably

read than his for their large and simple

method, their trust of the reader's intelli

gence, their sympathy with life. With

him the problems are all soluble by the

enlightened and regenerate will ; there is

no baffling Fate, but a helping God. In

Björnson there is nothing of Ibsen's scorn

ful despair, nothing of his anarchistic con

tempt, but his art is full of the warmth and

color of a poetic soul, with no touch of the

icy cynicism which freezes you in the other.

I have felt the cold fascination of Ibsen,

too, and I should be far from denying his

mighty mastery, but he has never pos

ised me with the delight that Björnson

aS.

IN those days I read not only all the new

books, but I made many forays into

the past, and came back now and then

with rich spoil, though I confess that for

the most part I had my trouble for my

pains; and I wish now that I had given

the time I spent on the English classics to

contemporary literature, which I have not

the least hesitation in saying I liked vastly

better. In fact, I believe id: the prefer

ence for the literature of the past, except

in the case of the greatest masters, is

mainly the affectation of people who can

not otherwise distinguish themselves from

the herd, and who wish very much to

do so.

There is much to be learned from the

minor novelists and poets of the past

about people's ways of thinking and feel

ing, but not much that the masters do not

give you in better quality and fuller meas

ure; and I should say, Read the old masters

and let their schools go, rather than neg

lect any possible master of your own time.

Above all, I would not have any one read

an old author merely that he might not be

ignorant of him ; that is most beggarly,

and no good can come of it. When liter

ature becomes a duty it ceases to be a

passion, and all the schoolmastering in the

world, solemnly addressed to the con

science, cannot get this truth out of the

heart. It is well to read for the sake of

knowing a certain ground if you are to

make use of your knowledge in a certain

way, but it would be a mistake to suppose

that this is a love of literature.

N those years at Cambridge my most no

table}. experience without doubt

was the knowledge of Tourguénief's novels,

which began to be recognized in all their

greatness about the middle seventies. I

think they made their way with such of our

public as were able to appreciate them be

fore they were accepted in England ; but

that does not matter. It is enough for the

present purpose that Smoke, and Lisa, and

On the Eve, and Dimitri Roudine, and

Spring Floods, passed one after another

through my hands, and that I formed for

their author one of the profoundest literary

passions of my life.

I now think that there is a finer and

truer method than his, but in its way,

Tourguénief's method is as far as art can

go. That is to say, his fiction is to the last

degree dramatic. The persons are sparely

described, and briefly accounted for, and

then they are left to transact their affair,

whatever it is, with the least possible com

ment or explanation from the author. The

effect flows naturally from their characters,

and when they have done or said a thing,

you conjecture why, as unerringly as you

would if they were people whom you knew

outside of a book. I had already con

ceived the possibility of this from Björnson,

who practices the same method, but I was

still too sunken in the gross darkness of

English fiction to rise to a full conscious

ness of its excellence. When I remem

bered the deliberate and impertinent

moralizing of Thackeray, the clumsy exe

gesis of George Eliot, the knowing nods

and winks of Charles Reade, the stage

carpentering and lime-lighting of Dickens,

even the fine and important analysis of

Hawthorne, it was with a joyful astonish

ment that I realized the great art of

Tourguénief.

Here was a master who was apparently

not trying to work out a plot, who was not

even trying to work out a character, but

was standing aside from the whole affair,

and letting the characters work the plot

out. The method was revealed perfectly

in Smoke, but each suecessive book of his

that I read was a fresh proof of its truth, a

revelation of its transcendent superiority.

I think now that I exaggerated its value

somewhat ; but this was inevitable in the

first surprise. The sane aesthetics of the

first Russian author I read, however, have

seemed more and more an essential part of

the same ethics of all the Russians I have

read. It was not only that Tourguénief

had painted life truly, but that he painted

conscientiously.
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COOPERATION IN HOUSEKEEPING

By Mrs. Sarah T. Rorer

20 ERY. much has been

J said and written upon

a this subject in the last

few years, and yet I

fear we are not very

much enlightened.

The domestic prob

lem is one of the chief

reasons why house

wives agree to give

even a thought to coöperative kitchens. In

some sections of the country I most fully

realize that this problem is of the utmost

importance, and, perhaps, can only be

settled by coöperation. Before entering

into any schemes that have been tested,

or plans that might be, I would like to sug

gest that the housekeepers of America push

a general kitchen system, for the servant

question to-day is quite sufficient cause for

pushing a general cooking system through

out the entire country. This sort of co

operation would lead to an improved con

dition of general household work. There

should be some standard for every house

keeper, and that standard kept to the same

degree; for instance, the sweeping of a

room, the holding of a broom to save the

carpet, and to keep from throwing dust

against the walls, should be the same every

where. If regular schools could be estab

lished throughout the entire country, in

which women could be taught to hold their

brooms and sweep in a proper manner, it

would not be necessary for Mrs. Jones to

instruct her new chambermaid how to

sweep. On the other hand, Mrs. Jones,

taking a girl from a well-regulated training

school of this kind, would be obliged to

accept—or should do so—the better meth

ods of sweeping.

NOW, the first coöperation would be for

all housekeepers to join in establish

ing schools in certain sections, in which

both mistress and maid would be taught

thoroughly the scientific plans of house

keeping—not those simply handed down

from one generation to the other, perfectly

crude and without system. This plan has

not, so far, met with favor, because it re

quires some self-denial on the part of the

housewife. It must be remembered that

the servant question can and will only be

settled as soon as the housewife herself is

competent to instruct and to oversee such

work. The system of bookkeeping is

recisely the same in America as in Eng

and, and in all parts of America book

keeping is taught after the same rules.

Mrs. Jones hires a cook; she comes, per

haps, from a scientific school; she has

taken a careful, practical course, and she

has had principles thoroughly rooted and

they have become fixed. This training

should be quite sufficient, but it is not so.

As soon as she enters Mrs. Jones' house

she is watched—not as to results, but as

to methods. If her bread—the woman

probably knowing spring from winter

wheat—is not after a certain plan suitable

for spring wheat, or a certain plan suitable

for winter wheat, the housekeeper at once

rebels. Her mother had bread which was

excellent, made in an entirely different

manner; and this poor woman who has

paid many, many dollars for instruction is

at once baffled—must go clear back to the

foundation and begin anew. If she re

monstrates she is told that unless she can

do it. “our way ’’ her services are no longer

required, and she wonders why she took

the trouble to learn chemistry and scientific

cooking, if so few housekeepers appreciate

it. It is my firm belief that until cooking

is taught and practiced after the same rigid

rules throughout the country our help will

be of a careless and indifferent type. This

form of coöperation, then, is greatly needed.

THE second kind, where in the centre of

a square is one kitchen, presided

over by the housekeepers in turn, tends to

destroy home life. While it may give one

woman more time to study, it certainly

gives her more time to gossip about the

food that she has prepared, and instead of

relieving the housewife of the thought of

her table, which really should be a light

care, it gives her more to think of, because

she is providing, perhaps, for forty rather

than for five people. This centre kitchen,

after it is installed, is very little above the

average boarding-house or hotel kitchen.

Forty people must be fed to make it suc

cessful and to hire such help as you desire.

This also proves that in our ordinary home

kitchens we do not pay for brains. What

brainy woman would accept a position

from which she never could rise, and

without chance of progression, for four

dollars a week?

THIS second plan has been tried once or

twice in Philadelphia, and has been

given up at the end of one, two or six

months. One place I have in mind: six

families, living side by side, joined ; one

having a larger kitchen donated it to the

other five as the general kitchen. A buyer

was engaged, a first-class cook and an as

sistant. There were thirty people to be fed.

The superintendent—a woman of the class

acting as housekeepers in this country—

was paid thirty dollars per month, with her

room in one of the houses, and her board

at the main table. Utensils were taken

from the different houses until there were

sufficient to cook for all, so the expense

of fitting the kitchen was very little, and as

Philadelphia houses are huddled together

it was not necessary to have hot-water

kettles for distribution of food, as the

dishes could be easily carried from yard to

yard through an opening made in the fence.

Dining-rooms in the old houses were re

tained and the food simply served. Two

kinds of meat were always provided, and

where roast beef was the dinner dish a

small roast was purchased for each family.

Right here I want you to know that this

was an extravagant method, as left-overs

could not be collected from house to house

—at least, were not collected—and much

waste, in consequence, occurred. The

cook was paid ten dollars per week, her

assistant five dollars, making the help very

much cheaper than for each individual to

have provided her own cook, and enabling

them to get far better service. If the waste

could have been looked after carefully by

this head woman no doubt the plan would

have been a most economical one, but it

was not. And again, it is impossible for

one woman to cook for so many people,

unless they are all of the same mind. In a

short six months the project was abandoned

as a failure, not from a successful stand

point, but from a standard to please. Our

cooks, no matter how delicious they make

their food, are not scientific caterers, and a

table of this kind is simply a place to eat.

If every housekeeper will take but one hour

a day, and give thought to her table, write

her bills of fare, visit the cellar and refriger

ator, then do her ordering, and employ

brains at a fair salary, she will not be bur

dened, and her table will be dainty and

refined, and of such food as particularly

suits the occupations and tastes of her

family.

IN Palo Alto, California, they have a uni

versity settlement in which coöperative

housekeeping is claimed to be successful.

I have before me jottings from a paper

read before a congress of household eco

nomics during the World's Fair, which I will

give : “The plan grew from a great need,

as in university communities it is rather

hard to procure the proper sort of house

hold help. Labor may be more difficult

to procure in these places, but the labor is

not so much at fault as the housewife who

is not able to train. In Palo Alto house

hold labor is worth twenty dollars per

month and upward, and for a good cook

from twenty-five to thirty dollars.” [Quite

cheap enough if the cook is good.]. “Most

of the families came from Ithaca, New

York, where good girls could be obtained

for, perhaps, fifteen to sixteen dollars per

month. Other necessities were cheap ac

cordingly. Six families entered upon an

agreement. The kitchen was free, and

the outfit loaned from the different house

holds. A Chinese cook was engaged,

and a student boy to convey the meals.

Rooms for these were also donated by the

coöperatives. Here they found it neces

sary to have the services of a skilled book

keeper. These services were rendered

also by some of the coöperatives, conse

quently were gratis. They started the

kitchen as an experiment for a month, no

outlay having been made, except for some

conveying boxes for the food. The num

ber of families supplied from the common

kitchen was eight, consisting in all of forty

persons. The average cost of meals was

fifteen cents each, children half price.”

[Individually, I should say children, if they

were boys of twelve, should be double, in

stead of half price.] “Cost of service,

eighty-five dollars per month, as follows:

Head cook, forty dollars; student cook,

twenty dollars; carrier, twenty-five dollars

(board and room counting twenty dollars,

and five dollars only in money). The total

for the first year in furnishing was eighty

dollars. Each housekeeper in turn catered

for a week. A committee ordered the sup

plies chiefly, but daily orders were given

by the cook to the lady who was catering

for the time.”

HE food selected was of good quality,

but simple as to variety. Milk was

sent from the general kitchen by measure,

but not charged separately. Untouched

food was returned to the general kitchen.

The expenses for the month were divided

equally among the number of individual

meals sent to each family during the time.

A bill was sent to the head of each family.

In looking over these statistics I found

that twelve and a half cents only was paid

for beef, five cents a quart for milk, and

about thirty cents a pound for butter.

These prices are about one-third and one

half less than they would be in the East—

meat, of course, just one-half; "milk the

same. The society also, as nearly as I

could gain, kept sort of coöperative child’s

nurses and housemaids, so that one girl

received a larger salary and did chamber

work for three or four families. This, it

seems to me, would keep your houses in

an upside-down condition the greater part

of the day, and most thorough house

keepers prefer to see the work done early

in the morning, and their households, as

well as themselves, at rest at least a por

tion of the afternoon. In closing this

aper I remember the remark: “The out

ook for the second year is very promising.

Several new members have asked to be

added to the original firm. Conditions

are rapidly changing at the Stanford Uni

versity; the facilities for living are in

creased with the increased settlement, and

boarding-houses are springing up, and

many small families find boarding more

comfortable and more economical than

keeping house.”

WE cannot help but feel that while this

may be pleasant in California, it

certainly is not the way for Americans to

live. We are responsible, as housekeepers,

for the health and condition of the family.

Why should we shirk the pleasantest oc

cupation given to women, to go out in

the world, when necessity does not require

it, and battle in lines far more unpleasant?

We should be the home-makers, but the

extreme indifference manifested by the

housewives of our country is appalling.

It is so much pleasanter to study music

and art than to study artistic feeding,

although the refinement of the family de

pends upon the latter, and we drift into

the fashion of destroying our homes, of

which we have heretofore always boasted.

What man ever shouldered a musket to

protect a boarding-house or hotel? He

goes to protect the homes, and without

these homes we are a ruined country. We

dare not, with any honesty or safety, throw:

the responsibility of the health and com

fort of our family on a woman who is paid

a salary by the week. Money does not

pay for services of this kind when rendered

to those of the same flesh and blood, and

men are only brave when asked to protect

the homes of their country.

If from this little article I can plant one

seed which will take root and grow in

any community for the establishment of

domestic economy schools, where the men

of the country may see that their daughters

are taught domestic economy before it is

time for them to take on the heavier work

of their lives, I shall be satisfied. These

domestic economy schools should be

taught by women who thoroughly under

stand food and feeding—in fact, should be

taught by professors, if you choose ; later

may come the practical part of the work.

I will agree with what is often said, that

our teachers of cookery are not house

keepers, and that schools of domestic

economy help very little the domestic ques

tion. Many of the teachers are young,

perhaps never having had the opportunity

to do the housekeeping, and simply teach

chemistry and cooking. They could not

by any manner of means serve a respect

able, dainty and well-cooked meal without

getting into a flurry and taking hours to

prepare it. This, however, does not spoil

the cause ; it helps it, as it were. The

trouble lies here: in most public schools

cooking is considered a fad, and by the

order of the Board of Education the girls,

perhaps, get two hours’ instruction in two

weeks. It takes at least two or three years,

by experience, to learn to keep house well.

What can be expected of a girl who has

but two hours a week for one year? She,

it is true, gains many points which will take

her comfortably through her housekeeping,

and she knows how to make one dish, if

she does not know how to have them all hot

at the same time.

comes more easily from experience. But

let us establish schools in which girls can

be taught to do general housekeeping on

the proper sort of plan—not to follow any

line of cooking in any special, unpractical

way, to cross off all the albuminoids or all

starches, but to be taught practical house

keeping such as every refined family wants.

And then you can take untrained help into

your house, and in a short time teach

them. Give them, after they learn, in

creased wages and a comfortable home,

and they will not leave you, you may de

pend upon it. It is human nature to take

the best in this world that you can get,

and if your cook expects to be a cook all

her life, and you offer her the best place

of the kind, she will not leave you.

This, in consequence,
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always given satisfaction. Price $1.00.

Jordan, Marsh & Co., Boston, Mass.

º, ...A handsome Leopard

º ---, Tiger, Lion or Black Bear

RUG
size 2 feet 6 inches by 5 feet 8

inches, sent anywhere

C. O. D. for $2.90

º Regular retail priceş6.00. Made

ºf from fine wool, handsomely

fringed and reversible. A beau

tiful rug for the parlor or hall.

Pair fine Lace Curtains, 3%

yards by 54 in., sent C. O. D. for

$2.50—retail price $5.00. Sole

Agents wanted in every town.

60-page colored illustrated catalogue of

Lace and Chenille Curtains and Covers,

Smyrna Rugs, etc., free on request, if you

mention this magazine.

W. T. SMITH & SON, Mfrs.

3d and Lehigh Ave., Philad’a

HE EVERETT RAISIN

SEEDER ...º.
housewife wants:

child can use it; seeds a pound

in less than 10 minutes; guaranteed

to do the work. By mail,

15 cents. Agent wanted. — -

EveRETT SPECIALTY Co., Bººz

Boston, Mass.

PATENTED

gº STEVENS’ Adjustable

º A “solid comfort.”
- 3. IMPROVEMENT

OVER ALL.

Catalogue free.

Mention this paper.º.

stevens Chºir Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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S. SHORT, description of the

fête days of the French

people was given in the

December issue of the

OURNAL. In this num

er I have attempted to

give some idea of the

most important spring

and summer fêtes. The Fourth of July,

Which has a significance akin to our own

Fourth of July, is celebrated in much the

Same way, without the powder, firecrackers

and horns, however; the French people

would not tolerate such barbarous noises.

ast year Joan of Arc was canonized and

France has had another fête day added to

her list.

FETE AT THE BEGINNING OF LENT

THE fête at the beginning of Lent is not
at all like the carnival in Rome and

other Italian cities. It lasts but one day

With the French, but in that day the resi

dents of Paris enjoy a great deal of inno
Cent fun.

On Shrove Tuesday the boulevards are

made safe and free for the merrymakers,

a neither carriages nor omnibuses are

allowed to drive through them. The fun
begins before noon, but does not reach any

great height until the afternoon, when it

Seems, as if all Paris, young and old, ap

Peared on the streets or at the windows.

Everywhere there are venders of conſetti

and serpentins. And with these two things

all the fun of the day was made. Confetti

are tiny disks of paper of many colors,

which are sold by measure, a half pint

Costing a few cents. Serpentin is a narrow

Paper ribbon ; it comes in rolls and in all

Solors. As the people pass up and down

the sidewalks of the boulevards, the peo
Ple in the windows and on the balconies

attempt to lasso them with serpentins.
Sometimes they are very successful.

Grºwn-up people do not covet the yards

and yards of many-colored ribbons that

are Sometimes twined around their heads

and shoulders, but the children are wild

with delight when they are the victims,

and no wonder, for an armful of serpentin

makes a lovely bit of color. As the ser

Pºins are thrown from the high windows

or balconies the wind often carries them

to.the branches of the trees, so that by the

{middle of the afternoon both trees and

ălconies are a mass of rainbow hues.

he effect is very beautiful. Every one

ls, his or her pockets with conſetti.

Mothers and fathers accompany their chii.

ren. Many of the children dress in cos

fume, as do also some of the older people.

alse noses seem to be in great favor.

riends in groups of two or more start out

together. The middle of the street is quite

* ,Srowded as the sidewalk. You are

Walking along quietly and suddenly a

shower of conſetti is thrown in your face;

You turn round and another shower falls

ºn...you. . Every one is being deluged

With the dainty bits of paper. So much is

*S*H that you wade through it on street

and sidewalk. The small i. gathers it

. as he passes along and showers his

ºnds with it. It is rarely that any one is

9tended, for each one knºws what to ex:
Pºet, and if this kind of fun is not to his

ºste he must keep off the boulevards.

Yen the policemen on duty get their share

§ 60%/etti, and they seem to like it, too.

º, most absurd-looking people on the

oulevards are the well-dressed men with
hair and beards full of the bits of colored

paper.

THE CARNIVAL OF MI-CAREME

§ºems inconsistent, to say the least,

to º: people who care enough for Lent

1 *serve it at all, should take a day of

E. in the middle of the season of

elf-denial. . However, the fête of Mi

º is . in Paris on a much grander

Sale than is the fête that precedes Lent.

i. $ºt feature of the day is the proces

laund This is arranged by the students and

in P y people. All the principal laundries

the ** and the vicinity are represented in

ple‘. Each year the laundry peo

l Shoose a queen, who, of course, is

*Ways young and pretty.

si. to the forming of the proces
OCCu*y interesting and amusing scenes

the HÉ. the different quarters of Paris. At

with etit Journal” the queen is received

O ń. *Peech and presented with a wreath

Vidéº. Light refreshments are pro

any ſ", those who care for them, and if
or d the visitors wish to leave small sums

appli ºpoor they are received and properly

º : In the Latin quartier the students

rº in their fantastic costumes.

of ‘. S of people fill the boulevards, many

well ºn carrying a basketful of luncheon,
Śll knowing that the day will be far ad

Vanced before th -

Cession. ey see the end of the pro

FESTIVAL DAYS OF FRANCE

By Maria Parloa

Cv,

THE FANTASTIC PROCESSION

AST year the procession formed on the

Cours la Reine and began its march

on the Avenue Marigny, then turned into

the Faubourg St. Honoré, thus passing the

Elysée Palace and grounds on three sides.

From the Faubourg St. Honoré the pro

cession passed to the Rue Royal and thence

through the grand boulevards to the Place

de l’Hotel de Ville, where it passed before

the judge's stand.

Before the procession started the route

was well guarded by the regular police and

the National Guard, mounted and on foot.

The cortége was headed by the students

carrying the banner of the Latin quarter.

The students were divided into divisions,

which included knights with fanciful titles,

animals of all climes, cassowaries, giraffes,

crocodiles, pelicans, booted cats on horse

back, which were very funny. Another

division represented Napoleon and his

mamelukes, and King Carnival on a float.

Other floats representing Oriental subjects

followed. One of the funniest divisions

was men on pasteboard horses; the horses

were fastened in some way to the waists of

the men, and cambric curtains concealed

their legs. These horses would charge in

line, rear, plunge and dance in the most

absurd manner. A delegation of students

carried a magnificent wreath of flowers

which was presented to Madame Carnot.

After the students came the floats of the

Mazoirs. The float of the “Oueen of

Queens” was drawn by eight white horses.

Her dress was of white moiré, made in

the style of Louis XIV. Over this was

draped a royal mantle of gold and ermine.

The costume of the King was copied from

one at Versailles. On this float there were

ladies of the court, maids of honor and

pages. Every detail was admirably car

ried out. There were other floats that

were almost, if not quite, as fine as this.

At the start the procession moved slowly

as each division stopped to salute President

Carnot, who, with some of his generals,

was at one of the palace windows. Each

division had some sort of musical instru

ments, and as soon as it came in sight of

the President they began to play the Mar

seillaise. For nearly three hours this grand

hymn was given in all the notes of discord

it is possible to imagine.

HOW THE DAY WAS FINISHED

ALTºº the procession started a little

after one o'clock, it was four hours

before it reached the Place de l’Hotel de

Ville, and it was nearly seven o’clock be

fore the last of the cortége had passed be

fore the judges. The procession passed

to the Latin quarter, where it disbanded.

The burning of King Carnival and fire

works followed.

About nine o'clock the students collected

on the Place de l'Odeon and sang the

hymns of the Latin quarter, and after this

a trip to the Nouveau Cirque, in the Rue

St. Honoré. About midnight the students

marched singing, from the Rue St. Honoré

to the Opera, where they kept up the fun

until morning.

During the dinner hour (from seven to

half-past eight) there was a little lull in the

fun on the boulevards, but after that bat

tles with conſetti were renewed and the fun

waxed fast and furious until long after mid

night. So much confetti had been used

through the day and evening that one

waded through it as through snow, and so

much serpentin had been floated on the

breeze that the trees were filled with it,

making them brilliant with color for many

days, but as the spring advanced the city

had the trouble and expense of removing it.

It does not seem as if it were possible to

get more gayety and happiness into one

day than were crowded into the fête of

Mi-Caréme in Paris. Months after, when

brushing my hat a few bits of bright paper

were dislodged from their hiding-place ;

they brought visions of bright faces and

laughter and an atmosphere filled with
delicate colors.

LA FAIRE AUX JAMBON

DURING Holy Week a ham fair is held

in the extreme western part of Paris.

Beginning at the Place de la Nation and

extending down the Boulevard Voltaire,

there are rows of booths filled with hams

of all kinds, and qualities. Other pork

products, such as smoked bacon, salt pork,

sausages, etc., are sold here, but hams are

the chief commodity. The trade here is

mostly wholesa!" many of the booths,

however, sell at retail. The customers at

this fair are the charcutiers and small shop

keepers of Paris and the surrounding

country. Thousands of people come to

see this unique market, and naturally so

great a gathering of people attract innumer

able Punch and Judy shows, Marionette

theatres and other side shows.

THE EASTER FESTIVAL

A4 Féte de Pâque is observed everywhere.

About two weeks before Easter the

shops begin to show goods suggestive of

the approaching feast day, the confection

ers and florists especially filling their win

dows with the most charming things. Pots

of flowers are put in fancy baskets, which

are then filled with soft, green moss; birds

and tiny nests filled with eggs are placed

in the branches, or it may be that the

basket is broad and square, and on the

moss, under the shade of the plant, will

be found the mother hen with fluffy little

chickens, one or two just peeping out of

the shell. Wire forms in the shape of eggs

are covered with carnations and other

flowers. The flowers are marvelously

beautiful and in the greatest abundance.

More growing plants are sold than cut

flowers.

Enormous chocolate eggs are exposed

in all the confectioners’ windows. Egg

shaped bonbonnières in all sorts of ma

terial are seen everywhere. All sorts of

birds and fowls are imitated to perfection

and filled with confectionery. Sometimes

a fortunate child will get a miniature poul

try yard, every one of the little birds being

full of dainty eggs. Next to the egg-shaped

bombonnières the most popular for Easter

are made with white silk and tulle. Noth

ing could be more dainty.

Every one visits the churches the Satur

day before Easter. The altar in one of

the chapels is simply a bower of flowers;

sometimes these are so arranged that they

make a solid wall from floor to ceiling.

Here, as in all Christian countries, the

service and music in the churches are

unusually elaborate and fine on Easter

Sunday, and after attending to their re

ligious duties the people seek the amuse

ments, which are offered them in abun

dance.

LA FETE DE FLEURS

THE festival of flowers comes in June,

when gardens, fields and woods are

filled with blossoms. This féte is given in

the Bois de Boulogne and the proceeds are

used to aid the victims of duty. One of

the fine avenues is separated from the rest

of the park by a light wire fence. This

avenue is decorated its entire length with

festoons of paper flowers and national

flags. Restaurants and pretty booths for

the sale of flowers are within the inclosure.

All Paris goes to the Fête de Fleurs, but all

Paris does not pay to go inside the in

closure. The masses are satisfied with

seeing the carriages as they drive through

the long avenues to the entrance. Both

sides of the avenues that lead to the en

trance gates are lined with flower venders

who besiege the passers-by to purchase

their flowers, many of the men jumping

on the steps of the carriages as they pass.

The flowers themselves are the most elo

quent pleaders. They are so cheap and

lovely that one is tempted at every step.

One can buy a great bunch of blue corn

flowers for four or five cents.

Some of the most beautiful turnouts

come as late as five o’clock. Many of the

carriages are beautifully decorated, and

the ladies wear costumes to correspond

with the flowers, as, for example, the har

ness and the wheels and body of a car

riage may be decorated with blue corn

flowers and “painter's despair” (we call it

baby’s breath), and the ladies will dress

in the same color. The hood and every

possible nook in the carriage will be filled

with the same flowers.

This fête was on Saturday and Sunday,

and the battle of flowers lasted each day

nearly three hours.

SOME OF THE MINOR FESTIVALS

PRIL is the month of fish. In the florists

flowers are arranged in the form of
fishes as they are arranged inº at

Easter. Gingerbreads and all sorts of

candies and bonbonnières are given the

shape and colorings of various kinds of

fish. The first day of April is called Ze

four des poisson. On this day it is cus

tomary to send a basket or box filled with

fruit, flowers or confectionery, in which is

concealed an artificial fish.

St. John's or Midsummer's Day comes

on the twenty-third of June, and is cele

brated by picnics and outdoor games.

During a tramp through the forest of Fon

tainebleau last June we came unexpectedly

upon one of these picnics parties.

A great 9ak stands in the middle of a

large clearing. Delightful shady roads
diverge from here in i directions. At the

entrance to one of these roads there was a

large party of people: children, parents

and grandparents. They had an accor

dion for music and were dancing on the

green, the hearts and feet of the grand

parents seemingly as gay and light as the

children's. We sat at a little distance and

watched them. As they moved in and out

in graceful figures it was like a scene from

Shakespeare. The dancing ceased and

all sorts of woodland games were played.

A large number formed a ring around the

oak and danced and sang as if it were a

Maypole. The voices of the singers

reached through the forest and it almost

seemed as if the sprite of the forest had

commanded all his subjects to gather at

the great oak.

It's Easy! Try it!
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When Grandma was young it

took hours to make Beef Tea.

Nowadays with

Jºe* BEEF

it can be made in a few mo

ments. A child can do it.

ARMOUR & COMPANY, Chicago

“SIZVAER PATE

THAT WAAA’s.”

Known everywhere as highest quality.

Especially suitable for gifts.

Trade Mark on For sale by

Salad Dishes, -- -

Water Pitchers, º

Trad

#.
§§

§

There are other “Rogers.” “ 1847” marks

dealer, write us and we will give necessary

New York, Chicago, San Francisco.

on Forks, sº 6.º RogerS

Spoons,

the old original quality, famous the world over.

information.

BLOOKER'S

Tea Sets, &c.

is
nives. N º A. Bros.

If you cannot procure these goods of your

Meriden Britannia Co., Meriden, Conn.,

DUTCH COCOA

Sample Free

on receipt of

postage, two

cents.

Awarded --

“Grand Prix” tº

Antwerp

Exposition º Mention the Journal.

FRANC0-AMERICAN FOOD CO.

Sole Agents for the U.S., P.O. Box 150, New York

EARLY

CRAWFORD

PEACHES 1

Never before during our

business experience of up

ward of twenty-five years,

have we been able to pro

cure such fine quality of

this fruit as now; fine in

flavor and fine in texture.

|

-

If your dealer cannot

supply you, write us for

tº: Catalogue and

Booklet, “From Tree to

Table,” descriptive of our

full line Ask for them at your

Canned**śe. grocer’s.

Preserves

Jams and Heilies CURTICE BROTHERS C0.
** b.l. Label

*otº'Ketchup ROCHESTER, N. Y.

44 yy The

THE"CRUSTY"BREAPPAN. ;
perfect Bread Baker ever

- - º Fº:ºpiousºº::…if I crust over the whole loaf.

º: - Mrs. Hill, of Stoughton,

- Mass., Cooking School, says:

"It is a great improvement over the old style pam, and

because bread baked in pans of such size insures most

effectually the killing of the yeast germs, thus obviating

all, danger of fermentation in the stomach.” -

Ask your dealer for it: if he does not keep it, we

will mail you one for 15 cents to pay postage.
THE NILES, MFG. Co., Box 1392. Niles. 0.

YOU CATALOGUE

i. URNI UR º 86ve es W.

our ; ces. It's FREE

L. Fish Furniture Co., 1901-1911 State St., Chicago, Ill.
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THE RESTLESSNESS OF THE AGE

By Ruth Ashmore

|
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*ALL restlessness and seeking after

what does not belong to

one is a hindrance to

any woman, be she old

or young, and one

which, in many in

stances, God did not

intend should come

into her life. Repose

and perfect quietness

seem to be unknown factors

nowadays, and the simple do

ing what one has to do, quietly

and properly, also ignored.

The girls of to-day, no matter what their

age may be, rush for everything. There

is excitement in mind and body over the

least little thing, and women are wearing

themselves out absolutely doing nothing.

You cannot convince a girl that with proper

deliberation she might accomplish just what

she wishes and be strong in body and rest

ful in mind as well. No, she has gotten so

entirely used to rushing at everything that

she wears herself out racing up and down

stairs, and when simple, normal work is

finished she is, as she puts it, “so dead

tired that I can't even rest.”

TAKING THINGS EASY

ON: can do three times as much by

being quiet and taking things easy as

by rushing. Girls in every station of life

are hurting themselves by attempting to

do too much. The girl who has to work

is over-ambitious, and the society girl

thinks she must let as much as possible

come into her life. And so, between clubs

and classes, with every form of gayety im

aginable, she is working so hard that when

she is thirty and. be reaching her

prime, which physicians say is thirty-five,

she is old and broken down. The fever

ish desire to have and to achieve is killing

the girls of to-day. They are never satis

fied, everything in life is rush and hurry.

They want to dress like one friend, be as

learned as another, and as great a society

leader as another.

THE WOMAN OF TO-DAY

THE woman of to-day, as we hear of her,

belongs to a class for each day in the

week, and has every afternoon and even

ing filled up with gay functions. She is

eager to know all about politics, to under

stand the great poets and writers of the

day, especially those that are counted

most difficult to comprehend ; she wants

to belong to societies that will make the

world better and that will permit her to

talk about them in public, and yet she de

sires as well to keep the position in life to

which she was born. Speak to her sud

denly and see her start. That means over

taxed nerves. Get her to talking to you

about one of her plans and see how she

flushes, notice the unnatural brilliancy of

her eyes, and watch the quivering of her

lips and her hands. That woman is on

the verge of nervous prostration. And

why? She is living an abnormal life. She

is neglecting her duties, and is permitting

herself to be worn out to interest people

who do not care in the least for her.

To me she is dreadful—this woman of

to-day—and I do not want any one of my

girls to be like her. She does no real

work, she only worries, and worry is very

apt to kill. Work properly done, system

atically arranged for and carefully and

easily carried out, does not wear women

out. It is only when it is rush, rush, rush,

fret, fret, fret, that women become bundles

of overstrung nerves, tied with a red rib

bon of continual excitement. But the rib

bon comes untied and the nerves are free

and what is the result? A fretful answer

to a question asked by a member of the

household, inattention to one's duties be

cause the head and the eyes ache so “they

are almost killing me,” and then too often

there follows the resort to a stimulant of

some kind. The tears come to the eyes

very easily, the feelings are super-sen

sitive, and all because hurry and fret

have made of a healthy girl a wretched

bundle of nerves and nothing else. Pa

tience is asked from everybody. The tiny

girl must be quiet so that “mamma may

get over her headache.” The healthy boy

is asked to walk quietly because “ your

sister has done so much that she is trying

to rest,” and the whole household is under

nerve rule. What can be done? One can

advise quieter methods, plenty of fresh air

and a nourishing diet, but the nervous girl

is apt to be very positive, for she counts

herself a deep thinker, and advice is the

last thing she wishes to hear or to follow.

The end of it all? You can see it. There

are |. enough nervous girls and nervous

middle-aged women now. It is, alas, only

too easy to picture what they will be when

they are veritable old ladies.
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THE QUESTION ASKED

“PUT,” says one of my girls, “don’t you

want us to be intelligent? Don't

you want us to know something, and don’t

you want us to enjoy ourselves?” Cer

tainly I do, but I want you to do it as

women should, and not after the fashion of

a locomotive attached to a fast train, and

which must keep up its record. Look at

our English cousins; they study one thing

and know it well. These women who at

tempt so much are usually entirely super

ficial because they cannot possibly learn

one thing well when they are attempting

so much. Then, too, about work. There

is a perfect craze among young women to

leave their homes and go out to work in

the outside world. When this is necessary

it is all right, but in many cases it is not

necessary. There is work to do at home,

and the foolish girl does not see the value

of her home work, but with every nerve at

a tangent, with her heart throbbing so

rapidly she can almost hear it, she rushes

to the big world for work that should not

be hers, and which will use her up men

tally and physically in a very short time.

When the good God was arranging the

human pegs into their abiding places, He

did not put the round ones in the square

holes, but when a woman rushes away

from the work that is laid out for her, she

finds that she is wrongly situated, and she

wears herself out worrying over this.

Then she is old and tired when she should

be young and fresh.

Sometimes, even in her home life, the

fever of haste comes to her, and I beg of

her, for I know her among my girls, to

learn to do things quietly. Walk up and

down stairs; make the beds and dust the

rooms quietly, and not as if you were be

ing pursued by the demon of unrest;

enjoy yourself easily; don’t let your nerves

get the better of you when you are playing

a game. If you dance, don’t do it furi

ously, and above all things, don’t fall into

the sad error of hastening to be married.

Learn to know the man to whom you are

giving your love, and be sure that each of

you will be better in the future because of

the time given to your becoming acquainted

even after the story of love has been told

to you. Physicians say the best prescrip

tion for the woman of to-day is more rest

and more quiet enjoyment. Try this.

Allow yourself to take every day what is

a rest to you.

HOW TO REST

Soº girls don't know how to do this.

They think rest and sleep synonymous,

whereas rest may mean simply change in

occupation. It may mean the sitting quiet

for a while. It may mean the having a

cup of tea, or a bit of bread and butter—the

tea being that which does not hurt the

nerves, and the bread and butter being

that which is healthful and which tastes

good. Often you don’t eat enough, my

dear girl, and you hurry too much when

you do eat. Learn to linger over your

meals, to talk to your father or mother

pleasantly, and so to aid digestion by slow

eating and bright conversation. Some

times the best rest that comes is the sitting

in an easy-chair and closing your eyes for

ten minutes. Don't be afraid or ashamed

of this. It is necessary if you wish to be a

well and strong woman. You rest when

you don't attempt too much, for then you

do better work. Rest for you may mean

reading a pretty story, while for me it may

be leaving books and looking out at the

green trees for a while. Find out that rest

which is best suited to you and permit

yourself to have it.

REST IN TALK

THAI is a pleasant rest. To sit still and

listen to the quiet talk of somebody

else, somebody who will not require an

answer from you—a charitable somebody

who will not mind if gradually, as the talk

drifts into a monotone, your eyes close and

a refreshing sleep of ten minutes comes

to you. Generally, talk is work with a

nervous girl. She is so eager to show that

she is up in everything, so anxious to be

considered intelligent and cultured that

she forgets that listening is part of conver

sation, and she degenerates into what is

called a great talker. And that means one

who absorbs the conversation. But she

who is wise, and who finds rest in talk, will

listen with intelligence, and once in a while

say something worth hearing. But she

will not determine to tell all she knows at

once, or to drive all other talkers out of

the field of conversation. Who has not

been tired out by the restless talker—by

the one who answers the question you did

not ask her while she gives information to

some one else who has forgotten more than

she ever knew 2

WOMEN ONLY IN NAME

THE being at thirty-five a nervous, fretful,

irritable woman, dreaded by society

at large and a continual source of unhappi

ness in your own home. This will surely

come if you follow the footsteps of the so

called advanced woman of to-day. A de

sire to know the truth for myself has in

duced me to look at the women who stand

forward as representing the intellectual

woman of the times—she who claims to

be up in everything, to miss nothing and

to be ready to give her opinion at club or

society. She is a sad sight to me, because

the nervous quickness with which she

speaks proves that she is controlled by

haste, and that a beautiful, restful, loving

old age will be impossible to her. “But,”

you ask, “sha’n’t I belong to a benevolent

association ?” Yes, to one, if you have

the time to do the work that you under

take. But one is enough for every woman,

and the work itself will be better done if

each woman would limit herself to one and

so be able to do the work which is called

for, thoroughly. Do I object to women

speaking in public 2 I do, most emphatic

ally. With the advanced woman I have

no sympathy, and I think the best influence

a woman can wield is in her own home,

and by the example of her own good and

true life. I do not want my girls to be ad

vanced women. I want them to be healthy,

happy, normal women, intelligent, well

read, and above everything else, to under

stand the art of making those bound by

ties of blood, cling close to them. I do

not think women can be good politicians

and good mothers, wives and daughters,

too. I do not think a woman can speak

on politics to-night and be interested in

having a dainty dinner as a rest for her

husband to-morrow night. Our men are,

sad as it seems, slaves to money-making,

and the least we can do for them is to cre

ate a place where the keynote is rest and

warmth and love. She who spends her

time seeking votes, making speeches and

arranging blue books will find it impossible

to think out the proper way to perform

household duties, to make life pleasant for

others, or to build a nest as it should be

built if it is to bear in golden letters the

name of “Home.’’

CLUB LIFE AMONG WOMEN

EITHER do I approve of the extent to

been carried. I do think it charming for

women to meet and talk over that which is

interesting to each other, but I rather like

the old-fashioned way, when all woman

kind met in the afternoon, some with a bit

of fancy-work, some with hands that were

resting, and then, as it grew near supper

time, the husbands and sons appeared, and

after supper all had a merry time together.

The advanced woman says that was the

day of gossip, but I have been the invited

guest of many clubs, and I have never

heard at a tea-party as much malicious

gossip as I have in these clubs, which, first

of all, demand that the members shall be

sisters in words as well as in deeds. This

sounds positive, but, my dear girl, it is true.

The malice and evil speaking that come

out in the “society’’ are just as prominent

in the “club,” and are, I think, a little more

daring. The desire for position is great,

and the hurry to be president or chair

man, or whatever the office may be, brings

out all the petty faults that the advanced

woman scorns and declares were relegated

to the “sewing circle.”

WHAT I WOULD LIKE.

I WOULD like my girls to do their work

as they should, have the pleasures

which are theirs by right, but not take on

themselves unnecessary work, and above

all things, to avoid unnecessary haste. A

restful woman is the most gracious of

nature's creations. She is the perfect

flower of womanhood. But the nervous,

quivering, gasping bundle of nerves, the

result of too much hurry and too many un

necessary duties, as represented by the

advanced woman, is what I dread my girls

being. If you go on an errand, go quietly,

steadily and certainly. If you are exercis

ing, walk evenly and restfully.; do not rush

and tear. If you have an opinion to give,

don't set your nerves to tingling and your

heart to throbbing by the haste with which

you utter it. Say what you have to quietly,

slowly and distinctly. When you are

among women don't attempt to talk when

everybody else is, and then your voice will

not become the shrill falsetto which is

often reached when the nerves are all un

done. Do what your hands find to do,

but don't reach out and take work that

does not belong to you and which was

never intended for you. If you make your

self well and strong, you can, once in a

while, help the weak, but it is due to those

among whom you live that you care for

yourself mentally and physically. And be

sure that when the good God asks you as

to your soul He will also ask you as to

how you have treated the case given for it

and which was made in His likeness. Will

you think over this and avoid the mis

fortune of the day—hurry?

Editor's Note—Miss Ashmore's answers to her

correspondents, under the title of “Side-Talks with

Girls,” will be found on page 29 of this issue of the

Journal.
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Natural Beauty
The most attractive features covered with

a greasy, colorless skin cannot be beautiful.

Pimples, Blackheads, Enlarged Pores and

other vexing blemishes are the cries of a

suffering cuticle for thorough cleansing.

Invigorated action is needed to carry off the

waste which accumulates in the sensitive

pores. Do you suffer the mortification of

Wrinkles, Blotches or Sallowness? /Pon't

fill the delicate, sensitive skin with powder

or ointments but cleanse and restore it

by using

Bailey’s Rubber

Complexion
BRUSH AND SOAP

Bailey's Rubber Brushes being of soft

rubber, with flat ended feeth, stimulate and

refresh the skin, and when used with

Bailey’s Complexion Soap, cleanse and in

vigorate in nature’s own zway.

Bailey's Rubber Complexion Brush, $ .5o

Bailey's§.”; oap (by mail 12c.), .ro

Bailey's Rubber Manicure, .25

Bailey's Rubber Bath and Flesh Brush, 1.5o

Bailey's Rubber Toilet Brush, .25

Found at best dealers, or sent by

us on receipt of price

- - | Catalogue of Everything in Rubber Goods FREE

which club life among women has
C. J. BAHLEY & CO.

22 Boylston Street, - Boston, Mass.

CASH'S

HENASTITCH

FRILLING

Acknowledged to be far superior to all other

makes. Ask for CASH'S.

(2 INCHEs wide)

PILLOW TRIMMED WITH CASH'S

HEMStitch FRILLING
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Eleanor Kirk's Idea says: “Cash's Frillings with

hemstitched borders are great favorites with ladies,

and they are indeed, beautiful.”

SOLI) isY ALL LEADING RETAilers

Our New Illustrated Pattern Book

contains many useful hints, and woven samples of the

material, with a list of the stores where the goods
can be oitained. Free by mail from

J. & J. CASH, 92 Greene Street, N. Y.

Correctly Made and Trimined

$200 CONGRESS
- - BUTTON Or

LACE SHOES

Vici Pºid uppers, well-made and very stylish.

Square or pointed toes, all sizes, all widths

º sº-, in all styles.

CONGRESS-flexible soles, no

seams to irritate tender feet

rubber guaranteed for is
months.

- .N. Sº, BUTTON or LACE–For

ºv. §º **** #ººd,¥.
T. º wº §: 89tt, upperS. or

* $$. *: Street Wear. Goodyear
=º **** welt, medium weight.

CAT L00UE (illustrated), showing line

of shoes, ranging from 50

cents to $2 for children, and $2 to $5 for

men and women. Sent free on application.

All Shoes Delivered Free at your nearest post or express

office. With money, send size and width usually worn.

We guarantee to refund your money if we cannot

satisfy you in fit and quality.

MANUFACTURERS’ SHOE CO., Jackson, Mich.

THE

WESTERN

PENMAN

Sampleº Free. Monthly, 28 pages. Guaranteed

the best self-instructor in penmanship in the world.

From its lessons thousands have learned to write beau

tifully, and so can you. My methods of

teaching penmanship have met with

stronger indorsements from practical men

in all parts of the country than any other

system ever published. 1.00 per year

with beautiful premium. Money refunded if

not satisfactory. A. N. Palmer. Pres., Cedar

Rapids Business College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
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HERE is but a slight difference

between a reception and an

** evening gown, the costume

which is considered proper

for any evening affair being

--- counted in equally good taste

at a reception. The differ

ence only consists in this, that one may

wear rather heavier gowns, that is, velvet,

brocade or silk at a reception, while tulle,

chiffon and light qualities of silk would be

TTo
eſy

Kºſ w

º

The DEBUTANTE's Gown (Illus. No. 2)

dedicated to an evening party. The host

*śs at a reception aims at having her dress

§ºve the impression of dignity, while at a

‘lance she will look almost as frivolous, as

* as material is concerned, as does her

daughter. The short train noted at the

ºeption is not seen at the dance, and

although all the laws of fashion and good

ºste forbid the wearing of a bonnet in the

*Yºning at a private house, still, if an

elderly lady appeared with a lace and bead

affair on her head at a reception it would

* considered quite proper.

THE MATERIALS USED

THE very rich brocades in combination

with moiré or velvet, make beautiful

§ºwns for a hostess who is presenting her

aughter to society.
f hiffon over light-weight silk is fancied

3, the gown of the young débutante, while

glder girls have skirts made of moiré and

ºices draped either with chiffon or rich

ace. . The spangled crêpe, tulle or chiffon,

jºlly in the pale gray or white tints,

l * first thickly dotted with steel, and the

* With silver, are greatly liked, and are
rightened by the use of velvet bows in

90° of the new crimson or blue shades.

ittle velvet jackets that remind one of the

Qrient, for they are deep crimson velvet

ighly embroidered with gold, of yellow

Yºlyet made heavy with steel spangles and

*mbroidery, and white velvet glittering

With gold, are liked to be put on over

$9Wns of tulle or chiffon as a slight pro

tection from the draught, but as they have

*o sleeves, are cut rather low in the neck

and slashed up at each seam, their being

of great use may be doubted.

Would advise that gray or white be
selected for the débutante's gown, as a new

Solor, that is, a color which is the rage,

ºn becomes tiresome to the eyes, and
*Yerybody remembers “that blue dress

9f hers,” where the one of subjued tint

..º.º. forgotten. Very beautiful skirts

ºf moiré, intended for young matrons or

i. who are tired of chiffon and tulle,

§ºve the skirt seams heavily embroidered
1n either gold, silver or steel, and then

!he bodice or its decorations correspond.

eSe are most artistic.

AN ELEGANT RECEPTION DRESS

A VERY elegant reception gown to be

worn by a hostess is that shown in

Illustration No. 1. The material used is

golden-brown moiré of that light shade

that almost reaches mahogany. The bod

ice is a draped one of yellow chiffon, so

arranged that the throat shows prettily,

while on each shoulder well above the

sleeves are set bows of brown velvet ribbon,

the long ends and loops of which fall

evenly over the back and

front. The high, folded

belt is of the velvet, and

is caught at intervals,

crosswise, by five golden

stars set with topaz.

These, of course, are

handsome specimens of

the French jeweled but

tons that are so much in

vogue this year. Slippers

of golden-brown satin,

with high rosettes of chif

fon the same color, are

worn, and silk stockings

to match them. The

gloves reach just to the

elbows, meeting the

double puff sleeves of

chiffon, and are of light

yellow undressed kid.

The hair is parted, waved

and arranged in a semi

high knot, against which

rests a pompon formed

of yellow feathers.

In black, such a cos

tume as this might

have skirt of moiré,

the seams all thickly

seeded with jet,

while the bodice

could be either of

black chiffon trim

med with black vel

vet, or, prettier still,

of white chiffon

trimmed with jet

and black velvet.

The white moiré

skirt, if one were

chosen, would be

very rich if beaded

with jet and trimmed in

harmony.

THE DEBUTANTE's Gown

GOWN that seems a

veritable dream, be

cause of its cloudy, misty

effect, is that pictured in Illustration No. 2.

The skirt, of dancing length, having the

usual fashionable flare, is made of gray

silk, with an overdraping of gray chiffon

embroidered in

a vine pattern

in silver. The

bodice, which is

the usual round,

draped one, has

for its belt a cor

sage decoration

in silver, that

is round just

about the waist,

but shapes up

into deep points

that fit on the

chiffon back

ground with

great exactness.

The sleeves,

which reach to

the elbows, are

arranged in long

puffs by the

chiffon having

straps of silver

upon it that run

lengthwise, and

so force the ma

terial to fall in

that fashion.

The round neck

is outlined with

silver embroid

ery, and a bit

of color is given

by the addition,

just above the

corsage decora

tion, of a flaring

bow of velvet

ribbon of the

new blue shade.

This is tied so

that one long

loop reaches

across the cor

sage, while two

loops and an

end are at one

side.

A VERY SIMPLE GOWN

A SIMPLE toilette suited especially to a

very young girl is that which is shown

in Illustration No. 3. The material used

is white crépon. The skirt, made after the

usual style, has for a finish three narrow

ruffles of white chiffon, a full effect being

given by each ruffle being the double of

the material, folded over so that no hem

is required, the joining being in the gath

ering at the top. As a result there are four

thicknesses, and when these are separated

a pretty, fluffy effect is gained. The bod

ice is the usual round, draped one, but it

is made to look a little unique by having

a square cape and square epaulettes of

Venetian lace over a quarter of a yard

-

COSTUME FOR THE HOSTESS (Illus. No. 1)

deep. The cape portions are fastened to

the epaulettes on each side in front by

three large buttons that seem to be ame

thysts set in gold. The belt is a folded

one of white silk, and the sleeves are two

puffs of crépon with a fall of the lace

caught up on to each sleeve by a single

button. The gloves are white undressed

kid, the slippers white satin, and the

stockings white silk. The hair is parted,

brushed down with perfect smoothness

and knotted low

on the neck.

Small gold side

combs set with

amethysts aid

in bringing out

its perfect gloss.

EVENINGGOWNS

T is well to re

member that

a simple even

ing dress that is

perfectly fresh is

much more de

sirable than the

expensive one

which has be

come soiled

and tawdry

looking. If one

cannotgeta new

gown, one can,

at least, make

the old one

fresh to look up

on, and if this

cannot be done,

then one had

better stay at

home. A host

ess has a right

to expect that

her guests will

do her credit,

and conse

quently unless

properly ar

rayed it is

wiser not

to go.

Evening Gown of white crêpon (Illus. No. 3)

Jan. 1st, 1895.

“To write those letters that I have

been owing so tong.”

Is that one of your good resolu

tions 2 You'll find it a great help

to use HURD’S PR IN C E OF

WALES NOTE PAPERS. The

famous kid surface makes writing

a pleasure, and the beauty and cor

rectness of the papers will help win

forgiveness for your negligence.

Cream, French Gray and the

delicate Beryl tints are the latest.

“HURD'S NAME IN THE PAPER”

Qº-º-º-º-º-º-o-º-º-----

Write for “Feet and Their Fitting'

FLNEST IMPorted Order by aº

---

Ladies’ COrdovan STOCK's

COrk S0le ShoeS

Front Lace Style, Pointed Bos

ton Toe, Medium Heel, Hand

Sewed Welt. Sizes 2% to 7,

AA to E, $4.00. We recom

mend this shoe for durability,

style and a positive preventa

tive against cold or damp feet.

Special Price, $4.00. Money

refunded if not satisfactory.

our artistic illustrated book

let, “Feet and Their Fitting,”

mailed free on application to Department B,

FOREMAN SHOE COMPANY

Manufacturers and Retailers

N. W. Cor. State and Madison Sts., Chicago

FANCY WORK B00K–FREE
|

Over 50 Illustrations. Gives instructions for |
Honiton Lace Work. Tells the Colors to use

in embroidering violets, wild Roses. Althea,

Forget-me-nots. Nasturtiums. Narcissus.

Apple Blossoms. Holly. Mistletoe. Arbu- |

|

|

ſ

ſ

;
&

&

A NeW Year ReS0lution |

:
:

ſ

tus. Snowdrops. Tulips. Ferns. Asters.

Sweet Peas. Buttercups, Pansies, etc.

Send us 25 cents (stamps taken) for a 6 hionths’

Subscription to INGALLS Magazine, and we

will send you #alls' Fancy Work Book

for 1895–FREE.

Address J. F. INGALLS, Lynn, Mass. Box J.

Suits, Cloaks and Furs
MADE TO MEASURE

Quality and finish superior to ready made,

and a perfect fit guaranteed. Cloth and plush

samples from which to select, full instruc

tions for self-measurement, a tape measure,

and our Fall and Winter Catalogue, sent on

receipt of 4 cents postage.

trates the latest styles in

Cloth Capes . ... from $3.00 up

Cloth Jackets . . “ 4.50 “

Cloth Tailor-Made Suits“

Fur Capes . . . . ** 6.00 **

Plush and Velvet Jackets, Wraps, Ulsters, etc.,

etc. We Pay Express Charges. We

also sell cloakings, plushes and fur trimmings

by the yard. Please address, mentioning THE

Ladies' Home Journal,

THE HARTMAN CLOAK Co.

ranch *1 Wooster Street

810 to 318 sixth Avenue New York -

Prize

Beissel's º Needles

“The finest on the globe.”

Established A.D. 1730. Will not bend, break or cut the

thread and are the best. If once tried no other make

will be tolerated. To convince, samples free. Send

stamp to pay postage,or 5c.fora full paper of 25needles.

Ask first at the store, and send dealer's name if he cannot supply

you. Extra samples free, for this.

HöRMANN, SchüTTE & Co.

102 Greene Street, New York, Sole Agents for the United States.

Ladies can earn from $5 to $10 per week intro

ducing these needles to families.

LADIES' By Mail 50c. a Pair

HOSIERY EXTRA FINE

Our Catalogue illus

e-º:

BLACK HOSIERY

We only sell one quality (in all sizes) and the value

cannot be excelled. Satisfaction Guaranteed

or Money Refunded.

LADIES” HOSIERY CO.

78 Monroe Street, Chicago

VELUTINA

Wonderfully Iike

Silk Velvet

Do you subscribe for Maga

zines and Newspapers? If so,

write for a copy of my Cata

© © logue for 1895. I can save

you money.

SAMPSON'S SUBSCRIPTION AGENCY

ESTABLISHED 1886

HENRY H. SAMPSON, Proprietor

Post Office Box 3089. BOSTON, MASS.

BABY WARDROBE PATTERNS

Complete outfit, 25º: patterns

for infants' clothes. lso 25 of short

clothes. Eitherset with full directions, by mail, sealed,

§"...is. “HºtsºfAğı"MößRs, i.

book by a trained nurse, free with each set of paſterns.

wºrs. J. bride. p. o. box 1265. Boston. Mass.
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The purpose of this Department is to bring the members of the Order of the King’s Daughters

and its President into closer relations by personal and familiar “Talks” and “Chats.” All letters

from the “Daughters ” bearing upon this one and special purpose only, should be addressed to

MRS. BOTTOME, care of THE LADIES' HOME JOURNAL, and she will be glad to receive them. Please

do not, however, send letters to MRS. BOTTOME concerning membership in the Order, or business

communications of any nature. All such should be addressed direct to the headquarters of the

Order, 158 West Twenty-third Street, New York City, and prompt attention will be given.

HEART TO HEART TALKS

EW YEAR New Year's

Day ! How different

it sounds from what

it used when the one

thought connected

with the day was the

receiving of calls

from old and new

friends ! That cus

tom has passed away.

No more thought about the new dress for

the first day of the new year. And yet a

new dress is needed ! More for the spirit

than for the body. Would it not be ap

propriate for some of us to have a bright

New Year dress at this time? How would

a garment of praise do? It would be very

becoming, very attractive; thankful peo

ple always are attractive. This dress may

come to us at the beginning of 1895, and it

would be well to have it made up imme

diately by beginning to think of all we

have to be thankful for. I do not know

that I could give you a better motto for

1895 than “Be ye thankful.” And it is a

fact that the more thankful you become

the more cause you see for thankfulness;

it becomes a habit of the mind. My mother

left me such a legacy: the memory of a

mother whom I hardly ever remember to

have seen without the garment of praise.

“So much to be thankful for,” I think I

hear the words now. Of course, you know

where the garment of praise can be ob

tained. You see there is a different kind

of dress that is worn by many called the

“spirit of heaviness.” And Christ said

He came to make the exchange—to give

the garment of praise for the spirit of

heaviness. Alas, how many have worn

this latter dress—the spirit of heaviness—

in 1894. Do not go into 1895 with it; put

off this dress, put on the garment of praise;

all you are required to do is to “put off”

and “put on.”

If you dwell on the losses of the past

year, on all that has gone from you, on

all you have hoped for that did not come,

this spirit of heaviness will deepen, and you

will go into 1895 being so much poorer, for

real poverty is fear and sadness. And

then again your bright new dress of praise

will brighten if you will count your mercies

at this time. Say, “No matter what has

gone or who has gone, God is left and He

is love.” Now, will you have a happy

New Year? I certainly have indicated the

path of joy or sorrow. Choose your own

dress, either a garment of praise or a spirit

of heaviness. But oh, when I think what

a difference it will make to others which

of these dresses you choose to wear, I feel

like beseeching you to be bright. Earth is

so in need of bright people. Will you not

decide now that you will brighten every life

that touches yours? You can do it and

thus insure for yourself a happy New Year.

“I AM SEEKING A POSITION??

As I opened letter after letter the same

words greeted my eyes, “willing to

do anything.” At last I said to myself,

“Can it be that all these persons are really

fitted for some good work, and the Father

that we are in the habit of calling “our

Father,’ andwho knows all things, all needs,

all the supply of needs, cannot guide these

dear children? Ah, I fear many do not

acknowledge Him in all their ways, for to

such the promise is, “He shall direct thy

paths.” Only we must give up our will

and mean what we so often hear or say,

‘Thy will be done.’”

I knew of a young man who had gradu

ated from college and wanted to study

medicine, and go as medical missionary to

“heal the sick” and preach the gospel,

but he had no means, no money to pay

his board while studying, but he meant to

get the medical education. So he went

to a number of houses and asked if they

would hire him to take charge of the fur

nace fires in the house. And soon he had

enough of that work to enable him to pay

his board and he had the time for study.

The last I heard from him he was tutoring

the boys of one of the wealthiest families

in the city of New York. He was through

with furnaces. “Faithful over a few

things.” Then come up higher.

AS HE THAT SERVETH

I WROTE to a young man not long ago who

wanted to go through college in order to

prepare for the ministry: “Are you ready

to do any work to help yourself through 2

You know the Master washed the disci

ples’ feet. Are you willing to wait on

table? Last summer I was waited on at a

hotel by such fine-looking young men, but

it never occurred to me they were using

their vacation in that way, so as to save

the means to go through college. After I

heard it the Master's words came to me,

‘Who is greater, he that sitteth at meat

or he that serveth” They answered, ‘Is

not he that sitteth at meat?” but the Master

said, ‘I am among you as he that serveth.’”

So as I read these letters from persons

all wanting a position, I thought, I wonder

what position you have now, for you have

some position or other. Maybe some are

serving in their own families. Well, if

your father and mother are anxious for

you to go out to earn money, or you are

anxious to earn in order to help them, that

is one thing; but sometimes girls want to

get away from home, away from simply

helping the mother. And yet to help the

mother is the noblest work a daughter can

do. I have often thought of the thirty

years in the life of the Perfect One. As

far as we can ascertain He worked with His

father in the carpenter's shop and assisted

the mother in her work, for He loved His

mother and love always helps. No one

can doubt His love who sees Him in His

last agony looking after the comfort of His

mother.

+

THE BLESSING OF CONTENTMENT

A VERY well-known clergyman in the city

of New York told me a very interest

ing story of two old women who belonged

to his church. One was paralyzed so she

could not walk and the other could walk,

but could not speak. The minister had

heard that they were such happy Chris

tians. One morning a member of his

church called, and as he was going out

asked the pastor if he had seen these

two old women. He said no. “Well,”

said the gentleman, “it is pretty cold ''

(it was many degrees below zero), “I

guess you had better call.” So he went

up to the attic where the two old saints

lived. He asked them how they were,

and the one who could talk said they were

all right (and they both looked happy).

He said he was glad to see they had a

warm fire. “Oh, yes,” she said, “we

have had a good breakfast and are nice

and warm.” “Well,” he said, “ have

you plenty of coal?” “Oh,” said she,

“we have half a scuttleful left.” So the

minister made a short call. All he could

see at that moment was half a scuttle of

coal on that awfully cold morning. He

hurried down town, and when he reached

the place where he went to order coal he

found a member of his church ahead of

him, who told him that the first thing he

thought of when he awoke that morning

was those two old women; he wondered

whether they had coal, and he told the

minister he was too late, that a ton of coal

was on its way.

I am sure if we truly loved and served

God the angels on foot and with wings

would be hurried up to care for us if we

could not care for ourselves. God ex

pects us to do all we can, but when we

have done all we can the reserves will be

summoned. But sometimes I feel the

force of the words of a friend of mine who

listened to some one complaining about

God's lack of attention and help, and she

turned and said, “What right have you to

speak of “our God’ 2 You don’t even

serve Him, much less love Him. Go to

your own gods.” You know the apostle

said of some, “Whose god is their belly,

who mind earthly things.” We must get

things righted. There are people who

never mention God only when they swear.

It is the Master who sees to the interests

of His servants. Maybe it would be a good

thing for some of us to find out who our

Master is, for the Good Book says, “No

man can serve two masters.” “Acknowl

edge Him in all thy ways, and He will di

rect thy paths.” I have tried this motto

for a lifetime, and can recommend it.

Will you not begin to act it?

“TRANQUIL COTTAGE”

HOY glad I was, after reading letters

that seemed like crossing a desert, to

strike an oasis at last—a letter that did not

ask for anything, and that letter from

“Tranquil Cottage" made me tranquil and

happy. The writer expected to come to

the city of New York, and she would find

me, and was sure that when she should

shake hands with me she would be nearer

the kingdom of Heaven. I was startled

at first at the thought of the kingdom com

ing that way, and then I said, “Why not?

If we are filled with faith and hope and

joy why shouldn't it be contagious? And

if the kingdom consists of peace and joy

why shouldn't hands meeting feel the

kingdom 2 Maybe we haven’t been sur

charged with this divine electricity, and as

inspiration is the one thing anybody can

have, and we are allowed to take the

kingdom with a will, why not have it,

and have people feel the kingdom of

Heaven is near when they meet you?

Here is something worth seeking surely.”

Then she said she had lovely red roses

which she only wished she could get to

me. And, somehow, I felt as if the roses

had come to me in a spirit way and that

I had the perfume of them. I could

hardly believe my own eyes that she did

not want anything, not even an answer to

her letter.

+

OLD FOR HER AGE

HE letter interested me very much. She

signed herself “Perplexed.” So much

in her letter touched my heart. She said,

“It is hard on a girl to be old for her age,

and I have always been that. Maybe you

would make a little prayer for the girls

(and boys too) who seem not to have been

born straight anywhere, who are so old

in some things and so young in others.”

Then she adds, “It is not a plain down

right trouble that is the matter, but my life

is a mixed-up trouble. It all seems tan

gled and crisscross.”

When I read that letter a picture came

before me of a past far away when I would

get so distressed over a skein of silk (for

the silk used to be in skeins instead of on

spools in those days), and sometimes in

trying to get it untangled I would make it

worse, and then become irritable, and I

can hear my sweet mother's voice as she

would say, “Give it to me!” And she

would get all the tangles out and I would

hold out my little arms to hold the silk

while my mother would wind it.

Oh, if I could only get the troubled and

perplexed ones to hand over the tangled

skein of heart life and outer life to the One

who says, “As one whom his mother com

forteth, so will I comfort you,” but they

work at the tangle all by themselves.

Then I thanked my young friend for her

quotation from Mrs. Whitney, “If we

could throw ourselves like broken china

every time we have spoiled ourselves and

our story, the back yards of creation would

be full of the pitiful flinders of us.” Well,

I think God is making a great deal out of

flinders in back yards. His kingdom is

made up more largely than we think of

broken pieces. I read one day, “Men

only want the strong, the successful, the

victorious, the unbroken, in building their

kingdoms.” Heaven is filling with broken

lives, and there is no bruised reed that

Christ cannot take and restore to glorious

blessedness and beauty. He can take the

life crushed by pain or sorrow and make

it into a harp whose music shall be all

praise. He can lift earth's saddest failures

up to Heaven's glory. Why, He was sent

to bind up the broken-hearted

But my young friend had had some

sweet cup taken from her lips, for she

says, “Oh, Mrs. Bottome, do say to the

girls that it is the little things that count,

the little unselfish things. And do tell

them to bear their happiness better than I

did mine, not to let it make them selfish.”

But I must give one thought more, and

this is really a question to me: “Could

you say something in the Journal that

would sort of bolster up my waning trustin

people? I am not cynical nor pessimistic

and I am surprised I feel this way.” Well,

I have a receipt I use for myself, and what

is good for me must be good for others.

All that you speak of, the disappointment

in others, only makes the background a

little darker, which brings out the per

fect friendship of the perfect Christ. When

I have had such experiences, and I have

had them, I say, “Well, there is One left

who never disappoints.” And somehow,

in coming to Him who passed through all

these experiences Himself, as I get close to

Him the bitterness passes away and pity

takes the place of the hard feeling.

Now I wonder if I have braced my young

friend who is just entering college. I hope

the future of my perplexed friend may be

so much brighter than she anticipated,

and that in a future she may look back and

say, “I could not have spared one disap

pointment of my girlhood.”
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Mrs. Frank Leslie says: “I have found them

of great use in preventing the breaking of corset

bones and also in keeping them in shape.”

Sold everywhere. If your corset dealer

hasn't them send his name, your corset meas

ure and 25 cents for sample pair to

EUGENE PEARL, 23 Union Sq., New York
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A handsome, well

made and perfect

fitting Lustre Wool

Skirtin Black,White

or Colors, with a Bou

clé border and Shell

Edging. Ask, for the

Merritt Skirt and if

your dealer does not

keep it write for infor
nation to

GEO. MERRITT & CO.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Suits and Cloaks

We are offering great bargains in Tailor-made

Suits, Jackets, Capes and Furs

in order to close out our line of

fine cloths for Winter wear.

We make every garment to

order, thus insuring a perfect

fit,and pay all express charges

Jackets from $5 up, actual

value, $10

* Tailor-Made Suits from $10

º up, actual value, $18

ºf Capes from $5 up, actual

value, $10

Write for our Winter cata

logue of Tailor-made Suits

- and Cloaks, and samples of

our cloths, plushes and furs to select from. You will

get them by return mail. Postage 4 cents.

THE NATIONAL CLOAK CO.

152 and 154 West Twenty-third St., New York

Featherbone Corsets

New Model

Lengthens the Waist

Gives Beautiful Form

Best Sateens

Fast Black, White, Ecru

and Drab

Only $1
For sale by first-classretailers, or

sent postpaid on receipt of price.

Twenty different styles ofcorsets

and waists. Send for price list.

FEATHERBONE CORSET CO.,Sole Mfrs,Kalamazoo, Mich,

“ARMORSIDE'' CORSET

the GREATEST

invention of

THE CENTURY

Never Breaks Down

On the Sides

If not in stock at your re

tailer's send $1.00 fora

Corset, free by mail, to

FITZPATRICK &

SOMERS

85 Leonard St., N. Y.

Millinery Hat Springs
Ladies' Automatic Hat Fasteners Giving

Security and

§..." WITHOUT HAT PINS

Perfect, Invisible. Samples 25c. Agents wanted.

U. S. A. Office, 621 Broadway, - NEW YORK
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A FAIR OF THE DAYS

BY JOY LISTOR KINNAIRD

CHARITY fair held in one of the

large cities recently closed with

a net profit of thirteen hundred

- dollars. Some hints relative

Sº to its management may be of

tº service.

It was called “A Fair of the

Days.” There were six large booths, each

representing a weekday, and down the

road avenue between them one passed

under several large arches draped with

bunting, the two at either end being deco

rated in many shades of red and bearing

the legend, “Fair of the Days.” In addi

tion to these booths were two others per

taining directly to the household.

THE booth for Monday was decorated in

blue—for obvious reasons—and here

were kept for sale all the articles sacred to

that busy day: work aprons of striped

ticking with pockets for clothes-pins, laun

Gry lists, clothes-pin bags of ticking, soap,

luing, washing powder, starch, clothes

lines, etc.

At Tuesday's booth there were kept the

appliances for ironing day: iron holders—

these were plenty and cheap and had a

good sale; there were also books of waxed

É. for ironers, wire stands, gloss starch,

osom-boards, with loop for hanging,

clothes-sprinklers, patent irons, etc.

Wednesday's and Thursday's booths

adjoined and were accounted the most at

tractive in the hall. The former was de

Yoted to darning, mending, sewing and

the thousand and one things which go to

make up this nondescript day. Here was

# bag for every occasion, from the gaudy
little button-bag to the rich black shopping

9ne. There were darning-bags and dust

ing-bags, rag-bags, scrap-bags and knitting

bags, brush and comb bags and bags for

9pera glasses; also threaded needle cases,

ºng cottons and linens by the whole

ale.

. Its neighbor, Thursday, was devoted en

tirely to fancy-work, and the display was

rich in the extreme. There were cushions

of every size and color, from the service

able blüe denim outlined in white linen, to

the costly affair in silk, plush, satin, silko

ene, velvet or corduroy.

One set of articles that attracted a great

eal of admiration was a toilet-set in white

dotted Swiss. The Swiss was fine and ex

uisite, and every dot was embroidered in

the yellow silk to represent a buttercup.

The bureau-scarf was quite long and lined

With yellow satin; a short space from the

edge was run a narrow strip of yellow

*in ribbon, and across each end was a

ruffle of deep white lace.

the square pincushion was made of

Swiss over satin, the bottom was satin

alone, and a twisted ribbon hid the seams:

:* was cascaded up over one corner and

tº it, nestled a yellow rosette. The two

andsome bottles with their cut glass stop

Pºs were hand-painted, the decorations

*ing a loose bunch of buttercups.

riday's booth was devoted to cleanli

*SS; there were dusting-caps, bib-aprons,

whisk-brooms, dusters, dust-pans, brooms,

brushes, pails, chamºis skins and silver
polish.

At Saturday's booth there was every

thing to entice the housekeeper to buy :

** and pie tins, egg-beaters, steam

Sookers, pastry bowis, gem pans, pudding

*oulds, etc. At this bºoth were also sold

all Sorts of home-made cakes, pies, breads,

*Suits, candies, preserves, jellies, syrups,

Canned fruits, vegetables, pickles, catsups,

*, as well as receipts for the same.

ONE very attractive booth was the one

silk devoted to bed furnishings: pretty

ilk bed puffs, the comfortable cheesecloth

. Sateen duvet, the set of linen comprising

t *ts, pillow-slips and bolster-cases, and
e embroidered counterpane with bolster

to match.

t There was also another booth devoted

9 linen doilies and lunch-cloths of every

*Cription; linen, book and magazine

§. linen, leather or birch-bark pic

...nº there were the useful little

º toilet mats, in fact every lovely

* useful, article that the ingenuity of
Woman could invent.

ne nother feature of the fair was the fair

S ºPaper, filled with current gossip, a

a. . sketch of the fair and its purpose,

º advertisements of the different booths.

... was a dainty souvenir to keep, being

§§ten on fine, thick, creamy paper, with

leſ. of the Days” done in decorative

SO *S upon the pretty parchment cover, of

#. ten or twelve pages, and tied with

a. i. It was sold for twenty cents a copy

*added quite a nice sum to the revenue.

THE OLD-TIME CONCERT

BY MARY E. ESTES

HE interest shown in old-time

manners and customs is so

universal that any good rep

- resentation of the same is

almost sure to be welcomed

- with pleasure by the majority.

Recognizing this fact, most

religious societies have at some period of

their history in their search for ways and

means wherewith to replenish their treas

uries, given in all its quaint simplicity the

old-time concert.

-

N the old Colonial days when the great

and the great-great-grandmothers were

young the singing-school was a well-estab

lished institution. It was usually held in

the village schoolhouse, the schoolmas

ter, often figuring as the singing-master.

Thither at regular intervals through the

long winter months tripped the grandmas

with their escorts. Little did they imag

ine, as they lifted up their sweet voices in

unison with the strong tenors and bassos,

that those same airs, even the very gowns

they wore, would at some distant day be

reproduced for the benefit of an appreci

ative audience; yet it may be safely as

serted that with the exception of the Col

onial tea the old folks' concert is the most

popular of the old-time entertainments.

The success of an undertaking of this

sort depends largely upon the adaptability

for her office of the person having the

affair in hand. She must, of necessity, have

an accurate conception of the manner in

which these entertainments were con

ducted in our grandmothers’ day. She

must also become thoroughly imbued with

the spirit of that olden time. It should be

her care to see that everything is in keep

ing. The first thing to be done is to en

gage the services of those who in her

judgment not only possess good voices

but who will at the same time most accept

ably personate the characters designated.

Next, the members of the chorus having

been selected, quaint baptismal names

should be assigned to each, that all may

be duly represented on the programme.

One has but to go back to old Colonial

days to find such names as have in

them a flavor of old-fashioned simplicity:

Penelope, Honor, Hepzibah, Prudence,

Ophelia, Faith, Malvina, Mercy, Persever

ance, Content, Deliverance, Remembrance,

Comfort, Hope, Patience, Love, Humility,

Priscilla, Roxana, Charity and Delight,

the men being equally favored, as Ichabod,

Repentance, Benajah, Elected, Faithful,

Paletiah, Thankful, Increase, Fear, Abijah,

Abimelech, Ebenezer, Hezekiah, Philan

der, Pelig, Josias, Erastus, Solomon, Eze

kiel and Jonathan.

UITABLE surnames having been affixed

the next important thing to be con

sidered is the music. The songs selected

must have, in addition to the quaint home

liness of language and construction, that

indescribable swing and “go” character

istic of such old-time airs as “Sound the

Loud Timbrel,” “Sons and Daughters of

the Pilgrims,” “Jehovah's Praise,” “Strike

the Cymbal,” and the like. The leader of

the chorus must possess in himself power

to stimulate his class to just that degree of

enthusiastic vigor needed to give the se

lections their necessary energy, without

which they will proveº;
The tickets and programme, both as

regards construction and spelling, must be

models of those sold and distributed in

days long gone by. It would also be ad

visable that a few cautions should appear

upon the latter as warnings to a too en

thusiastic audience against unseemly ex

pressions of delight other than “ye bring

ing of ye hands together.” Young men

in the audience may reasonably be admon

ished to turn away their eyes from “ye

women singers” that they may not be

unduly embarrassed.

It is always desirable, of course, and the

pleasure of preparing for the entertainment

is enhanced if it is possible for each par

ticipant to don for the occasion old and

much-prized family heirlooms.

It is when from the dark recesses of

chest and drawer, are brought forth to the

light of day grandma's various belongings

that the interest deepens and the partici

pants themselves receive their share of

enjoyment: the old-time gowns, short in

the waist, scant in the skirt, all made by

hand, and so quaintly picturesque, also the

old-fashioned shoulder capes and laces

redolent of lavender. Here is the high

comb that lent dignity to its wearer, and

the old poke bonnet, which proved, no

doubt, a fitting and becoming frame to a

sweet young face long ago.

BY MRS. A. G. LEWIS

BAZAAR, which will reproduce the

peculiar features of a Maine,

Vermont or New Hampshire vil

lage fifty years ago, cannot fail

to attract the interest and patron

age of the public. The affair

must, of course, be arranged upon a large

scale, if many of the buildings are to be

represented, and a good deal of work and

considerable expense are involved in prep

aration. Still, after the plans are made

the work may be so apportioned that the

various sub-committees may each assume

a special part, making it thus easy for all.

HE centre of the room is reserved for

the village green, and, if possible, the

floor should be covered with green carpet

ing. In the centre stands the liberty pole.

Around this green is a fence with posts set

for foot passengers to pass through—the

termini of well-worn paths across the in

closure. Beyond the fence runs the village

street, and upon its opposite side—arranged

all around the outer sides of the hall—are

the country store, the church and post

office, the village tavern, the cobbler, har

ness and wheelwright shops, the grist and

saw mills, lawyers' and doctors' offices,

etc., etc.—the special buildings to be found

in nearly every village. These buildings,

a part of which only need to appear, their

special signs indicating what they are, may

be built of light wood frames covered with

cloth and painted with special care to pro

duce the effects desired. It is well to choose

a fête day, either the Fourth or the County

Fair, when all the people from the neighbor

ing towns pour in to do their trading, go

to mill, have the horse shod, their wagon

tire set, consult the doctor and make their

will. If the place is large enough let the

vehicles with their loads appear, and let

the costumes be true to the period without

exaggeration—all wearing their “go-to

meetin' best.” The lemonade and ginger

bread, also the root beer stands must not

be forgotten.

THE sales go on in the village store, where

every useful bargain is offered. Out

side tinware and chair venders compete

with the German and Irish peddler whose

pack is stocked with linen “spun ivery

thrid meself on a leetle fut wheel,” or

with silks and laces of marvelous texture

and price. The tavern serves as a refresh

ment room, and the cobbler and harness

shops offer an entirely new stock for the

day. The grist mill abounds in flours and

cereals, and the saw miller sells novelties

in woodenwares.

For entertainment the country singing

school “by early candle-light,” the village

lyceum “town meetin’,” also the Dorcas

society, quiltings, paring bees and parish

tea parties may any or all become most in

teresting features of the bazaar.

Plenty of small trees and greens are use

ful in decorating.

HURCH entertainments in which chil

dren take part are always attractive,

and a Colonial tea given by little people is

one of the most delightful suggestions that

can be offered. -

Children from five to ten years of age

should be chosen, and their costumes

ought to be suited both to the Colonial

period and to the characters assumed.

The costumes, should be true in every

detail to the period represented. If it is not

possible or practicable to hire costumes,

they may be all, even to the wigs, designed

and made without the aid of a costumer.

Patterns for each garment required may be

ordered by mail at leading pattern stores.

The special features of the entertainment

are the supper or “tea,” march, music,

history or story and tableaux vivants.

Tables, conveniently low to accommo

date guests in kindergarten chairs, are

spread with simple but palatable food. A

stately squire and dame preside at each

table, dispensing hospitality to their tiny

Colonial guests after the fashion of their

day, small serving men and maids in cos

tume assisting.

While, the children are enjoying their

supper their elders may be served in less

formal fashion.

After supper the children may engage in

marching for fifteen or twenty minutes,

then take part in a series of tableaux

representing various scenes in Colonial life.

Those should be selected which represent

the fortunes of domestic life in its happi

est moods. The following order of ar

rangement is excellent:

First, an orchestral or piano arrange

ment of national airs. Second, a brief story

explaining the tableaux about to be given.

Third, tableaux. The stories must be

simple in form, easy rhyme being preferred,

spicy, amusing and well told. They may

be read, but it is far better to select good

reciters from the Colonial band, giving to

each a story to be rehearsed at the proper

moment. The tableaux may be arranged

behind the curtain, while the musical num

bers and stories are being rendered before

the assembled company, so that there may

be no tiresome waits between the story

and the picture.
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The “Crown” Orchestral

Attachment, and Practice Clavier is the greatest

sensation of the musical world, and can only be

had on the Crown Piano. It is a perfect Piano,

with power, by use ofº to perfectly imitate at

will the Harp, Mandolin, Zither, Guitar or Banjo,

as accompaniment to the Piano, or as independent

instruments. It does not add to the cost of the Piano.

Our Handsomely Illustrated Catalogue tells

the whole story. Mailed Free

GEO.P. BENT, Mfr.,”;ºst.

The recent valuable and remarkable im

provements in our pianos really mark an

epoch in piano manufacture, and have

received the unstinted praise of all who

have inspected them.

We call special attention to our

STYLE B

small grand piano and we can truly say

that in all our experience of overseventy

one years we have never before manu

factured a piano equal to it.

When it is considered that during this

time our piano has received over One

HundredandTwenty-nine First ſledals

and Awards, IN COMPETITION, and

been the constant and invariable choice

of thousands of musicians, both pro

fessional and amateur, the force of the

above statement becomes apparent.

Send for Catalogue
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A Favorite º

New Year's Gift

of recent years has been

“TPhe f

PIANO.
It will be a more popular present this

year because of the

Plectra=Phone.

This is an attachment to Upright

Everett Pianos alone, by means of: which all the beautiful effects of

O

Tiandolin Tlusic

are produced. The Plectra-phone

can be attached to any Upright

Everett Piano.

The John Church Company,

Cincinnati. Chicago.
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Some Rare

Old Violins at a

Bargai If you want a gen

uine old violin—an

instrument possess

ing that delicious mellow tone

found only in old violins—at from

$25 to $150, write to us im

mediately. We have a number

especially adapted to ladies' and

youths' use.

LYON & HEALY

30–40 Adams St., Chicago

Our catalogue, “Rare old Violins,” will be sent (free) upon

application. We also offer several of the world's masterpieces at less

than usual values. Violins are sent upon one week's trial.
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T will be a matter of

surprise and of inter

est to many to learn

that we have in our

homes a valuable

collection of medi

cines and remedies,

and that these are to

be found in our

kitchens. There are

so many condiments pertaining to the

household which are really valuable, and

which may so readily be utilized, particu

larly in cases of emergency, and where

doctors and drug stores do not abound as

they do in large cities. -

IN the first place no head of a family of

children should go to bed at night with

out being assured that there is a good fire

in the kitchen stove, and plenty of hot water

in the tea-kettle. An attack of croup, of

convulsions or of high fever coming on

after nightfall will be shorn of half its

terrors if there be plenty of hot water on

hand. Water, both hot and cold, has been

for so long a time regarded as an invaluable

adjunct in the treatment of disease and

accidents that a perfect or imperfect sys

tem of hydropathy has been brought for

ward in late years as a cure-all. Until

recently cold water has been considered

the more efficacious, but I know of but

few cases, if any, in which warm or hot

water is not of better service. In all

wounds, bruises, sprains and inflamma

tions, more benefit may be obtained from

the latter, as well as more comfort. I

must, however, insist upon a distinction

between tepid and hot water. A very

good rule by which to gauge the amount

of heat is to bare the elbow and dip it into

the vessel which contains the water. Water

that is as hot as can comfortably be borne

by the elbow is hot enough to begin with.

Except in the case of a few persons the

fingers are deceptive. In soaking a sprain

or bruise, an extra supply of hot water

should be on hand to add as the air cools

that being used. When tepid or hot water

is desired for continuous use it is most

conveniently applied by wringing out a

layer of cotton batting of suitable size and

covering it with oiled silk or waxed paper.

When these cannot be had dry flannel

may be substituted. Care should be taken

with such applications to have the water

nearly boiling, so that a towel will have to

be used in wringing the cotton.

OTTLES and rubber bags filled with hot

water are invaluable, but belong rather

to dry heat as remedies.

The best methods of using hot water are

as follows: For sprains of the ankle and

wrist or any joint the part should be thor

oughly soaked for half an hour at a time,

night and morning, in very hot water. Any

one suffering from a severe sprain will not

require more than the first soaking to con

vince them of the advantage of hot over

cold water. A flannel bandage should be

applied firmly after each treatment. For

bruises very much the same method should

be followed, although the application need

not be continued for so long a time. For

wounds and sores the best method is to

drip or pour for a few minutes. For styes

and inflamed eyelids, and even for sore

eyes, use water as hot as can be borne,

by sopping. To stop bleeding, very hot

water applied to the raw surface will be

found efficacious. Remember the water

must be very hot. For many forms of

dyspepsia and biliousness, particularly a

catarrhal condition of stomach, a º:

of hot water, drunk after the night's fast

ing, will give relief. For continued appli

cation, in the form of a poultice, as in

catarrh of the breast, common in children,

pleurisy, pneumonia, soreness of abdomen,

etc., a jacket of cotton batting wrung out

in very hot water by means of a towel and

covered with oiled silk or waxed paper, as

described above, should be used. A jacket

thus applied will keep hot for several hours

and will often break up serious chest trou

bles if applied promptly. It is, perhaps,

needless to state that every preparation of

clothing should be made in advance, that

the cotton may be applied and covered

while still very hot. This much attention

has been given to hot water because there

is probably no article of common use—so

readily obtainable—that can accomplish so

much good. The principle of moist heat

enters largely into every poultice applied

to relieve pain or favor resolution of in

flammation. A little thought on the part

of a mother will find very many uses for

hot water in a family other than those

which I have indicated.

\º

DOMESTIC HELPS IN EMERGENCIES

By A. Marcy, M. D.

THE subject of dry heat must be discussed

immediately after hot water, inasmuch

as hot water can so easily be made to

furnish the dry heat when it is poured into

rubber bags and bottles. Another ready

means is to heat tin or earthen pie-plates,

flat-irons and sand-bags. Dry heat is most

serviceable in cases of shock or coldness

from injuries and accidents. It is a con

venient means of relieving many neuralgic

or nervous pains in the side, back and ab

domen. It has also the advantage of being

cleanly and not annoying to the patient by

disturbing the clothing. It is of great value

for pain of a nervous character, while moist

heat is better for inflammations. There is

one use of dry heat which should always be

kept in mind. In the ordinary influenza,

or “cold of the head,” so common in our

climate, nothing can compare with the old

fashioned remedy of heating the soles of the

feet before going to bed. One foot should

be held at a time as close to live coals as

can comfortably be done, and then rubbed

with the hand when it smarts. This should

continue five minutes for each foot, and the

patient should immediately go to bed, hav

ing the feet covered with stockings. These

can be removed some time during the night.

Some people insist on rubbing with goose

grease or some other emollient, but the

real good comes from the strong revulsive

effect of the dry heat, and is far better

than soaking the feet in a hot foot-bath,

and much more efficacious as a remedy.

NE of the next most valuable house

hold remedies is mustard. This con

diment is most prompt in its action as a

rubefacient or skin-reddener. It is also a

very active emetic when stirred into a cup

of warm water—a teaspoonful heaped up

to a small cupful. Its harmlessness makes

it safe to repeat in a few minutes if neces

sary. It is thus very useful in cases of

poisoning or indigestion accompanied by

severe pain or cramps. But it is in the

shape of an old-fashioned mustard plaster

that it finds its greatest field for good.

There are two ways of preparing a mus

tard plaster: Where the effect is desired

quickly it should be made of pure mustard

and hot water without any flour or meal,

and covered with a thin piece of old mus

lin, laid next to the skin. It will always

give timely notice of necessity for removal,

as it begins to bite at once. As soon as

the smarting becomes uncomfortable and

the skin very red it may be changed to

some other spot. Made strong at the be

ginning it will bear several changes back

and forth, until the redness of skin warns

the patient to desist. Where there is no

haste, as in cases of deep-seated pain or

chronic ailment, it is better to add to the

mustard at least one-half flour and some

glycerine or white of egg. In the event of

these not being at hand, molasses or syrup

makes a good substitute. Poultices made

in this way are slower in action and may

be allowed to remain quite a long time.

They should always be removed when the

skin becomes very red. Never use any

vinegar in the preparation as it destroys

the activity of the mustard.

Now as to the utility of mustard. Leav

ing out its effects as an emetic where the

need exists to evacuate the stomach, we

find it almost indispensable as an external

application in cases of sick stomach,

nausea, cramps, headache, “megrim,” or

sick headache, diarrhoea pains, acute or

chronic, and many other uses which will

readily suggest themselves to an intelligent

person. So useful is this article that we

would advise those going from home to

always take with them a box of mustard

and a roll of prepared plaster, which may

be obtained from any druggist's. Lives

have been saved, as well as pains relieved,

by this domestic remedy. The localities

for application will readily suggest them

selves. Bear in mind the advantages of

shifting, as, for instance, in cases of head

ache, from the back of the neck to the pit

of the stomach, and in general to opposite

parts of the body. Mustard and salt are

also advantageously added to hot water,

in which the feet are soaked for fever,

colds, convulsions, headaches, etc. Mus

tard also makes a good draught to put on

the wrists and ankles in cases of fever and

convulsions. In such cases it should be

mixed largely with flour or meal, and wet

with vinegar, as here we do not want the

rubefacient effect very strongly, and the

vinegar aids in cooling the heat of surface.

Many an infant, suffering from the general

malaise of fever and its attendant discom

forts, would testify to the great comfort

of one of these “draughts,” if it could

but speak.

PEP. salt and spices may be used as

other than mere condiments. An ex

cellent gargle for sore throat can be made

by mixing a teaspoonful of salt in a half cup

of vinegar and water and adding a liberal

sprinkling of black pepper. Pepper makes

an admirable plaster for toothache, head

ache and many pains and aches, if thor

oughly mixed with a little flour and water,

Spices, especially cloves, cinnamon and

allspice, mixed with flour or meal, but

preferably alone, can be used for sick

stomach in children and infants where

mustard would seem too harsh. A good

plan is to take a tablespoonful of each

spice, put them in a flannel bag and dip in

hot vinegar; apply hot below breastbone,

and cover with dry flannel. The same

vinegar should be heated a second time

when the bag becomes too dry or too cool.

Any of the spices made into a tea will be

found useful to give inwardly in small

quantities for sick stomach and diarrhoea.

EW kitchens are without lard, which is

valuable when mixed with flour as a

cure for burns and scalds, while mixed

with salt it forms a plaster for neuralgia.

Lard is a good substitute for cocoa-butter,

for anointing the body in cases of scarlet

fever. Its usefulness in this way cannot

be overestimated. The intense heat of

skin in this fever, as well as the itching,

are greatly relieved and the patient com

forted by frequent applications of pure lard

over the whole body. One will be sur

prised to find how rapidly the lard is dis

sipated, hence the necessity for frequent

rubbing. Olive oil may be used for the

same purpose, but its smell is objection

able to some persons and it is not always

at hand. Cornmeal, bread and starch are

three valuable adjuncts in inflammations,

gatherings, felons, boils, abscesses, etc.

Cornmeal in the form of mush, well

cooked, and with a little lard spread over

it, makes a valuable poultice for the ab

domen in painful affections of that part of

the body. Care should be taken to make

the poultice large, but not too thick, lest

its weight make it uncomfortable. Bread

with milk makes a splendid poultice for

smaller applications, such as sores, boils,

felons, etc. Bakers’ bread is the best,

because most porous. The milk should

be brought nearly to boiling, and bread,

free from crust, crumbled into it and

cooked until the proper consistency is

reached, adding a small piece of lard and

applying warm or hot, as may be found

most soothing. In all poultices it is gener

ally best to let them come directly in contact

with the part. They assist in producing

resolution, or “scattering,” if circum

stances favor it, and if not, they favor the

formation of pus and bring things “to a

head,” as it is often called, or prepare

them for breaking or the doctor's knife.

The effect of a bread and milk, or mush

poultice is very comforting. If it is desir

able to hasten the formation of pus by the

“drawing process” baking soda should

be added. This may easily be stirred in,

and, of course, acts like a “lye poultice,”

once so great a favorite, especially in the

country. The addition of soda makes the

poultice quite painful to be borne, but

hastens very much the suppuration. An

other use to be made of bread is in the

way of toast water. Bread toasted very

brown and steeped in hot water, the toast

water given in small quantities, is valuable

in cases of nausea and vomiting. Baking

soda is an excellent application for trivial

burns which smart and annoy. It may be

dusted thickly on the spot burned. A

small spoonful in a half glass of water will

relieve disagreeable heartburn or acidity

of stomach.

STARCH besides being useful for dusting

the chafings so common in infants,

makes a good application for erysipelas,

eczema and larger excoriations. It may

be made into a clear starch poultice by

cooking, and applied cold. It will be

found to give great relief in this way.

Tea and coffee have medicinal proper

ties also. They are mainly restorative,

but coffee, very strong and used without

milk, is a powerful stimulant, and counter

acts the effect of opiates, alcohol, etc.

Hence it should be given freely in cases

of poisoning by laudanum, not to the ex

clusion of emetics of mustard and salt

however. Molasses is an old-fashioned

remedy for burns and scalds. It may be

applied upon cotton batting. It is, how

ever, too disagreeable to be used when

other things can be had. It may be added

to poultices to assist in forming pus, but

honey will be found preferable. Vinegar

is very useful for sponging the skin in

fever, bathing the forehead in headaches,

and taken in tablespoonful doses inwardly

it will arrest hemorrhages, especially of

the metrorrhagic or puerperal kind. The

dose may be repeated frequently.

It will be seen that I have mentioned

many articles in daily use in our kitchens

which are not only serviceable, but some

of them almost indispensable. If I have

been able to remind any mother of the

remedies she always has at hand, and per

haps knows nothing of, and thus relieve

some of her anxiety, as well as of her chil

dren's suffering, I shall consider my time

to have been well spent.

g”;

Buckwheat Cakes

“az iz ''

Buckwheat Cakes

are made with

Baking Powder

Try the recipe. *

Cleveland's, the best that money can buy.

X The recipe is given in our cook book.

A copy mailed free on receipt of stamp

andºd.

Cleveland Baking Powder Co.,

81 Fulton St., New York.

ºxtº £ tº tºº tº tº tºº tº tºº tº tººtºº

The word “TYRIAN '' on Rubber Goods is

guarantee of their quality.

“Tyrian”
Combination

X

a.

Fountain

Syringe and

Hot Water

Bottle.

six Hard RubberNº.

Pipes.

Holds 2 Quarts.

Sold at Drug and Rubber Stores. If you fail to find it,

we will send one direct for $2.00

Under our trade mark “TYRIAN" we manufacture

a full line of Druggist’s IRubber Goods.

Our Pamphlet “WORTH READING,” Free.

TYER RUBBER CO., Andover, Mass.

BEAUTIFUL TEETH

Nature's Pearls to Beautify Woman.

Make Your Children Beautiful by Using

Wright's (Antiseptic)

Myrrh Tooth Soap
Recommended by the highest dental authorities in

the world for its antiseptic properties, which prevents

decay, purifies the breath, removes the tartar, pre

serves the enamel, hardens the gums. Having no

soapy taste, it leaves a delightful flavor in the mouth.

Ask Your Druggist for it, and take no substitutes.

If he does not keep it, send us 25c. in stamps for full

size cake by mail; small trial sample free.

Booklet, “The Teeth and How to Care forThem,” free.

CHARLES WRIGHT & CO., Chemists

Department P, Detroit, Mich.

M0THER! SAVE YOUR BABY 1.

-ºxº~ Physicians say “Fewer babies would die

-> if nursing bottles were properly cleaned.”

The Ideal Bottle Cleaner

is specially adapted for nursing bottles.

It removes all sour, offensive and disease

- §ºjº, so injurious to babies'

º; health, leaving the bottle perfectly clean

and sweet. Only 25 cents, by mail. In

dispensable in the Nursery. Its use may

save your baby's life. The only bottle cleaner fully

indorsed by physicians, druggists and trained nurses.

§º-ºº: your dealer for it. If he hasn't it, send

us his address and 20 cents, and we will mail

without your dealer's address, 25 cents each.

NOVELTY SUPPLY CO.

712 Market Street, Wilmington, Del.

“MIZPAH” Walve Nipples

WILL NOT COLLAPSE

PREVENTS COLIC º

SAMPLE

nipple, with much

valuable informa

wou one.

Make nursing

easy, because

they admit

air into the

tion, will be sent bottle as Ne

the milk is o:

drawn out, :

and pre- -

vents a vacuum being formed.

SKELETON

BANG

Ideal Wigs

and Waves

Natural-curled, feather

light, life-like, beautiful.

Bangs in the latest style

from $3.00 up.

SWITCHESWAVY HAIR

New Edition, “How to be

L. SHAW, 54. W. 14th St., NEW YORK

ATH TUBS, Wholesale & Retail. For “Bath

Room” & “Portable.” Durable, many long used

renewed, light, little water. Agents

ºnand others send for circulars.

E. J. Knowlton, Ann Arbor, Mich.

All long convent hair, $5.00 up.

Beautiful," sent free.
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STANDING BOOKCASE

LLUSTRATION No. 2

suggests an idea for

a standing bookcase

made from a wooden

shoe box and a square

wooden box such as

canned goods come in,

the boxes to be screwed

* * By J. Harry Adams

HERE are very few persons who

would be willing to believe

that from a few boxes, such as

soap, shoes or canned goods

are packed in, and with the

addition of a little putty and

paint and some draperies,

could be made such attractive bits of fur

niture as cabinets, hanging shelves or book

gases, but nevertheless

it is so. Of the many

attractive and useful

pieces of furniture that

may be made from ordi

nary boxes and pieces

of pine board several

are illustrated on this

page. If it should not

be quite possible for the

readers of the Journal

to make any of them the

accompanying descrip

tion will enable them to

have these artistic and

|nexpensive pieces of

furniture made by a car

penter or cabinet-maker

under their personal

Supervision.

HANGING BOOKCASE

HANGING bookcase

of neat appearance

and good proportions is

shown in the title illus
tration. It is made from

the boards of a dry goods

99x; the case when fin

ished should be about

thirty inches long and

eighteen inches high

from the bottom shelf to

the top of the cornice

moulding, and about

Seven or eight inches

deep. It may be backed

With boards or left open ~~

if desired. It should be
Provided with a shelf in

the middle and a division

at one side, the lower ends of the sides

being allowed to project below the bottom

9f the case and cut in bracket shape, as the

drawing shows.

strip of cornice moulding should cap

the cabinet all around the top. With sev

°ral coats of paint of some desirable shade

and the addition of a small brass rod, from

\

\

º-

-

wº

\

~).

-

º
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A STANDING BOOKCASE (Illus. No. 2)

Which curtains may be suspended, the

90kcase will be completed. A few brass

ooks can be screwed under the bottom

shelf, on which teacups may be hung.

--

CORNER CABINET (Illus. No. 5)

fast side by side and

a cornice moulding

nailed around the top

of each. Shelves

should then be ar

ranged the proper dis

tance apart to receive

books of regular size,

and six wooden balls

made, and arranged

under the case to raise

it up from the floor.

The rough parts of the

wood should be rubbed

smooth with sand-paper

and all the nail holes

puttied up, after which

the inside and outside

of the case should be

painted to harmonize

* . . ." - * with other furniture

in the room. With the

addition of brass rods

and some light curtains, some books ar

ranged on the shelves and bric-à-brac on

top, the standing bookcase will form an

attractive and useful piece of furniture.

PRETTY WALL CABINET

THE design for a pretty wall cabinet is

shown in Illustration No. 3, and is a

very simple affair to make, as it is com

posed of three ordinary

wooden boxes. Two of

them should be oblong

and of the same size,

while the third is to be

square, or nearly so, and

not quite so deep as the

other two. They should

be arranged and fas

tened together side by

side with screws and in

the position as indicated

in the drawing. A cor

nice moulding should be

fastened around the top

of the end boxes, and

shelves arranged to ac

commodate books, etc.

After the holes and

cracks in the boxes have

all been puttied up the

entire cabinet should be

treated to several coats

of paint and then hung

in position against a

ºil. A few hooks may

be screwed fast under

the cabinet, from which

to suspend cups, and the

top of the cabinet be ar

ranged as directed for

the bookcases.

FOR DAINTY CHINA

A RACK of shelves or a

china rack makes a

desirable piece of furni

ture for a dining-room.

It may be used as a cabi

net on which to display

odd plates and pretty

articles of china. A suggestion for a china

rack is shown in Illustration No. 4. It will

be found a very simple and inexpensive

affair to construct. It may be made of

boards obtained by breaking up some

boxes of good size and of thin boards.

The framework of the rack should be

thirty-six inches high, twenty-four inches

wide and not more than five inches deep;

inside of this frame a number of shelves

may be arranged sufficient distances apart

to receive saucers and plates standing on

edge. Cups of various sizes may be hung

from hooks made fast to the under side

of some of the shelves. . It will not be

necessary to have any back to this cabinet,

as the china may rest against the wall. A

cornice moulding should be arranged

around the top and finished as the other

pieces. - -

Curtains of silk or other desirable light

goods may be used on this rack; if of plain

material, odd designs may be embroidered

on them, as shown in the illustration. A

running design should be worked all

around the outside edge, so that when the

curtains are closed they will appear as one.

Pretty curtains may be made from cheese

cloth ; it comes in almost all colors and

makes an inexpensive and easily-arranged

drapery for either open bookcase or cab
inet.

If, instead of curtains for this rack of

shelves, glass doors are used, they can be

made at a small cost, and fastened to

either side of the cabinet with hinges.

Two doors are preferable to one, as they

are much easier to handle, and a lock or

catch should be provided to keep them

closed. Glass doors, of course, will keep

a great deal of dust out of a china cabinet

or rack, and for that reason are more desir

able to inclose fine china that is not in

every-day use, but for cups and saucers

that are used constantly the curtains will

prove the most convenient.

A CORNER CABINET

IN Illustration No. 5 is a suggestion for a

corner cabinet that may be made from

a few smooth pine or white wood boards.

It should be about six feet high. The

sides against the wall should be twenty

inches wide, making the width of the

shelves from the front back to the angle

about fourteen inches. Five or six shelves

will be sufficient to hold all the books and

bric-à-brac you would care to place in a

corner. Across the top a piece of cornice

moulding should be fastened. This cabi

net may rest on the top of a surbase, and

be held in position and from falling for

ward with two or three slim steel wire

nails driven through each side into the

wall behind the wood sides.

When making a cabinet of this size care

should be taken in its construction, and

particularly with the shelves; they must

be very securely fastened to the side

boards, as they will necessarily have to

sustain a considerable weight if many

books are placed on them, and although

one book when handled does not seem to

be very heavy, when a number of them are

placed on a shelf it would be surprising to

PRETTY wall CABINET (Illus. No. 3)

find what a number of pounds their total

weight would amount to. If the shelves

are not securely anchored by means of long

screws the result of a break-down might be

disastrous, especially if valuable bric-à

brac should happen to be under the weak

One.

Wood not less than seven-eighths of an

inch in thickness should be used for

shelves, for if thinner the weight of books

might split the wood away from the screws

or nails used to anchor them unless strips

are fastened to the side boards under the

ends of each one, and on which the shelves

may rest.

ARRANGING THE CURTAINS

BRA. rods, from which curtains of appro

priate material may be hung, will add

greatly to the appearance. Instead of hav

ing one long curtain to hang from the top

of the cabinet the effect will be much bet

ter if two or three shorter ones are used,

so that while one part of the cabinet may,

be closed another may be open. In this

way a more artistic arrangement may be

obtained.

º

FOR DAINTY CHINA (Illus. No. 4)

The suggestions for a few simple and

inexpensive pieces of furniture for the con

venience and decoration of the home have

been given. If the description be given to

any carpenter he will find it an easy matter,

with the help of the illustrations, to carry

out the instruction; and if, instead of being

made of boxes you prefer to have them of

hard or fancy wood, you will find that a

cabinet-maker or good joiner carpenter

can make and finish any of them at mod

-

Silky and lustrous in finish. Gives best

effects whether worked on linen, cotton or

silk fabrics. Ask your dealer for it. If he

does not keep it please send us his name,

or request him to send to us for color card

and prices.

Barbour's Prize Needlework Series, No. 3,

just issued, IIo pages, contains offer to

purchase work, and gives directions for

making Lacework, Needlework and Em

broidery. Sent on receipt

of Hoc. in stamps.

A limited number of Prize

Needlework Series i and 2 are

still to be had. Price ioc. each.

See *That all your

Alizzer. Thread

Carries this Trade-///ark.

THE BARBOUR BROTHERS CO.

New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco

“Do Not Stammer.”

YOU CAN BE CURED AT

The Philadelphia Institute
For the Permanent Cure of Stammering, Stuttering and all

other Impediments to a Distinct Articulation

Indorsed by Prof. H. C. Wood, M. D., L.L. D., Uni

versity of Pa., and Hon. Jno. Wanamaker, Ex-Post

master-General, 13th and Chestnut Sts., Philº Pa.

Send for *:::::::: pamphlet to PHILA. INSTITUTE,

1033 Spring Garden St., Philada., Pa., U. S. A.

EDW. S. JOHNSTON ºpal and Founder

Established isº.

ESTABLISHED 1851

PIANOS

Highest Award Columbian Exposition

Celebrated for their Pure Tone, Elegant Designs,

Superior Workmanship and Great Durability.

Sold on easy terms. Old instruments taken in ex

change. Catalogue and information free.

VOSE & SONS PIANO CO.

© Every essential quality of piano construction,
ſ tone, touch, scale, design, and beauty of finish

are cºmbined in the BRIGös. They are ab

solutely and unequivocally one of the standard

pianos of the world. Old instruments taken
in exchange. Catalogue with full information

free on application.

BRIGGS PIANO CO.

615-641 Albany Street, BOSTON

-S-s-a-2-7

A LITTLE THE NICEST

JACROSE PASTE DENTIFRICE. By CHARLEs Gordon

Buck. When used with a wet brush, produces a pure,

creamy foam which fills, every grevice, thoroughly
cleansing and refreshing the mouth. It polishes the

teeth º: injury to the enamel, prevents decay

and renders the gums firm and brilliant. Per tube,

25 cents; per jar, 50 cents.

Sold by dealers in high-grade toilet goods.

tube sent prepaid for 12 two-cent stamps.

Address BUCK & RAYNER, Dept. B,

State and Madison Streets. CHICAGO

Be Your Own Sandow.

The Whitely Exerciser.

A complete home gymnasium, madeofelastic

cord, passing over noiseless cone

bearing pulleys. The most

popular means for developing &

Health & Strømgth,
Agents Wanted. Illustrated Book Free.

Price, enamel finish, 88.00

Price, nickel finish, 84.00

For sale by A. G. Spaulding & Bros.

Address correspondence to sole mfrs, 5

The Independent Electric Co., º

39th Street and Stewart Ave., CEIICAGO.

MOTHERSºr
terest to children. Books at wholesale rates, postpaid.

P. W. RAIDABAUGii. 98 Market Street, Chicago

A STOCKING FOOT PATTERN

Full size

send for free list

of Holiday Books,

erate cost.

for footing worn-out*;and cut so that the

seams will not hurt the feet, will be

mailed you on receipt of 10 cents

ECONOMY PATTERN CO.

P. O. B. 457. Reading, Pa.TRY IT.
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2. LL women will agree

that illness loses

many of its terrors if

the surroundings are

pleasant. This means

appropriate dressing,

which need not be

expensive but must

be becoming, and

dainty and fresh also.

Those desiring maternity gowns will find

that by using a little care in the selection

of materials and designs their gowns may

be made to disguise their condition. Such

gowns should be made as attractive and

healthful as possible. It is not necessary

to clothe one's self like a guy in order to

preserve health, and hygienic dressing does

not mean homely dressing, as so many

think after reading some of the present day

essays upon the subject.

FOR EXPECTANT MOTHERS

T this season wear a combination suit

of wool under a soft-boned corset or

corset-waist, which should, of course, be

of a larger size than usual. Over these

come the black stockings fastening to the

edge of the corset with supporters, which

should have two short straps buttoning or

pinning to the corset to prevent any pulling

down. I do not believe in straps over the

shoulders as they make nervous women

almost hysterical and well ones impatient

with the pulling. Shoes with low heels

and half-round toes, amply long, but

not sufficiently loose to allow the feet to

slip in them. Now a light flannel skirt put

on a yoke, or a divided flannel skirt if one

fancies the idea. This skirt may button to

the corset, as may an outside petticoat.

The cambric corset-cover comes next, or

you may prefer one of the low-neck sleeve

less Swiss ribbed undervests worn under

the last petticoat for a corset-cover. It fits

without a flaw and when washed will not

crawl up the back as many cambric ones

do. Pure and plaited silk, lisle and cotton

vests are put to this use. In this garb you

are warmly, lightly and healthfully dressed

and yet not following any expensive or

dowdy fads. If you can afford a silk petti

coat it will hold the dress out, never cling,

and be as light as the traditional feather.

Failing one of silk, try the mohair or lustre

makes that have many similar qualities,

but above all keep to a light quality.

MATERNITY HOUSE DRESSES

WRºs tea-gowns and sacques form

the list. In the wrapper line the

striped French or outing flannels in narrow

designs should be made up as a half-tight

princesse shape, with inside belt to hold the

back to the figure. The fashionable bertha

ruffle of the goods edged with rows of No.

I ribbon or a feather-stitching of mediaeval

silk will aid in concealing the figure.

Sleeves are full leg-of-mutton shape. The

front of the garment must be cut amply

long to avoid any uneven lifting there.

Later in the year percales are made up in

the same manner, with a trimming of em

broidery. Another very comfortable de

sign has a princesse back and Mother Hub

bard or full loose fronts shirred at the neck.

Dressing sacques are of China or surah

silk, cashmere or flannel. Loose fronts,

half-tight back, leg-of-mutton sleeves and

a wide rolling or high crush collar are the

features of this garment worn with odd

skirts. Lace bertha or epaulette ruffles,

jabots of lace down the front or accessories

of the goods finished with rows of narrow

ribbon or lace insertion. Ribbon bows

may be applied wherever they can be

placed ; one of the latest is of a lot of loops

without ends fluttering in every direction.

The inevitable tea-gown for home afternoon

and evening wear is of figured Japanese

silk, striped taffeta, crépon, cashmere, etc.,

with a loose centre front of Japanese or

surah silk. The chiffon fronts over satin

are beyond ordinary purses. Velvet trim

mings, a touch of jet, heavy guipure lace,

ribbon or silk answer for a crush collar,

loosely-tied belt, yoke, revers, shoulder

ruffle and such effects. Vandykes of lace

over sleeves and as a yoke, with crush

collar and cuffs of cherry velvet form the

pretty trimming on a gown of navy cash

mere having a loose front of changeable

blue and cherry silk. Then one of gray

has a front of old rose; velvet collar and

ribbons to match, lace yoke over centre

front. A striking combination shows the

princesse tea-gown of black Fayetta, with

front of cardinal surah and a crush collar

of the same bright color in velvet. Have

the gown dark rather than light, but the

centre front can be as gay as any one may

wish. A slight demi-train, to a tea-gown

will give a taller look to the wearer. Do

not trim the lower edge of a tea-gown

unless able to have a fur edging.

* GOWNS FOR OCCASIONAL USE :

By Emma M. Hooper
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FOR STREET WEAR

N making a skirt, allowance must be

made at the centre of the top for extra

length, curving it up so that it will not

pull up at the lower edge. In place of fit

ting the front closely with darts have a few

gathers. The four-yard bell will be a good

shape, with the gathers mentioned; no

trimming is required. The pointed cor

sage having a loose Fédora front is seen for

such costumes, the front being of soft silk

and falling over the waist-line. Large leg

of-mutton sleeves, crush collar and extra

trimmings like bretelles or a yoke may be

indulged in. Very fussy garniture renders

one conspicuous, which is just the effect to

be avoided. The Etonjacket fronts pointed

a trifle below the waist-line are excellent,

with a blouse front of silk. Do not wear a

round waist and belt after the third month.

Trim in lengthwise lines to give a slender

appearance. Wear plain goods, mixtures

and narrow lines. Brown, navy, black and

dark green are both fashionable and con

servative colors to wear under such circum

stances. The coats now worn to the knees

over a skirt to match are satisfactory in

every way. An easy fit attracts less atten

tion than a perfectly tight one. Soft ma

terials are better than heavy or stiff fabrics.

The interlined skirts that stand out all

around are just what ladies have long

wished for at this time, but they must not

be made too heavy.

DETAILS OF MODELS

A FOUR-YARD bell skirt of brown diago

nal interlined with light grasscloth and

gathered slightly at top of front; large

leg-of-mutton sleeves ; pointed waist of

changeable brown and green silk in narrow

line effects, with a crush collar of green

velvet and loose front of green chiffon.

For the street a knee-length coat is added,

having a frock back and very large sleeves,

rolled collar and revers of velvet.

Another dress is of a navy blue mixture

with a skirt like the one above described,

and jacket fronts pointed a trifle below the

waist. Loose front of blue and black silk

and large sleeves of black velvet, with a

crush collar to match. For street wear

there is a half-long blue cloth cape having

a collarette of the velvet. The godet capes

of fur, sealskin, astrakhan, Alaska sable,

etc., having a sweep of eighty-five to one

hundred inches and length of twenty-seven,

are the handsomest of garments for this

period of dressing. Black and brown cloth

capes are worn half way to the knees and

very full. A handsome black gros-grain

skirt and pointed corsage has a loose front

of black chiffon, jetted, and bretelles or

braces of jet bands an inch and a half wide;

crush collar and leg-of-mutton sleeves of

bluet, leaf-green or mauve velvet. Above

alf have your clothes of a comfortable fit

and then they are pretty sure of being

healthful. Button all of the undergarments,

which should be yoked, to the corsets.

FOR AN INVALID’S WEAR

If only able to sit up in bed a loose sacque

shaped garment called a nightingale is

most handy for slipping over the night

dress. It is made of cashmere or flannel

and usually has the edges hemmed and

feather-stitched; all of the pattern houses

issue a pattern of it. When able to sit up

for a time a wrapper of striped flannel

having a princesse back and loose front is

comfortable, worn with or without the

night-gown, but I believe in changing all

of the clothes when able to get out of bed.

Do not fuss too much about dressing and

thus become tired. Wear pure wool un

derwear, a soft-boned corset or corset

waist; then add a flannel and outer petti

coat and the wrapper, with easy bedroom

shoes of crochet wool, felt, wadded silk,

etc. Dainty shoulder shawls and sofa

covers are always appreciated by one

doomed to such a weary life as must be

led in a sick-room. Plenty of cushions

having removable denim or linen covers

are necessary. Select colors for wrappers,

shawls, etc., that are cheerful and be

coming. Cardinal, garnet, reddish-brown,

pinkish-gray, lightblue, yellow, rose, bright

old rose and cream are good sick-room

colors. A bit of lace gathered in the neck

and sleeves will help to conceal the marks

of illness. Have soft materials, exquisite

cleanliness and dainty colorings. Every

thing should be well aired before putting

it on, and have all articles made to button

or hook easily, as trying to pin garments

on is so tiresome to one who is ill or

nervous. Line the wrapper with soft per

caline, and never face the lower edge with

canvas. If of wash goods, like flannel, a

lining is not necessary, unless the woolen

feeling next to the flesh is disliked ; if so,

line the waist and sleeves. Never use a

lining that rustles for a wrapper.

TEA-GOWNS FOR THE FEEBLE

HEN a more elaborate toilette can be

made have a couple of tea-gowns

easy to fasten and of bright colors. Hen

rietta, crépon, printed Japanese silk, etc.,

with a loose centre front of Japanese silk

or surah are materials to be recommended.

Line the skirt part with undressed cam

bric or percaline and the part above the

hips with silesia or percaline. Pretty com

binations are gray and pink, brown or

navy and scarlet, the new bluet and cherry,

rich purple and mauve, dark green or

blue and yellow, navy and pink, gray and

old rose, copper and pale blue. The

sleeves are very large, with a lace, velvet

or ribbon trimming at the wrists; back is

cut as an easy-fitting princesse held by an

inside belt, and the fronts have single darts,

with the centre front of contrasting goods

loose over a close lining. This is sewed

in under the edge of the outer fronts and

opens down the middle to ten inches be

low the waist-line. The goods are shirred

in three straight rows at the top or in sev

eral rows imitating a round or square yoke.

Others have a yoke of lace laid over the

silk, which is flat, with the fullness from

the lower edge of this. The edge of the

outer fronts is trimmed with revers to the

feet of velvet, lace jabots, lace laid on

flatly, a triple box-plaiting of ribbon or silk

or metal passementerie. Lace epaulette

ruffles are also pretty, and from one side

seam to the other is a crush belt of silk or

velvet or ribbon tied in front. Crush col

lar of velvet in any case unless the wearer

is stout, when one of the rolling collars

will prove more comfortable. Expensive

materials need not be put into such a gown,

but have it of a cheerful color, prettily

made and becoming to the one shut in

from outdoor active life.

OF INTEREST TO WOMEN

SLºs are very large, being one-piece

leg-of-mutton style that need three

yards of twenty-inch to cut two of the

correct size. Interline them from the elbow

to the top with book muslin or very thin

crinoline. If you want an elbow sleeve

have it a balloon puff with a frill of the

material, velvet or lace just covering the

elbow. Do not be sparing of the velvet

in making a crush collar; let it lie in easy

folds lightly tacked here and there. Pointed

corsages showing the regular darts have

returned for evening waists. Full dress

corsages are round, square or high necked.

The latter style for full dress has come in

with the great favor shown to black and

white chiffon, the use of which amounts to

a craze. Loose plastrons or Fédoras drop

ping over the belt are worn by slender

figures. Braces or bretelles of ribbon tied

in bows on the shoulders are worn by

young ladies. Lace points drop plainly

over sleeve tops, form a yoke and are worn

as a girdle with the points turned up. Lace

and chiffon are combined even with fur on

cloth costumes. Jet bands are stylishly

worn as a yoke or braces, and looped waist

pieces shaped for the shoulders or dress

fronts in jet beads and spangles are very

handsome on silk gowns. The striking

feature of the season's dressing is the com

bination idea in waists and skirts. Velvet,

chiffon, satin, changeable and plain silk

waists are varied so as to suit every occa

sion. Small brocades and tiny stripes are

in constant demand and the handsomest

have velvet sleeves ; all have velvet crush

collars. Belts and bows are growing suf

ficiently wide to herald the return of the

wide sash, especially in black satin, moiré

and gros-grain. -

THE SKIRT OF TO-DAY

This garment has become very important

since French dressmakers sent over

the early winter models from five to eight

yards wide; but the universal pattern has

been but four yards. After repeated trials

every dressmaker acknowledges that these

will not set properly unless interlined. The

lightest weight of grasscloth will answer;

then some add the usual canvas facing,

others use only the interlining, and a third

class put on a facing of the grasscloth in

addition to the grasscloth. The lining and

outside material should be as carefully

fitted at the top as a waist is, and the back

laid in three or four godets or narrow round

plaits, which are held by elastic straps five

and fifteen inches below the belt. Such a

skirt should escape the ground all around.

Made of satin duchesse, moiré, gros-grain,

dotted taffeta, Henrietta, serge, mohair,

etc., in black they are worn with any kind

of a silk waist. Then come navy or brown

skirts, and both the material and color may

contrast with the waist. Black surah has

come into play again for a useful skirt, and

colored surah is somewhat worn as waists,

but the silk for spring is fancy taffeta of a

soft finish. Printed silks will also have a

good season and fancy cotton goods will

be more worn than ever. Velvet has been

the chief trimming and millinery material.

It always enriches whatever it is put with

and is the most universally becoming ma

terial known. It softens all kinds of com

plexions, and will be used for crush collars,

etc., all through the season. It is surmised

that velvet ribbon will be worn again.

Editor's NoTE–Miss Hooper's answers to her

correspondents, under the title of “Hints on Home

Dressmaking,” will be found on page 31 of this issue

of the Journal.

Sea Island

Zephyrs

Wash Without Fading

and are Unsurpassed

for Durability

JOHNSON MANUFACTURING CO.

83 Worth Street, New York

“I don’t want to vote,

but I would like

to emancipate

woman kind

from unneces

sary work. If

they'll use
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a brand of the

famous §

** \\ yºs Bias

º Velveteen

º - - --

Skirt Binding

on their dresses, one binding will save

the work and expense of putting on

several of other kinds.”

Look for “S. H. & M.” First Quality on the

label of every bolt you buy.

“S. H. & M.” Dress Stays are the Best

Nº.

E. * *
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º

"Don't b - Afrai

this is the

"A.W.B." Millerain

Velveteen and it is Rainproof. The water

runs off of it like mercury, leaving no

stain or dimmed lustre. Just the material

for costumes and wraps.

Every woman needs just such a Rain

proof, serviceable gown.

ASK FOR IT ANYWHERE

BIAS

VELUTINA

IndeStructible

DRESS

FACING

King Philip Mills

85 Worth St., New York City

will send samples of their

CambricS, LaWnS and NainS00kS

on receipt of two-cent stamp.
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º, CHRISTMAS gift that

* every woman likes to

receive, and which

many women do re

ceive, is a black silk

gown. It is a curious

fact, but it is true,

that men always see

dignity in black silk,

and in making a

present to some one close to them the

material for a black silk gown is very apt

to be chosen. The young husband likes

to see his wife look matronly, and the

elderly one likes to see his wife look

elegant, attired in a soft, rustling silk. In

years gone by silk gowns were made with

great stiffness, and the decoration, if there

was any, was flat in effect, and neither

brought out the beauty of the silk nor

added in any way to the appearance of the

wearer. The dressmaker has grown more

artistic, and nowadays the silk is draped

and folded, decorated with soft stuffs or

glittering trimmings, as is considered best,

and while nothing has been taken from

A BLACK AND WHITE SILK COSTUME (Illus. No. 3)

the simple elegance of the gown, it is made

so that it does not bring out every pound

of flesh, or every startling bone, as it used

to. Nothing is more unbecoming than an

unrelieved surface of black silk, and noth

ing looks quite so prim and funereal; but

properly and becomingly made no gown is

So well suited to women of all ages.

THE TRIMMINGS IN VOGUE

RICH, jet decorations, having mingled

with them gold or steel, are liked

upon black silk, although it must be con

essed that while the jet looks richer with

the contrasting glitter, still one is less likely

to tire of the plain jet. Bands imitating

Colored stones are set into coarse white

lace and used for vests, cuffs, collars or

Capes. They come out most effectively

āşainst the black background. Velvet,

black or of a bright color, is liked upon

black silk, and its use, as should the use

of every decoration, depends upon the

style of the woman who is to wear the

frock. Plaited chiffon in faint tints is liked

for, a gileſ, and tends, where the figure is

inclined to be angular, to give it a full,

round look. The old idea that an elderly

Woman's gown must be severe, and I am

§mpted to say, ugly, is no longer held.

Youth and beauty do not require rich gowns

and magnificent trimmings to bring out

their perfections, but when middle age has

Some, then there is a right to claim all of

the beautiful stuffs and aii of the beautiful

ecorations, so that any imperfection of

gure or face may be hidden entirely, or,

at least, so nearly entirely that it is un

noticed. .

A VERY ARTISTIC SILK GOWN

SILK gown made by an artistic dress

maker for a lady of fifty is shown in

Illustration No. 1. The skirt is made after

the new style, which fits closely

about the hips, and is very full

and flaring in the back. The

skirt trimming consists of a bias

band of velvet laid in folds and

knotted at intervals of three

eighths of a yard; this is set

about the skirt a little more than

a quarter of a yard above the

edge. A coat basque of silk

fits in at the back and flares

away from the front, to show a

somewhat long waistcoat of the

black overlaid with coarse white

lace thickly spangled with imi

tation sapphires. The turn

down collar on the coat is of

black velvet. The inside one

is a high stock of satin ribbon

of the popular blue shade,

which very nearly matches the

sapphires. The sleeves are

very high and full, but

shape in at the wrist and

display three straps of

velvet caught on the

outer sides with large

sapphire buttons. With

this dress is worn a

small jet bonnet, having

a jet and sapphire ai

grette in front, while at

the back ties of

the blue ribbon

come from un

der two stiff

blue rosettes.

White glacé kid

gloves having

four large but

tons are worn.

Before select

ing this design

for her black

silk gown, the

owner of the

material hesi

tated, as she

had to consider

the fact that she

had grown very

large. Two

styles only are suited to the woman

who has gotten too stout, and they

are the round waist with a belt, and

the skirt trimmed lengthwise, or

the coat basque, which in this in

stance was selected. The short

basque adds to the size.

ANOTHER SILK GOWN

IMPLICITY is the keynote of the

silk gown which is pictured in

Illustration No.

2. The skirtis

made after the

received style,

and so perfect

is its cut and

so exactly is it

fitted, that it

requires no

trimming to enhance

its elegance. The

bodice is a round

one, draped to fit the

figure across the front,

and having appliquéd

upon the upper part,

jacket fronts of finely

cut jet. The folded

belt is of apple-green

velvet, and fastens in

the back under the

plaited loops known

as “donkey’s ears.”

The collar is of velvet

arranged in the same

way, and the straps on

the extreme edge of

the sleeves correspond

with belt and collar.

The bonnet is a close

fitting capote of green

velvet, with a border

of large flat jets, cut

in cameo fashion, and

having two short black

lumes standing up

just in front. The

gloves are of black

undressed kid.

This gown could, of

course, be developed

in all black, but there

is a liking for black

silk gowns having

upon them the ma

terial desired, velvet,

silk or moiré, to give

a touch of color.

BLACK AND WHITE ONTRASTS

BLA; and white has always been a very

rich contrast, and naturally the more

elegant the fabrics used, the richer the

effect achieved. In Illustration No. 3 is

shown the combination of black silk and

white moiré. The skirt of the costume is

made with the usual flare, although, like

all the fashionable skirts, it does not really

touch the ground. Its decoration consists

of two sets of white moiré ribbons, two

inches wide, that are fastened on each side

of the front, come down within a quarter

of a yard of the foot, and are there each

arranged in an enormous bow and ends,

these bows being carefully sewed to place,

so that they almost seem as if appliquéd

\\

ARTISTIC DESIGN FOR BLACK SILK GowN (Illus. No. 1)

on the material. The bodice is a round

basque with the flaring skirt that is now

fancied on all basques. The belt is a

folded one of white moiré, fastening just

in front under small “ donkey’s ears.”

The upper portion of the bodice has round

jacket fronts of white moiré overlaid with

black thread lace made specially for that

purpose and so properly shaped. The

sleeves are in a full puff on each shoulder,

are strapped at the elbows with folded

bands of white moiré,

and have a cuff finish

of white moiré over

laid with black lace.

The huge collar is of

white moiré like the

belt and fastens just

in front as it does.

The bonnet worn

with this is of that

black felt which looks

rosettes of white rib

bon and tiny white

birds. White kid

gloves are worn with

this costume. De

veloped in all black,

this would be a very

rich-looking dress, or

if one were wearing

dull silk and crêpe,

it would also be a

suitable design, crêpe

being used wherever

the moiré was, ex

cept, indeed, in

the place of the

ribbon trim

ming on the

skirt, and that

should, of

course, be

omitted.

AN ELEGANT SILK GOWN (Illus. No. 2)

like satin, and it is .

decorated with small

AboutWearing Black

It is now quite

dressed women to

in Black.

Youth and age seem to vie in the

selection of styles. Small designs and

blossoms, tasteful stripes, handsome solid

weaves, Crépons showing curl from finest

to widest, and many other ideas, are

worked out in All-Black fabrics of Wool

and of Silk-and-Wool.

There is no function in life for which

a gown of one of these materials is

inappropriate.

The more staple lines of goods—Hen

riettas, Cashmeres, Camel's Hair, Serges,

etc., we have always carried with special

regard to Mourning Orders.

Samples sent on request.

the fashion for well

appear a good deal

James McCreery & Co.

Broadway and 11th Street

NEW YORK

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Turkish

Towels

If everybody knew the luxury, comfort

and economy of the Star and Crescent

Turkish Towels,few other towelswouldbe

used. You can get them as soft as down

or as rough as you wish—or with oneside

harsh the other soft, if you like. They

wear 3 times as long as ordinary towels,

are easy to wash and require no ironing

—“It’s all in the loop.” If not to be

had at the dealers, we will send a pair

of exquisite design for $1.oo. Al- º

ways look for the trade mark. º.

Get the little book that tells the whole story. Free. § x4.

Star and Crescent Mills Co.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

sitºr

2 THE TWIN-DRAGON

is on every piece of

LLAMA Striped Fleece

POLKA. P. K. Fleece

ENGLISH Fleece

For These fabrics are just the thing

for warm little night-slips for

Baby the Baby, and for wrappers

and underwear. You can get

and these Fleeces in plain weaves,

and in dainty piqué and striped

effects. Also in white and col

ors. Nothing could be more

suitable for house jackets and

children’s dresses.

So/d by all leading Retailers.

James McCutcheon & Co.

HAVE FOR FORTY: YEARS MADE A

SPECIALTY OF DEALING IN

Pure Linen Handkerchiefs

Fine Housekeeping Linens

Mother

and

Linen Fabrics

of All Kinds

THEY handle only the most

reliable goods, and show a

larger assortment than is shown

ba by any other house in this

tº country.

- Catalogue mailed free on re

quest. Address

JAMES MCCUTCHEON & CO.

THE LINEN STORE

14 West 23d St., New York

Mr.S. JennéSS Miller writes:

NEw York, Sept. 5, 1894.

AMERICAN FIBRE CHAMois Co.

NEw York :

Gentlemen :-I am using, your hygienic

interlining “Fibre Chamois” for waists

and jackets where warmth is required with

out bulk, and in puff sleeves and skirts as

a stiffening in preference to crinoline or

haircloth, as I consider it superior to any

thing I know of for the purpose.

(Signed). ANNIE JENNEss MILLER.

Should your dealer not have it in

his lining department, write direct to

J. W. GODDARD & SONS

98 and 100 BLEECKER STREET, NEW YORK

- 40c. per

Silk Waste Embroidery . .
k . (25c. per ounce) 100 crazy

- *::::::"inº*** Address

brainerd & Armstrong Silk Co., 6 Union St., New London, Conn
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º HE origin of toys for the

amusement of children

is lost in the mist of

ages. Dolls and small

round balls resembling

marbles have been

found in the early

Egyptian tombs.

Roman children played

with pop-guns and bows and arrows before

the commencement of the Christian era.

Virgil refers to tops in the AEneid, and we

know that the ivory dolls of the Romans

were furnished with movable legs and

arms for the greater pleasure of their little

owners. No doubt some of the baby

mothers who were overwhelmed in the

storm of ashes that buried Pompeii clasped

their dollies in their arms as they fell asleep

for the last time. A study of the toys of

succeeding generations would give a toler

ably complete idea of the progress of the

world. Articles made for the use or pleas

ure of the elders are quickly copied in

miniature for the delectation of theirjuniors.

It is only a few years since bicycles were

invented, now a bicycle is a part of the out

fit of every doll of luxurious tastes. -

who were little girls a score or
E

W more of years ago have a vivid

recollection of the importance that we felt

when we put on our first pair of kid gloves.

They were kept for wearing at church and

solemn functions and never taken out on

common occasions, lisle thread being con

sidered all-sufficient then. Now, dolls' kid

gloves can be obtained in sizes from five

to twelve, and no Paris demoiselle is

properly arrayed without them. The ad

vance of luxury in the home is very marked

within the last few decades. What were

luxuries are now only comforts and the

old-time comforts have grown to be neces

sities. “Plain living” is becoming a thing

of the past; we must not let “high think

ing ” go with it.

Little girls should be encouraged in a

fondness for dolls. In a very few it is un

developed and requires to be stimulated.

The mother instinct is usually strong; when

it is weak it needs fostering. Sometimes it

can be awakened by a pet kitten or dog

more easily than by an inanimate object,

but generally an attractive doll will prove

irresistible. The variety is indescribable

from the tiny china babies, that cost a

penny, to the magnificent French dames,

which are sold as bargains at fifty dollars.

Beside the dear commonplace dollies that

can be held comfortably in the arms,

rocked to sleep, dressed, undressed and

put to bed like real babies, there are in

numerable members of the great family

which are made for show rather than the

delights of every-day use and petting. One

of the most curious of these is the doll with

the reversible face. It wears a cap, and on

pressing a spring the plump, rosyface that

has been smiling from its border disappears

and a brown mulatto one, with shining

dark eyes, turns into view. The effect is

rather startling while the change is in proc

ess and might upset the nerves of a sensi

tive child. The Esquimaux doll, dressed

from head to foot in white fur, with its

pointed cap and long boots, is very pretty

and not at all alarming. Negro dolls are

said to be especial favorites with the little

ones of that race. Anglo-Saxon children,

as a rule, do not love them as they do their

white-skinned competitors, unless they

have some especially pleasant association

with the dark faces. The red man is not

forgotten, for dolls can be had with copper

colored complexions, dressed in Indian

costume, and cunning little papooses,

peeping over their mothers' shoulders, or

strapped to a board ready to be hung up

out of harm’s way.

HE manufacture of dolls is an extensive

industry. A single manufacturer in

Birmingham received an order for 4.5oo,

about two thousand five hundred dollars'

worth of dolls' eyes at one time. Dolls

are made in France, Switzerland, Germany,

Holland, England and the United States.

Dutch dolls were exported to England in

large quantities at one time, and in conse

quence all dolls were called in joke

“Flanders' babies.” An unbreakable doll

has recently been made in this country

which resembles in appearance the ordinary

bisque doll with curling hair, but can be

thrown on the floor with impunity. This

characteristic is shared by the rubber

dolls; however, in spite of their durability

these are not attractive to children after

babyhood. The English rag dolls are

practically indestructible, but are better

for the little ones who have learned not to

put their babies in their mouths, a process

that destroys the beauty of most dolls.

sº

PLAYTHINGS FOR CHILDREN §

By Elisabeth Robinson Scovil

jºgºsº

§

FROM the other side of the world we

have Zulu dolls, fierce of aspect and

scantily clothed, which no child would

dream of cuddling. Dolls can be obtained

dressed in every variety of costume from

prince to peasant. Nurses and Quakers,

ballet dancers and negro footmen, cooks

and jockeys, all are represented. Babies

in their christening robes, brides in their

wedding dresses, orange wreaths and

veils, and even, pathetic travesty of woe,

widows in their crêpe and black-bordered

handkerchiefs are mimicked for the amuse

ment of the children. A generation ago

boy dolls were seldom seen. The babies

of to-day may choose between sailor boys

in long and short trousers, Little Lord

Fauntleroys in velvet coats and lace collars,

and Harlequin himself with his fool's cap

and bells, the latter gentleman being

made of worsted and so unbreakable, a

great advantage for junevile possessions.

Another family of dolls which give much

amusement to the little ones are the musical

dolls mounted on sticks. They can be

made to revolve and give forth more or

less harmonious sounds. Whistling dolls,

clapping figures, and performing dolls,

moving head, hands and feet in response

to the jerking of a string, are delightful

toys for younger children, but do not take

the place of their more human cousins with

the little mothers.

A DOLL-HOUSE is a great pleasure to

little girls, and even boys do not dis

dain to play with one if “the other boys’’

are not too near. Much satisfaction can

be extracted from a home-made one, a

large box with vertical and horizontal par

tition forming four rooms. A curtain is

hung in front and the little housekeeper is

as happy furnishing and arranging it as if

it were one of the costly mansions with

glass windows and real doors which are

out of the reach of ordinary pocketbooks.

Everything that is necessary to furnish a

house can be procured in miniature, from

lamps for the drawing-room to mops for

the kitchen. Tubs, wringer and wash

board for the laundry, a revolving clothes

horse and clothes-pins leave no excuse for

the existence of soiled linen. Ranges in

which a fire can be built, scales that will

weigh the ingredients for a tiny batch of

cake, tin bathrooms, with bathtubs that

will hold water to give the washable dolls

a bath, and refrigerators, which are exact

models of the larger ones in every-day use,

make doll housekeeping easy. A visit to

a large toy shop is a revelation to those of

us who in the days of our youth had to

make our own properties for the dramas of

doll life which we loved to enact. Here

are not only dolls' fans, parasols, shoes

and stockings, watches and earrings,

bracelets and pins, but nursing bottles for

baby dolls, two sizes, looking dainty

enough to satisfy the hungriest dolly that

ever clamored for sterilized milk.

Toy savings banks may be made to serve

a very useful purpose in preventing the

waste of odd pennies and teaching habits of

thrift. It is well to have some special object

in view for the savings and it should not

always be a selfish one. The principle of

sharing one's possessions and good gifts

with others who are less fortunate ought

never to be lost sight of in the education

of children. To save that one may have

to give, and to learn to give wisely are

worth achieving.

The Uncle Sam bank represents the

typical figure with his right hand out

stretched. At his feet is a satchel with

U. S. on the side. On pressing a knob on

top of the box, which serves as a stand for

the figure, and placing a coin in the right

hand, the bag uncloses, Uncle Sam's mouth

opens as if welcoming it, and the money

drops into the satchel, which immediately

shuts again. The cabin bank represents a

hut with a negro standing in the door; a

whitewash brush leans against the house;

the coin is placed on the roof, and on touch

ing the handle of the brush the negro

stands on his head, spurns the money with

his foot and it disappears into the bank. .

In the eagle .# the money is put in

the bill of an eagle. By pressing a lever she

bends over her nest apparently to feed the

young birds who stretch toward her with

open mouths as if crying for food ; as she

stoops toward them the treasure which she

holds falls into the nest and is lost to sight.

The bad accident bank shows a black boy

seated in a cart driving a donkey, while

a smaller darky stands by the roadside.

When the money is placed under the

driver's feet the little boy springs forward,

the donkey is frightened and rears and the

deposit disappears into the body of the

cart.

|RON toys are excellent for children who

are old enough to play with them.

Their durability is a potent argument in

their favor, as every mother knows who has

had to dry the tears called forth by the

destruction of some fragile favorite. Fire

engines, hook and ladder trucks, hose

carts, fire patrol wagons, each holding

their policemen and a driver, the fire chief's

wagon, driven at full speed by the chief

himself, and even a chemical fire engine

to complete the equipment, can be procured

in this material. Nor is this all, for iron

engine houses, that will hold at least some

of the vehicles, may be had also.

For boys with military tastes there are

gun carriages with cannon and galloping

horses, and soldiers enough to furnish all

the armies of Europe with men. Those of

more peaceful proclivities will prefer the

trucks laden with boxes and barrels, the

carriages drawn by fiery steeds, the street

cars, railway trains and steamboats with

real wheels that will go round.

The bell toys are very ingenious and very

noisy, a drawback to nervous elders who

object to noise and yet have to be shut up

in a small house with boys and toys. The

simplest is a kind of bell between two

wheels; when they are made to revolve the

chime rings out. There is also a horse with

a bell perched on his saddle, a goat with a

rider whose feet strike the chimes as he

prances along. Cinderella's chariot, the

pumpkin drawn by rats, calls forth sounds

which would certainly have prevented the

original occupant from making her escape

from the prince as she drove away from

the ball.

Boys of larger growth are usually de

lighted with the mechanical toys perfect in

all their details and which will do real

work. Beside the locomotive, tender and

car, which run on a circular track made of

steel rails and wooden sleepers, there is a

steam engine and force pump, a steam pile

driver, a steam hoisting crane and many

different kinds of engines with a variety

of attachments. Steamboats are made in

various sizes, with propellers and with side

wheels, and steam fire engines that will

force water through the hose.

A toy that gives great pleasure to little

children is a tin monkey, gorgeous in a

green coat, red cap and knee breeches,

which climbs up and runs down a string.

The cord is wound on a wheel concealed

in the body; by increasing the tension the

animal moves in the most natural manner

possible, to the delight of the youthful

operator.

The popular Brownie band are made to

be used as ten-pins. They are represented

as musicians, each holding a different in

strument, and lose none of their quaintness

in their new form.

Some of the more expensive mechanical

toys are a laundress that turns her head

and moves her iron as if busily at work;

a doll with a butterfly net, which she

swings to catch a butterfly, while another

butterfly flutters about her as she turns her

head, apparently to watch it.

AMºº the newer toys is a model of the

Ferris wheel, with six cars, each con

taining two figures seated. It is made of

iron and steel and is moved by clockwork.

A locomotive, passenger car and tender

are propelled by the same means on an

elevated track, and also a miniature street

car with trolley wire and poles complete.

The tracks are about eight inches from the

ground, and are provided with a guard rail

which prevents the cars from falling acci

dentally. Wooden toys are satisfactory

for younger children, and though less du

rable than iron ones give a great deal of

º The Columbus spiral tower has

locks with the letters of the alphabet

strung on wires and arranged around a

spiral spring. It stands five feet in height

and can be compressed into a space of

twelve inches, like our old friend Jack in

the box. An open street-car with reversi

ble seats, striped curtains, and conductor,

and driver urging his horses, is an exact

representation of what electricity will soon

make a thing of the past. A tally-ho coach

with four horses, but containing, instead of

passengers, a set of alphabet blocks, com

bines amusement and instruction, while

Santa Claus' sleigh with its prancing rein

deer carries the same load.

In these days when manual training is

being more and more strongly insisted

upon and Sloyd is teaching even girls the

use of saw and plane, a tool-chest is an

acceptable present for boy or girl. They

may be had with tools of varying degrees

of efficiency according to the price. If in

tended for actual service it is better to buy

a box and purchase the tools separately,

getting the superior ones used by good

workmen. Children usually have a ple

thora of toys at Christmas and on birth

days. Aſter the first novelty has worn off

it is well to put some of them away to be

brought out subsequently when a dull day

or a trifling illness makes a fresh sensa

tion welcome. Toys that are in good con

dition when their first owners tire of them,

or those that only need some trifling repairs

should be put in order and sent to a hos

pital or a children’s home. They will

give an amount of satisfaction there which

their more fortunate possessors were never

lucky enough to extract from them.

Impure Milk

Is one of the chief causes of sickness among

babies.

“In the U. S. Department of Agriculture

reports, Prof. Law states that 20, 30, and

even 50 percent. of certain herds that supply

New York City with milk are affected with

tuberculosis; and other able veterinarians

have testified to the same condition of affairs

in other parts of the country.”

NESTLé's FooD

Is the safest of all foods, as it requires in

preparation the

Addition of Water Only

Our book, “The Baby,” containing full, in

formation on the subject of Babyhood, will be

Sent on request.

THOS. LEEMING & CO.

75 Warren St., New York

“How tile

AUTOHARP

Captured the Family.”

This Pamphlet with Catalogue

will be Mailed FREE.

A SPLENDID PRESENT

For Sale by All Dealers

ALFRED D0LGE & SON, Selling Agents

117 East 13th Street, New York

Autoharp Music
257. Little Fairy Waltz

2.94. Grandfather's ('lock

302. Nellie Gray

3.15. Blue Danube Waltz

3. Annie Laurie

8. Old Folks at Home

30. Home, Sweet Home

118. Home Again

132. Spanish Serenade 321. Comrades

256. My First Minuet 308. Climbing Up de Golden Stairs

$1.00 per Doz.: 10c. Each

All Latest Publications.

Send postal for Full Catalogue, Mailed FREE.

ALFRED DOLGE & SON, II'ſ E. I3th St., New York

“Cleaniont".:
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Easily Cleaned

Prevents Colic
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ALL DRUGGISTS

OR SENT BY MAIL, POSTPAID, 35 CENTS

FOX, FULTZ & WEBSTER

New York and Boston

RELIEE FOR EVERY MOTHER

WEEZ , ; Knit Waistś
child. If
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to get in your town send us, 25, 35 or
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Sizes 1 to 12 years.

NAZARETH MFG.CO.,Nazareth,Pa.
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VENETIAN POINT (Illus. No. 3)

HAND-MADE LACE COLLARS

By Sara Hadley

ARGE sums are now being lavished by

our wealthy sisters on the recently

revived taste for large lace collars.

The leading modistes cut the

shapes to suit a particular style of

garment, then skillful artists de

sign patterns in lace to suit, the

varying shapes. In many cases the designs

are adapted from real old point of different

kinds, especially Venetian and Flemish,

and busy fingers are set to work to carry

out the designs from machine-made braids

brought out expressly in great variety

to suit these styles of lace, these same

busy fingers needing only an ordinary

needle and linen thread to weave these

filaments which are so exquisitely lovely

and so lacelike in their effect. When ex

DESIGN IN OLD POINT (Illus. No. 5)

ecuted in cream color it is sometimes hard

to distinguish them, without a very close

examination, from valuable specimens of

real lace.

COST OF MAKING

THE entire cost of making one of these

collars will not exceed eight dollars;

the simpler patterns calling for less ma

terial may be made for about five. When

finished carefully they are worth, according

to the elaborateness of the design, from

thirty to one hundred dollars, but it must

be remembered at the same time that they

are worth nothing

at all if every stitch

is not placed exactly

where it belongs.

The expenditure of

five dollars includes

the pattern on pa

per muslin traced

by hand in ink, so

that friction in

working will not

ob literate the

forms. It should

be basted on to a

sheet of wrapping

Paper, not to o

thick, but of the
kind that does not

tear easily. This

ives the necessary

rmness required

to avoid risk of

puckering. The

five illustrations

given show several designs cut to suit the

prevailing fashions in sleeves, and the uni

versal stock collar of soft silk, satin or

velvet, with its many artistic folds and the

tiny rosettes which make of it so pretty a

neck finish.

DESIGN IN BATTENBURG LACE (Illus. No. 2)

DESIGN IN NEEDLE HONITON

LLUSTRATION No. 1 is worked in the

style known as needle Honiton. A very

detailed description of the methods em

ployed for this kind of lace has already

been given in theº: Three

sizes of Honiton braid are needed

for the pattern, in addition to a

straight point lace braid. Rings or

buttons made of fine linen thread

form the centres of the flower forms.

These can be bought ready for use.

They are basted into position face

downward before the braids are

tacked on, for be it remembered the

work is executed on the wrongside.

This maxim applies to all lace-mak

ing with the needle. It gives facili

ties for greater neatness and

strength in placing the braids

and fastening off. The purl

edge is sewed on last; it can

be bought by the yard. It may

be noted that the seven points

in this collar are so arranged

that two of them fall back and

front of the sleeve, giving a

squareness on the shoulder, with

deep points at the front and back.

BATTENBURG LACE COLLAR

THE Battenburg lace collar, Illus

tration No. 2, may recommend

itself to some on account of its taking

less time to make than the other de

signs. The shape also is generally

useful. The point falling on either

shoulder comes well on any sleeve.

The buttons are chosen to suit the

º of the braid, which may be

ne or heavy, according to taste.

The bars are twisted as in needle

Honiton, or they may be button

holed, except, of course, where the

spider wheels fill in the foundation. The

raised buttons give great richness to the

work, especially on a heavy braid, but they

may be omitted at discretion in this par

ticular design to economize both expense

and time.

The uses to which Battenburg lace may

be put are so many that any woman will

find it well worth her, while to study out

the method of working it. It may be

utilized as a dainty dress accessory as well

as for the beautifying of many dainty

pieces of table linen, such as finger-bowl,

place and plate doilies. But in following

out this and all lace

patterns, it must be

remembered that

the chief beauty of

any lace work is its

perfect exactness,

and that each stitch

must be perfect and

in its own particu

lar place if any re

sults are to be ob

tained. The task

of working out any

intricate pattern has

a fascination for

most women, and

the work that has

been accomplished

by many women in

this dainty art dur

ing the last few

years has been as

gratifying as it has

been surprising.

It may be noted that when the light braids

are employed, the purl edge, ready made,

can be sewed on, but in all cases where

heavy braids are employed it is better to

work the purling with the same thread

used for the fillings.

COLLAR IN VENETIAN POINT

HE square collar, shown in Illustration

No. 3, is a magnificent specimen of

modern lace-making, closely resembling

an exquisite piece of old Venetian point.

The braid should be sufficiently heavy to

give a certain weight to the finished work,

for anything like flimsiness would greatly

detract from the beauty of the design.

Rings and buttons of various sizes are

combined to give finish to the work, and

cannot in this instance be dispensed with,

as they form an integral part of the pat

tern. A variety of lace stitches are em

ployed to fill the spaces; they may be

varied at pleasure, avoiding only those

that are entirely solid. The bars are but

tonholed and enriched with picots. These

bars are somewhat tedious to work in com

parison with twisted bars, but they are

incomparably superior. This particular

shape allows the dress sleeve to rise high

between the points front and back.

A VANDYKE COLLAR

THE Vandyke collar, at Illustration No. 4,

is suggestive of portraits by the old

masters, adorned with just such pointed

collars in Flemish lace, worn on rich vel

vet suits, whence the term Vandyke points.

Only heavy braids are suitable for this

design. All the bars are twisted and re

lieved with spider-web fillings. The stitches

employed, especially for the points, may

vary in detail, but should be of about

the same solidity, avoiding the closest

ones, so that the fillings may show up

separate from the braid. This shape may

be adapted for children.

DESIGN IN OLD POINT

THE design in old point, shown in Illus

tration No. 5, if adapted for children's

use is very effective when worked in cream

colored braid and thread, the effect of the

A VANDYKE COLLAR (Illus. No. 4)

pattern when worn by a boy over a dark

velvet suit being particularly striking and

elegant.

Illustration No. 5 is likewise suitable for

children's wear, with a little adaptation;

it could be utilized in heavy braids for

trimming a girl's cloak. It will also be

found especially effective for ladies’ wear

executed in light point lace braid of purest

whiteness, the fillings being put in with

very fine thread in fairy-like stitches as

§
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COLLAR IN NEEDLE HONITON (Illus. No. 1)

open as possible, similar to those shown in

the drawing, care being taken to follow

the design closely. The design is held to

gether entirely by means of spider-webs

on twisted bars; these should likewise be

worked in fine linen thread, a trifle coarser

than that employed for the fillings.

On a demi-toilette of light texture for

evening wear one could scarcely wish for a

daintier, prettier or more becoming finish

for the bodice than one of these hand

made collars done in fine white thread and

lace braid to imitate the exquisite pattern

of old point here given. Indeed any one

of the designs here given, if faithfully

carried out, will make any evening costume

appear very attractive and elegant.

When one takes into consideration the

fact that all women love lace, and that

only the wealthy can afford to gratify their

tastes in that direction, it may be imagined

how welcome a gift one of these hand

made collars would be and how particularly

pleased any mother would be to have one

sent as a gift to one of her children.

Study

“The name of the Whiting Paper Company on a

box of Stationery is a guarantee of excellence.”

OCIETY has set the seal of its ap

proval on the papers made by the

º WHITING PAPER

§ COMPANY.,

§ the largest pro
23 ducer in the world

- of fine society

stationery.

“Standard Linen”

and “No. 1 Quality”

are the leaders, and the name is water

marked in the centre of each sheet.

Ask your dealer for “Whiting's Papers”

and take no substitute.

WHITING PAPER CO.

Holyoke, New York, Philadelphia,

The Sprague Correspondence

School of Law prepares you

for the bar right in your own

Chicago

home. Selects the proper text

books; maps

out the proper -

course of study;

helps you over

the rough places;

shows you how to

learn everything

worth learning and how ~

to avoid all unessen- ſº

tial matter; gives you

thorough examina

tions; fits you in every way for a legal ca

reer. Also a preparatory Lazz Course and a

thorough course in Business Lazv.

Handsome Catalogues with testimonials

from practicing attorneys, Free.

The Sprague Correspondence

School of Law

Room A, Telephone bid., Detroit, Mich.

Read our other advertisement in Dec. number, page 38.

open Throughout the Year

Asheville, North Carolina

This Magnificent Hotel

stands like an acropolis on the summit of a mountain

º, feet above tide, around the foot of which is built

the Famous City of Asheville. It has every conven

ience known in a modern hotel, including Edison

Electric Lights in every room: #ydraulic Elevator;

Open Fireplace and Steam Heat, throughout; Public

and Private Porcelain Baths and Closets; Billiards;

Bowling Alleys; Shooting Gallery; Chess Parlors, etc.,

for ladies and gentlemen, and magnificent Ball Room

with Stage for theatricals, and 500 feet of Piazza with

Southern exposure. Centre of social entertainments in

the South. The new club house of the famous Swanna

noa Hunt Club is situated in Battery Park grounds.

The Hunt Club dances will be given at the Battery

Park this winter, and will be among the swellest affairs

in this county. Cuisine conducted by French chefs—

unexcelled.

For photographs and circulars apply to Recreation

Department, THE QUTLook, Astor Place, New York,

or to i. P. Nick Issick. Manager,

You do not need to

leave home or give up

- present employment to secure

--~~~~ a Practical Business Education. We

can teach you Book-keeping. Shorthand, Penmanship.

Arithmetic, Spelling, Grammar, Law, Letter Writing,

etc., BY MAIL. 'ihis is the kind of knowledge that

º: and our teachers will prepare you thoroughly:

tilize your spare time and fit yourself for a good

position. Business men with dollars are seekin

º with business sense. Write for Fr.E.

ogue giving particulars. A Trial Lesson 10 cents.

BRYANT & STRATTON, No. 2 College Bldg.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

The Art Amateur
“BEST PRACTICAL ART MAGAZINE”

With Superb Color Studies

(The Only Art Periodical Awarded a Medal at The World's Fair)

Sent as a premium to

now FREE FOR 3 MONTHS i. one remitting

$4.00 for a year's subscription. Qr, $1.00 sent now for

3 months' subscription, will entitle sender to a full year

for only $3.00 instead of $4.00. Specimen copy,

together with manual “Painting for Beginners,” for

only 25c. (regular price 60c.), if L. H. J. is mentioned.

MONTAGUE MARKS, Pub., 23Union Sq., NewYork

oung

cata

Howe Grammar School

LiMA, INDIANA

This is a Boarding School for Boys,

the Episcopal Bishops of Indiana and Michigan. It

prepares thoroughly for college or business. . The

grounds are §. the buildings are new and of brick,

and are furnished with the modern improvements.

Special features are: Limited Numbers, Separate Room

for each pupil, Very Special Care of Morals and Health,

Unusual Oversight during study hours. For register or

reference, address Rev. C. N. SPALIDING. D. D.

º b

BLUE B00K

º our new." Blue Book”
º, giving full directions for

embroidering 50 differ

* enº flowers and leaves,

W. - y showing the colors of silk

- º to be used for each.

Ž ºs to any address

º º SENT for *... in

stamps.

THE BRAINERD & ARMSTRONG SILK Co.

6 Union Street, New London, Conn.

ARCHITECTURE.
Mechanics, Steam, Engineering, Mechan
ical-Drawing, Electricity, R. R. and Bridge

Engineering, Plumbing, Heating, Mining,

English Branches. Send for free circular,

stating subject wish to study or your trade.

Correspondence School of Industrial

Sciences, SCRANTON, PA.

SCHOOL OF Oberlin, Ohio.

Retouching and Photography
THE PIONEER School of AMERICA

Course 3 to 5 months. Stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.
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CULTIVATING

*HE grotesque, rigid,

... self-willed and seem

ingly unmanageable

plants comprised by

the Cactus genera

have worked their

way into popular

favor in a most sur

prising manner dur

ingthepast few years.

We no longer hear of the “Cactus craze”

as a questionable ‘‘hobby,” but rather of

Cactus enthusiasm. This is not surprising

when it is realized that the habits and re

quirements of these strange growths are

being carefully studied, and wonderful

specimens of blooming plants, which do

not depend only upon their fantastic forms

to recommend them to general favor, but

ossess also fragrance and notability—the

indispensable attributes of the perfect

flower—are being displayed. The perfect

ease with which the various sorts may be

grown is another great point in their favor.

PROPAGATING FROM SEED

TH: most difficult method of propagating

Cactus is found in raising the young

plants from seed. While it is almost im

possible to kill a well-developed plant (if

general principles in regard to temperature

and moisture are understood and carried

out) it seems to be equally impossible for

the amateur to succeed in raising even a

few fine plants from a large quantity of

seed. When planted in the same manner

as other seedlings, usually started into

growth in the early spring, they will be

almost sure to fail. They require special

treatment and a great deal of patience.

The best plan is to sow the seed in a flower

pot saucer filled with sand. Fill another

saucer with water, and set in this the seed

saucer, with the bottom just touching the

water. Enough will be absorbed through

the porous ware to keep the seeds moder

ately damp without being wet. While

warmth and moisture are both necessary

to germination they should both be used

in a very moderate degree with these

peculiar seedlings. In securing the warmth

do not expose to the direct rays of the sun

immediately after planting, as is sometimes

recommended. They need plenty of light

but not bright sunlight at first. It is a

good plan to turn a glass globe, or even a

pane of glass over the seed saucer. If the

seeds are kept out of draughts and given

an even temperature of about seventy-five

degrees, the seedlings ought to make their

appearance in about a month, but there is

no occasion for being discouraged if this is

not the case, as they may not germinate for

two or three months.

THEIR GENERAL CULTURE

IN
the care of Cactus plants the same

rules should be carried out that apply to

the cultivation of other flowers: First, study

the habit of the various plants as they grow

in their native countries; second, use good

common sense in carrying out the same

conditions, as regards soil, moisture and

situation, as far as is practicable in con

nection with the changed circumstances

under which it is necessary to grow them.

In purchasing new varieties ascertain,

if possible, their native home. The vari

eties found in the forests of tropical coun

tries, in some cases growing beneath the

shade of large trees, will require very dif

ferent treatment from those which are

taken from the hot, sandy plains of Mexico,

accustomed to the alternate seasons of

drought and rain. Another rule that is

often followed blindly is that of allowing

the plants a constant supply of the hottest

possible sunshine throughout the summer.

Following the direction of successful grow

ers, slanting window sashes are even used

to catch the rays of the sun and make them

more intense, and the usual result is a col

lection of dwarfed, shriveled plants. While

this treatment is to be recommended under

certain conditions, common sense will tell

us that it will be anything but beneficial if

the plants are exposed to these fierce sun

rays while growing in the small pots filled

with sandy soil. All moisture is quickly

evaporated through the porous pot, which

soon becomes so hot that the tender roots

pressing against the side are literally

cooked, and how can they be expected to

thrive under these circumstances? If the

pots are sunk in the ground in the sunniest

exposure, or if it is desirable to have the

plants remain in the conservatory or

window garden, the pots may be sunk in a

box of sandy soil, with drainage supplied.

With this safe protection to keep the scorch

ing sun rays from burning the roots, the

tropical varieties will thrive as luxuriantly

as when growing under the hot suns of their

native homes.

By Phebe Westcott Humphreys

THE CACTUS

AIDS TO CULTURE

IN sinking the pots in the border the most

common mistake is to set them firmly

on the heavy sub-soil after the earth is re

moved, without supplying extra drainage,

and the hole in the bottom of the pot soon

becomes clogged, and the plants quickly

suffer in consequence. Common sense

suggests a thick layer of coal ashes and

cinders in the bottom of the hole, the pot

set upon this and the soil filled in around

it, and the plants appreciate this treatment

and continue to thrive.

While it is generally supposed, by the

amateur especially, that sand alone is the

suitable soil for Cacti, when we consider

the fact that many varieties found in trop

ical countries are grown in the rich leaf

mould of the forests, and the fine specimens

growing wild on the western plains of our

own country, we are convinced that sand

is not absolutely necessary for the perfect

development of all varieties, and even for

those introduced from sandy soils, a mix

ture of other soil will prove beneficial

rather than harmful. It is necessary to

have the soil porous and readily drained,

but a mixture of leaf-mould or turfy loam or

even plain garden soil with the sand will

not interfere with these qualities, and will

produce much finer plants.

By far the most important points for suc

cessful culture are the alternate periods of

rest and active growth, and it is seldom

that profuse blooming can be secured

without these. Keep the soil as dry as pos

sible (without causing the plants to shrivel)

during the winter, with plenty of light and

air, and but little heat and sunshine, and as

soon as there are signs of growth in the

early spring increase the amount of moist

ure and give full sunlight, keeping them

growing rapidly and blooming abundantly

until it is again time for their resting

period. When repotting is necessary it

should receive attention in the early spring

just before the period of active growth :

this is but seldom required, however, as

the plants should be slightly root-bound to

bloom well, and fresh top soil is often

more beneficial than repotting. Reckless

fertilizing is often the cause of failure. It

will not be best to mix the rich fertilizers

with the soil, and a continued application

of various liquid fertilizers is not to be

recommended, especially if used too strong.

An occasional water with weak liquid fer

tilizer will prove beneficial, however,

especially during the blooming period.

NATIVE HOMES

A"
one time it was erroneously supposed

that nearly all Cacti were natives of

the United States, while, indeed, scarcely

more than fifty varieties can be found within

its limits. These very remarkable suc

culent plants, arranged by Linnaeus under

the name of Cactus, have been distributed

by modern botanists over numerous gen

era, which they are still continually chang

ing and rearranging. At first a few plants

were left in the genus Cactus, but now that

genus is annihilated, and seven or eight

new genera substituted for it. The new

species are chiefly found in the tropical re

gions of America, but they extend over

seventy-five degrees of latitude.

The Cacti are arranged by nature into

several distinct groups, the first of which

consists of the tree Cacti, or those kinds

of Cereus which have long, slender stems,

and which usually grow on the summits of

the mountains of Mexico and Brazil, form

ing a singular kind of crest. These are

generally thirty or forty feet high, and

sometimes are branched like candelabra,

and sometimes consist of only one naked

stem, not thicker than a man's arm, though

of such enormous height. Others, again,

not only grow to a height of fifty or sixty

feet, but have a diameter of two or three

eet.

The Epiphyllum or Lobster Cactus, un

like many. varieties, is a fine winter

bloomer. With a rich, sandy, well-drained

soil, and plenty of sunlight, air and water

while they are growing, these plants may

be had in bloom from November until

spring. They are natives of Brazil, where

they are usually found upon the trunks of

trees. The varieties included in this group

are numerous, and are much sought after

on account of the showy flowers, which

are produced in great profusion upon the

tips of the numerous branches. While brief

hints in regard to the homes of the various

groups included in the great Cacti family

will, perhaps, prove helpful in giving some

idea of the different treatment required,

facts concerning the Cacti of our own land

will doubtless be of still greater interest.

This group of Cacti may be propagated by

* or by rooting the cuttings in dry

Sand.

IN VARIOUS STATES

EST Texas is the home of a number

of very beautiful varieties of Cacti.

Such varieties as the Prickly Pear, Opuntia,

E. Texensis, E. Pectinatus, Mammillaria,

and other varieties peculiar to West Texas

and Mexico, are quite hardy and are fre

quently without rain for weeks or months

at a time. A Kansas writer, in describing

the native Cacti, informs us that for a bed

of bright and fragrant bloom few things are

prettier than a solid bed of E. Cactus

Simpsonii (a hardy red variety) edged with

the leaves of Opuntia Missouriensis, bear

ing rich yellow flowers, also hardy. Both

of these varieties make our Western prairies

bright during many weeks in the spring.

A Cactus lover in Dakota writes: “One

of the most striking objects of our garden

this present season has been our rockery

covered with Opuntia Vulgaris. Early this

spring it occurred to us that, as it was

found on Lookout Mountain among rub

bish and stones, it would be just the thing

for a rockery. We handled it with news

papers, folded about the size of iron-hold

ers, and our rockery has been a surprise

to ourselves as to beauty. Although the

plants were all reset and pulled to pieces

there were over two hundred blossoms,

and at twelve o'clock each day they were

a most gorgeous sight. They remained in

bloom for three weeks during the month

of July.

CACTI OF NORTHERN COLORADO

NY one who visits Colorado when the

native Cactus plants are in bloom is

sure to pause in surprise and admiration

to note the rare fragrance and beauty dis

played by plants growing under the most

unfavorable circumstances among rocks

and stones, where it would seem impossi

ble for any sort of vegetable life to be

sustained. The first Cactus to bloom in

the spring in Colorado is the Echinocactus,

commonly called the Pincushion, from its

round, plump appearance. It is the shape

of an inverted coffee-cup, and bears upon

its top small, delicate pink flowers al

most imbedded in a mass of fine prickles.

The flowers open during the day and

close at night, reopening for two or three

days—a healthy plant bearing from six to

eight buds.

The next variety to be found in bloom,

though in a lower altitude, at about seven

thousand feet, is the Cane or Bush Cactus,

which bears a quantity of Magenta blos

soms, quite the shape of a large semi

double rose. The plant grows in the form

of a large bush or very small tree, and has

cylindrical branches, which spring forth at

any point, either from the parent stem or

branch upon branch, generally at an obtuse

angle. The central branches, that corre

spond to the trunk of a tree, and of which

there are often several in one bush, are

sometimes severed, the meaty substance

picked out with a penknife and the skeleton

made into a cane, which is more curious

than graceful or useful. It blooms in June,

while the pink Pincushion variety adorns

the month of May. About the middle of

June the Opuntia or Prickly Pear Cactus

bursts into bloom, and where it abounds,

is so lavish of its numbers that one can

scarcely walk through a field which it has

chosen without stepping upon one and

feeling the needles pass through the leather

of one's shoe.

STRANGE USES OF STRANGER PLANTS

IN the arid plains of Brazil and Mexico,

where all nature seems parched up for

six months in the year, the Cacti serve as

reservoirs of moisture, we are told, and not

only the natives, by wounding the fleshy

stems with their long forest knives, supply

themselves with a cool and refreshing juice,

but even the cattle contrive to break

through the skin with their hoofs and then

to suck the liquid they contain, instinct

teaching them to avoid wounding them

selves with the spines.

age, packing, etc. We grow them by the m

Where the Prickly Pear Cactus grows to

an immense size the branches are fed to

cattle and sheep after the thorns are burned

off. The fruit is large and pear-shaped,

blood red in color when ripe and very

sweet. The fruit is used in the fall to

color preserves or jellies. The fruit of all

kinds is edible and some very palatable.

The leaves of the Prickly Pear are used

for poultices for wounds or bruises, and

the root is rich in medicinal qualities. The

Mexican Indians are said to be very fond

of the leaves of different varieties of Opun

tia; they fry them in batter like cakes. A

luscious beverage is afforded the thirsty

traveler by some of the larger specimens.

The tops are cut off in such a manner as

to leave a basin-like cavity, which is soon

filled with the juice of the plant. It is said

that beautiful furniture, tables costing as

much as four hundred dollars, are made

from the large growing varieties; and

various ornaments, napkin-rings, paper

knives, matchsafes, inkstands, etc., are

made from the beautiful wood of the Can

dle Cactus. It seems strange that human

habitations can be made from these queer

succulent plants, yet we are told that huts

are built with the lumber of Cereus Gigan

teus. Fences, impenetrable to man or

beast, are made of Opuntia Tuna and of

various rapid-growing Cereuses, and hedges

from a variety known as the Strawberry.

REARLY TOMATOES.
is wonderful Early Tomato has

proved a great successfor earliness,

$255.00 F0

b.º.º.
Fºx - --->

Yºº-ºº: smoothness and quality. Perfect
ººº j ripe fruit has been producedin less

ºº than 50 days. We offer $255 for

º º: ripe Tomatoes grown in the least

number of days from day seed is

Sº planted. All climates and soils have

equal changº. Full instructions

- º, with seed. We own it all.

* SUREHEAD CABBAGE

is all head and sure to head, of large size, excellent.guality

and a good keeper. Single heads have weighed 60 lbs.

ºś CLIMIBING CICUMBER-A

wonderful variety from Japan, and will climb a trellis
wire netting, or any support 5 to 8 feet. Fruits early and

continuesº: season; long, tender, excellent for

*:: Pleases all, and a wonderful curiosity.

EAići,Y. FüßijRE POTATO,5i ibis...given
away—Earliest Potato wn, and ñºs proved it. A

Potato Grower writes: “Planted Early Fortune 5 weeks

after Ear , and they

matured together, Fortune
yielding over three times as

many, quality excellent, and

sure to be a great favorite.”

We want a great test made in 1895

and will give Free one barrel of ſº

seed to growers ofthe largest yield -

from one whole potato in each

State and Territory. Instructions

with Potato. Cannot be obtained

elsewhere. One Potato is worth &

$1.00 to any person.

We will send agº: each of §

Early Tomato, Surehead Cab

bage, Japanese Climbing Cucum- tº

ber, and one whole Early Fortune wassº s

Potato (packed from frost) with 4weeksFROMPLANTING

a Garden Annual, (nothing published Tike it) for only 25 cents.
CJ' If you send silver or M. O. we will add Free a Fiorai

Saleº for 1895, a work of artin colors. Order at once. Address

FAIRVIEW SEED FARM, Box 28, Rose Hill, N.Y.

RARE FLORIDA FLOWERS.

RN/\º

of Rare Florida Flowers

f

and Fruits sent FREE to

all who apply for it. It is

beautifully printed in

claret and dark green, is

& 2-º profusely illustrated,hasa

|

*º
== ſº\ -§3Sºrº

%\ſ/2}<

7 - CURIOS, and describes

^%.
Sºſ/N

in new Seeds, Bulbs and

Plants for '95, as well as

hundreds of others, and

all offered at “hard times

prices.” Don't buy else

where until you see it, for

all the choicest Novelties

~

Žſ
ºu

ſºmº tre will save you monetſ.

ºlaeº ºn...”.º.
== T º- chids, Aquatics, Amaryl

lis, etc., etc., as cheap as

the commonest plants North. All pot-grown and none grown

by artificial heat, therefore best adapted for window culture.

A fine sample Palm and Catalogue sent post-paid

to any address for only 25 cents.

Pike & Ellsworth, Jessamine, Fla.

*
~

º

º

gº)

How to get the famous D. & C. Roses—

the best and sweetest—on their own roots.

How to grow and care for them and a thous

and other flowers. All this and many valuable

flower-growing secrets are contained in our new

Guide to Rose Culture. To every flower

lover who so requests, we will send free,

this book and a sample copy of our

floral magazine “SUCCESS WITH

FLOWERS.”

The Dingee &

- Conard Co.,

West Grove, Pa.

15 GIVEN AWAY

To introduce our superior Pansy Plants

Large (and other flowers) into 100,000 new

homes this Spring, we will mail to any

Pansy

Plants

address 15 good strong Pansy plants of

our extra choicemixture,which contains

over 50 kinds, and embraces every color

that can be imagined, carefully packed

in a strong box, for only 30c. toH. post

illion, and

know when you get these§§ you will at once send us

an order for others, as nothing but very nice well-rooted

Pansies that wif flower early, will be sent. Catalogue

lovely Plants, Bulbs, Seeds,etc.,free Send M.O.or silver.

Address PAN.SY GREENHotSES, Box 205, Rose Hill, N. Y.

Beautiful Teeth,

Fragrant

Breath.

DR.TARR's CREME DENTIFRICE

in tubes. Beautifies the teeth, per

fumes the breath and hardens the

gums. Positively keeps the teeth free

of Tartar Deposits. Is more desir

able and economical than Powder or

Liquid. , Sold by druggists or by mail

postpaid for 25 cents.

Dr.W.W.TARR, Rooms 2-6, 146 Statest., Chicago.

20th Edition -Postpaid for 25 cents (or stamps)

HUMAN HAIR

wº, it. Falls. Qff. Turns Gray and the Remedy.

3y, Prof. HARLEY PARKER, F. R. A. S.

A. T. LONG. & Co., 1013 Arch Street, Philada., Pa.
“Every one should read this little book.”—Athenaeum.

LADIES I T0 BUILD BEAUTIFULLY

º
-

See the 200 designs in “Houses and

Cottages,” in four books. No. 6 con

tains Cottages from $250 to $1500; No.

7, Dwellings $1600 to $2500: No. 8,

$2600 to $3500; No. 9, $3600 to

$12,000; and 12 Stables $250 to

$1600. Give price house wanted

and right book will be mailed for

$1.00, or any two $1.50, all four

2.00. Send 25 cents (silver),

for booklet of 30 selected designs.

D. S. HoPKINS, Architect

“Home,” Grand Rapids, Mich.

stock FARM
Containing 485. Acres. Healthy Section. Handsome

Dwelling. Shady Yards. . Near Depot. Orchard select

ſº.*.º: timber: mild climate.

Free catalogue.containing many bargains.

#!”."º"Čº. ##!ºnd, va.

FLOWER SEED ON TRIAL

Will send package of 200 Annuals for 20 names of

your friends who grow flowers, and 10 cents in stamps.

T. J. RING, Richmond, Wa.

4 pkts, popular Flower

Seed with Catalogue

4 CHOICE ROSES:...º.
30 cents. 1 Rose and pkt. Seed with Catalogue, 10 cents.

W.M. B. REED,-Box 283,-Chambersburg, Pa.

Seeds and Bulbs
NEW FLOWERS,º: littlerºº trial

acketeach Sunshine Pansies, Dbl. Diadem Pinks, Fairy

º Peas,SweetAlyssum-5pkts.and Catalog

only 10c, ALFREDF, CONARD, Box4,West Grove,Pa.
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BEST&co

For this Nainsook Slip. &*
Yoke of fine tucks with

two insertions and one

row of hemstitching in

centre. Sleeves and neck

trimmed to correspond.

By mail, postagepaid

5 cents eactra.

Our catalogue with

its 700 illustrations

of things for Children

of all ages, is of special

interest to those who desire to clothe them in

the best manner at the least cost. Postage 4 cents.

60-62 West 23d St., N. Y.

SAVES TIME

KEEPS HOOKED

PREVENTS & W.

GAPING ** ||

Francis Mfg.Co.Rºſs

|

IT'S SO NICE .

A ND ONLY $1.O.O.

G-D ºgºWAIST

Try one and you will experi

ence the first real comfort you've

had in years...Made of fine quality

sateen, in white, drab, black. Sizes,

18 to 30. Button or clasp front. If

your dealer does not keep them,

we will send by mail on receipt of

2 one dollar.

------T ----- -------> -T

worn-D-s co-um Blan Exposition.

GAGE-DOWNS CO., Chicago, Ill.

A

To introduce my SEEDS

and BULBS, I will mail 2

New Excelsior Double

Dwarf Pearl Tuberose

Bulbs, sure to bloom early;

4 Gladioli Bulbsº-fancy

mixed, lovely spikes all colors,

nothing can equal these; 1 packet

Lovely

Flowers

GiVeil§º.

Away jºi.Alice, finest

inable; 1 pkt.

-- Poppy—Golden Gate, nothing

makes a grander show; ſpacket Sweet Penis-Eek:

ford’s Choice, mixed, over 30 sorts, simpl flºº 1

pkt. Piniox, fincy mixd., includes many wonderful cols.;

ipkt. Chinese Pinks, all colors, and a flowereyeryone

wants; 1 plºt. Mixed fiower SeedsforWild Gar

den—over 100 kinds that will grow and bloom freely.

The above are selling for $1.00, but as I have grown 100,000 col

lections simply to introduce my Seeds and Bulbs, will mail the

completelot, for only 25 cents to pay postage, packing, etc. They

will bloom this season and make a great display. Order at

once before an are taken. Catalogue of Vegetables and lovely

Flowers FREE with each order. Full of Bargains.

If you send silver or Money Order, a Floral Work of art

in ten colors and 50 cent certificate is sent free. Address

F. B. MILLS, Box 105, ROSE HILL, N.Y.

MENNEN's Borated Talcum

TOILET

POWDER

* Ask your Doctor his opinion
of it

for infants and adults.

Scientifically compounded,

not made of starch or rice

flour, which injure the skin.

º! It softems, beautifies and pre

serves the skin. A specific for Prickly Heat, Chafing

etc. . An excellent Tooth Powder; delightful after

Shaving. Decorated Tin Box, Sprinkler Top. Sold by

Druggist, or mailed for 25 cents.

Send for Free Sample. (Name this magazine.)

GERHARD MENNEN Co., Newark, N. J.

ºf.

TRADES
|

º

SERINE-SURFº

| If yºu want the
fingst TULET

$0AP ask for

*Jihis brand,

Unequaled for all Persons with a Delicate and Tender Skin.

Should your dealer not have it, send 20

cents in stamps for a sample cake to

MULHENS&KROPFF,NewYork,U.S. Agents.

Delicate Cake

Easily removed without breaking.

5 Perfection Tins require no

greasing. We send 2 layer tins

by mail for 30 cents, or 3 for 45

cents. Write for circulars to

RICHARDSON MFG. Co., D Sr., Baru, N.Y.

OSG00DBY School of Stenography

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ºº: ººsº.

sºrrºs…

Agents Wanted.

NOVELS,Hºogº.

Pamphlet for 2-cent stamp. Instruction by mail only.

MUSIC and PLAYS. Cata.

logue Free. You will findSº; of great interest

in it to you. Populaš Böök Co., isome fºliº,

*

* º
CºCOO CºCC
sº §§º Nº. -º-º
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Yu.<!º
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Dr. PARKHURST

The Rev. C. H. Parkhurst, D.D.,

HE eminent New York divine

and reformer, will begin, in

the next issue of THE LADIES'

Home Journal, a series of

articles calculated to interest

every girl and woman in the

land. Perhaps no man is to

day in such close touch with the differ

ent phases of life in this country as Dr.

Parkhurst, and his clear and incisive style

of writing makes it possible for him to con

vey the fruits of his great knowledge to

others. His long occupancy of a promi

ment New York pulpit and his later reform

work have given him opportunities for an

insight into the moral and religious phases

of womanhood, that makes him peculiarly

fitted for the task of intelligently present

ing some truths to both the motherhood

and girlhood of America.

In his articles in THE LADIEs’ Home

Journal Dr. Parkhurst will have some

things to say which every woman, young

and mature, will read with interest.

“IF EVERY PARENT ONLY KNEW’’

WRITES an eminent clergyman, “that

for the simple sum of ten cents they

can put into the hands of their boys a book

that is better than the best book of advice

ever printed, this little book would sell by

the hundreds of thousands.” This high

praise is given to Mr. Edward W. Bok’s

famous article, “The Young Man in Busi

ness,” which THE LADIEs’ Home Journal

has republished in neat book form at ten

cents, and will send to any address, post

age free, upon receipt of that amount.

A GALAXY OF THIRTY BRIGHT GIRLS

AVE been induced to tell, in their own

words, how they won free musical,

vocal and art trainings under the free edu

cational system of THE LADIEs’ Home

Journal. Their stories, were collected,

and are now issued in a little book called

“Girls Who Have Push,” which will be

sent, free, to any applicant by the Educa

tional Bureau of the Journal.

MR. DE KOVEN'S NEW SONG

CONSIDERED by him to be one of the

best of all his recent songs, will be

published in its entirety in the next (Feb

ruary) issue of the Journal. This new

song by the

c o m p o ser

of “Rob in

H o o d’’ is

called “Roses

of Love,” and

will attract at

once by rea

son of that de

lightful charm

of melody

and musical

rhythm, which

made his “Oh,

Promise Me”

so deservedly

popular. The

words and full

piano accom

paniment will

be given. Mr. De Koven's song will be

published exclusively in the Journal, for

which it was written by the composer.

HOW TO GO TO COLLEGE FREE

ANY girl or young man can, under the

educational plan now being so suc

cessfully conducted by THE LADIEs’ Home

JournAL, secure free entrance to either

college, university or art school by avail

ing him or her self of the offer so freely

MR. DE KOVEN

zine. Already 150 scholarships have been

given, and nearly 1oo will be given this

year. As the competitive element does

not enter into the Journal's plan, the

humblest girl stands the same chance as

the most fortunately-situated young woman

in the land. A simple request to the Ed

ucational Bureau of the JournAL will bring

to any girl, young man or parent, a com

plete outline of the plan by which a college

education may be secured free of all ex

pense. These educational offers, involv

ing nothing on the part of the receiver but

energy and perseverance, are not limited

as to time, but will continue in force so long

as there are young people desirous of

availing themselves of them.

“FIVE THOUSAND BOOKS ’’

This easy guide to 50oo of the best

books in standard and modern lit

erature is now nearing completion by

the new Literary Bureau of THE LADIES'

HoME º: It is a daintily-gotten

up book of nearly 250 pages, gives the

titles, au

thors and ºf

prices of

5ooo books,

with an ex

planatory

line in many :

cases, and :

presentsthe #

portraits of

over Ioo of

the leading

authors of

the past and

present. :

This little : + +

cut is a re- #} +

+

ºv 6a-y %ula, ſo the

3.4%ra ºn &rºy + +

production, ; 4 + 4******* +

in minia- # 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 +

ture, of the # 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 +

cover of the #: º: -

book. It is -

called “5000 Books,” and will be sent,

free, when finished, to any reader of THE

LAD1Es’ Homeº who will file her

or his name with the Journal's Literary

Bureau. This guide to “50oo Books”

will tell you not only of the best books for

home reading, but that you can get them

through the Jour NAL at a lower price than

at book store or from publisher.

THE PERPLEXITIES OF YOUNG MOTHERS

RE numerous, and it was to meet their

problems that Miss Elisabeth Robinson

Scovil, of the Journal’s editorial staff,

compiled her sturdy little book, “A Baby's

Requirements.” Miss Scovil, as all know

who read her articles in this magazine, is a

thoroughly practical writer, and her ex

A Minister's Wife

perience for years as the head of one of the

largest hospitals in America has given her

unequaled opportunities for knowing every

phase of an infant's life. This little book,

a perfect standard of its class, is published

by the Journal at twenty-five cents, and a

copy, postage free, will be sent to any ad

dress upon receipt of that amount.

is no better gloved than you can

be if you wear the

“KaySer Patent Finger-Tipped”

SILK GLOVES

The kind that don't wear out

If your dealer hasn't them write to JULIUS KAYSElt & Co., N. Y.

Ladies’ Qlipper Model

“B”

UILT FOR

USINESS

One of the

Yºry Best La

dies’ Wheels
Now on the

Market.

Frame the fa

mous “ Humber"

pattern, braced to

º possibil

ty of breakage.

Neat detachable

rubber Mud Guards. I*edals especially made for ladies. The

crank hanger lower than on most patterns enables the rider to mount

easily and gracefully. IIandle Bars bent to allow plenty of

room yet gives an erect and comfortable position. Dress protected

by a light netting, Guaranteed Norto RATTLE. T-shaped seat post.

Wheels, 28-inch, wood rims. Finish, enamel and nickel.

dº 1895 CATALOGUE free, showing full line

- of High and Medium Grade Men's and Ladies' Wheels

made by the management of this maga with prices, and all attachments.

GRAND RAPIDS CYCLE Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

will

ºº%

º

Made from selected skins of the Japanese Angolia,

moth proof, and have long, soft, silky fur. Colors are

Silvery White, Light Gray and Dark Gray. Wehave a

beautiful Glossy Black Fur Rug at $3.00. Same size.

Comfortable, luxurious, elegant. For Parlors, Recep

tion Halls, or Bed Rooms. Sent C. O. D. on approval

if desired. No home should be without these Rugs.

THE KRAUSS, BUTLER & BENHAM CO.

70 High Street, Columbus, Ohio

Factory ends or waste embroidery E.

silk at half price. One full oz. pack

age (assorted colors) sent post

paid for 40 cts. (% oz. package, 25

cts.) All good silk and good colors.

Ioo crazy stitches in each package. E

With an order for five oz. we give EH

one extra ounce FREE.

THE BRAINERD & ARMSTRONG -

Silk Company

6 Union St., New London, Conn.

PRACTICAL, CONVENIENT AND

= ~". HANDsome Houses

jºye designs

for dwellings, all costs,

cheap, medium and elab

ºf orate. Each plan fully

- described and illus

§ trated, floor plans

and cost given.

These designs.

- º, show honest.

- =iº, SENSIBLE

- Bºrº º HousE.S.

such as are built by intelligent people for every-day use.

Send for ARTISTIC DWELLINGS, price, $1.00 prepaid

FRANK P. ALLEN, ARchitect

I85 Houseman Block, Grand Rapids, Mich.

NURSING
«» In Your own Home 3TAUGHT IN YOUR OWN HOME

by correspondence. A_thorough and practical method.

«» Tested and approved. You can become a capable nurse by

spending your spare time under our tuition. Catalogue

Free;. Address ºorrºpºndence School of Health
and Ilyariene, No. 43 Telephone Building, Detroit, Mich.

©º 64×4×4×4×4×4×4×4×4×4×4×4×4×4×4×4×4×4×4×4×4).

MYº WIF CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO

IT AND PAY FREIGHT.

ºf$10,50
-

º

|. Sº º:

Buythe Oxford Improved SINGER Sew

tachments and guaranteed for 10 years Shipped any

- - Noº

[. Wºź rance. 75,000 now in use. World's fair Medal awarded.

ing Machine, with a complete set of at

where on 30 days' trial. ired in ad

º | Buy from factory, save dealers' and agents' profit.

\l zºº Write, tºday ºf ºui, ºgº, FREE ºfA106;

--- | Oxford Mfg Co., 342 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

A BEAUTIFUL CRAZY ºgº.

made with our package of 60 splendid Silk and Satin

pieces, assorted bright colors, 25c.: 5 packs, $1.00. Silk

Plush and Velvet, 50 large pieces, assorted colors, 50c.

Emb, silk,40c.oz. Lemarie'sSilk Mill, Little Ferry,N.J.

Baby'S Health Wardrobe PatternS
Complete outfit infants'

clothes, 26 patterns, 50c.

Short clothes, 26 patterns, 50¢. Full directions, kind and auount

of material required. Mrs. F. E. PIIILLIPS, Keene, N. H.
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AS ONE WOMAN

TO ANOTHER

[Continued from page 4 of this issue]

I reached home that afternoon, and the

next day I went to see Clara. I found her

on fire to know what had happened. As

clearly and concisely as I could I put be

fore her the events which had occurred

since I saw her. She showed the greatest

interest in every detail of my account. In

fact, her manner indicated a craving for

detail. When I had made what I thought

was a good finish to my story she said:

“Now then, Tom, there is one thing I

particularly want to know : when you were

talking to this girl about our willingness to

help her, and when you were doing all

those things you did, did you always re

member to speak to her as one woman to

another ?”

This question struck me dumb. I did

not know what to say. A backward men

tal glance at the events of the past two

days made it still harder. Then up stood

Clara, her face somewhat pale.

“Now, be honest, Tom, did you?”

I looked straight into her eyes. “Of

course, I did not,” I said. “I could not do

it, and no man who is the right sort of a

man could do it. But I spoke to her as a

lawyer to his client. You must remember

she is my first client.”

Clara regarded me for a moment with a

smile on her face, a very queer smile.

“No, Tom,” she said, “she is not your

client at all. You know we were to act

together in this matter, and as I know

nothing of law we could not be her lawyers.

There is my cousin Charles, who is a

lawyer, and I know he would be very glad

to take up this case.”

“Your cousin ' " I exclaimed with con

siderable excitement. “You do not sup

pose he would speak with her as one

woman to another l’’

“In his case,” said Clara, “it would

not matter.”

Of course I agreed to give up this, my

first case. It was reasonable that I should

do so, and I did not argue about it. But

it filled my soul with an active jealousy to

think of that handsome cousin Charles

taking charge of my client's affairs.

Against this I argued, but my arguments

were of no avail. Clara’s cousin was a

good lawyer; he was older than I; he had

had experience and he had excellent

partners, and the matter ended by my

giving him a letter of introduction to Miss

Rosley, and by putting in his hands her

letter to Mrs. Grant, her fortunes and her

destinies.

I thought of writing an explanatory note

to the young lady, but Clara believed that

this was needless. Hercousin could explain

everything, and if a note from us should

prove necessary she and I could easily

write one when the time came to do so.

The time for a note from both of us did

not arrive, but about a week after I had

parted with Miss Rosley at the Humphreys

school, and before Clara’s cousin had

communicated with her, I received a letter

from her. That letter I carried unopened

in my pocket for three days.

I could not bring myself to believe that

it was likely to be a letter which should be

read and answered conjointly by Clara and

myself, nor could I prevail upon myself

that under the circumstances I ought to

read it alone. Of course, it might be a

very simple business note, but whenever I

thought of it. I seemed to hear a gentle,

tender call for sympathy and help. I

seemed to see a pair of blue eyes dimmed

with tears, and two little hands outstretched

toward me. These fancies may have been

but stuff and nonsense, but they made such

an impression upon me that on the third

day I burned that letter without reading it,

and I never received another.

Two years have passed since my visit to

Wolverton. I am married to Clara, and if

I should be lying in a hammock and should

see a speck in the blue summer sky I

should call her to come to look at it with

nine.

Clara's cousin Charles is soon to be

married to Miss Rosley. He managed her

affairs, I am told, as well as could be ex

pected of him, and, although he did not

get very much out of the business, he got

quite as much as he deserved. I never

heard, for I took particular pains not to

hear, what Miss Rosley thought of her

change of lawyers. Charles is not one of

H. intimates, and we never have any con

fidences.

What I have here told was recently re

called by Clara, who came to me with a

piece of gray paper in her hand.

“I was looking for some stamps in your

desk,” she said, “and I found this old

ostal note for ninety-five cents. I remem

er it very well. Shall I return it to Grace

Rosley, and write on the back of it, “As

one woman to another’? I really think

she ought to have it.”

I took it from her. “No,” said I, “I

think I shall keep it, but if you want to put

anything on it you can write:

*** A man’s a man for a” that.”

(Conclusion)

-

5Y

MUSICATHEIBS,

§ AND HINTSD HINTS 3.
All questions of a musical nature will be

cheerfully answered in this column by a special

corps of musical experts.

JEssie–There are two De Reszkes, Jean and

Edouard. Both sing in opera.

CHICAGo GIRL--Theodore Thomas was conductor

of the New York Philharmonic Society in 1877. Mr.

Thomas has been twice married.

Lislº–Franz Liszt, the Fºl. and composer,

began his musical career when only nine years of

age; he was born in 1811, and died in 1886.

LANSING-Joseph Hofman, the young pianist,
visited the United States in the fall and winter of

1887-88. It is claimed that he was born in 1877.

MARY LITTLE-The author of the popular song,

“Sweet Marie,” is Mr. Cy. Warman, of Denver, Col
orado. The “sweet Marie” is said to be his wife.

Lucy—Emma Eames is an American by birth; she

is the wife of Julian Story, the artist. (2) Von Bülow

died in February, 1894; he was in his sixty-fourth

year.

K. T. D.—With some hands the power to strike an

octave is a physical disability which cannot be reme

died. If it is possible of attainment, constant prac

tice will secure it.

F. H. B.-The Wagner festival at Bayreuth last

summer opened on July #. and closed on August 19

with a performance of “Parsifal.” “Parsiſal” was

also given on the opening night.

J. N.—A “mezzo soprano” voice is a voice of a

compass between that of the soprano and alto-a low

soprano. (2) The term “planette" is used in England

to designate a miniature upright piano.

NorAH-Wagner lived to see only five of his operas

produced at Bayreuth. º Among the conductors

of the Bayreuth festival last July were Siegfried

Wagner, Hans Richter and Richard Strauss.

JANEsville—The twentyº at the

Wagner festival at Bayreuth last summer were at

tended by 35,000 persons, and, the receipts were

$175,000. It was estimated that about 4ooo Americans

were present.

PARVENUE-It is so difficult as to be almost impos

sible for a person of middle age with stiffened fingers,

and time for only an hour's practice each day, to be

come a proficient pianist. By hard work and diligent

practice during that hour and with much persever

ance a small amount of execution may be acquired.

RoseMost-Madame Melba, the prima-donna,

gives it as her opinion that no girl's voice should be

cultivated until after her sixteenth year, and above

all things she urges the girl with a voice to be care

ful of her health, and very particular as to her diet.

This advice of hers may be well for you and your

friend to follow.

G. L. M.–It is quite impossible for us to suggest a

list of selections for piano performance, as we know

nothing of your technical abilities or personal musical

taste... Write to any of the large music dealers or

publishers of your own or adjacent cities, asking

them to send you their lists and catalogues of their

pianoforte ºat. from which you can then

make a selection. Some dealers will send the sheet

music itself, if the recipient will payºi. charges,

to be examined and selected from. This practice, of

course, is not invariable.

M. S. W.-The key in which a musical composition

is written may be recognized by its final chord, the

laws of composition requiring that the final chord

shall be the tonic. The lowest note of this final chord

is the key note, which gives its name to the scale. If

the composition ends in a single note that note must

be the key note. “Opus ” is a Latin word, meaning

“work” and is used in connection with numbers to

signify the successive order of the publication of

musical compositions. The opus number has nothing

to do with the order of composition.

V. G. W.-The modern minor scale is the one

commonly employed, as the one best adapted to the

requirements of modern music, and the most satisfy

ing to the ear. The character GB signifies the removal

of the foot from the loud pedal; the star sign is also

employed for the same purpose. It is probable, how

ever, that where both are used in the same composi

tion, the star means that the pedal should be applied

this being its original significance when the peda

first came into general use. Czerny’s “Velocity

Studies” are the ones best adapted to the use of be

ginners.

F. M. B.-It is impossible to secure a practical

knowledge of the Italian method of singing without

a teacher. A good theoretical acquaintance may be
acquired by reading, but a practical knowledge is

impossible. The standard system of piano technique

is Plaidy's “Technical School.” A popular and ex

tremely good one is William Mason's “School of

Technique.” Zwintscher is enthusiastically recom
mended by those teachers who have used it, and is

to be found in a most excellent English translation

by C. H. Porter. It is published in seven parts and

may be secured through the Journal.

Nicetown—Madame Fursch-Madi died of cancer

September, 1894, at Warrenville, New Jersey. She

left one child, a daughter. (2) The honor of having

invented the piano is claimed by the English, French

and Germans. Father Wood, an English monk at

Rome, is said to have been the real inventor in 1711,

though Count Carli claimed the credit for Bar

tholomeo Christofori, of Padua, in 1714. The French

attribute the invention to a Parisian named Marius,

who, they allege,º in 1716 a harpsichord in

which hammers had been substituted for the old

plectrum of quills. The Germans are the last in the

field, with J. C. Schroeder, of Dresden, who claimed

(1717) when 18 years of age to have constructed the

º of a new clavier with hammers, upon which

he could play loudly or softly.

ANoNYMous—The best edition of Mendelssohn's

“Songs Without Words” is that of Lee and Walker,

which may be procured through the Journal. It con

tains the names by which the songs are poº
known. (2) The spaces between the fifth and sixth

leger lines above the treble clef are A and C. (3)

The two banks of keys, or manuals of an organ, con

nect with two separate organs, each of which, when

roperly constructed, is complete in itself The

ower of the two manuals usually plays what is

called the great organ, the most resonant and the full

est in tone. The upper manual plays what is usually

called the swell organ, because it is inclosed in a

box called the swell box, one side of which is com

posed of shutters like those of a Venetian blind, and

which can be opened and closed by the use of pedals,

causing the sound to swell and diminish. The organs

are used in conjunction with each other in many

ways, most commonly in producing quick changes

in effect, as, for instance, by playing the swell organ

with the stops out, piano, immediately after the great

organ's forte. And again, by playing one organ with

one hand, as a soft accompaniment to a melody

layed with the other hand on the other organ.

F. most of the solo stops are placed in the

swell organ.

183 Tremont Street,
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For Toilet, Nursery and Bath.

This great English Complexion Soap has ||
been made for over one hundred years and it

is better to-day than it ever was. It makes |

soft, white hands; bright, clear faces; clean, |

healthful skin. 20 international Awards.

Be sure you get PEARS’—there are

dangerous substitutes.
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on easy

paymentsPIANOS

Thousands have taken advantage of our easy payment system and secured

one of our pianos, where if they had been compelled to pay all cash their purchase

would have been long deferred.

instrument while paying for it.

live you can take advantage of it.

interested we would like to tell you how we do it.

By our liberal system you have the use of the

One beauty of our method is that wherever you

It may not seem feasible, but if you are

If a dealer in your locality sells our pianos it will be better for you to buy of

him, otherwise we shall be glad to quote you prices and explain how we can furnish

you with one of our pianos for a small cash payment and balance in monthly

payments, giving from one to three years to complete purchase. Piano we send

must prove entirely satisfactory or it is to come back at our expense for freight

both ways.

IVERS & POND PIANO CO.

A Postal Card will secure you all of this valuable information.

BOSTON, MASS.

Shredded Codfishlºe
is a silk-like fibre from the finest selected Codfish. The

process of “picking up" codfish by machinery originated

with J. W. Beardsley's Sons, and while there are various

imitations there is only one Shredded Codfish.

DON'T BE DECEIVED–the original, superior kind is Shredded—Beardsley's

Shredded. A full-sized package sent for 14 cents.

Prepared by J. W. BEARDSLEY'S SONS, 179 and 180 West St., N. Y.
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is distinctive in its methods and character.

made for recreation, comfort and good cheer, as well as for ski

care and treatment.

For beautiful illustrated pamphlet, address

ºntº;AINMENF-Asp MANYTHQ ºf-- º

WAll SIH HOMEinsº ** twº
AMUSEMENT -

EuBLIC EXHIBITIONS
OPTICIAN mº

49 NASSAUSI SU§eo L wo R. K. ºuis Erºſ Fo falº

NEWYORK. §§§Eliº zes PACE.gº.iº R.E.E.Etº
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The Greatest Convenience Known—the GE0. S. PARKER FOUNTAIN PEN

Best of all º º
the Fountain Pens. -

Ask your dealer for them. If he does

|

not keep them, buy no other, but send to us for our Illustrated Catalogue,

which we mail free, and we will have your order filled. PARKER PEN CoMPANY., 10 Mill Street, Janesville, wis.

WINDOW

GLACE DECORATION

Russian Violets

Beauty of real Stained Glass at one-tenth the cost. Easily

affixed. Great variety of designs. Patentees: McCaw, Steven

son & Orºn, Belfast, Ireland. Send for Price-list to United States

and Canadian Agency, 11 South William St., New York.

for per

corsage. ADDREss BEN. LEWY & Co.

On receipt of 30 cents. we win send you by return

mail aFº of Russian Violet Sachet Powder

uming laces, handkerchiefs, letter paper and the

French Perfumers, 34 West St., Boston, Mass.

The Jackson Sanatorium

Foº thirty-five years the leading Health, Institution in America, is under
the personal care of regularly educated and experienced physicians, and

A delightful home for health and rest seekers in which everyº is

lled medical

J. ARTHUR JACKSON, Secretary, P. O. Box 1868
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SIDETALKS WITH GIRLS

BY RUTH ASHMORE

Under this heading I will cheerfully answer, to the best of my ability, each month, any

question sent me by my girl readers.

MRs. H. C.—All social invitations should be ac

knowledged.

A. Z.-Try glycerine and rose water as a cooling
lotion for your lips.

Violet—I think it very bad taste to permit a young
child to wear much jewelry.

Mistletor—An invitation to a luncheon or dinner

should be answered at once.

I. O. U.-I do not think it wise at any time for a

oung woman to marry a man whom she does not

ove.

MATILpA—Announcement cards are usually sent

out within one week after the marriage has taken

place.

RAMoSA-Send your poem or article direct to the
editor of the magazine in which you desire it to

appear.

MARITA-Salad is eaten with a fork alone. (2)

Guest cards are intended to show where each one
is to sit.

MARY-Watermelon is usually eaten with a fork,

while cantaloupes may be eaten either with a fork or

a spoon.

...AN ORPHAN-A girl of sixteen who is very tall

should wear her hair braided and pinned quite low

on the head.

MILLIGENT—White, medium-weight, unruled pa

per, folding only once to fit in the envelope, is con

sidered in best style.

Doubtful—In sending a card to a reception which

one cannot attend in person it is not necessary to

write anything upon it.

HELorrope—It is certainly very improper for a

young girl to begin to talk to a man who merely hap

pens to sit next her in a car.

TILLIE–When a gentleman asks you to dance

with him and you desire to accept, all that you need

to say is, “Yes, with pleasure.”

CAPitol A-A widow in deep mourning should

wear no jewelry at all, unless, indeed, a plain onyx

brooch is required to fasten her collar.

FRANKIE B. L.-It is certainly in very bad taste

for a young man to, as you say, “make love to a girl

when there is a third person in the room.”

Esther—I do think it in very bad taste and also

very improper for you to correspond, with a man
with whom you are only acquainted by letter.

H. V.-If a man friend is courteous enough to

write you a letter of sympathy in your trouble, you

should, of course, when you are able, acknowledge it.

E. BELL–I do not think “a nice girl” would an

swer personals in a newspaper, nor do I think “a

nice girl” would correspond with a great number of

men.

NELLIE J. K.—If the young man has always called

this old friend by her first name there would be no

impropriety in beginning his letter, “My Dear

Mary.”

EMMA L.-The card sent by your friend was prob

ably intended to be what is known as a P. P. C.

card—that is, her announcement that she was leaving

the city.

X. Y. Z.-In writing to a man for the first time

commence the letter, “Dear Mr. Brown.” (2) It is

not customary for a girl of fifteen to receive men

visitors.

Hopeful—Under the circumstances I should ad

vise you to tell the young woman that you love her

and ask her to marry you. The direct way is always

the best.

Ivah—When a visiting-card is turned over at one

corner or in the centre it simply means that it has

been left in person; this style has, however, gone

out of fashion.

P. G. C.—There is no reason why one should not

give a luncheon on one's reception day. It is, of

course, proper to have your “at home” day on your

visiting-cards.

CoRDELIA—In addressing an envelope to a man

friend, write “Mr. James F. Brown.” A professional

man would have the prefix that belongs to him used

in place of Mr.

JAP—Whenº is served to vou in a restaurant

in a bowl, and a plate is then put§º. you, you help

yourself from the bowl to the soup-plate, and take

your soup from that. -

PANsy–An all-white gown is deeper mourning

than a white one with black .."; (2) I have

never heard of sending a clergyman flowers at the
time of his ordination.

ALys—If the young lady whom you met at the

house of a mutual friend expressed her pleasure at

seeing you, you should have simply thanked her for

her courtesy at the time.

Miss UNKNowN-As soon as one is served at the

table it is proper to begin to eat. (2) If one met, a

friend many times during the afternoon, one would

bow and smile each time.

ByRD-A bride goes up to the altar with her veil

over her face, but comes down with it thrown back:

It is the duty of the maid of honor to throw it back

immediately after the ceremony is ended.

ELISE. B.-I don't know who your informant was,

but I can assure you that Ruth Ashmore is so much

of a woman that she is very much offended at having

it supposed for an instant that she was a man.

EMo-The bride's parents should furnish the an

nouncement cards. The bridegroom invites the

clergyman to perform the ceremony, and an invita

tion, a formal one, is sent to him and his wife.

H. P. B.-A morning wrapper may be worn at

breakfast in one's own home, but not in a public

place. A tea-jacket or tea-gown is worn in the after

.." “at home,” but not when one is giving a formal

ea.

RUTH ASHMORE.

PATIENCE—A young man who has to support his

mother, an aunt and a young brother is certainly not

in a position to marry, and he would be doing very

wrong to cease to care for these helpless ones merely

to gratify his own desires.

OHIO GIRL–In passing one's plate for a second

helping the knife and fork are laid at one side of the

plate in such a way that they may not be easily dis

placed. This is done whether there is an attendant

to pass the plate, or if that duty is performed by

some one at the table.

JEALous—I think, especially if you are inclined

to be a little jealous, that it would be best to leave

the question of going out with other gentlemen to

your fiancée. If, however, she is a wise girl, she will

choose that you shall be her only escort. Pray ac

cept my thanks for your kind words.

MADELINE–When the announcement of the en

gagement is not to be a formal one, then all that is

necessary is for the young lady's sister or mother to

tell various members of the family and intimate

friends, and in a very short time it will be known

far and wide. (2) High noon is 12 M.

CoNstANT READER—Even at an informal wedding

the bridegroom would wear gloves. (2) It is very

bad form to write “congratulations” on one's visit

ing-card and send it in answer to a wedding invita

tion. If you desire to send your good wishes to the

bride, then a personal note would be proper.

INTEREstED–The favorite engagement ring is one

in which some precious stone, preferably a diamond,

ruby or sapphire, is set. If there is any inscription

inside, it is simply the initials of the two people.

Pray allow me to wish you and the little girl you

say you love so dearly, all the happiness possible.

LILIAN–It would be polite when passing between

two men who were conversing to simply say, “I beg

your pardon.” (2) The young woman to whom the

seat is offered should take it, unless her companion

happens to be an older woman, and then it would be
* proper to extend the gentleman's courtesy to

1er.

THREE ANxious GIRLs—If a man persists in pay

ing you distasteful compliments simply tell him that

unless he stops you will have to limit your acquaint

ance with him to a bowing one, and cease all conver

sation. (2) I think, as you know that your family ob

ject to the gentleman, it would be wisest not to invite

him to the house.

H. H.-It is quite proper, if you are prevented by

illness, to send your card by post to the bride on her

reception day. Address it only to the hostess. (2) If

you are not acquainted with your friend's betrothed

you are not expected to send him an invitation to

your wedding, unless she should ask you to do this

as a personal favor.

ONE of THE GIRLs—One does not ask visitors

who call in the afternoon to remove their wraps.

(2) It is not necessary when sending your regrets to

a luncheon to mention why you cannot accept, un

less your excuse should be illness or a previous en

gagement. It is not necessary to send a card at the

time to a luncheon party.

L. S. B.-If your betrothed neglects you this early

I should advise your considering whether it will be

wise for you to marry him. Many a single life is

useful and more full of happiness than a married

one, although I do like to think of my girls meeting

and loving Prince Charming; but then, he must be

the real Prince Charming.

I. C. W.-It would be proper for your mother to

write personal notes to those friends whom you wish

present at the marriage ceremony; they should also
receive the formal cards of invitation to the recep

tion.

LouisE–I wish I knew just how to thank you for

four charming letter. I do think if my health is any

§º that it is due to the prayers that have been

said for me by my girls all over the country. The

manner of woman I would be is the woman who is

nearest to best in everything: in her thought of other

people, in her care for them, and in her loving kind

ness to them. Don't you think this comes near the

ideal woman 2

Rosie—A letter of condolence would begin like

any other letter. “My Dear Miss Smith,” or, “My

Dear Charlotte,” either would be correct, according

to the extent of your intimacy with the person to

whom you were writing. I should not finish any

letter, except a business one; by signing it “Yours

truly "; say “Yours cordially,” or “Yours faith:

fully.” (2) Try bathing your face in tepid water and

Castile soap and using a very soft towel to dry it; this

will, I think, remove the sunburn.

KENtucky Girl—I do not see why a prospective

bride should find it necessary to ask the clergyman to

leave out the word “obey” in the marriage service;

but if she has scruples about it, she might mention it

to her betrothed and let him speak to the minister.

(2) When one is returning visits and driving, it

would be in very bad taste to have the coachman get

off his box and take the card to the door; it is the

lady's place to deliver her card in person, unless she

has a footman to attend to it for her.

CoRNELIA—I do not think it wise for a young

woman and a young man living in the same city to

correspond. It seems to me that meeting each other

often, they ought to be able to say all that is neces

sary. (2) When a young man is paying a visit and

the older members of the family are in the room, he

should, in leaving, bid them good-night first, and

afterward say his farewell to the young girl on whom

he has called. It is in bad taste for her to go any

further than the parlor door with him.

X. Y. Z.--When your hostess takes you to pay a

visit on a friend of hers your card should be left

with hers. (2) A lady does not rise when a gentleman

is presented to her. unless he is an elderly man or

one of great distinction '. If one were visiting for

a length of time it would be quite proper, when out

with one's hostess, to offer to pay half of the ex

penses of any little #. or visit to a place of amuse

ment; or, better still, first one might pay the ex

penses and then the other. During a short visit

such things may properly be left to the hostess.

People whose acquaintance you do not wish

to keep up after you are married, or those with whom

you are on very formal terms, need not be sent cards.

...
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With it the little

ones begin to write,

in middle age they

prefer it to all others, and

when old they will not depart

from it.

Sample card, 12 different numbers, sent

p0Styaid on receipt of 6 cents in Stamps

THE SPENCERIAN PEN COMPANY, 810 Broadway, New York
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& Book of Twelve

Holiday Suggestions
Drop us a postal card–you'll receive for nothing a beautiful booklet ofO

the solid sense of plated ware—twelve money-saving and pleasure-giving O

illustrations of everlasting Christmas usefulness. O

Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co., Union Square, New York, and Wallingford, Conn. O
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A STIRRING argument in favor of

STERLING Silver INLAID

spoons and forks, is their wearing quality. The silver inlaid in the back

of the bowl and handle before plating, secures the service of solid silver.

Guaranteed

3

O

O

O

Patented.

Each article stamped on the back.

E. STERLING IN LAID HE

Sold by all Jewelers. Made only by

THE HOLMES & EDWARDS SILVER CO., Bridgeport, Conn.

Salesrooms, 2 Maiden Lane, N.Y. Full line of our goods to be seen.
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§ FLORAL HELPS iſ

& AND HINTS
§ BY EBEN E REXFORD $3.

532?-º-º-º-c-e-º-º-º:

Under this heading I will cheerfully answer

any question relating to flowers or their cul

ture. EBEN E. REXFORD.

L. D. D.—I do not know where you can obtain the

flower you write about.

MRs. A.C.-I cannot name the variety of Narcissus
from specimen sent. The flower was broken.

E. H. B.-The Azalea should be pruned when

making its annual growth, which is immediately

after flowering.

MRs. G. P. S.–It would be better to buy young

plants of the Water Lily than to attempt growing
them from seed.

AMATEUR—Oleanders frequently blossom in win

ter. They are pretty sure to do so if kept pretty dry

at the roots during the latter part of summer.

MRs. A. D.—The Rhododendron is a member of the

Laurel family. It likes shade. In winter its foliage
must be protected from the effect of sunshine.

Miss H. W. W.-The Corn Flower of which the

German#º. is said to be so fond is a near rela

tive of our old Bachelor Button—A. Centaurea.

E. L. H.-The vine is Adluima. The leaf is Far

fugium. Give a loamy soil and plenty of water, with

good drainage. Keep the under side of the leaves

free from insects.

C. L.-Grow Clematis from seedº as you

would grow any other plant. (2) The Orange likes

a rather light, rich soil, and sunshine. Water

ºrately, and see that the plant is kept free from
scale.

MRs. L. E. S.--Do not cut back the “long shoots.”

which your Night-blooming Cereus sends out.

These are branches, from which, later on, you will

et flowers. Removing them destroys just so much

owering capacity.

A. W.-Powdered borax will drive ants away from

the house, and perhaps it will cause them to leave

their nests on the lawn, if sprinkled about them and

dropped into them. Try it. It will not harm the

vegetation, if it does no good.

MRs. G.-The best Lillium Harrissil bulbs are the

large, heavy ones, averaging from four to five inches

in width. They cost more, but you are sure to get

a great many more flowers from them than you can

expect from the smaller and cheaper bulbs.

Mrs. J. B. S.-Carnations do not require a great

deal of water. They are fond of sunshine, but do not

like excessive heat. They are hybridized by fertiliz

ing the flower of one variety with the pollen of an

other. You can obtain a good fertilizer at almost any

drug store.

MRs. S.-Clematis paniculata is white, and quite

unlike our native variety. Its flowers are larger and

have broader petals. Its foliage is abundant, and

very attractive—something that cannot be said of

most varieties of this popular flower. It is as hardy
as C. flammula.

BEGINNER-Don't be too ambitious to begin with.

Be content to “go slow.” . Try a few kinds, as I

advise a correspondent in this issue. If you succeed

with them you will have more confidence in yourself

next time, and can undertake more with a better

show of success.

MRS. S. T. D.-Fir-tree oil is not cedar oil, and if

tour druggist tries to make you think so again don't
§ him impose on you. Fir-tree oil may not be men

tioned in the pharmacopoeia, but there is such an oil,

and you can obtain it of all large firms dealing in

plants and florists' supplies.

IGNORAMUs—You can, of course, learn a great deal

about the cultivation of flowers from books, but such

knowledge will be, more theory than anything else.

What you need to do is to acquire knowledge of their

requirements by personal work among them. That

is the only way to become a practical florist.

AMATEUR-I cannot advise any one to start out in

floriculture, with a view to making it a paying busi

ness, without first acquiring some practical knowl

edge of it. It is a trade, and one that must be learned,

the same as any other is. The person who thinks to

make a success of it without previous preparation is

sure to be disappointed.

Miss A. R.—The Maidenhair Fern requires a soil

of leaf-mould and a little sand. Do not remove the

roots and half-decayed Vºl. matter which you

find in earth taken from the woods. Use it as it is.

Keep the plant in partial shade. Keep the air about

it as moist as possible, but do not apply large quanti
ties of water to its foliage.

A. E. A.-If the Easter Lily, which you put out-of

doors in its pot, is starting to grow again, ſet it grow.
You could not keep it back for winter flowering by

cutting off its stalk. That would injure the plant.

Let it blossom if it wants to, and get fresh strong

bulbs in fall for winter use. Do not depend on the

old bulb for winter flowers.

W. F. N.-Hermosa is a Bourbon Rose.

classed among the “ever-bloomers.”

It is

(2) Queen's

Scarlet is not what may be called a first-class Rose,

but I advise its use by amateurs because it is more

likely to give satisfaction than some of the more

choice varieties; (3) Portia Carnation is a rich scar

let and one of the most popular kinds in cultivation.

Miss M. E. H.-The yellow Jasmine would un

doubtedly be a failure in a hanging-basket. It must

be grown in a pot, and requires considerable root

room. It will increase in size from year to year, but

can be kept within bounds by frequent cutting back.

It blooms at intervals. The Manetta is almost

always in bloom when successfully grown, which is

quite seldom.

M. B. C.–It is impossible to dry Rose petals and

have them retain their natural color. (2) If you have

failed to root cuttings of the Oleander in water, the
cause of failure É. ably lay in the fact that you did

not take them when the wood was in the proper con

dition. It should not be old wood, with a tough

bark, neither should it be new growth on which no

bark has formed, but in a half-way stage.

S. T. T.-Your Chinese Primroses failed because

you had not potted them properly. The crown of

the plant should be elevated above the soil, which

should slope away from the plant to the edge of the

ot, so that the water which you apply will run away

rom the plant instead of standing about it, as it

would if there was a depression in the centre. Water

in contact with the crown induces decay, and this

often destroys the plant.

Miss W.-If you want to shorten the stalk of your

Dracena you can do so by making a few cuts in the

stalk at the place where you want roots to start.

Then tie sphagnum moss about this place and see

that it is kept moist. After a little while roots will

form. When they have developed considerably cut

the stalk neatly across below the roots, with a sha

knife, or any tool which will not injure the stalk, and

pot the newly-rooted top in soil.

Mrs. G. S.-Heliotropes grow very readily from

ºuttings, if put in saucers of sand, and kept moist

but not wet. (2) Gladioluses should not be grown in

pots if you want them to do their best. Put them in

the ºpen ground. (3) Queen's Scarlet, Hermosa

and Agrippina Roses are best for house culture. (4)

Your Primrose cannot be expected to be always full

of flowers. It must rest occasionally. If you want it

for winter flowering it would be well to pick of all
buds that form until December.

O. O. B.-The profits of small-fruit culture depend

on several things: the market, the choice of vari

eties, the soil and—the gardener. In order to know

what kinds to grow most profitably, what soil to

#. them in, what care to give them, and how to

ispose of your fruit to the best advantage, I would

advise you to consult some practical man who has

had experience in this line, and whose success is

proof that his knowledge is not simply theory. Suc

cess is a good theory put in practice.

M. B. S.-I wonder if you looked sharply at the

under side of the leaves of your Nasturtiums? Per

haps the red spider was at work on them. You

would have to look closely to see him. I have often

seen plants of this flower completely ruined by his

work in hot, dry weather. The only remedy is
water, applied to the under side of the leaves very

liberally every night. . If the injury was done by
other pests Iºp!, kerosene emulsion. There

would be no harm in applying it, if no other enemies

were found at work.

MRS. T. J. D.—The Cineraria requires a good

deal of water when growing and flowering, consider

able pot room, and the best of drainage. It is pretty

sure to be attacked by the aphis. Insect powder

should be applied to the lower side of the leaves

When they are damp. It is well to make this applica

tion before you see an aphide, on the principle that

an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. If

}. plants are in bloom you must not pinch them

back, as you will gain nothing by it. This flower is

nºt a steady bloomer. It is comparatively worthless

after having given one good crop of flowers. The

leaf sent, seems to be from some variety of the

shrubby Spireas.

MRs. W.-There is a double Agapanthus, but it is

not as desirable as the single kind. Many flowers

are not imprºved by, doubling. The Pansy, Lily,

Amaryllis, and other flowers of similar classes, are

much prettier single than they would be if double,
because doubling them would destroy some of the

peculiarities which constitute their chief charm.

The beauty of a Pansy depends quite as much on its

markings as on itsº and a double flower would

spoil the markings. The Lily is admired because of

its beautiful form and classic outlines. to double it

wºuld spoil these. There is a double variety of the

old Tiger Lily, and no one admires it, though a few

grow it as a curiosity.

Mrs. M. A. G. – This correspondent writes as

follows: ". In Floral Helps and Hints you answer

.S. V. P. by saying that Zillium auratum frequently
fails. May I give my experience with this ń.

I have grown it for ten years. I plant the bulbs in

$pring, six inches deep. They are not allowed to

bloom the first year. Many times they do not show
themselves above ground §: first year. Each fall I

gover them with a barrow of litter from the horse

barn. This treatment is the secret of my success.

The second year I, had ten flowers. After eight years

I lified and divided the large bulbs, using same pre

cautions as to depth in resetting. This spring I have

eight, strong stalks, and expect from one hundred to

ºne hundred and twenty-five flowers. I live on a

high. hill... I have several neighbors who are suc

ceeding with this Lily.”

Little Girl. Who Loyes Flowers—Coax your

father, or “the boys,” if there are any in the family,

to spade up a bed or two in the garden for you next

spring, and have some one who knows how show

you about sowing seed properly. Watch them, and

see, how it is done, that you may learn the process
and be able to depend on yourself in future kee

the weeds from growing, and give the plants such

care as they may need all through the season if you

want good flowers. I would not advise you to try

many kinds to begin with, but to confine your atten

tion to a few of the best, until you learn what treat

ment they need...Then you can enlarge your garden

and add to your list. You will find Sweet Peas, Pop

pies, Phlox, Balsam, Asters and Petunias a good half

dozen to begin with. I venture the prediction that

you will get so much pleasure out of your little gar

den that you will find work in it quite like play.

Mrs. P.-Yes, Ten-week Stock is a good winter

bloomer, provided you grow your plants for winter

use in pots all through the season. It has a lon top

root, and plants having such roots are always hard

tº transplant successfully. Indeed, you would prob

ably fail to make nine-tenths of the plants grow that

you lift from the garden bed. Therefore, sow seed

in pots, and allow half a dozen plants to grow in each

pot until they come into bloom. Pulf up all that
proveiº. a large proportion of the seedlings

will—and keep that growing steadily through the

summer, but do not allow it to bloom much. By fre

quent pinching, in it will become bushy and compact,
and be in excellent shape for winter blooming. The

chief trouble with this plant in the house is its liabil

ity to attacks of red spider. To guard against this

apply water to the under side of the foliage daily.

#. not allow seed to form at any time if you want
owers.

H. R.--What I meant by letting the Freesia

thºroughly ripen was a complete development of the

bulbs, which process takes place largely after flower

ing. Grow the plants on until the leaves turn yellow.

This indicates that the roots have completed the sea

son's growth. If dried offas soon as the flowers faded

the roots, would be injured, if not spoiled, because

they would be immature, at that period. (2) your
ºliº. may require a large pot, or it may not get

water enough. This plant requires a soil of loam

and sand, quite rich, and it must be given a larger
pot as soon as the roots fill the old one. You can

tell about this by turning the pot upside down, and

allowing the ball of earth to slip out, as it will,

readily, if you hit the pot sharply against something
to loosen theº If you find a network of white

roots abºut the soil give a larger pot. This plant

forms a dense mass of very fine roots in the soil, and
freº it is difficult to make water penetrate it

sufficiently to moisten all parts. This can be rem

edied by running a wire or knitting needle into the

soil at the base of the plant. Make several holes,

and see that they are kept open.

BALTIMoRE-This correspondent writes that she

has a peach tree in her garden which looks healthy,

blooms well, but does not bear fruit, and she wants

me tº tell her what the reason is. If she had stopped

to think it over she would never have asked me to

answer such a question. What do I know about her

tree, beyond the bare fact, as stated in her letter, that

she has a tree that blooms, but does not bear? There

might be a dozen reasons for its failure to fruit, but

how am I to know anything about them? I am con

stantly receiving similar letters, in which the writers

state the fact that a trouble exists, but nothing else,

and I am expected to give a satisfactory and intelli.

gent answer. I wish correspondents would read
their questions over after writing them down, and

ask themselves if they have made them so clear that

they would be likely to be able to answer them if

they had been asked to reply to them. Take it for

granted, always, that I know nothing about your

lants and their troubles beyond what you telſ me.

". know, not only what the trouble is, but what

treatment the plants have had, as to soil, watering,

etc. These items of information often enable me to

tell where the difficulty lies. . may seem unim

ortant to you, but they are ..". very important.
Hº: correspondent also says that her Narcissus has

bloomed sparingly, and asks, “What can be the

matter with it?” I don't know.

º

* The Care of Children's Teeth

should be a mother's first thought.

anxiety if they use deliciously flavored

º Rubifoam.

- º the Little Folks.

No more

It is a great favorite with

DELICIOUSLY FLAVORED

Absolutely free fiom all in

jurious substances. Samp/e

via/ /ree.

25 cents

Sold by

All Druggists

* E.W. Hoyt & co.
Lowell, Mass.

».
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Beauty is but Skin Deep
The surest way to promote and maintain a smooth, soft and velvety complexion

is to provide Nurture and Sustenance for the Skin.

ing-table.

The Genuine Ar

ticle always bears

this Trade-Mark,

Lanoline

Lanoline

Lanoline

Lanoline

ſº

Pomade, 5oc.

X

which forms the basis of the Lanoline Toilet Preparations, is extracted from

purified Lamb's Wool and is a natural skin nutriment. -

Soap, Toilet Cream and Cold Cream, should have a place on every lady's dress

They are manufactured in the celebrated Lanoline Works in Martini

kenfelde, near Berlin, Germany, and are universally used throughout Europe.

If your Druggist or Fancy Goºds Dealer can

not supply these goods they will be sent direct

*** upon receipt of price.

Toilet Cream (in tubes), 15c. and 25c.

Soap, 35c. per cake; box, $1.oo

Cold Cream (in jars), 5oc.

U. S. Depot for LANOLINE, 79 Murray Street, New York

*********************************************

These preparations, the

We send free upon request

an interesting and instruct

ive booklet on -

**PERSONAL BEAUTY "

º

Do your part, and do your best—

Nature then will do the rest.

Part of your part is to secure the

best Seeds. Ask your dealer for

FERRY'S SEEDS.]
They always fill the bill.

would know the best methods of

lanting and growing them, send for

°rry's Seed Annual for 1895, Free.

D. M. FERRY & co., DETROIT, MICH.
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If you

©ººººººººººººººººººººººººººººººººººººººººººººoººººº-º-º:

iBURPEE'Sºlº
3. cannot be had elsewhere.

A handsome book of 174 pages, 408 illustrations, beau

§ séðs'. includi lties that “805. It tells all about the BES at, grows,including rare novelties thatnew features for 1895 Price Io cents (less than cost), but mailed FREE to intending purchasers.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Seed Growers, PHILADELPHIA, PA. {

********º-ººººººººººººº-ºº:

“The Leading American Seed Catalogue”

lates painted from nature, with many

{

{
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DR. LYON'S

PERFECT

T00THPOWDER
-

the breath. Used by people of refinement

for Over a quarter of a century.

Beautiful Southern Galax Leaves

SAPONACEO :

DENTIFRICE

TÉEth
The Best Toilet Luxury as a Dentifrice in the World

To Cleanse and Whiten the Teeth

To Remove Tartar from the Teeth

To Sweeten the Breath and Preserve the Teeth

To Make the Gums Hard and Healthy

Use Brown’s Camphorated Saponaceous Dentifrice

Price 25 cents a Jar. For sale by all Druggists

iful

A FINE ROSEº
with Catalºg, only,10c., 3 Fine Roses, 25c.:for decorating. Brilliant Green and Bronze. Sam

ple free for 2C. stamp, or $1.00 per hundred, post aid.

CHAS. H. RICKSECKER, Linville, Mitchell Co., N.C.

-- ... : 16, st.00. Choice varieties, all labeled.

Žišo'É. CoNARD, Box 4,West Grove, Pa.
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ſº HINTS ON .

*HOMEDRESSMARING;
& BY EMMA M HOOPER J;

Under this heading I will cheerfully answer,

each month, any reasonable question on Home

Dressmaking sent me by my readers.

EMMA M. HOOPER.

GREENHoRN-Read answer to “Dressmaker” in

regard to godet plaits.

OLD MAID-Black gros-grain of a large cord is

durable and also fashionable again.

MATRoN-Have full leg-of-mutton sleeves of black

velvet, or a good quality of velveteen.

CLARA-Have a black cloth cape trimmed with

astrakhan fur and of a three-quarter length.

L. E. S.-Your questions were answered in the

Journal of September, 1894, a copy of which will be

sent you on receipt of ten cents.

MRs. L-Add full leg-of-mutton sleeves of velvet

or nice velveteen to your coat in seal brown, and take
up the seams to make it closer in fit.

John HALIFAx—You can use black astrakhan

cloth for a collar, leg-of-mutton sleeves and edging

down the fronts on each side, which will widen the

fronts as well.

DoRA, NELLAND OTHERs—Read answer to “Clara

P.” If the brooch is too expensive have a heart of

gold without any precious stone, as a brooch is a

favorite souvenir.

Country GIRL-Read answer to “Bride.” (2) An

even number of bridesmaids looks better than an odd

array: (3) Twelve, three and eight o'clock are the

favorite hours for weddings.

Josie—You cannot renovate velvet on a dress; it

must be steamed and brushed up by holding it over

a pan of boiling water, pile up, and brushing against

the pile with a stiff whisk broom.

MRs. CHAs. W.-Do not put a baby in short clothes

in January unless your climate is very even, which I

hardly think the case judging from a little experience

which l had in Iowa some years past.

MRs. C. M.–Read answer to “Stasia” and reverse

the advice. You have the silk for the body of the

waist, so buy velvet for the full sleeves and crush

collar, three yards, in a contrasting shade.

Dodo—Yourselection of a name is not a happy one,

neither is your idea of a white cloth afternoon gown

trimmed with black lace. The cloth is all right, but

trim it with jet and cherry velvet accessories.

SHADE—You can make a pretty shade out of

Japanese silk and edge it under the pinked edge

with point d'esprit lace; shirr the top, run No. 1

ribbon in the casing, draw it up and tie in full loops

and ends.

J.-The sleeves of riding habits have changed

since the advent of the large sleeves, and while they

are no longer fitted plainly they are still of a coat

shape, with a few gathers over the top, but never

full like other sleeves.

CoLoR1st—The new red that has taken us by

storm this season "Pºº in Paris in May, where

they called it cherry, but it is too bright for that, and

on the color cards seen in the dry goods trade it is

called Jacqueminot and pivoine.

INAT.-Of course you can change your name to

Avis if you wish, but after bearing the pretty name

of Ina for twenty years you will probably have some

difficulty in training your family and friends to say

Avis. Why not let well enough alone?

MRs. D. M.–Make a full circular cape of your

handsome velveteen, which has a novel finish, com

ing to well below the hips; line with quilted satin

and trim with a yoke of jet points below a turned

over collar or thick ruche of satin ribbon.

Subscriber—The best qualities of velveteen are

generally satisfactory. (2) Mixed goods of serge,

sacking, cheviot or camel's hair weave are the chief

effects for winter. (3) In colors there are golden

brown, cherry, cornflower blue and black.

B. B. S.—Your dressmaker is correct in regard to

the corset. If you wish a perfect-fitting evening

gown regardless of extra comfort, for a full-dress

toilette can never be called a comfortable one, you

must have a corset made for such occasions.

ZIPP-Haye a warm golden-brown cheviot having

a red thread here and there, and brighten it with a

crush collar of cherry velvet. (2) Old rose of a clear

bright shade in Henrietta or Fayetta trimmed with

leaf green crush collar and belt and a cream lace yoke.

IDA—Your skirt should be four yards wide, so if

less, add side panels of black moiré. Use the same

for full puffs on sleeves; cut waist round, open in

front and add a crush belt and narrow flat vest of

º Now brighten with a crush collar of cherry

velvet.

MRs. J. B.-For every day have long cloaks made

for the little girls from pretty plaid blankets, such

as come for bath robes. They will take all kinds of

treatment and keep the children warm during mid

winter in Wisconsin. You can have silk-lined hoods

to correspond.

NEMO-A green or golden-brown velveteen skirt

§nd leg-of-mutton sleeves can have a waist of pink

Liberty satin, crêpe or a changeable silk introducing

pink strongly, with a pink velvet collar. Velveteen

}. to be very popular as long as the velvet

ashion prevails.

R. P. A.—Wedding costumes were written of in

the April issue. (2) Black satin rather than silk. (3)

Wear a traveling dress or handsome visiting silk.

and-wool costume. (4) A bride wears flowers and

many carry a bouquet or prayer-book. (5) Thank

your friends by note.

GRANNie-Have a tea-gown of purple Henrietta,

with a front of surah of a lighter shade and trim

down the edges with a triple box-plaiting of black
satin ribbon. Add a crush collar of either shade of

velvet, bow, and belt of satin ribbon and epaulettes
of black guipure lace.

An or Girl—Read answer to “Puzzled ” and

**se your vest and revers of black moiré fastened

with jet buttons; (2). Dark red piqué gioves stitched

With white ºr black look well with a Biaćk suit. "3)

Silk:Warp black fabrics are more dressy than the aft:
wool but are not more fashionable.

BRipº-Have your sister for the maid of honor and

the groom's, sisters for bridesmaids with your

cºusins. (2) A pink wedding is the favorite one now.

adays, but in this case you can still have the maid of

honor in white as you prefer; pink for the other at

tendants and for the floral decorations.

Mrs. John F.-There is pure wool underwear that

will not shrink if properly washed, but this intº

clause explains nearly all of the trouble known with

all-wool underwear. You cannot soak it, and each

water must be of the same degree of heat. Neither

must the wet garments freeze while drying.

STASIA-Use your three yards of garnet velvet for

leg-of-mutton sleeves and crush collar and buy two

yards of changeable silk in contrast, as green and old

rose or pale blue and garnet; make this to wear out

side of the black skirt, fitting it to the bottom of the

jºine round in the back and slightly pointed in
ront.

CLARA P.-Let your bridesmaids wear skirts and

immense sleeves of pink moiré, with round waists of

accordion-plaited chiffon oversatin; large pink felt

hats trimmed with black ostrich tips and a large bow

of five-inch satin ribbon; white suéde gloves and

shoes. (2) Give them brooches consisting of a lover's

knot of pink enamel having a diamond in the centre.

These cost from $13 to $25.

MRs. T. K.—For a woman of forty to dress in an

elderly manner is simply absurd. Wear any of the

fashionable colors, brown, tan, navy, green for the

street and the now fashionable black. For evening

wear heliotrope, old rose, the new bright reds, cream,

etc. . Black and white is very handsome for all ages

but do not try to confine yourself to black, gray an

seal brown while in your prime.

AGRIcola–Wear any color except dead white,

turquoise, steel gray and brick red. (2) Your skirt

should be at least four yards wide, so use a front

breadth, cutting the present one down the centre, of

velvet of a shade or two darker. Use the wide satin

ribbon for large bows at each front seam near lower

edge. Have crush belt, full elbow sleeves and

rosettes draping lace around neck of the velvet.

Two GIRLS-There is no reason why two girls of

twenty-five should not travel alone in Europe. Con

duct yourselves in a refined manner and you will be

treated accordingly. It will be of great advantage if

you learn enough of French and§. to ask for

a hotel, cab, waiter, etc. Many Germans speak

English in the hotels and shops, but the men con

nected with the railroads are apt to understand only

German.

LUELLA M.--Your large pale blue felt hat should

be trimmed with a large Alsatian bow of five-inch
satin ribbon and from six to§. black ostrich tips.

(2) Add a full vest of blue chiffon to the black waist

and strap it four times with narrow jet gimp, which

should also trim the wrists and edge of coat basque.

(3) Black velvet or clothº lined with blue, and

black gloves stitched with blue, or vice versa, on a
small hand.

WINNIFRED M.–If you clean a felt hat it will lose

its shape from the wetting and should be reblocked,

which only, a professional can do, so it is just as

cheap to take it to one in the first place. If a good

brushing does not renovate it sponging it in a liquid

made by boiling an old black kid glove in a pint of

water until it is reduced to a half pint will give it a

good black, but when you get it out of shape you can
not reblock it.

MRs. S. K.—Make your mother a striped flannel

wrapper for ordinary wear, and one of gray and red

cashmere and China silk for days when she is able to

sit up more. In this issue gowns for invalids are

written of. (2) Night-gowns of outing flannel or

§º: but soft, Canton flannel will be warmer for

her than those of muslin. (3) Nothing is conceded to

be as healthful as pure wool underwear for all ages
and conditions.

A. A. A.-Use white lace on the gray without satin

under it; use lace for yoke and epaulette ruffles;

lace insertion on skirt to make it seem wider, as it

would be three yards and a half anyway. You could

introduce a soft vest of green, and gray changeable
silk. (2) Gray chip hat, having wº lace, moiré

ribbon and much green about flowers, will be pretty,
also gray kid gloves. Letters are answered as soon

as the space permits.

K. F. H.-Wear corsets containing only genuine

whalebone or French horn, (2) Shades differ from

season to season, but you will be safe in using velvet

sleeves. (3) Use yelvet sleeves also in your brown

jacket or velvet in one and moiré in the other gar

ment. (4) A cape of your sealskin will be more

stylish than any other garment and can only be done

properly by a furrier. They will add more seal fur
or use astrakhan as a combination.

dress

rass

eavy

DREssMAKER—The handsomest hangin

skirts worn in Paris are lined throughout wit

cloth, fibre chamois or crinoline, but not the

skirt canvas as you seem to think. Interline your

jackets with fibre chamois or crinoline. (2) Skirts are

from four yards to four and a half in width, and the

godet plaits at the back are caught with elastic ten

inches below the belt to give them the rounded ap

pearance that gives them the name.

X. Y. Z.-Have your serge made with an un

trimmed four-yard-wide bell skirt, leg-of-mutton

sleeves and pointed corsage. Have wrists, edge of

basque and front trimmed with jet bands an inch

wide; the front trimming to be in bretelle style

and continue over the shoulders and down the back.

Then have a crush collar and V-shaped vest of a

becoming color of velvet; cherry, old rose, turquoise

or cornflower blue, reddish purple, leaf green or

Inlauve.

SHELL–I have just learned of a way in which to

repolish shell combs, but have not tried it personally.

If there are any scratches remove them by scraping

with the edge of a knife; then rub with a dry

woolen rag covered with finely-powdered charcoal

and water. Follow this by rubbing fine, dry whiting

or precipitated chalk on the shellFº moist

ened with vinegar. When this rub ing is over dust

the palm of the hand with the chalk or whiting and

rub with that.

TEssie C.—To wear with your black silk skirt

have a red velvet blouse and evening bonnet to

match of the new shade known as piyoine; trim the

waist with a yoke of jet Vandykes radiating from the

neck, and add a little jet in the bonnet. (2) For in

door eyening wear have a waist of pink or turquoise

blue highly-finished satin (Liberty, satin), with epau

lettes of white guipure lace. (3) As your sister is to
have a new black skirt to wear with odd waists let it

be of moiré, and untrimmed.

Puzzled—Your goods are of a cheviot weave in an

armure pattern and are known as cheviot. (2) Have

an untrimmed godet skirt (gored at each seam, four

yards wide and with four tiny box-plaits known as

godets at back). Large sleeves, coat basque having
a pointed vest front and long tapered revers. Finish

º edges with two rows of machine stitching. You

have sufficient of the material to add a reefer jacket

or hip-length circular cape; if the latter line it with

black surah, sateen or moiréd percaline.

MRs. H. E. M.-A matron of thirty-five years of

age may wear white, tan, golden and reddish brown,

light gray, old rose, reddish purple, dark red, navy

or any other blue shades if they are becoming. It is

an exploded, theory that women of this age should

dress exclusively, in staid and sober colors. (2) A

black serge may have a godetskirt, using panels of

moiré to make the old skirt sufficiently widé. Have

slightly-pºinted waist, sleeye puffs, crush collar,

short, wide revers and a circular basque piece of
the moiré.

LUNA P-I agree with your mother about the

black, and Empire gowns are passé. Have a

speckled taffeta in turquoise or the new light corn

flower blue, pink, cream or pale yellow, at seventy

five cents to one dollara yard. Make with a beliskirt

from four to five yards wide, full elbow sleeves and

a round waist, low, half-low or high neck. If the

latter, have a crush collar of cherry, pink, blue or

yellow velvet; if low, finish the neck with a ruffle of

chiffon draped up on each side in front of the arm

hole with a full rosette of contrasting velvet, using

cherry in preference. Wear a belt of No. 36 satin

ribbon tied in two long ends and two short, upright
loops at the back.
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It is the tendency of

fine heavy bleached goods

to become hard, to crack,

and furn yeſ/ow in washing.

Dwight Anchor Cloth

COnSCliable, and

ler sells them.

quently

RetainS its Clear White C010r

The fabric is of extraordinary weight and dura

bility and made in all the standard widths, viz.:
36, 40, 42, 45, 50, 54, 63, 72, 81 and 90 inches,

Unbleached, Bleached and Half-Bleached.

If not in stock have him

procure them for you from any wholesale house.

MINOT, HOOPER & CO.

Boston and New York

is readily washed, will remain soft

it
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There is Economy
in wearing the

SEND For DESCRIPTIVE PRICE List.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Shawknit

Half-Hose

for they are the Most Durable as well as the best-fitting.

Testimonials to the effect that they are the best, and

CHEAPEST IN THE END

are received every day from all classes of wearers.

genuine unless stamped oºzºzº on the toe.

SHAW ST00KING CO., LOWell, MaSS.

None
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Blly Direct from

the Manufacturer.

This fine, new shape Silk Lamp Shade, Ban

quet or Piano size,

$7.50.

Size 18 in. from point to point, finest quality

silk, with heavy embroidered silk chiffon, includ

; mica protector.

refunded if not satisfactory.

art catalogue.

Express prepaid. Money

Send for illustrated

B0STON ART LAMP SHADE CO.,

1 West St., near Washington St., Boston, Mass,
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STITCHNOMORE
The new labor-saver. Tried once: used

always. Repairs clothing, dresses, gloves, umbrellas,

stockings, and all fabrics better than needle and thread,

and in one-tenth the time. Send 10c. for package,

enough to mend 100 articles. Agents wanted.

---------------

ROOF

Must be covered with poor

tin. Youraddress on a pos

# willº ..";Yºlº
information on how to

AGAIN l

ſld Tin Platt Works

ect and test Roofing Tin.

ſ:LEAKING & Blaſk Diamſ
STITCHNOMORE CO. 240 Jackson Street

CHICAGO

Laurel St.

e----------------->

Philadelphia, Pa.
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- See

Admits Air BACK of How Easily

Food, Not in FRONT CLEANSED !

Important: ś
in front barely enters neck of

bottle, whence it is immediately
drawn out again by baby. This

may, prevent nipple collapsing,
but does not prevent wind-colic.

“THE BEST
NOT ONLY

Nipple Collapsing

Prevents S.

WIND=COLIC

and BOWEL TROUBLE, TOO

It is the GENUINE and ONLY

PRACTICAL Air-Inlet Bottle

Avoid Worthless Imitations !

At.#; 25 cents, with a sample “Clingfast.”

Nipple, Free; or by mail, 35 cents, postpaid. Safe
delivery guaranteed. Our “Clingfast” Nºple 70azº

ranted pure gum, 50 cents dozen, postpaid.

THE GOTHAM CO.,Warren St., New York

99N.

NURSER

Ferris’

Good

Sense

COrSet Waist,

Madeto conform to the

natural beauty of the

figure, and with regard

to the most approved

rules of health, to fit all

ages and shapes, from

infants to adults. Sold by

all Leading Retailers.

Send for Circular.

FERRIS BROS.,

Manuf'rs and Patentees,

341 Broadway, N.Y.

ranch Office,

537 Market St.,
º San Francisco.

Has the Double Centre

Draught

IS AS EASY TO LIGHI AS GAS

ALL FIRST-CLASS DEALERS

SELL IT

send for our Little Book

§§ -

jº BRADLEY & HUBBARD

%. 22 MFG, G0,

NEW York– hoston – Chicago

FACTORIES: MERIDEN, CONN.

The Best is

BROWN'S

FRENCH

DRESS|NG

For Ladies' and Children's

Boots and Shoes

Paris Medal on every bottle.

Sold Everywhere.

ºCOFFEE, SPICES and EXTRACIS
direct from Importers to

A Consumers. For 18 years we have been

offering Premiums tº Clubs and, large

buyers, of Dinner. Tea and Toilet

sets, silver Ware. T

Lace Curtains, etc... all of our own im

tation, and bought for Cash direct

"rom manufacturers.is. Large dis

counts on goods without premiums.

Our fully illustrated 150-page Catalogue will interest,

and we will be pleased to mail YOU one upon re

ceipt of your address.

LoNidoN TEA Co., 191 Congress St. Boston

Over 100,000

Hijºſ SINGERI'lili,Al)1-1,1-111A

MAC S in constant use.

S ed 1878 to sell machines at

-popular prices. In 1895 we sell -

the best machine built at prices lower than any

other. Send for Special Offer catalogue.

The C. A. W00D CO., IV N. IOth St., Philada., Pa.

SELF-THREADINC THIMBHF:
Every Lady wants it. This thim mbines a

needle threader and a thread cutter, two ingenious

attachments saying teeth, biting thread, and eyes:

Beautifully, Silver plated. The most, convenient
| method of "Sº!";..." in the world. Regular

| Price, 25c. our rice, c. each. 1.00

a dozen. You can make $5.00 perº selling them.

BATEs & Co., 100 High St., Boston, Mass.

Ladies like to hang
their dresses on a ToweR's PATENT

Revolving WARdrop E. Hook be

cause it prevents wrinkles, and keeps

clothing neat. Any garment may

be selected by revolving the Hook.

Sample dozen, $1, prepaid. Single

sample, 25 cents, postpaid. Sold by

dealers. Men and women wanted

to canvass.

GRAND RAPIDS BRASS CO.

166 Court Street, Grand Rapids, Mich.

The Domestic

of a general domestic nature.

AGNEs—Asbestos is a mineral.

RUTH-Menus are placed to the left of the guest.

H. J.-Linoleum is very much more serviceable

than oilcloth.

E. W.-A dessertspoon is, in size, between a tea

and a table spoon.

C. E. B. H.-Sandwiches should be made from

bread that is at least one day old.

JANE–Sprinkle oil of pennyroyal on your pantry

shelves and the ants will disappear.

JAvA–A large cupful of ground coffee should be

sufficient to make good coffee for four persons.

INEz—You will find directions for preparing pot

pourri for a rosejar in the Journal for June, 1892.

P. L.-Almost all the standard baking powders are

good; I cannot recommend any one in particular.

MATTIE-The temperature of the dining-room

when a dinner party is in progress, should not ex

ceed 68°.

LAURA-Furnish your laundress with aº and

rather coarse comb with which to comb out the fringe

on doilies and towels.

MRs. A. D. H.-To clean bronzes wash with strong

soapsuds, rinsing, and rubbing until perfectly dry.

Valuable pieces may be rebronzed.

Mrs. PRoPER—The tooth-pick should never be

used out of the privacy of one's own apartments:

the same rule applies to the nail-file.

D. D. D.—Poultry that is dry-picked is considered

the best. Poultry that has been scalded before bein

icked may be recognized by the skin, which will

ook smooth and be tightly drawn.

M. A. P.-Canaries will steadily drop their feathers

if suffering from colds or if they are in any way out

of condition. I would advise consulting some bird

fancier in regard to a suitable tonic.

FRANkrort–Dotted Swiss curtains made with

full ruffles make very dainty and pretty bedroom

curtains. They may be tied back or not as fancy

dictates. Curtains are tied back much higher than

they used to be.

UTILITY-The usual size for the place doily is

nine inches; they are usually square and fringed.

Those that are used for the meat dishes are oval,

while those for carafes and finger-bowls may be

either round or square.

JAMEsport–Hard-shell clams are in season all

the year round. (2) You can buy at almost any large

house-furnishing store, a washing-machine. As many

of the patents on these machines have expired they

are not at all expensive.

BRINckERHoof–When oysters are served upon

the half shell they are usually placed upon the table

before the meal is announced. They should be very

cold, and with them should be served lemon and very

thin slices of brown bread and butter.

J. L. C.–Canvas-back ducks are in season this

month, and nothing could be better for your game

course than these same ducks; with them should be

served currant jelly and a salad of celery. (2) Terra

pin are in season from November to May.

MADAME-Table napkins may be folded in any way

that the fancy may dictate, though the fashion of

having them folded square so as to show the initial

or monogram, as also to admit, at dinner, of placing

the bread or roll between the folds, seems to us the

best.

A. McM.–Handsome sideboard covers may be
made from fine white linen with an insertion of em.

broidery, drawn-work or lace set in about three

inches above each end. The ends finished to match,

with a trimming that will run around the entire

cover.

SALLy—The most desirable material for pillow

cases is linen, of course, but as it is rather beyond

the means of the average housekeeper, pillow-cases

are usually made of the muslin which comes espe

cially for the purpose in several widths and in

several qualities.

MARTHENA-Dotted Swiss muslin is very much

used for bedroom curtains, the large-dotted patterns

being preferred to the small ones. Indeed, all the

new curtain materials come in large figures. (2) The

winter draperies for your doors should be of material

heavy enough to exclude draughts.

INQuirer–A dinner table capable of accommodat

ing twenty-four people should be about eighteen feet

long. (2) You can purchase silver or plated menu

holders at any large silversmith's. (3) Rye bread is

usually made of half rye and half wheat flour.

Sometimes a few caraway seeds are added.

Sready—Why not give your guest a clean napkin

at each meal? The doing so will give you very little

extra trouble and will make your table so much more

attractive. If, however, you feel that you cannot do

this, give her a pretty, fresh piece of ribbon to use in

place of the napkin-ring which you think she ought

to have brought.

READER—Five o'clock tea may be served in a

variety of ways. The hostess may brew it herself in

a teapot, upon her tea-table in the parlor; she may

make it by pouring boiling water over a tea-ball, or it

may be served by either a man or maid servant in

the dining-room. Its proper accompaniments are

sugar, cream, sliced lemon, and either wafers, thin

sandwiches or cake.

Mrs. Howard–If there are any grease spots in

the China silk garment which you i. to wash,

rub them out with a little benzine, then make a

lather of luke-warm water and white soap and wash

the garment in it as briskly as possible; rinse it twice

through clear warm water, wring dry, roll up tightly

for an hour or two and then iron on the wrong side

with a not too hot iron.

LITTLE NE!!...+If you have a fire in your little
study I would advise you to have two covers

made for your lounge of a cretonne that will look

well after it is washed. In this way it may always

be kept looking fresh; for the pillows make some

cheesecloth covers with deep ruffles; this material

comes in many pretty shades, is inexpensive, easily

laundered and very soft to lie one's head upon.

House Mother—Delicious cranberry jelly may

be made by the following receipt: Wash carefully

a quart of selected cranberries, put them in a porce

lain-lined saucepan with a half a pint of water

and half a pound of good white sugar. Boil, for

twenty minutes, and press through a fruit strainer

or jelly bag into a mould which has previously been

rinsed with cold water. When cool this should

form a perfect mould of bright crimson jelly.

Editor, during Miss Parloa's absence, will answer, on this page, questions

SoMMERVILLE-When sending out hvitations to

evening parties it is customary to denote the amuse

ment feature by placing in the lower left-hand corner,

“Dancing,” or “Cards,” or “Fancy dress and masks.”

The hour is designated thus: “Dancing after nine,”

or “German at eight o'clock,” or “Supper at half

after seven,” and underneath “Dancing.” Some

times a separate card is inclosed, reading, “Dancing

at nine o'clock.”

PRUDENCE–To wash summer silks, remove all

grease or other spots with chloroform, then make a

solution of a teaspoonful of ammonia and a little

soap in a pail of water, and in this dip the silk again

and again until the silk looks clean. Do not wring

out, but press between the hands, . Rinse in water
from which the chill is gone, and hang in a shady

place until partly dry, when lay between two cloths,

and press with a hot iron until it is quite dry.

Nor A–Kidney stew is made by washing carefully

the kidneys and boiling them whole untiquite ten

der; set aside to cool, and when cool cut into tiny

squares, removing all the fat; place in a stew-pan

with a tablespoonful of butter, a little salt, a dash of

cayenne pepper, a large cupful of milk and allow them

to simmer gently for half an hour. Then thicken

with a spoonful of flour mixed with a little cold

milk, and serve upon a platter garnished with small

squares of dry toast.

M. E. W.-A menu that would be easy to prepare

for a wedding breakfast would be two hot dishes,

consisting of either chicken croquettes, lobster cut

lets, oyster patties or creamed oysters. Everything

else might be cold and as follows: Salad, either

chicken or lobster, pickled oysters, a small wedding

cake, little cakes for the bridesmaids, Charlotte russe

and coffee. The table decorations should either be

all white, or the colors used in the bridesmaids' cos

tumes. Let your waitresses be dressed in white.

HELEN–Have for your new dining table a cover

of either white felt or double-faced Canton flannel to

use under the table-cloth. These covers make the

linen appear more handsome and they save the table

from becoming marked where the warm dishes rest.

(2) Cut sugar is usually taken with the sugar-tongs;

if none are provided and there seems no other way,

pick up the lumps of sugar, with your fingers. (3)

Asparagus and fish sets may be bought at almost any

silversmith's. (4) A small lump of camphor placed in

your silver-chest will keep your silver from becoming

tarnished.

J. J.-When a scratch appears upon the back of a
mirror, first scrape away the mercury to the width of

a quarter of an inch from either side of it, and wipe

the place with a bit of cloth dipped in alcohol. Then

take a broken piece of mirror and mark out a piece

of silvering larger than the place on the mirror need

ing repairs. Place a small drop of fresh mercury on

the centre of this silvering,º: it to remain a

few moments. Clean away the silver from around

the patch and slip it from the broken glass to the

place to be mended, pressing it into place with a tuft

of cotton.

Two LITTLE GIRLs—To prepare salted almonds,

blanch them by pouring boiling water over them and

rubbing the brown skin off with a rough cloth.

When they are blanched and quite dry measure them,

and over each cupful of nuts pour a tablespoonful of

the best olive oil. Let them stand for an hour, and

then sprinkle a tablespoonful of salt over each cup

ful, mixing it thoroughly. Spread them out on a flat

tin pan, put them in a not too hot oven for about ten

minutes, or until they have become a delicate brown.

Salted almonds remain on the dinner and lunch table

from the beginning until the end of the meal.

B. M.–Maryland rusks are made as follows: One

pint of bread rising, one cup of sugar, one table

spoonful of butter, one-half cup of milk, one pinch of

salt. Take half a yeast cake and make rising over

night. In the morning cream the butter and sugar

together and beat in the egg. Add the milk and the

rising; stir in two cups of flower and the salt, mak

ing a sponge which should he allowed to rise for

four hours. When light, work in enough flour to

make a soft dough and set it again for two hours.

Then work it into rolls, put them in patty-pans and

let them rise for about an hour. Then place them

in a moderate oven to bake. In summer they will

not take as long to lighten.

SALLIE R.—The New York “Tribune” gives the

following directions for ebonizing pine: The wood

is immersed for forty-eight hours in a hot, saturated

solution of alum, and then brushed over several

times with a logwood decoction, prepared as follows:

Boil one part best logwood with ten parts of water,

filter through linen and evaporate at a gentle heat

until the volume is reduced to one-half. To every

quart of this add from ten to fifteen drops of a satu

rated solution of indigo, completely neutral. After

applying this dye to the wood, rub the latter with a

saturated and filtered solution of verdigris in hot,

concentrated acetic acid, and repeat the operation

until a black of the desired intensity is obtained. It

must always be remembered when handling chem

i. that great care must be taken to protect the

ancis.

MRs. 1.-Muriatic acid will remove the stains from

the marble basins, etc., in the bathroom. A daily

application of sand-soap is a good cleanser, but
during the summer months when houses are ciosed

and the daily cleansing does not occur, a stain is

formed that defies the effort of usual household

cleansers. It is now that muriatic acid will perform

what other appliances have failed, to do. Let the

water be shut off, the basin emptied completely and

dried, and muriatic acid applied with a small rag

upon the end of a stick; the stain, will disappear

instantaneously. The basin should then be immedi

ately scrubbed with soap and water and flushed to

remove all traces of the acid. Care should be used

in keeping it from dropping upon the plumbing at

tachments, as itsº properties will efface

silver platings and the like, and care must also be
. that it is not allowed to touch either hands or

clothes.

BRINckERHoor—The following receipt for bees

wax can be vouched for: After the combs have been

put through an extractor or crushed and strained

through a thin cloth, the wax is put in a copper or

porcelain-lined kettle with cold water enough to

cover it, and boiled for half an hour, or longer if it

seems necessary. When the wax is taken from the

stove it is strained and poured in a vessel previously

dipped in cold water. To make a round cake of

bees-wax, pour the melted wax in a bowl that has

been dipped in cold water. When cold it may be

easily removed if the bowl was dipped in cold water:

To make wax sheets, use a board three-eighths of

an inch thick, dampened with warm water, then

dipped in the melted wax two or three times. The

board is next put in water to coºl for a little while,

after which it is taken out, the edges trimmed with a

sharp knife and two sheets of wax peeled off. To

make these wax sheets the wax must not be too hot

or it will crack.
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